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ECONOMY 
 

AGRICULTURE 

ANALYSING FARM LOAN WAIVERS –  

The Recent events  of the UP government’s waiver of farmer loans, protests by Tamil Nadu farmers in 

Delhi and a warning from the RBI Governor against loan waivers — have once again brought farm 

loan write-offs into the limelight .  

Farm loans may be crop loans or investment loans taken to buy equipment and other agriculture 

inputs . During times of a natural calamity like failure of Monsoons or a Disaster farmers don’t get a 

good price for their output and they are unable to repay the loans taken .  

The rural distress in such situations often prompts States or the Centre to offer relief — reduction or 

complete waiver of loans.The Centre or States take over the liability of farmers and repay the banks. 

Waivers are usually selective , only certain loan types or  categories of farmers or loan sources may 

qualify. For example , in 2008, crop loans and investment loans were waived for marginal and small 

farmers (those with less than 2 hectares of land ownership); Loan waivers provide some relief to 

farmers in such situations, but there are debates about the long-term effectiveness of the measure. 

Background :  

Agriculture in India has been facing many issues — fragmented land holding, depleting water table 

levels, deteriorating soil quality, rising input costs, low productivity , MSP driven crops leading to 

Problem of Plenty . Add to this vagaries of the monsoon. Output prices may not be remunerative. 

Farmers are often forced to borrow to manage expenses. Also, many small farmers who are not 

eligible for bank credit borrow at exorbitant interest rates from private sources. Thus when they do 

not get returns due to bad monsoons  or lesser prices they go into debt .  

 Indebtedness is a key reason for the many farmer suicides in the country. 

What are the criticisms against the Farm Loans –  

 Farm loans erode the credit discipline of the Government ( Example Fiscal Deficit target ) . 

 It makes a sharp dent in the finances of the government . 

 Banks believe such promises will destroy credit culture and force bankers to reduce loans to 

farmers and agricultural groups.  

 It places a burden on the tax payers .  

Critics argue  that instead of farm loan waivers , government should reduce costs of inputs , provide 

protection through insurance , reduce inefficiencies , increase the income of the farmers etc , as the 

farm loan waivers are a short term solution . But farmers can decide the fortunes of political 

parties, and politicians are wary of antagonising them. 
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Three Indian states — Assam, Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh — have announced schemes to 

waive farm loan. They join a growing list of state governments which have resorted to such waivers in 

the past two years. 

The last time a nationwide farm loan waiver was announced was in 2008, when the Congress-led 

government had waived Rs 52,260 crore in farm loans. 

Politicians may waive off their loans as a carrot to win the elections as it would fetch them their votes , 

but this is not a  magic solution to the distress of farmers . There is a need for long term solutions to 

make agriculture sustainable and to secure the future of coming generations .  
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Level 1 Q) Critically analyse the Farm Loan Waivers by the various states , is it the Final 

Solution ?  

Level 2 Q) What are the Problems of Indian Agriculture , examine ?  

Prelims – NABARD , Priority Sector lending , Rural Development Banks, about the agriculture 

sector  .  

AGRICULTURE EXPORT POLICY – 2018  

About the News-  

The Cabinet has approved the country`s first Agriculture Export Policy 2018  with an aim to 

double farmers` income and double agricultural export to $60 billion by 2022  .The policy aims 

to integrate the Indian Farmers and the agricultural products with the global value chain .  

 The Cabinet has also approved the proposal for establishment of Monitoring Framework at Centre 

with Commerce as the nodal Department with representation from various line 

Ministries/Departments and Agencies and representatives of concerned State Governments, to 

oversee the implementation of Agriculture Export Policy. 

Today, only three products -- rice, marine products and meat -- constitute about 52 per cent of our 

agricultural exports. Therefore there is a need to diversify the agriculture exports  

The government has decided to remove export restrictions on most organic and processed 

agricultural products, barring commodities other than those identified as essential from the food 

security perspective such as onions.  

Besides, putting in place adequate policy mechanism, it would seek to provide infrastructure and 

logistics support to exporters. The States would be urged to amend their Agricultural Produce Market 

Committee acts and remove mandi taxes applicable on export-oriented goods. On the infrastructure 

front, the government would identify ports that are handling agri exports. 

Stress would be given to follow cluster-based models and efforts would be made to attract private 

investments into production and processing. 

This achieves the Goal the Goal of Farmers Income by 2022 - 

The Agriculture Export policy will achieve the goal  to double farmers’ income by 2022. Exports of 

agricultural products would play a pivotal role in achieving this goal.  

Vision:  

To “Harness export potential of Indian agriculture, through suitable policy   instruments, to make 

India global power in agriculture and raise farmers’  income.” 

Objectives: 

 To double agricultural exports from present ~US$ 30+ Billion to ~US$ 60+ Billion by 2022 

and reach US$ 100 Billion in the next few years thereafter, with a stable trade policy regime. 

 To diversify our export basket, destinations and boost high value and value added 

agricultural exports including focus on perishables.  
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 To promote novel, indigenous, organic, ethnic, traditional and non-traditional Agri 

products exports. 

 To provide an institutional mechanism for pursuing market access, tackling barriers and 

deal with sanitary and phyto-sanitary issues. 

 To strive to double India’s share in world agri exports by integrating with global value 

chain at the earliest. 

 Enable farmers to get benefit of export opportunities in overseas market. 

The government has planned clusters for exportable agri products in consultation with states. This 

will entail an outlay of Rs 1,400 crore.  

The policy aims to diversify our export basket, destinations and boost high value and value-added 

agricultural exports including the focus on perishables and to promote novel, indigenous, organic, 

ethnic, traditional and non-traditional Agri-products exports. 

The policy  strives to double India's share in world agricultural exports by integrating with global 

value chain at the earliest and enable farmers to get the benefit of export opportunities in the 

overseas market. 

Level 1Q) Give an account of the New Agriculture Export Policy 2018  , How will this policy  

help , what are its objectives ?  

Level 2 Q) Enumerate the various crops grown in India with a map showing the same, Also 

what are the problems that Indian agriculture faces?  

Prelims – Crops grown in India , climatic conditions , About the schemes for Agriculture ( Year 

Book ) .  

 

RS 8,500-CR PACKAGE TO CLEAR DUES OF SUGARCANE FARMERS 

The Union cabinet  approved a Rs 8,500 crore package to provide relief to sugarcane farmers and 

clear their dues. The package is part of the government’s efforts to address the ongoing agrarian crisis 

in the country . 

There is a problem of plenty  in agriculture right now , where the farmers have to sell of their produce 

for a less  price because of high production .  The bumper crop of sugarcane has troubled the cane 

growers and the sugar mills .  The Sugar mills need to buy the cane from the farmers  at the State 

advised Price ( SAP ) that is decided by the state govts . The mills have to sell the sugar at a marginal 

price resulting in a loss for the mills . This difference in the selling price and the SAP has caused a 

gigantic arrears  to the mills . Due to which they are not able to pay the farmers .  

Sugar was decontrolled in 2013 where the mills can sell the sugar in the open market . But the high 

support price to the sugar cane growers in the form of SAP by the states and the Fair and 

Remunerative Price ( FRP ) by the  centre  becomes a loss to the Mills if the sugar price falls .  Also 

there is a problem of lack of  improper infrastructure for the ethanol production in the country .  This 

does not make it viable for the mills to divert the  surplus sugarcane  for ethanol production . 

The govt however has recently provided funds for improvement in the ethanol infrastructure  . The 

GOI has also recently allowed the mills to divert the sugar cane juice  or B-molasses for the ethanol 
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production . Earlier the mills were allowed to produce Ethanol from  C-Molasses . Molasses is used in 

the manufacture f Spirit and Alcohol and other by-products .  

There has been a record production of Sugar cane of 32 million tones as against the demand of 25 

million tones  . The above step taken by the govt will help the sugar mills in diverting the cane for 

ethanol and this will fetch them money .  

The package will boost farmers’ income by creating a buffer stock for sugar, enhancing ethanol 

production capacity and fixing a minimum selling price to cut mill losses. A total of Rs 4,400 crore will 

be used to increase ethanol production to divert sugarcane away from sugar mills which are unable to 

dispose of their inventories. The government has also decided to ensure a minimum sale price of Rs 

29/kg for sugar. the government has decided to create a buffer stock of 3 million tonnes for one year, 

which will result in a Rs 1,175 crore burden on the centre in form of storage cost to mills. 

Level 1 Q)  Critically analyse  the recent steps taken by the Govt to help the sugar  growers and 

the mills ?  

 

 

RASHTRIYA KAMDHENU AAYOG FOR CONSERVATION PROTECTION AND 

DEVELOPMENT OF COWS AND THEIR PROGENY 

What is the news about ?  

The Cabinet has approved  the establishment of “  RashtriyaKamdhenuAayog”- ( National 

Commission For Cows )-   for Conservation protection and development of cows and their progeny. 

The announcement for setting up of the Aayog was made  in the Union Budget 2019-20. The Cabinet 

has also approved creation of a Rs.2000 Crore fund called  Agri Market Infrastructure Fund ( AMIF 

)  .  

The Aayog will be a high powered permanent body which will formulate policy and issue directions  

for scaling up genetic upgradation of bovine resources and also look after effective implementation of 

laws and welfare schemes for the cows .  

The Aayog will also look after effective implementation of laws and welfare schemes for cows. 

Agri Market Infrastructure Fund ( AMIF ) - 

The Rs 2,000 Agri-Market Infrastructure Fund (AMIF) will be created with NABARD  for development 

and up-gradation of  agricultural marketing infrastructure in  ‘Gramin Agricultural Markets’ and 

‘Regulated Wholesale Markets’ across the country.  

The AMIF will provide the state/UT  governments subsidised loan for developing marketing 

infrastructure in 585 Agriculture Produce Market Committees (APMCs) and 10,000 Grameen 

Agricultural Markets (GrAMs).  

The states may also access the AMIF for innovative integrated market infrastructure projects in PPP 

mode . In the GrAMs physical infrastructure will be strengthened using MNREGA and other 
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government schemes. The government allocated  Rs. 750 crore for Rashtriya Gokul Mission from the 

current year itself.  

About the Rastriya Gokul Mission –  

The Rashtriya Gokul Mission is a focussed project under National Programme for Bovine Breeding and 

Dairy Development. 

The Mission seeks to achieve the following objectives –  

a) development and conservation of indigenous breeds 

b) undertake breed improvement programme for indigenous cattle breeds so as to improve the 

genetic makeup and increase the stock;  

c) enhance milk production and productivity; 

d) upgrade nondescript cattle using elite indigenous breeds like Gir, Sahiwal, Rathi, Deoni, 

Tharparkar, Red Sindhi and 

e) distribute disease free high genetic merit bulls for natural service. 

At Present  India has 33 Breeds of Cows and 16 Breeds of  Buffaloes . The 2012 Livestock Census has 

put the total Bovine ( Cattle , Buffalo , Mithun , Yak ) Population at nearly 300 million .  

Impact: 

 The setting up of RashtriyaKamdhenuAayogwill lead to conservation, protection and 

development of cattle population in the country including development and conservation of 

indigenous breeds.  

 It will result in increased growth of livestock sector which is more inclusive, benefitting 

women, and small and marginal farmers.  

 The RashtriyaKamdhenuAayogwill work in collaboration with Veterinary, Animal Sciences or 

Agriculture University or departments or organizations of the Central/State Government 

engaged in the task of research in the field of breeding and rearing of cow, organic manure, 

biogas etc.   
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The creation of Rashtriya Kamdhenu Aayog for the conservation, protection and development of cows 

and their progeny will provide the policy framework and direction to the cow conservation and 

development programmes in the country and for ensuring proper implementation of laws with 

respect to the welfare of cows. 

Level 1 Q) Discuss about the Rastriya Kamdhenu Ayog ?  Prelims – about the scheme . DPSP 

about Wildlife  articles .  

 

RAINFED FARMERS ARE THE MOST NEGLECTED- 

What is the news about ?  

The term Rainfed agriculture is used to describe farming practices that rely on rainfall for 

water. 

A new Rainfed Agriculture Atlas released by Revitalising Rain-fed Agriculture Network . The atlas not 

only maps the agro biodiversity and socio-economic conditions prevailing in such areas, but also 

attempts to document the policy biases that are making farming unviable for many in these areas. 

Findings –  

India ranks first in rain-fed agriculture, both in area and value of produce. Over the years, farmers in 

rain-fed areas have been facing several adversities such as climate variability, crop failure, non-

remunerative prices, etc.  

Rain-fed agriculture has historically been at the receiving end of imbalances in terms of policy and 

pubic investments.  
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Three out of five farmers in India grow their crops using rainwater, instead of irrigation. However, per 

hectare government investment into their lands may be 20 times lower, government procurement of 

their crops is a fraction of major irrigated land crops, and many of the government’s flagship 

agriculture schemes are not tailored to benefit them. Farmers in rainfed areas are receiving 40% less 

of their income from agriculture in comparison to those in irrigated areas. 

Even though rainfed agriculture contributes to 60 per cent of the value of agriculture GDP of India, 

there is a clear-cut bias towards irrigated areas when it comes to public investment in agriculture in 

the country. 

Rainfed Agriculture  Contribution in India  

Despite all these, rain-fed areas contributed significantly to the country’s food production. They 

account for 89 per cent of millets production, 88 per cent of pulses, 73 per cent of cotton, 69 per cent 

of oilseeds and 40 per cent rice production in the country. Besides, rain-fed areas support 64 per cent 

of cattle, 74 per cent of sheep and 78 per cent of goat population in the country. 

About 61 per cent of India’s farmers rely on rain-fed agriculture and 55 per cent of the gross cropped 

area is under rain-fed farming. 
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This neglect, together with unsuitable programme design, has ensured that potential of rain-fed areas 

remains unrealised .  

Difference in income between the Rain-fed Farmers and irrigation  Farm holders-While farmers 

in irrigated areas earn 60 per cent of their income from agriculture, their counterparts in rainfed 

areas earn only 20-30 per cent from farm-related activities 

Difference in yield - While the average yield in rain-fed areas is about 1.1 tonnes per hectare, that in 

irrigated areas is about 2.8 tonnes per hectare. 

Policy Bias - While the government spent ₹5,40,000 crore on procuring rice and wheat at MSP 

(Minimum Support Price) between 2003-04 and 2012-13, its expenditure on procurement of major 

rain-fed crops such as coarse cereals, millets and pulses during the same period was merely ₹3,200 

crore. 

If we need to make agriculture a viable proposition in the country, there is a need to do more research 

and development in rain-fed agriculture and also to bring in more policy initiatives that will support 

the farmer of the rainfed areas . Most of the farmers who suicide belong to the Rainfed Areas . Drought 

also affects the Rainfed areas more . The government needs to promote the crops of the rainfed areas 

such as Millets etc.  

On the whole a balanced approach both towards the rainfed areas and the irrigated areas will ensure 

balanced development for all the farmers , otherwise the Governments aim of doubling the farmers 

income by 2022 will be half achieved .  

 

 

ECONOMIC SURVEY 2018 – WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE ( FEMINISATION OF 

AGRICULTURE )  

Women play a significant and crucial role in agricultural development and allied fields including in the 

main crop production, livestock production, horticulture, post-harvest operations, agro/social 

forestry, fisheries, etc. is a fact long taken for granted (NCW, 2001). For sustainable development of  

the agriculture and rural economy, the contribution of  women to agriculture and food production 

cannot be ignored. As per Census 2011, out of  total female main workers, 55 per cent were 

agricultural labourers and 24 per cent were cultivators. However, only 12.8 per cent of the 

operational holdings were owned by women, which reflect the gender disparity in ownership of 

landholdings in agriculture (Table 1) Moreover, there is concentration of operational holdings (25.7 

per cent) by women in the marginal and small holdings categories .  
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With  growing  rural  to  urban  migration  by  men,  there  is  ‘feminisation’  of   agriculture  sector,  

with  increasing  number  of  women  in  multiple  roles  as  cultivators,  entrepreneurs,  and  

labourers.  Globally,  there  is  empirical  evidence  that  women  have a decisive role in ensuring food 

security and preserving local agro-biodiversity. Rural women are responsible for the integrated 

management and use of  diverse natural resources to meet the daily household needs (FAO, 2011). 

This requires that  women  farmers  should  have  enhanced  access  to  resources  like  land,  water,  

credit,  technology  and  training  which  warrants critical analysis in the context of  India. In addition, 

the entitlements of  women farmers will be the key to improve agriculture productivity. The 

differential access of  women to resources like land, credit, water, seeds and markets needs to be 

addressed. Towards this, Government has been implementing various schemes which help improve 

the entitlements of  women farmers, which will prove to be advantageous in bridging the policy gaps 

which exist in the sector 

The following measures have been taken to ensure mainstreaming of women in agriculture sector: 

Earmarking  at  least  30  per  cent  of  the  budget  allocation  for  women  beneficiaries  in  all  

ongoing  schemes/programmes and development activities. 

Initiating women centric activities to ensure benefits of various beneficiary-oriented 

programs/schemes reach them. 

Focusing on women self-help group (SHG) to connect them to micro-credit through capacity 

building activities and to provide information and ensuring their representation in different decision-

making bodies. 

Recognising  the  critical  role  of  women  in  agriculture,  the  Ministry  of  Agriculture  and  Farmers  

Welfare  has  declared 15th October of every year as Women Farmer’s Day. 

 With  women  predominant  at  all  levels-  production,  pre-harvest,  post-harvest  processing,  

packaging,  marketing-  of   the  agricultural value chain, to increase productivity in agriculture, it is 

imperative to adopt gender specific interventions. An ‘inclusive transformative agricultural policy’ 

should aim at gender-specific interventions to raise productivity of small farm holdings, integrate 

women as active agents in rural transformation, and engage men and women in extension services 

with gender Expertise .  

Level 1 Q) Critically analyse the phenomena of Feminization of Agriculture in  our country 

?What  is to be done ?  
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ECONOMIC SURVEY 2018 - DIRECT BENEFIT TRANSFER IN FERTILISER 

SECTOR 

The Government of India has introduced Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) system for fertilizer subsidy 

on Pilot Basis with effect from October, 2016.  Under the proposed fertilizer DBT system, 100 per cent 

subsidy on various fertilizer grades shall be released to the fertilizer companies on the basis of actual 

sales made by the retailers to the beneficiaries.  The Sale of  all subsidized fertilizers to 

farmers/buyers will be made through Point of  Sale (PoS) devices installed at each retailer shop and 

the beneficiaries will be identified through Aadhar Card, KCC, Voter Identity Card etc. 

The implementation of the DBT Scheme requires development of PoS devices at every retailer shop, 

training of retailers for using PoS device, Stock initialization in the PoS device after verifying the 

physical stock at retail point, before making sales transactions.  Presently, the DBT scheme is under 

implementation in 17 pilot districts.   Based on the deployment of  PoS device in different States, 

preparedness of  State Government, Lead fertilizer Suppliers/Fertilizer companies, the Department 

has drawn up a detailed action plan to extend the DBT Scheme to other States in a phased manner.  As 

on 22nd December, 2017, 14 States/UTs have been brought under DBT Framework. 

The benefits of the DBT Scheme are:  

(a) The proposed DBT framework is a beneficiary driven subsidy payment mechanism  

being initiated at national level.  

(b) It creates Aadhaar seeded data base of beneficiaries and provides transaction visibility at  

the level of  buyers.  

(c) By linking the actual sales to subsidy payments, it facilitates a more transparent and faster 

tracking of  funds along the value chain i.e. from manufacturers to beneficiaries. (d) Diversion of 

fertilizers is expected to be minimized 

Level 1 Q) Critically analyze the effect of the DBT on the fertilizer sector ? 

ECONOMIC SURVEY 2018 – POLICY TO PROMOTE CLIMATE SMART 

AGRICULTURE  

Policy to Promote Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA)Climate change incidence on agriculture can be in 

the form of  increased variability in temperature and rainfall and intensity of extreme weather events 

like drought and flood ultimately creating disturbance to agro-ecosystems, thereby impacting farmers 

and farming community. This necessitates the need to address adaptation and rural development in 

an integrated manner,  so  as  to  achieve  climate  resilient  development.  It  is  in  this  context  that  

there  is  emergence  of   the  concept  and  significance of ‘Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA). 

Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA)   

 Climate-smart agriculture (CSA) is an approach that helps to guide actions needed to transform and 

reorient agricultural systems to effectively support development and ensure food security in a 

changing climate. CSA aims to tackle three main objectives: 
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 sustainably increasing agricultural productivity and incomes; adapting and building resilience 

to climate change; and 

 reducing and/or removing greenhouse gas emissions wherever possible. 

CSA is an approach for developing agricultural strategies to secure sustainable food security under 

climate change.  CSA provides the means to help stakeholders identify agricultural strategies suitable 

to their local conditions  

Mainstreaming CSA 

Mainstreaming CSA and Climate Change Adaptation (CCA) policies in India are still at its nascent 

stage. In order to address the risk associated with Climate variability and climate change, climate 

resilient technologies are being demonstrated in 153 model villages under KVK covering 23 states 

under “National Innovations on Climate Resilient Agriculture” (NICRA). In addition,  623 contingency 

plans have been prepared so far and hosted on ICAR /DAC and  circulated  to  all  state  agriculture  

departments  to  manage  various  weather aberrations such as droughts, floods, cyclones, hailstorms, 

heat and cold waves. The contingency plans are useful for preparedness and real time implementation 

towards sustainability of  agriculture production system in the events of  weather 

Level 1 Q) Climate smart agriculture is the need of the hour , comment ?  

 

 "NATIONAL POLICY ON MARINE FISHERIES, 2017"- 

The "National Policy on Marine Fisheries, 2017", which will guide the development of marine fisheries 

sector for the next 10 years. 

Government of India has notified the 'National Policy on Marine Fisheries, 2017' (NPMF), which 

provides guidance for promoting 'Blue Growth Initiative' which focus on ushering 'Blue Revolution' 

(NeeliKranti) by sustainable utilization of fisheries wealth from the marine and other aquatic 

resources of the country for improving the lives and livelihoods of fishermen and their families. 

Need for the Policy - 

Fish production in India is estimated at 11.4 million tonnes, out of which 68% is registered from 

inland fisheries sector and the remaining 32% from marine sector. It is expected that the indigenous 

fish requirement by 2020 would be 15 million tonnes as against the production of 11.4 million tonnes. 

This gap of 3.62 million tonnes is expected to be made up by Inland Aquaculture and also through 

mariculture. 

Estimates by scientists say  that the fishery resources of near-shore waters within the 200 meters 

depth zone are either optimally utilized or sometimes over-exploited, which is a matter of serious 

concerns for the livelihood of traditional fishermen .  

Considering the negligible opportunities of additional fish production from the near shore area, the 

government has decided to promote 'marine culture fisheries' and included the sub-components of 

‘Mariculture' under 'Blue Revolution' Scheme. Open sea cage farming is one of the eco-friendly 

farming activities under mariculture which is being practiced in open sea where wave action is less. 
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The fishes that are being cultured in cages are high value fishes; hence there is a huge export demand 

for cage cultured fishes. 

The Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries (DADF) had also formulated a 

document on Mission Mariculture - 2022 with the main objective of enhancing fish production from 

marine sector. Accordingly, it had been proposed to promote open sea cage culture activity in all 

maritime States and Union Territories on a priority basis .  

Strategy - 

The overall strategy of the NPMF, 2017 is based on seven pillars, namely sustainable development, 

socio - economic upliftment of fishers, principle of subsidiarity, partnership, inter-generational equity, 

gender justice and precautionary approach. These seven pillars will guide the actions of various 

stakeholders in meeting the vision and mission set for the marine fisheries sector of the country. 

Importance of the Policy – 

It will improve the Livelihood security of the Fishermen , Will arrest migration , will  develop  the 

marine sector  by increase in exports and meeting domestic demands  ,  and help in  increasing  the 

income of the farmers  .  

Level 1 Q) Write about the National  Policy on Marine Fisheries 2017 notified by the govt ?  

Level 2 Q) Write about the Fishing sector and its potential in India ?  

 

RS 8,500-CR PACKAGE TO CLEAR DUES OF SUGARCANE FARMERS 

The Union cabinet  approved a Rs 8,500 crore package to provide relief to sugarcane farmers and 

clear their dues. The package is part of the government’s efforts to address the ongoing agrarian crisis 

in the country . 

There is a problem of plenty  in agriculture right now , where the farmers have to sell of their produce 

for a less  price because of high production .  The bumper crop of sugarcane has troubled the cane 

growers and the sugar mills .  The Sugar mills need to buy the cane from the farmers  at the State 

advised Price ( SAP ) that is decided by the state govts . The mills have to sell the sugar at a marginal 

price resulting in a loss for the mills . This difference in the selling price and the SAP has caused a 

gigantic arrears  to the mills . Due to which they are not able to pay the farmers .  

Sugar was decontrolled in 2013 where the mills can sell the sugar in the open market . But the high 

support price to the sugar cane growers in the form of SAP by the states and the Fair and 

Remunerative Price ( FRP ) by the  centre  becomes a loss to the Mills if the sugar price falls .  Also 

there is a problem of lack of  improper infrastructure for the ethanol production in the country .  This 

does not make it viable for the mills to divert the  surplus sugarcane  for ethanol production .The govt 

however has recently provided funds for improvement in the ethanol infrastructure  . 

 The GOI has also recently allowed the mills to divert the sugar cane juice  or B-molasses for the 

ethanol production . Earlier the mills were allowed to produce Ethanol from  C-Molasses . Molasses is 

used in the manufacture of Spirit and Alcohol and other by-products .  
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There has been a record production of Sugar cane of 32 million tones as against the demand of 25 

million tones  . The above step taken by the govt will help the sugar mills in diverting the cane for 

ethanol and this will fetch them money .  

The package will boost farmers’ income by creating a buffer stock for sugar, enhancing ethanol 

production capacity and fixing a minimum selling price to cut mill losses. A total of Rs 4,400 crore will 

be used to increase ethanol production to divert sugarcane away from sugar mills which are unable to 

dispose of their inventories. The government has also decided to ensure a minimum sale price of Rs 

29/kg for sugar. the government has decided to create a buffer stock of 3 million tonnes for one year, 

which will result in a Rs 1,175 crore burden on the centre in form of storage cost to mills. 

Highlights : 

 The Package would help cash-starved sugar mills to clear dues to cane farmers at the earliest. 

Of the total relief package, Rs 4,500 crore would be used for boosting ethanol production in the 

country.  

 The package also includes government's last month's announcement of Rs 1,540-crore 

production-linked subsidy for sugarcane farmers to help millers pay cane payments. 

 The government has also increased minimum selling price (ex-mill sale price) to Rs 29 per kg 

from Rs 25 per kg. The centre would create a buffer stock of 3 million tonnes of the excess 

sugar, and has allotted Rs 1,175 crore for this purpose. 

 The government's decision to boost ethanol production, which can be blended in petrol, would 

help sugar mills clear their stock in time and provide cane farmers a remunerative price for 

their crops. 

 The Cabinet also cleared Rs 1,300-crore interest subvention on loans to be provided for setting 

up new ethanol facilities and improving the infrastructure capacity of the existing ones. 

 This could be a win-win situation for farmers, sugar mills and the government, which have 

been struggling due to high sugar production. 

 Experts, however, suggest Rs 29 of floor price for sugarcane is not enough as its actual cost 

comes somewhere between Rs 33 and Rs 35. Sugar mill owners have appreciated the move but 

are skeptical over the logic behind providing Rs 29 per kg of minimum sale price, which they 

think would do little to help farmers under stress due to fall in the sugarcane price. 

 In an effort to keep domestic cane prices at check, the government had earlier doubled sugar 

import duty to 100 per cent, and had asked sugar mills to export 2 million tonnes of sugar. 

Reason for the package : 

Sugar mills are under a lot of pressure to clear farmers' dues worth over Rs 22,000 crore -- maximum 

Rs 12,000 crore worth dues in UP -- as the country saw a record sugar production of 31.6 million 

tonne in the 2017-18 season. The high production led to sharp drop in prices and farmers' money was 

stuck with sugar mills. 

Sugar industry in India :  

India is the largest consumer and the second largest producer of Sugar in the world next to Brazil . 

The Sugar industry contributes almost 22.5 billion to the Central and the state exchequer in the form 

of cesses , duties etc .  
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Sugar industry is regarded as the second largest agro industry after the Textiles . There are 453 mills 

in the country and they are a focal point  of socio economic development in the rural areas . UP , MH , 

Kar , Guj , TN , AP are the 6 states that contribute to 85% of the sugar production in the country . 

Almost 57 % comes from UP and MH . It contributes to the rural employment . The industry is 

classified as “ RED” meaning it is a highly polluting industry .  

Level 1 Q)  Critically analyse  the recent steps taken by the Govt to help the sugar  growers and 

the mills , How will this help the sugar mills  ?  

 

SUGAR SECTOR GRANTED ANOTHER RELIEF PACKAGE – 

In third incentive package for sugar mills in four months, the Union government  announced a Rs 

5,500 crore package for the sugar industry , including over two-fold jump in production aid to cane 

growers and transport subsidy to mills for exports. 

The  measures are to address the surplus production and stock of sugar in the country. Last and this 

year, sugar production is high. It is expected that sugar output next year will remain high. Therefore, a 

comprehensive policy has been approved by the CCEA to deal with the excess production . The 

industry is facing a glut-like situation because of record production of 32 MT in the 2017-18 

marketing year (October-September), resulting in a closing stock of 10 MT at the end of this month. 

India's sugar output is set to increase further to 35 MT in the next marketing year. The annual 

domestic demand stands at 26 MT. The government has taken a slew of measures to bail out sugar 

mills as well as cane farmers in the last one year. 

The measures since June have ranged from higher price for ethanol extracted from sugarcane to 

financial assistance to sugar mills to create ethanol capacity and are aimed at helping the cash-starved 

mills clear Rs 13,000 crore they owe currently to farmers .  

Under the package, sugar mills would get a transport subsidy on sugar exported up to a maximum of 5 

million tonnes and a financial assistance of Rs 13.88 per quintal of cane crushed during the 

forthcoming sugar season 2018-19, commencing next month .  

This is the second financial package to bail out the sugar industry after Rs 8,500 crore was announced 

in June. The industry is facing a glut-like situation because of record production of 32 million tonnes 

(mt) in the 2017-18 sugar season. With the acreage under sugarcane being higher, there is a 

possibility of having even higher sugar production in the coming season. 

Under the package, while sugar mills located within 100 kilometres from ports would get Rs 1,000 per 

tonne as transport, freight and handling charges, those situated more than 100 kilometres from ports 

but within coastal States would be given a sum of Rs 2,500 per tonne towards meeting these expenses. 

The financial assistance available to mills located in States, which have no coastal areas, would be Rs 

3,000 per tonne or the actual expense they incur, whichever is lower. The government would set aside 

a sum of Rs 1,375 crore for this .  
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 PRADHAN MANTRIKISAN SAMPADA YOJANA EXPECTED TO BENEFIT 20 

LAKH FARMERS AND GENERATE 5,30,500 EMPLOYMENTS BY THE YEAR 

2019-20 

About the scheme :  

Under PRADHAN MANTRI KISAN SAMPADA YOJANA the Ministry of Food Processing Industries is 

implementing various Central Sector Schemes in the food processing sector.  The PMKSY has the 

following schemes: 

 (i).          Mega Food Parks (on going) 

 (ii).          Integrated Cold Chain and Value Addition Infrastructure (on going) 

 (iii).        Creation / Expansion of Food Processing & Preservation Capacities (new) 

 (iv).        Infrastructure for Agro-processing Clusters (new) 

 (v).          Creation of Backward and Forward Linkages (new) 

 (vi).        Food Safety and Quality Assurance Infrastructure (on going) 

 (vii).      Human Resources and Institutions (on going) 

Q) Underline the benefits of the Pradhan Mantri Kisam Sampada Yojana ?  

 

 FIRST MEGA FOOD PARK IN MAHARASHTRA AT SATARA INAUGURATED   

The first Mega Food Park in the state of Maharashtra, M/s Satara Mega Food Park Pvt. Ltd. at Village 

Degaon, District Satarawas inaugurated, Minister of Food Processing Industries in the presence of Shri 

DevendraFadnavis, Chief Minister, of Maharashtra. 

Ministry of Food Processing Industries is focusing on boosting the food processing industry so that 

agriculture sector grows exponentially and becomes a major contributor to doubling the farmer’s 

income and ‘Make in India’ initiative of the government. 

To give a major fillip to the food processing sector by adding value and reducing food wastage at each 

stage of the supply chain with particular focus on perishables, Ministry of Food Processing Industries 

is implementing Mega Food Park Scheme in the country. Mega Food Parks create modern 

infrastructure facilities for food processing along the value chain from farm to market with strong 

forward and backward linkages through a cluster based approach. Common facilities and enabling 

infrastructure is created at Central Processing Centre and facilities for primary processing and storage 

is created near the farm in the form of Primary Processing Centers (PPCs) and Collection Centers 

(CCs). Under the Scheme, Government of India provides financial assistance uptoRs. 50.00 Crore per 

Mega Food Park project. 

Level 1 Q) How will the Mega Food Park help in the development  Maharastra ? 

 WHY ARE FARMERS PROTESTING  -?  

Topic useful in : Agrarian Distress  and Farmer Issues :  

-- Farm distress is increasingly being triggered by “ excess output “  and falling prices, but policy fixes 

are yet to address this( THE CHALLENGE OF PLENTY ) 
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Why are Indian farmers perpetually in revolt? The question has been raised by many after the recent 

farmers’ march to Mumbai and simmering rebellions across the States in recent years. Over the years, 

Central governments have allocated ever-rising sums towards procurement, input subsidies and rural 

employment schemes, while States have periodically announced loan waivers. 

But that farmer protests have persisted, and even intensified, perhaps shows that many of these 

schemes aren’t addressing the right set of problems. The reasons for agricultural distress have 

changed quite dramatically in recent years. 

From shortage to plenty:  

A few years ago, farmers used to protest because of  wilted crops and parched farmlands.But in the 

last couple of years, farmers from Mandsaur to Salem have given vent to their angst by dumping vast 

quantities of unsold produce — tomatoes, grapes, onions and milk — on lakebeds and national 

highways, due to the problem of plenty . 

Historically, agricultural distress in India has been linked to the vagaries of the  monsoons, input 

shortages and lacklustre yields which frequently put growers in state of poverty . In recent years , it is 

surplus output and unremunerative prices that have  killed  farm incomes more often.Trends in 

India’s agricultural output over the last twenty years present an eye-opener to this problem of 

plenty. 

Analysis with the crops of Rice , Wheat , And pulses : For an extended period from 1998-99 to 

2009-10, India’s rice output stayed stuck at 85 million tonnes to 95 million tonnes, with drought years 

such as 2002 and 2004 seeing sharp downward blips.As consumption hovered at 80 to 90 million 

tonnes in this period, shortages were more frequent than surpluses. 

But after climbing to 105 million tonnes in 2011-12, India’s rice production has stayed well above the 

100 million-tonne mark for the last six years, even scaling110 million tonnes in 2016-17. With offtake 

still stuck at about 90 million tonnes, there’s been persisting excess stock in the market. As a result of 

which the wholesale prices have decreased .  

The wheat story is similar. From a yearly average of about 75 million tonnes in the decade to 2010-11, 

wheat output leapfrogged to average 94 million tonnes in the last six years. Output, now at 97-98 

million tonnes, is now neck-and-neck with domestic demand (about 100 million tonnes) and it may 

only be a matter of time before it overshoots it. With rising Production wheat prices have also 

decreased .  

Not too long ago, India was facing a severe shortage of pulses, with output struggling to keep up with 

the rising protein intake of the masses. But farmers have dramatically ramped up pulses production 

too. From an annual average of 14 million tonnes in the decade to 2010-11, it has averaged 18 lakh 

tonnes in the last six years. India harvested a record pulses crop of 23 million tonnes in 2017, 

matching the official demand estimate, thus dampening once-high market prices for a range of dals. 

This script of galloping surpluses dampening prices has played out in commercial crops such as 

sugarcane and tea too. 

Problem of perishability with fruits and vegetables : fruit and vegetable farmers have been up 

against the high perishability of their produce. In the last fifteen years, India has doubled its potato 

output, trebled its tomato harvest and managed a fourfold increase in onion output. But poor storage 
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facilities and State laws that keep farmers bound to their local mandis, have exposed farmers to wild 

swings in prices. 

Driving the output despite drought  : It is noteworthy that agricultural output has held up at 

relatively high levels in recent years, despite erratic monsoons. This could be because the droughts in 

2014 and 2015 have been far less severe than those in 2009 or 2002. 

In 2014, a drought year, the country still harvested 105 million tonnes of rice, 86 million tonnes of 

wheat and 17 million tonnes of pulses. Hefty hikes in the Centre’s Minimum Support Prices (MSPs) 

have also had a big role to play in farmers ratcheting up output. In the last ten years, the support 

prices for wheat and paddy have risen 73% and 108% and those on pulses have trebled. In recent 

years, State governments have also competed furiously with the Centre, announcing bonuses and their 

own support prices for crops such as onions, tomatoes, potatoes and even green chillies. 

Market Prices have become less than MSP : Market prices for many crops have tended to plunge 

and stay below their official MSPs for extended periods. Though the Centre announces MSPs for 24 

crops, the bulk of its procurement operations (via FCI) are restricted to just two — rice and wheat, 

with NAFED chipping in on pulses. 

State-level procurement operations are even more adhoc . Therefore, while a farmer may plant 

mustard, grapes or onions in any given year based on the MSP promise, there’s really no guarantee 

that he will get that price when he visits the mandi. 

Govt steps : The govt has been trying out new policy fixes to address such problems. It is piloting 

‘price deficiency payments’ in place of MSPs to compensate farmers for price-related losses.It plans to 

replace input subsidies with direct cash transfers. It has kick-started a national electronic market for 

produce and is nudging States to repeal their APMC Acts, which prevent farmers from selling in 

markets of their choice. 

India has the advantage of being a country with varied climates ( Tropical Subtropical and 

temperate ) . Therefore it produces a wide variety of agricultural crops and fruits and vegetables .  To 

deal with the problem of plenty , there is a need for  proper storage facilities , a large number of them  

( Both for grains and cold storage for fruits and veg )  . Food processing should be practised by the 

farmer , this can be done by farmers themselves after they are trained in it , or companies . The food 

processing capacity is still less and there are large scale oppurtunities in this ( FoodParks are opened 

for this ) . Farmer has to engage himself in other allied activities like poultry , fishing to earn more 

money rather than wholly depending on the crops . Farmers should be able to sell they produce to 

customers directly ( Budget 2018 has opened Gramin Agricultural market ( GrAM ) ) .  

Farmers need to be educated about the above steps . An Aware and a informed farmer will be able 

to make his work remunerative  .  

The Problem of Plenty and Defficiency are cyclic situations of agriculture , as India is affected 

by the vagaries of the monsoon , there always cannot be plenty , therefore the govt must be 

ready to deal with both situations well in advance rather than facing the problem and then 

searching for solutions .  

Level 1 Q) The Agrarian  distress is not due to less Produce but due to the problem of Plenty  , 

Examine , also give ideas on how the govt  can help the farmers get remunerative ?  
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CCEA NOD FOR EXTENSION OF UREA SUBSIDY TILL 2020 

Topic useful in ; Development o Agriculture productivity and DBT in fertilizers ; 

About the news :  

The CCEA approved a proposal to extend urea subsidy till 2020 and also implementation of direct 

benefit transfer (DBT) for disbursement of fertiliser subsidy. Urea is made available to farmers at a 

statutorily controlled price of Rs 5,360 per tonne. The difference between the delivered cost of the 

fertiliser at farm gate and MRP is given as subsidy to manufacturers. 

Urea subsidy is projected to be Rs 45,000 crore for the 2018-19 fiscal, as against Rs 42,748 crore for 

this year. Normally, the Fertiliser Ministry takes approval for the urea subsidy subsidy on an yearly 

basis, but this time it has  been given for 3 years once for all . 

The CCEA has also approved implementation of direct benefit transfer (DBT) for disbursement of 

fertiliser subsidy in order to reduce diversion and plug the leakages. The government  is in the process 

to roll out DBT in fertiliser sector nationwide. DBT would entail 100 per cent payment to fertiliser 

companies. 

Therefore, continuation of the Urea Subsidy Scheme will facilitate the smooth implementation of DBT 

scheme in fertiliser sector. 

Advantage of the decision taken : The continuation of the urea subsidy scheme will ensure adequate 

quantity of urea is made available to the farmers at statutory controlled price and  the DBT in the 

Fertilizers will tackle the leakages .  

Urea Subsidy Scheme : Urea Subsidy is a part of Central Sector Scheme of Department of Fertilizers 

with effect from 1st April, 2017 and is wholly financed by the Government of India through Budgetary 

Support. 

Urea subsidy also includes Imported Urea subsidy which is directed towards import to bridge the gap 

between assessed demand and indigenous production of urea in the country. It also includes freight 

subsidy for movement of urea across the country. 

This is in continuation to farmer-friendly policies of the Central Government.  Earlier, 100% Neem 

Coated Urea was made mandatory in 2015.  Neem Coating also had an additional positive impact – 

plugging the diversion of the subsidized Urea towards non-agricultural purposes.In light of the 

increased efficiency of Urea due to Neem Coating, Government had recently decided to bag Urea in 

45kg bags. This will effectively help reduce the cost of fertilizers to the farmers. 

Government had earlier notified New Urea Policy, 2015, with the objectives of maximizing indigenous 

urea production; promoting energy efficiency in urea production; and rationalizing subsidy burden on 

the government.This led to the highest ever production of 245 LMT during 2015-16. In effect,  20 LMT 

of Urea during was additionally  produced  without adding additional any capacity.  

These steps have ensured continued easy availability of Urea to the farmers at an affordable price.  

The decision reiterates the commitment of the present Government towards the welfare of the 

farmers. 
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A study conducted by the Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare (DAC&FW) had 

found the effects of Neem Coating of Urea as follows:.  

1) (ii) Reduction in costs with respect to plant protection chemicals.  
2) (iii) Reduction in pest and disease attack.  
3) Improvement in soil health 
4) (iv) An increase in yield of paddy to an extent of 5.79 per cent.  
5) (v) An increase in yield of sugarcane to extent of 17.5 per cent.  
6) (vi) An increase in yield of maize to the extent of 7.14 per cent.  
7) (vii) An increase in yield of Soybean to the extent of 7.4 per cent.  
8) (viii) An increase in yield of Tur/Red Gram to the extent of 16.88 per cent.  

Background : Chemical Fertilizers have played an important role in making the country self-reliant in 

food grain production and provide a very vital input for the growth of Indian agriculture. For 

sustained agricultural growth and to promote balanced nutrient application, urea is made available to 

farmers at statutorily controlled price, which at present is Rs. 5360/- per MT (exclusive of the 

Central/State Tax & other charges towards neem coating). The difference between the delivered cost 

of fertilizers at farm gate and MRP payable by the farmer is given as subsidy to the fertilizer 

manufacturer/importer by the Government of India. At present, there are 31 urea manufacturing 

units, out of which 28 urea units use Natural Gas (using domestic gas/LNG/CBM) as feedstock/ fuel 

and remaining 3 urea units use Naphtha as feedstock/fuel. 

Q) The Recent decision of the GoI to further extend the scheme of Urea Subsidy is an example 

of the commitment of the welfare of the farmers , comment , give an account of the advantages 

of the neem coated initiative  ? 

 NATIONAL CONFERENCE ‘’AGRICULTURE 2022 - DOUBLING FARMERS’ 

INCOME’’  

The government is working towards increasing farmers’ income and that’s the reason that the budget 

for Agriculture has been increased from Rs.51,576 crore in 2017-18 to Rs.58,080 crore for the year 

2018-19 while ensuring sufficient funds for each component of the Seven-Point' Strategy devised for 

doubling farmers’ income. 

To achieve this ambitious objective, as suggested by Hon'ble Prime Minister, the emphasis is on 

adopting a multi-dimensional seven-point' strategy, which includes:  

 Emphasis on irrigation along with end to end solution on creation of resources for ‘More 

crop per drop' 

 'Provision of quality seeds and nutrients according to the soil quality of each farm. 

 Large investments in warehouses and cold chains to prevent Post-harvest losses. 

 Promotion of value addition through food processing. 

 Implementation of National Agricultural Markets and e-platforms (e-NAM) to eliminate 

shortcomings of all the 585 centers. 

 To mitigate the risk, introduction of crop insurance scheme at a lower cost. 

 Promotion of allied activities such as Dairy-Animal husbandry, Poultry, Bee-keeping, 

Horticulture, and Fisheries. 

Agriculture in Indian Economy :  
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Agriculture is the most important sector of Indian Economy. Indian agriculture sector accounts 

for 18 per cent of India's gross domestic product (GDP) and provides employment to 50% of 

the countries workforce. India is the world’s largest producer of pulses, rice, wheat, spices and 

spice products. India has many areas to choose for business such as dairy, meat, poultry, 

fisheries and food grains etc. India has emerged as the second largest producer of fruits and 

vegetables in the world 

STEPS TAKEN BY THE GOVT TO PROMOTE FOOD PROCESSING SECTOR  

 India showcased as the preferred investment destination in Food Processing sector at WFI 

2017;  attracts investment intent of about USD 13.56 billion from Domestic and foreign 

investors 

 World Food India strengthens India’s position as a Global Food Factory 

 Global CEOs Hail India’s Structural Reforms and Improvement of India’s Ranking in Ease of 

Doing Business .  

 PM launched Nivesh Bandhu – Investors’ Portal on the occasion. The unique portal is aimed at 

bringing together information on Central and State government policies and incentives 

provided for the food-processing sector.  

 August 2017 the Schemes of the Ministry were restructured and new schemes were approved 

by Cabinet and launched as Pradhan Mantri Kisan SAMPADA Yojana. The SAMPADA Scheme 

aims to target creation of Infrastructure and increasing capacities of processing and 

preservation in entire supply chain of food processing sector right from farm gate to retail 

outlets.  

 Food and agro-based processing unit and cold chain infrastructure have been classified under 

agriculture activities for Priority Sector Lending. 

  Service Tax on pre-conditioning, pre-coding, ripening, waxing, retail packaging and labelling of 

fruits and vegetables exempted in cold chain projects. This is a big relief in terms of tax 

exemption to the cold chain operators as this facility was only available to the farmers at farm 

gate but not to the cold chain operators. 

  A Dairy Processing and Development Fund of Rs. 8000 core set up in NABARD. The Fund is 

used to modernize old and obsolete milk processing units particularly in cooperative sector 

and will result in enhancing milk processing capacity thereby adding more value to the 

produce of the farmers and increasing their income . 

  Mega Food Parks: Ministry of Food Processing Industries is focusing on boosting the food 

processing industry so that agriculture sector grows exponentially and become a major 

contributor to doubling the farmer’s income and aid ‘Make In India’ initiative of the 

government. During the year, the following Mega Food Parks were operationalized / 

inaugurated 

  

1)                 Patanjali Food and Herbal Park, Haridwar (Uttarakhand); 

2)                 The Indus Mega Food Park, Khargone (Madhya Pradesh); 

3)                 Jharkhand Mega Food Park Ranchi (Jharkhand), 

4)                 Jangipur Bengal Mega Food Park, Murshidabad(West Bengal) 

5)                 Srini Food Park, Chittoor, (Andhra Pradesh); 

6)                 North East Mega Food Park, Nalbari, (Assam); 

7)                 International Mega Food Park, Fazilka, (Punjab); 
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8)                 Integrated Food Park,Tumkur, (Karnataka); 

9)                 MITS Mega Food Park Pvt Ltd, Rayagada, (Odisha) 

 

 The National Institute of Food Technology, Entrepreneurship and Management (NIFTEM) at 
Kundli, Sonepat, Haryana and Indian Institute of Food Processing Technology (IIFPT) at 
Thanjavur, Tamil Nadu are being developed by the Government as the Centres of Excellence. 

National Food Processing Policy.  Approach Paper on the National Food Processing Policy has been 

uploaded on MoFPI website and suggestions are invited from all stakeholders and general public. 

National Food Processing Policy shall focus on building India’s NATIONAL FOOD GRID and NATIONAL 

COLD CHAIN GRID and create Retail Markets every nook and corner of the country.  

Level 1 Q) To reduce the farm waste and to improve the farmers income the govt is focussing 

on the Food Processing Sector , What are the initiatives by  the govt in this area ? 

 UNION AGRICULTURE MINISTER SHRI RADHA MOHAN SINGH LAUNCHES SIX 

NEW USER FRIENDLY FEATURES OF NATIONAL AGRICULTURE MARKET (E-

NAM) PLATFORM 

e-NAM is one of the major and important flagship schemes of the Government of India which is being 

implemented by Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers’ Welfare with the objective of providing 

competitive and remunerative price to farmers for their produce through online competitive bidding 

process. 

e-NAM was envisioned and launched in 21 Mandis on 14th April 2016 which has 

now reached 479 Mandis across 14 states and 1 Union Territory. e-NAM website is now available in 

eight different languages (Hindi, English, Gujarati, Marathi, Tamil, Telugu, Bengali and Odia) while the 

live trading facility is available in six different language (Hindi, English, Bengali, Gujarati, Marathi & 

Telugu). 

 

1. e-NAM Mobile App:Mobile app is being enhanced in multi-dimension so that the entire 

operation for farmers and traders can be user friendly. Mobile app has been made 

multilingual. Now the Mandi operators can carry out one of the critical operation of Gate 

Entry directly from e-NAM Mobile App. This will also facilitate the farmers to do advance 

Gate Entry on Mobile app which in turn will reduce a lot of time for farmers coming in the 

Mandi and will bring huge efficiency and facilitate smooth arrival recording at the Gate. 

2. BHIM payment facility :Currently e-NAM portal facilitates direct online payment to 

farmers through RTGS/NEFT, Debit Card and Internet Banking. Facilitation of Unified 

Payment Interface (UPI) through BHIM is another milestone in easing out payment to 

farmers which will also reduce the payment realization time from buyers’ account to the 

pool account and in turn disbursal to farmers .  

3. New and improved Website with eLearning Module:A new website has been developed 

with improved and more informative features like live status of markets of e-NAM based on 

gate entry, latest information on events, dynamic training calendar etc. 

4. MIS Dashboard:MIS Dashboard based on Business intelligence will provide a greater 

insight into the performance of each Mandi in terms of arrival and trade. This will help the 
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Mandi Board officials and APMC Secretary to compare the performance of each Mandi on 

daily, weekly, monthly/quarterly and Year-on-Year Basis. 

5. Grievance Redressal Management System for Mandi Secretaries:This system will help 

Mandi Secretary to raise technology issues related to portal/ software and its operation and 

also track the status of redressal of their query online. 

6. Integration with Farmer Database:e-NAM has been integrated with Central Farmer 

Database so that the registration process becomes easier and Identification of farmers can 

be done easily on arrival at the Mandi Gate which will increase the efficiency and reduce 

queue time.  

Level 1 Q) The agriculture ministry is now strengthening e-NAM platform with new and user-

friendly features , Comment ?  
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 UNION FINANCE MINISTER, SHRI ARUN JAITLEY UNVEILS INDIA’S FIRST 

AGRI-OPTIONS BY NATIONAL COMMODITY AND DERIVATIVES EXCHANGE 

LIMITED (NCDEX) ON THE AUSPICIOUS OCCASION OF MAKAR SANKRANTI; 

 

The Unique first-of-its-kind hedging tool will allow farmers to mitigate their price risk, along with 

taking advantage of upward price movement. 

The country’s First Agri-commodity Options in Guar Seed to be launched , the unique first-of-its-kind 

hedging tool which will prove to be a game changer for the farmers. It is an effort to make the agri-

economy more efficient and bring huge amount of value for the farmers of India. 

The instrument, which is uniquely designed by NCDEX and approved by the Securities and Exchange 

Board of India (SEBI), is expected to deepen trade in that commodity and will benefit farmers in 

reaping improved price realizations for their produce, with limited downside risk. This launch is 

largely inspired by the fact that Guar Seed is one of the most liquid contracts on the NCDEX platform 

and a large number of informal trading Centres in some communities of Rajasthan are already 

involved in some form of informal options trading.One of the many initiatives taken by the govt to 

double the income of farmers by 2022. 
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 MILK PRODUCTION, WHICH WAS AROUND 17-22 MILLION TONNES IN THE 

1960S, INCREASED TO 165.4 MILLION TONNES IN 2016-17.  

Particularly, it increased by 20.12% during the year 2016-17 in comparison to 2013-14. 

Significance of this development ? 

This is one of the many steps that the govt is taking to increase the income of the farmers by 2022. 

Dairy is one of the important allied sectors that the farmer is engaged with apart from farming of 

crops . the many steps taken by the Department of Animal Husbandary to improve the milk 

productivity will help the farmer to supplement his incomes from the agriculture sector . 

 

Dairying & Fisheries has initiated a number of schemes with the objective of doubling the dairy 

farmers’ income by 2022. The government of India has taken several initiatives to increase the milk 

production by raising the productivity of milch animals. 

 

Since last 20 years, India continues to be the largest milk producer in the world and the credit goes to 

the Government initiatives and implementing various schemes to increase the productivity of milch 

animals. Milk production, which was around 17-22 million tonnes in the 1960s, increased to 165.4 

million tonnes during 2016-17. Particularly, it has increased by 20.12% during 2016-17 in 

comparison to 2013-14. Similarly, per capita availability has increased from 307 grams in 2013-14 to 

355 grams in 2016-17, registering 15.6% growth. Moreover, income of milk producers increased by 

23.77% during 2014-17 as compared to 2011-14. 

Factors that are driving the growth for the dairy sector : 

1) Increased consumer demand due to awareness of the benefits . 

 

2) Processing of the milk into dairy products . And demand for those products . 

 

3) Increasing exports . 

 

4) Organized retail chains are driving their demand 

 

Steps taken by the Ministry of Agriculture ( Department of Animal Husbandry ) : 

1) Rashtriya Gokul Mission in December 2014 for the conservation and development of 

indigenous breeds. 

2) Gokul Gram( Indigenous cattle breeding centre ) : These Gokul Grams will act as Centres 

for development of indigenous breeds and a dependable source for supply of high genetic 

breeding. Currently, 18 Gokul Grams are being set up in 12 different states. 
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3) Under Rashtriya Gokul Mission, a Rs. 825 crore National Bovine Productivity Mission 

was initiated in November 2016 with an objective to make the dairy business profitable by 

increasing the milk production and productivity. 

4) e-Pashuhaat portal was created under National Bovine Productivity Mission, which 

plays an important role in linking milk producers with breeders. 

5) Gopalan Sangh : Establishment of Breeder’s SocietiesNote : the recent decision of the 
govt to remove Bamboo from the definition of “ TREE “ is in this direction . Food Processing , 
Fisheries , Beekeeping are some of the area that the govt is focusing on increasing the farmers 
income . ( keep a note of these developments ) . 

The Vice President has outlined twelve initiatives that might help increase productivity and generate 

adequate returns to farmers. 

1. First is the use of good quality seeds which can enhance productivity by 15 to 20%. 

2. Second, a balanced use of fertilizers is essential for raising agricultural productivity. 

3. Third, timely institutional credit plays a pivotal role for adoption of innovations by marginal 

and small farmers. 

4. Fourth, diversification by supplementing farming with allied activities like dairying, fisheries 

and poultry can contribute significantly to increasing farmers’ incomes. 

5. Fifth, farm mechanization in India must expand. 

6. Sixth, intensification of agriculture and combining agriculture with horticulture and 

mechanization of hill agriculture can increase the farmers’ income. 

7. Seventh, we must strengthen the ecosystem that encourages agro-based industries. 

8. Eighth, efficient and optimization of water use. 

9. Ninth, farmers need to realize larger share of the consumer price. Tenth, we may have to 

consider substantive reforms in the land policy. 

10. Eleventh, we need to develop climate change resilient farming practices. 

11. Twelfth, knowledge sharing processes must be streamlined, to help the farmers . 

Level 1 Q) Doubling Farmers income by 2022 is one of the major programs of the govt’s Sabka Saath 

Sabka Vikas  Give an account of the steps taken by the Min of Agriculture in this direction , what else 

do you think must be done ? 

The programmes by the Ministry to Double the Famers income by 2022 . 
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 NATIONAL MILK DAY CELEBRATION 

OPERATION FLOOD : 

Operation Flood, launched in 1970, was a project of India's National Dairy Development Board 

(NDDB), which was the world's biggest dairy development program.It transformed India from a milk-

deficient nation into the world's largest milk producer, surpassing the USA in 1998 

 

Why is it celebrated : 

Verghese Kurien, who is known as the Father of White Revolution in India for his project Operation 

Flood, was born on November 26. This is why the day is known as National Milk Day across the 

country. 

NOTE (MILK PRODUCTION IS AN AREA OF ALLIED AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES THAT HELP IN 

IMPROVONG THE FARMERS INCOME , THE GOVT AIMS TO DOUBLE FARMERS INCOME BY 2022) 

Since last 15 years, India continues to be the largest producer of milk in the world. This phenomenal 

increase is contributed to the several measures initiated by the Government of India to increase the 

productivity of livestock. 

  Milk production has significantly increased from 137.7 million tonnes in 2013-14 to 164 

million tonnes in 2016-17. Milk production increased by 18.81% in 2016-17 when compared to 2013-

14. Similarly, the per capita availability of milk increased from 307 gram in 2013-14 to 351 gram in 

2016-17. Annual growth rate of Milk Production during the period 2011-14 was 4%, which has 

increase to 6% during 2014-17. The annual growth rate of world milk production has increased by 

2% during 2014-17. 

Livestock sector contributes significantly towardslivelihoods and security net for the landless and 

marginal farmers. About 70 million rural households are engaged in dairying in India with 80% of 

total cow population. The strength of women in Dairy has reached to the 70% of the total work force 

(about 44 lakh) of which 3,60,000 women are in leadership roles in village dairy cooperatives and 380 

women on the boards of Union and State Federations. 

Government has initiated a number of dairy development schemes so that the enhanced demand due 

to variety of factorsis met through domestic sources by laying special focus on raising milk production 

through  improved productivity of our dairy animals. A new scheme “Rashtriya Gokul Mission” has 

been initiated for the first time in the country under which 18 Gokul Grams in 12 different States are 

being set up. Also two awards ‘Gopal Ratna Award’ for upkeep of the best dairy animals of indigenous 

breeds and ‘Kamdhenu Award’ for institutions maintaining best herd of indigenous breeds. This year 

on World Milk Day 10 Gopal Ratna and 12 Kamdhenu awards have been awarded. Two “National 

Kamdhenu Breeding Centres” one each in Andhra Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh are being setup for 

conservation of indigenous breeds. In these centres 41 cattle and 13 buffalo breeds would be 

conserved. In order to make dairy business more profitable “National Bovine Productivity Mission” 

has been in initiated with creation of e Pashuhaat portal. This is playing an important role in linking 

milk producers and breeders for indigenous breeds. 
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Union Agriculture & Farmers’ Welfare Minister further said that a scheme titled Dairy Processing & 

Infrastructure Development Fund (DIDF) for dairy cooperative sector has been initiated with an 

outlay of Rs.10881 crore. 

Level 1 Q The goal of doubling framers income is said to be acheived by 2022, what steps is the 

govt taking in the dairy sector for this , keeping in mind its influence? 

 

 2018 INTRENATIONAL YEAR OF MILLETS 

Context: India has sent a proposal to United Nations for declaring the year 2018 as ‘International Year 

of Millets’. The proposal, if agreed, will raise awareness about millets among consumers, policy 

makers, industry and R&D sector. 

Significance of this move:Promotion of production and consumption of millets through efforts at 

global level is likely to contribute substantially in the fight against hunger and mitigate the effect 

of climate change in long run. Popularizing millets would benefit future generations of farmers as well 

as consumers. 

What are Millets?  

Millet is a common term to categorize small-seeded grasses that are often termed nutri-cereals or 

dryland-cereals, and includes sorghum, pearl millet, ragi, small millet, foxtail millet, proso millet, 

barnyard millet, kodo millet and other millets. 

An important staple cereal crop for millions of small holder dryland farmers across sub-saharan Africa 

and Asia, millets offer nutrition, resilience, income and livelihood for farmers even in difficult times. 

They have multiple untapped uses such as food, feed, fodder, biofuels and brewing. Therefore, millets 

are Smart Food as they are Good for You, Good for the Farmer and Good for the Planet. 

Nutritionally superior to wheat & rice owing to their higher levels of protein with more balanced 

amino acid profile, crude fiber & minerals such as Iron, Zinc, and Phosphorous, millets can provide 

nutritional security and act as a shield against nutritional deficiency, especially among children and 

women. 

The anaemia (iron deficiency), B-complex vitamin deficiency, pellagra (niacin deficiency) can be 

effectively tackled with intake of less expensive but nutritionally rich food grains like millets. Millets 

can also help tackle health challenges such as obesity, diabetes and lifestyle problems as they are 

gluten free, have a low glycemic index and are high in dietary fibre and antioxidants.Adapted to low or 
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no purchased inputs and to harsh environment of the semi-arid tropics, they are the backbone for dry 

land agriculture. 

Photo-insensitive & resilient to climate change, millets are hardy, resilient crops that have a low 

carbon and water footprint, can withstand high temperatures and grow on poor soils with little or no 

external inputs. In times of climate change they are often the last crop standing and, thus, are a good 

risk management strategy for resource-poor marginal farmers. 

Level1 Q) Millets have vast potential of improving nutrition , but its advantages have not been 

tapped , Comment 

 ORAGANIC WORLD CONGRESS –NOIDA 

The Organic World Congress (OWC) is organized once every three years in a different country and this 

time it is being organised in India. The last edition of the Organic World Congress took place in 

Istanbul, Turkey, in 2014. The International Federation of Organic Farming Movements (IFOAM) and 

OAFI are organizing the event where 55 seeds group from 15 Indian states will showcase 4,000 

varieties of seeds. The goal is to move from organic India to the organic world. 

Govt has currently brought  22.5 lakh hectares have been brought under organic farming and 3,60,400 

farmers have been benefited by Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana(program to encourage 

organic farming ). 

Now, the aim is to bring 50,000-hectare area under organic farming in the northeast region. The 

Government acknowledges that indiscriminate and excessive use of chemicals during last several 

decades has posed a question - how long can we continue to do farming like this? 

Food Security is not an issue anymore in the country, but we still have the challenge of providing 

healthy and nutritious food to the growing population. Excessive use of chemicals has led to the 

production of unhealthy crops.A large part of chemical is absorbed by the soil, air, and plants. 

Spraying of chemicals pollutes far away plants. Also, these chemicals seep into the ground and pollute 

water sources. 

Level 1 Q) what is organic farming , write about Paramparagath yojana ? 

PRICE STABILIZATION FUND MANAGEMENT COMMITEE ( PSFMC) 

Why was this commitee formed ? 

The Price Stabilization Fund will be managed centrally by a Price Stabilization Fund Management 

Committee (PSFMC) which will approve all proposals from State Governments and Central Agencies. 

Price Stabilisation Fund (PSF) refers to any fund constituted for the purpose of containing extreme 

volatility in prices of selected commodities. The amount in the fund is generally utilised for activities 

aimed at bringing down/up the high/low prices say for instance, procurement of such products and 

distribution of the same as and when required, so that prices remain in a range. 

A Price Stabilization Fund of Rs. 500 Crore for agricultural commodities was announced in the Union 

Budget 2014-15 with a view to mitigate volatility in the prices of agricultural produce. To support 

market interventions for price control of perishable agri-horticultural commodities during 2014-15 to 

2016-17  PSF is under the Dept of Consumer affairs (Min of Consumer Affairs ) . 
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Level 1 Q) What is the objective of PSF? 

 

ENERGY AND MINERALS  

 

 

ONGC FINDS OIL, GAS RESERVES IN MP, WEST BENGAL; TO OPEN 2 NEW 

BASINS IN INDIA 

Oil and Natural Gas Corp (ONGC) has made oil and gas discoveries in Madhya Pradesh and West 

Bengal that may potentially open up two new sedimentary basins in the country . The firm has found 

gas deposits in a block in Vindhyan basin in Madhya Pradesh . Similarly, an oil and gas discovery has 

been made in a well in Ashok Nagar of 24 Parganas district in West Bengal .  

India has 26 sedimentary basins, of which only seven have commercial production of oil and gas. 

Except for the Assam shelf, ONGC opened up for commercial production all the other six basins, 

including Cambay, Mumbai Offshore, Rajasthan, Krishna Godavari, Cauvery, and Assam-Arakan 

Fold Belt. ONGC had made a significant natural gas discovery in the Gulf of Kutch off the west coast a 

few months back , this would make the Kutch the 8th basin . The discovery in Kutch offshore may hold 

about one trillion cubic feet of gas reserves. 

The spread of Kutch offshore basin covers an area of 28,000 square kilometers in water depth of up to 

200 meters and will become eighth producing basin of the country. 

Category-I basins with established commercial production - Cambay, Mumbai Offshore, 

Rajasthan, Krishna Godavari, Cauvery, Assam Shelf and Assam-Arakan Fold Belt . 

 Category-II basins -  Kutch, Mahanadi-NEC (North East Coast), Andaman-Nicobar, Kerala-Konkan-

Lakshadweep where known accumulation of hydrocarbons are there but no commercial production 

has been achieved so far. 

Category – III basins - Himalayan Foreland Basin, Ganga Basin, Vindhyan basin, Saurashtra Basin, 

Kerela Konkan Basin, Bengal Basin are Category-III basins having hydrocarbon shows that are 

considered geologically prospective. 

Category IV basins- The remaining basins of Karewa, Spiti-Zanskar, Satpura South Rewa Damodar, 

Chhattisgarh, Narmada, Deccan Syneclise, Bhima-Kaladgi, Bastar, PranhitaGodavari and Cuddapah are 

classified as Category-IV basins having uncertain potential which may be prospective by analogy with 

similar basins in the world. 

About ONGC : 

It is a Public Sector Undertaking (PSU) of the Government of India, under the administrative control of 

the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas. It is India's largest oil and gas exploration and production 

company. It produces around 70% of India's crude oil  and around 62% of its natural gas .  
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 GOVT SAYS VEHICLES THAT RUN ON ALTERNATIVE FUELS TO BE EXEMPTED 

FROM PERMITS  

The  GOI has decide to do away with permit requirements for the vehicles running on Alternative 

Fuels in the country , in a bid to boost the Clean energy vehicles . This was said the Minister of Road 

Nitin Gadkari  at the SIAM convention .  

Govt policy towards  Clean transport : 

The Government had launched the FAME( Faster Adoption and Manufacture of( Hybrid ) &  

Electric Vehicles )  scheme in 2015 for the  adoption of eco friendly vehicles . The Second Phase of 

FAME was launched iin September 2018 by the PM .  The FAME II offers incentives for the  mass  

adoption of electric vehicles with an outlay of 5500 cr Rupees . In a bid to promote the adoption of EVs 

the govt has done away with the local testing  for initially bringing EVs into India for sale  .  

As a clean method of transportation the govt has also urged the companies to use water transport . A 

multi modal hub is coming up at Varanasi  , and 60 river port offered vast opportunities  to the 

automobile  makers .  

 

 

STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVE FACILITIES IN ODISHA AND KARNATAKA 

Topic useful in -  Energy Security :  

The   GOI has decided  on the establishment of an additional 6.5 million tonnes (mt) of Strategic 

Petroleum Reserve (SPR) facilities at Chandikhol in Odisha and Padur in Karnataka. The SPR 

facilities at Chandikhol and Padur will be underground rock caverns and will have capacities of 4 

million tonnes and 2.5 million tonnes respectively. 

Strategic crude oil storages are at 3 underground locations in Mangalore, Visakhapatnam and 

Padur(near Udupi) . India is planning to expand more strategic crude oil facilities in second phase at 

Rajkot in Gujarat and Padur in Udupi district of Karnataka. 

The government's strategic reserves in India are run by the Indian Strategic Petroleum Reserves 

Ltd ( ISPRL) , an SPV set up by the Oil Industry Development Board, under the petroleum ministry. 

ISPRL has constructed underground rock caverns for storage of 5.33 mt of crude oil at three locations, 

Visakhapatnam (1.33 mt), Mangaluru (1.5 mt) and Padur (2.5 mt). The 5.33-mt capacity under Phase-I 

of the SPR programme is currently estimated to supply approximately 10 days of India’s crude 

requirement .  

The Cabinet’s approval for establishing an additional 6.5 mt of Strategic Petroleum Reserve will 

provide an additional supply of about 12 days. The Government had announced setting up of two 

additional SPRs during the Budget announcement for 2017-2018.  The in-principle approval is to take 

up the project under the PPP model to reduce the budgetary support of the government. 

Advantages :  
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 The construction phase of the SPRs at Chandikhol and Padur is likely to generate significant 

direct & indirect employment opportunities in the states of Odisha and Karnataka. 

 Will be  ensure  safe reserve in times of short supply due to external constraints  or price rise . 

 Will be a boost  regional development as various industries related to  petroleum will come up . 

Level 1 Q)   Write briefly about energy security in India ?  

MODERN  STEEL  PLANT  AT  BHILLAI  DEDICATED TO THE NATION – 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi  dedicated  the modernized and expanded unit at the Bhilai steel plant. 

He will also laid  the foundation stone of IIT, Bhilai and launch the phase -2 of Bharat Net Project. 

Prime Minister also inaugurated the air services between Jagdalpur andRaipur under UDAAN scheme 

through video link at programme organized in Bhilai .  The Integrated Command and Control Centre 

under Naya Raipur Smart City project was launched .  

Effect of Modernisation :  

SAIL’s modern Steel Plant at Bhillai in  Chattisgarh will  raise its total steel-making capacity across five 

integrated plants to 21 million tonne per annum (mtpa). Post-modernisation, BSP will also introduce 

new products like - head hardened rails meant for metro railway and the dedicated freight corridor. 

 

COAL MINE SURVEILLANCE & MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMSMS) AND MOBILE 

APPLICATION ‘KHAN PRAHARI’- 

Coal Mine Surveillance & Management System (CMSMS) and Mobile Application ‘Khan Prahari’ 

developed by CMPDI, Ranchi a Subsidiary of CIL and Bhaskarcharya Institute of Space Application and 

Geo-informatics (BISAG) .  

The basic objective of CMSMS is reporting, monitoring and taking suitable action on unauthorised coal 

mining activities. The CMSMS is a web based GIS application through which location of sites for 

unauthorised mining can be detected. The basic platform used in the system is of Ministry of 

Electronics & Information Technology’s (MeiTY) map which provides village level information. The 

leasehold boundary of all the coal mines are displayed on this map. The system will use satellite data 

to detect changes by which unauthorised mining activity extending beyond the allotted lease area can 

be detected and suitable action can be taken on it. It is the working of the concept of ‘cooperative 

federalism’ in action. The complaint originating from coal mines allotted to Coal India will go to Coal 

India Offices and those originating from coal blocks not allotted to Coal India will go straight to the 

State Government Officers and for each complaint the alert will also go to the District Magistrate and 

SP of the district. 

The system also uses information provided by responsible citizens using smartphones using the 

mobile application “Khan Prahari’.  Khan Prahari is a tool for reporting any activity taking place 

related to illegal coal mining like rat hole mining, pilferage etc. One can upload geo-tagged 

photographs of the incident along with textual information directly to the system. Hence, both satellite 

data and human information will be used to capture information on the unauthorised mining 

activities. Once reported, the information will be automatically directed to the nodal officers to take 
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suitable action on those activities. The complainant can also track his complaint through the system. 

The identity of the complainant shall not be revealed. 

The uniqueness of the system is that it uses satellite data as well as public input to capture 

information on unauthorised coal mining activities and also take appropriate action on them with due 

transparency. 

The CMSMS will also provide other important information like reclamation work being done by Coal 

India Limited which is being monitored every year by CMPDI using satellite data. Status of 

Environmental Clearances /Forest Clearances etc. are also linked for information in this system. 

Level 1 Q) Write about the Coal Mine Surveillance & Management System (CMSMS) launched by 

the Govt ? How will it help ?  

 

 

 

CABINET EXTENDS NEW UREA POLICY –  

Topic Related To – ( Agriculture , Fertilizers Industry and Government Policies )  

What is the news about ?  

The CCEA approved the proposal of the Department of Fertilizers to extend the duration of New Urea 

Policy-2015 for existing gas based urea unit from Apr 1, 2019 until further orders. The move will 

facilitate continuation of operations and regular supply of urea to farmers .  

About the New urea Policy -  

The New Urea Policy-2015 was notified with the objective of 

1. maximizing indigenous urea production,  

2. promoting energy efficiency in urea production and  

3. rationalizing subsidy burden on the government.  

New Urea Policy-2015 (NUP-2015) has been notified by Department of Fertilizers on 25th May, 

2015 with the objectives of maximizing indigenous urea production; promoting energy efficiency in 

urea production; and rationalizing subsidy burden on the government. 

 It is expected that the domestic urea sector would become globally competitive in terms of energy 

efficiency over a period of three years. On the basis of actual energy consumption and present norms, 

the units have been divided into three groups and revised energy consumption norms have been fixed 

for next three financial years and target energy norm have been fixed for 2018-19. It will drive urea 

units to select better technology and different measure to reduce energy consumption. The higher 

energy efficiency due to aforesaid measure will reduce subsidy bill. 

 It is expected that there would be reduction in the subsidy burden of the government in two ways –  

1. reduction in specific energy consumption norms and 

2. import substitution on account of higher domestic production.  
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It is expected that the new urea policy will lead to additional production of   1.7 LMT annually in the 

next three years.At present, there are 31 urea units in the country of which 28 units are gas-based and 

the remaining three units use naphtha as feedstock. 

Some Policies For Fertilisers Sector by the Government –  

Department of Fertilizers, has taken various initiatives. These initiatives aim at working in the 

direction of promoting the indigenous production of Fertilizers, and making them available to the 

farmers in time. 

 New Urea Poilcy-2015: 

 Neem Coated Urea  

 New Investment Policy 2012  

 New Brown Field Ammonia Urea Complex At Namrup in Assam . 

 Revival of Talcher, Ramagundam, Sindri, Gorakhpur and Barauni units 

 production of urea from Naphtha as feedstock  

Level 1 Q) What are the factors that affect Agriculture in India ? Write about the New Urea 

Policy ? -                   Prelims – Fertilisers , Nutrients Required by Plants , Micronutrients , 

Fertiliser plants in India .  

 

 EIGHT CORE INDUSTRIES-  

Topic Related To – (Economic Growth , Sectors of the Economy  )  

What are the industries ?  

Eight Core Industries are Electricity , Steel, Refinery products, Crude oil, Coal, Cement, Natural 

gas and Fertilizers. The Index of Eight Core Industries is a monthly production index, which is also 

considered as a lead indicator of the monthly industrial performance. The Index of Eight Core 

Industries is compiled based on the monthly production information received from the Source 

Agencies. 

The Eight Core Industries comprise 40.27 per cent of the weight of items included in the Index of 

Industrial Production (IIP). 

The Office of the Economic Advisor, Ministry of Commerce and Industry made the first attempt of 

compilation and release of IIP with base year 1937, covering 15 important industries, accounting for 

more than 90 percent of the total production of the selected industries. The all-India IIP is being 

released as a monthly series since 1950. With the inception of the Central Statistical Organization 

in 1951, the responsibility for compilation and publication of IIP was vested with this office. 

Base Year Revision - The Central Statistics Office (CSO), Ministry of Statistics and Programme 

Implementation, revises the base year of the macroeconomic indicators, as a regular exercise, to 

capture structural changes in the economy and improve the quality and representativeness of the 

indices. In this direction, the base year of the all-India Index of Industrial Production (IIP) has also 

been revised from 2004-05 to 2011-12 to not only reflect the changes in the industrial sector but to 

also align it with the base year of other macroeconomic indicators like the Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP), Wholesale Price Index (WPI). 
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The Industrial Output data is captured and monitored, primarily, through two statistical 

activities:  

(i) Annual Survey of Industries (ASI) on an annual basis and  

(ii) (ii) Index of Industrial Production (IIP) on a monthly basis.  

The ASI is conducted under the Collection of Statistics Act, since 1959, to obtain comprehensive and 

detailed statistics of industrial sector with the objective of estimating the contribution of registered 

manufacturing industries as a whole to the national income. The IIP is compiled on the basis of data 

sourced from 14 ministries/ administrative departments. Data for IIP are collected by various source 

agencies under different Acts/statutes. Data received then undergo scrutiny and validation before 

finalisation. The output figures for compilation of IIP are authenticated by respective line Ministries/ 

departments and the ASI data is based on actual book of accounts and other documents maintained by 

registered factories. 

Level 1 Q) What are the core Industries , How is the performance of the Industrial Sector 

monitored ?      

Prelims – CSO , IIP , ASI ( India  Year Book Ministry of Statistics ) .  

 

CABINET APPROVES MEASURES TO PROMOTE HYDRO POWER SECTOR –  

What is the news about ?  

India is endowed with large hydropower potential of 1,45,320 MW of which only about 45,400 MW 

has been utilized so far. Only about 10,000 MW of hydropower has been added in the last 10 years. 

The hydropower sector is currently going through a challenging phase and the share of hydropower in 

the total capacity has declined from 50.36% in the 1960s to around 13% in 2018-19. 

Government on the other hand has to reduce dependence on the fossil fuels , To give a boost  and 

promote the hydro Power Sector  the cabinet has decided to take the following measures .  

1. Earlier Hydro power Projects upto 25 MW were considered as “ Renewables “ and were 

considered as eligible for various incentives like financial assistance and cheaper credit , now 

with the cabinet decision to treat all Hydro power Projects as “ Renewables “ all projects will 

be eligible for such facilities  .  

2. Tariff rationalization measures have been taken , large hydro projects (LHPs) would be 

allowed back loading (reducing) of tariff after increasing project life to 40 years increasing 

debt repayment period to 18 years and introducing escalating tariff of 2 per cent. At present, 

hydro power tariff is expensive than other sources  . These measure would help rationalise the 

tariff by hydro power projects.  

3. Budgetary support for funding flood moderation component of hydropower projects on case 

to case basis; and  

4. Budgetary support for funding cost of enabling infrastructure i.e. roads and bridges on case to 

case basis as per actual, limited to Rs. 1.5 crore per MW for upto 200 MW projects and Rs. 1.0 

crore per MW for above 200 MW projects. 

5. Also, LHPs would now be able to sell renewable energy certificates under non-solar 

Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO) to discoms . Discoms are required to either purchase 
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specified proportion of renewable energy or buy renewable energy certificates in m lieu of 

that .  

6. After notification of these measure, the Hydro Purchase Obligation as a separate system within 

non-solar RPO will cover LHPs. Small Hydro Projects are already covered under the non-solar 

RPO .  

7. The Cabinet also approved funding for enabling infrastructure .  

 

ASSAM TO BECOME PETROLEUM HUB FOR SOUTHEAST ASIA: 

What is the news about ?  

The government has drawn up a plan to raise the capacity of Assam’s four refineries to 16 MTPA. With 

more quantity of crude oil to be pumped into the state from Nigeria and West Africa, Assam will 

become India’s petroleum hub for the entire Southeast Asian region. 

In Detail –  

The Centre, in its Hydrocrabon Vision 2030 for the Northeast, has envisaged investing Rs 1.30 lakh 

crore in the petroleum sector in the region in the next 14 years, of which Rs 80,000 crore will be 

invested in Assam alone. 

The Impact –  

With this development there will be a steady growth in the upstream and downstream industries 

related to the petroleum sector , leading to overall sustainable growth in the northeast region . As of 

late the government is focussing on improving the infrastructure in the region including rail and road 

connectivity . This infrastructure will further ensure that the development reaches all areas and also 

will support industrialisation .  
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Level 1 Q) Discuss about Petroleum production in India and also give an account of the 

refineries in the country ? Government is planning to make Assam a petroleum Hub for 

Southeast Asia , discuss about this ?  

Level 2 Q) Discuss about the Hydrocarbon Vision 2030 for the Northeast ?  

 

ARUN-3 HYDRO ELECTRIC PROJECT: 
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Why is the project in news ?  

 

Cabinet approves ₹1236 crore investment for Arun-3 hydro project proposal for transmission 

component in Nepal portion of Arun-3 Hydro Electric Project by Sutlej Jal Vikas Nigam (SJVN).  

About the Project –  

The Arun River is a trans-boundary river and is part of the Kosi or Sapt Koshi river system in Nepal .  

The Arun-3 Hydro Electric project (900 MW) is located on Arun River in Sankhuwasabha District of 

Eastern Nepal. The Run-of-River scheme envisages about 70 meter high concrete gravity dam and 

Head Race Tunnel (HRT) of 11.74 km with underground Power House, containing four generating 

units of 225 MW each on Left Bank. 

 The project will provide surplus power to India's strengthening economic linkages with Nepal 

 Employment generation of around 400 persons is envisaged in construction of transmission 

component of the project 

SJVN limited bagged the project through International Competitive Bidding. An MoU was signed 

between Government of Nepal and SJVN Limited for the project in March, 2008 for execution on Build 

Own Operate and Transfer (BOOT) basis for a period of 30 years including five years of construction 

period. 

Level 1 Q) Give an account of the Himalayan Rivers flowing in India and Also the rivers that 

flow intro India from Nepal , Discuss the Co-operation of India with its neighbours on 

international rivers ?  

 

PRADHAN MANTRI JI-VAN (JAIV INDHAN- VATAVARAN ANUKOOL FASAL 

AWASHESH NIVARAN) YOJANA“. 

What is the Yojana about ?  

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs has approved the "Pradhan Mantri JI-VAN (Jaiv Indhan- 

Vatavaran Anukool fasal awashesh Nivaran) Yojana" for providing financial support to Integrated 

Bioethanol Projects using lignocellulosic biomass and other renewable feedstock.   
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The scheme focuses to incentivise 2G Ethanol sector and support this nascent industry by 

creating a suitable ecosystem for setting up commercial projects and increasing Research & 

Development in this area. 

Details –  

Under this Yojana, 12 Commercial Scale and 10 demonstration scale Second Generation (2G) ethanol 

Projects will be provided a Viability Gap Funding (VGF) support in two phases: 

a)       Phase-I  (2018-19  to  2022-23):  wherein  six  commercial  projects  and five demonstration 

projects will be supported. 

b)       Phase-II (2020-21 to 2023-24): wherein remaining six commercial projects and five 

demonstration projects will be supported. 

The ethanol produced by the scheme beneficiaries will be mandatorily supplied to Oil Marketing 

Companies (OMCs) to further enhance the blending percentage under EBP Programme. 

Why was this Yojana Launched ?  

Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas has targeted to achieve 10% blending percentage of Ethanol in 

petrol by 2022. Government of India launched Ethanol Blended Petrol (EBP) programme in 

2003 for undertaking blending of ethanol in Petrol to address environmental concerns due to fossil 

fuel burning, provide remuneration to farmers, subsidize crude imports and achieve forex savings.  

Presently, EBP is being run in 21 States and 4 UTs of the country. Under EBP programme, OMCs are to 

blend upto 10% of ethanol in Petrol. The present policy allows procurement of ethanol produced from 

molasses and non-food feed stock like celluloses and lignocelluloses material including petrochemical 

route. 

 Despite efforts of the Government such as higher ethanol prices and simplification of ethanol 

purchase system, the highest ever ethanol procurement stands around 150 crore litres during Ethanol 

supply year 2017-18 which is sufficient for around 4.22% blending on Pan India basis.  

Therefore, an alternate route viz. Second Generation (2G) Ethanol from biomass and other wastes is 

being explored by MoP&NG to bridge the supply gap for EBP programme. In this direction, "Pradhan 

Mantri JI-VAN Yojana" is being launched as a tool to create 2G Ethanol capacity in the country and 

attract investments in this new sector. 

Centre for High Technology (CHT), a technical body under the aegis of MoP&NG, will be the 

implementation Agency for the scheme. 

The National Biofuels Policy 2018 was launched last year . It increased the scope of raw 

materials .  
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National Biofuels Policy 2018 -  
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Level 1 Q) Discuss the benefits of the PM – JIVAN programme ? Why was the programme 

launched ?  

Level 2 Q) Discuss about Biofuels ?  

Prelims – features, benefits about PM -JIVAN  , biofuels, Ethanol Blending Program , Centre for 

high Technology  

 

CABINET APPROVES JOINING OF IEA BIOENERGY TCP BY MINISTRY OF 

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS AS ITS 25TH MEMBER. 

 

Government of India joining IEA Bioenergy TCP as its 25th member on 25th January, 2019. The other 

members are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, 

Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Republic of Korea, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, South 

Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, the United States, and the European Commission. 

About IEA Bioenergy TCP -  

International Energy Agency's Technology Collaboration Programme on Bioenergy (IEA Bioenergy 

TCP) is an international platform for co-operation among countries with the aim of improving 

cooperation and information exchange between countries that have national programmes in 

bioenergy research, development and deployment. 

IEA Bioenergy TCP works under the framework of International Energy Agency (IEA) to which 

India has "Association" status since 30th March, 2017.  

About IEA –  
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The IEA was established to meet the industrial countries' energy organization needs in the wake of 

the 1973–1974 oil crisis. The IEA was created on 18 November 1974 by the Agreement on an 

International Energy Program .  

Only the OECD member states can become members of the IEA. Except for Chile, Iceland, Israel, and 

Slovenia, all OECD member states are members of the IEA. In 2014, Estonia joined the IEA and became 

its 29th member . Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Morocco, Singapore and Thailand are the associate 

members of IEA. In 2018, Mexico joined the IEA and became its 30th member . 

IEA Bioenergy was set up in 1978 by the International Energy Agency (IEA) with the aim of improving 

cooperation and information exchange between countries that have national programmes in 

bioenergy research, development and deployment. 

Objective of Joining -  

 The primary goal of joining IEA Bioenergy TCP by Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas 

(MoP&NG) is to facilitate the market introduction of advanced biofuels with an aim to 

bring down emissions and reduce crude imports.  

 IEA Bioenergy TCP also provides a platform for international collaboration and 

information exchange in bioenergy research, technology development, demonstration, and 

policy analysis with a focus on overcoming the environmental, institutional, technological, 

social, 'and market barriers to the near-and long-term deployment of bioenergy technologies. 

 The R&D work in IEA Bioenergy TCP is carried out carried out within well-defined 3-years 

programmes called "Tasks". Each year the progress of the Tasks is evaluated and scrutinized 

and each 3 years the content of the Tasks is reformulated and new Tasks can be initiated. 

Technical persons from Public sector Oil Marketing companies will also be contributor 

in the Tasks participated by MoP&NG. 

 The benefits of participation in IEA Bioenergy TCP are shared costs and pooled technical 

resources. The duplication of efforts is avoided and national Research and Development 

capabilities are strengthened.  

 There is an information exchange about best practices, network of researchers and linking 

research with practical implementation. 

  Engagement with International Agencies will also apprise the Ministry of the 

developments taking place Worldwide in Biofuel sector, provide opportunity of personal 

interaction with innovators/ Researchers and help in bringing suitable policy ecosystem. In 

addition, after becoming member,  

 India can participate in other related Tasks focussing on Biogas, Solid waste 

Management, Biorefining etc. which could be participated by relevant Ministries/ 

Departments/ Organizations of the Country. 

Level 1 Q) Evaluate the joining of India to IEA Bioenergy TCP ?  

Prelims – About same and Also about IEA Bioenergy TCP .  

 

ETHANOL PRODUCTION GETS A  BOOST  

Topic related to -  ( Energy Sector , sugar Sector , Renewable Energy Policies, Clean energy  )  

What is the news about ?  
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Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs approved ₹3,355 crore in incentives to the sugar mills to 

boost ethanol production and also help them pay off the  dues to the cane farmers .  

The CCEA has approved ₹2,790 crore for bank loan interest subvention to mills, and ₹565 crore for 

loan interest subvention to the molasses-based standalone distilleries.  

Banks will be able to extend soft loans worth ₹15,500 crore to mills and distilleries under the scheme. 

This is likely to benefit 268 mills and create an additional 300-400 crore litres of ethanol 

capacity, according to industry estimates. 

Record harvests and sugar recovery have caused a glut in sugar production and brought the 

prices down. Cash-starved mills owe farmers more than ₹22,000 crore in arrears for the current 

season, with almost half the sum owed to farmers in the politically significant parts of Uttar Pradesh. 

The enhancement of ethanol capacity could help divert surplus cane from sugar production, 

bringing in revenue to mills. Improved liquidity would help them pay dues. 

This is the seventh major package approved by the Cabinet to bail out the sugar sector since May last 

year. The other measures are production subsidies, a minimum selling price, buffer stock creation, 

more import duties and a cut in export duties. The most recent package, approved last week, offered 

₹10,540 crore in soft loans to mills to pay off arrears .  

How will this help ?  

The approval would help stressed sugar mills in improving liquidity by way of value addition to their 

revenues from supply of ethanol for fuel blending programme.  This will indirectly help the mills in 

clearing their arrears to sugarcane farmers . 

What are the advantages of ethanol blending ?  

1. It reduces greenhouse gases. 

2. It reduces the amount of high-octane additives. 

3. Exhaust gases of ethanol are much cleaner, it burns more cleanly (more complete combustion) 

4. It is carbon neutral i.e. the carbon dioxide released in the bioethanol production process is the 

same amount as the one the crops previously absorbed during photosynthesis .  

5. Ethanol-blended fuel as E10 reduces greenhouse gases by up to 3.9%. 

6. The net effect of ethanol use results in an overall decrease in ozone formation, an important 

environmental issue. (The emissions produced by burning ethanol are less reactive with 

sunlight than those produced by burning gasoline, which results in a lower potential for 

forming the damaging ozone). 

What is ethanol ?  

Ethanol which is often referred to as ethyl alcohol, pure alcohol, or even drinking alcohol, is a 

volatile, flammable, colorless liquid which can be used as an alcoholic beverage, but more importantly 

as a biofuel alternative to gasoline.  

Ethanol is very easily manufactured and processed, using a technique that is similar to producing 

alcohol. This process can produce a large amount of fuel in a relatively short period of time. As the 

ethanol molecule contains oxygen, it allows the engine to more completely combust the fuel, 

resulting in fewer emissions and thereby reducing the occurrence of environmental pollution.  
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Because ethanol is made from common farmer’s crops such as corn and sugar cane, it is called a  

renewable resource .  

Sources of ethanol –  

Fuel ethanol feedstocks include grains and crops with high starch and sugar content ( Cellulosic 

Content )  . Ethanol can be produced from a variety of feedstocks such as sugar cane, bagasse, 

miscanthus, sugar beet, sorghum, grain, switchgrass, barley, hemp, kenaf, potatoes, sweet potatoes, 

cassava, sunflower, fruit, molasses, corn, stover, grain, wheat, straw, cotton, other biomass, as well as 

many types of cellulose waste. Ethanol-blended fuel is widely used in Brazil, the United States ( Mainly 

corn ) , and Europe .  

Ethanol fuel has a "gasoline gallon equivalency" (GGE) value of 1.5, i.e. to replace the energy of 1 

volume of gasoline, 1.5 times the volume of ethanol is needed .  

How is Ethanol Produced ?  

Ethanol as a fuel source is produced in very much the same way that beer or alcohol is made. This is a 

simple process, in which a cellulosic material is broken down and mixed with water and yeast, 

fermented and distilled, and then mixed with a certain amount of gasoline to produce a biofuel that 

can be used to power an automobile. 

Level 1 Q) Discuss the measures to boost the Ethanol Blending Programme ?  

Prelims – Package , Ethanol etc .  

 

COAL BED METHANE IN INDIA –  

What is the news ?  

The government offered 23 oil and gas and CBM blocks for Bidding in the 3rd round of the 

OALP( Open Acreage Licensing Policy ) expecting up to $700 million of investment that it 

hoped will raise domestic output and reduce imports .  

 

About CBM –  

CBM is a form of natural gas extracted from coal beds. It mainly consists of Methane (CH4) with minor 

amounts of nitrogen, carbon dioxide and heavier hydrocarbons like ethane. 

The term refers to methane adsorbed into the solid matrix of the coal. It is called 'sweet gas' because 

of its lack of hydrogen sulfide. 
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Coalbed Methane (CBM), an unconventional source of natural gas is now considered as an alternative 

source for augmenting India’s energy resource. As the country’s energy requirement will rise with 

growth and development, CBM being a clean source of energy has garnered global significance .  

India has the fifth largest proven coal reserves in the world and thus holds significant prospects for 

exploration and exploitation of CBM.  

Resources in the country –  

Exploitation of Coal Bed Methane and Oil & Natural Gas has been placed under the 

administrative control of Ministry of Petroleum. 

The CBM resources in the country are about 92 TCF (2600 BCM) in 12 states of India. In order to 

harness CBM potential in the country, the Government of India formulated CBM policy in 1997 

wherein CBM being Natural Gas is explored and exploited under the provisions of OIL Fields 

(Regulation & Development) Act 1948 (ORD Act 1948) and Petroleum & Natural Gas Rules 1959 

(P&NG Rules 1959) administered by Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas (MOP&NG). 

 

Regions -  

The Gondwana sediments of eastern India host the bulk of India’s coal reserves and all the current 

CBM producing blocks. The vast majority of the best prospective areas for CBM development are in 

eastern India, situated in Damodar Koel valley and Son valley. CBM projects exist in Raniganj South, 

Raniganj East and Raniganj North areas in the Raniganj coalfield, the Parbatpur block in Jharia 

coalfield and the East and west Bokaro coalfields. Son valley includes the Sonhat North and Sohagpur 

East and West blocks. Currently, commercial production has commenced from Raniganj South CBM 

block by the Great Eastern Energy Corporation Ltd  ( GEECL) .  

Advantages of CBM as a fuel-  

 CBM is an environmentally safe gas: Methane has been labelled as a Green House Gas (GHG) by 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). Its global warming 
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potential is 21 times more than that of the Carbon Dioxide. But CBM is considered as a clean 

fuel which on combustion emits only carbon dioxide and water. 

 Using CBM as a fuel will halt its emission into environment and thus reducing emission of 

green house gas from coal mining. 

 Extraction of CBM prior to coal mining activities makes mining activities safer by degassing the 

coal seams. 

 Extraction of CBM would help in increasing the domestic gas production.  

Level 1 Q) Give an Account of the Coal Bed Methane Resources in the Country and Analyse its 

role in Energy Security of India ?  

Prelims – Various Energy Resources ( Conventional , Non conventional ) , Map .  

 

REDUCING CRUDE OIL AND GAS IMPORTS 

Importance of reducing imports –  

1. India meets over 82 per cent of its crude requirement through imports and has been facing 

the onslaught of rising crude rates and Rupee depreciation which have been adding pressure 

on the Current Account Deficit (CAD), fiscal deficit and inflation. 

2. The retail prices of petrol and diesel in India are linked to international fuel prices which are 

impacted by the supply-demand dynamics of the respective fuels but closely trail global crude 

oil prices. 

3. Increase in crude oil and petroleum product prices, coupled with the increase in taxes levied by 

the centre and state governments, have resulted in domestic fuel prices breaching record highs 

in the last two months. 

The information has been given by the Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas about the various steps 

taken by the government to reduce imports .  

The import reduction strategy of the Government includes- 

 increasing production of oil and gas, 

 improving energy efficiency and productivity,  

 demand substitution, 

 improving refinery processes and  

 promotion of bio and alternate fuels. 

The major policy initiatives taken by Government during the last four years to enhance production 

include 

1. finalization of Hydrocarbon Exploration Licensing Policy (HELP)/ Open Acreage Licensing 

Policy (OALP), 

2. formulation of Discovered Small Field (DSF) Policy, 

3. survey of un-appraised area of sedimentary basins,  

4. setting up of National Data Repository,  

5. policy framework for exploration & exploitation of unconventional hydrocarbons, 

6. streamlining of production contracts and fiscal incentives etc.  
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Under Bid round-I of OALP, 55 blocks having an acreage area of 59,282 sq. km. have been awarded in 

October 2018. Under OALP Bid round-II, bid for 14 blocks having an acreage area of 29,233 sq. km. is 

launched on 7th January, 2019. 

 Government has also taken a number of initiatives to encourage the use of alternative fuels and 

incentivize production of ethanol and Bio-Diesel. 

 Government has notified the National Bio Fuel Policy 2018 to boost availability of biofuels and 

promotion of advanced biofuels in country. 

Enhancing the production of Coal Bed Methane (CBM) and Shale Gas in the country . Formulation of 

CBM Policy in 1997 for exploration and exploitation of CBM being natural gas. Introduction of Unified 

Licensing Policy under Hydrocarbon Exploration and Licensing Policy (HELP) wherein all types of 

hydrocarbon resources, both conventional and unconventional can be explored and exploited. 

Level 1 Q) Discuss about the steps taken by the government to reduce oil imports? Why is it 

important for India to be less dependent on Oil Imports and become self sufficient ?                           

Prelims – Energy Resources , Map ,Exploration Agencies .   

 

 

CCEA APPROVES PROPOSAL FOR SETTING UP 12,000 MW GRID-CONNECTED 

SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) POWER PROJECTS 

What is the  news about ?  

The CCEA has given its approval for the Central Public Sector Undertaking (CPSU) Scheme Phase-llfor 

setting up 12,000 MW grid-connected Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Power Projects, by the Government 

Companies with Viability Gap Funding (VGF) support of  Rs. 8,580 crore for self-use or use by 

Government or Government entities, both Central and State Governments. 

The 12,000 MW or more capacity of grid connected solar power projects will be set up by the 

Government Producers in 4 years period, i.e. 2019-20 to 2022-23. 

The Scheme will mandate use of both solar photovoltaic (SPV) cells and modules manufactured 

domestically as per specifications and testing requirements fixed by MNRE. 

Push to Solar Power, Make in India , Investment  and Employment -   

With the implementation of the Scheme, 12,000 MW or more of grid connected solar PV power 

projects would be set up by Government Producers in 4 years i.e. 2019-20 to 2022-23, thereby 

creating investment of about Rs. 48,000 crores. 

The Scheme will also help in giving a push to "Make-in-lndia" by encouraging Government Producers 

to procure solar cells and modules from domestic manufacturers. The Scheme will create sufficient 

demand for domestically produced solar PV cells and modules for next 3 to 4 years. 

The proposal for setting up 12,000 MW Solar Power Projects will provide direct employment to 

around 60,000 persons for about one year in pre-commissioning activities/ construction phase and 
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around 18,000 persons for about 25 years in the operation and maintenance period. In addition, more 

than 1,20,000 additional employment opportunities will be created for the local population by way of 

involvement in setting up of Solar Power Projects and also in manufacturing of domestically produced 

cells and modules. 

The local solar module manufacturing industry  will benefit . It has been listless ever since India lost 

its case at the World Trade Organisation (WTO) over mandatory local procurement for certain solar 

power projects. 

Most of the Indian solar manufacturers make only modules using imported cells. The leading 

companies are Tata Power Solar, Vikram Solar, Waaree Energies, Indo Solar and Surana Solar (the last 

two are listed.) Some of them (ex: Tata Power Solar) also have cell manufacturing capacity. India has 

about 3 GW of cell and 9 GW of module manufacturing capacity, though only 1.5 GW and 3 GW of 

them, respectively, are actively in use. 

 

 COAL MINE SURVEILLANCE & MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMSMS) AND MOBILE 

APPLICATION ‘KHAN PRAHARI’- 

Coal Mine Surveillance & Management System (CMSMS) and Mobile Application ‘Khan Prahari’ 

developed by CMPDI, Ranchi a Subsidiary of CIL and Bhaskarcharya Institute of Space Application and 

Geo-informatics (BISAG) .  

The basic objective of CMSMS is reporting, monitoring and taking suitable action on unauthorised coal 

mining activities. The CMSMS is a web based GIS application through which location of sites for 

unauthorised mining can be detected. The basic platform used in the system is of Ministry of 

Electronics & Information Technology’s (MeiTY) map which provides village level information. The 

leasehold boundary of all the coal mines are displayed on this map. The system will use satellite data 

to detect changes by which unauthorised mining activity extending beyond the allotted lease area can 

be detected and suitable action can be taken on it. It is the working of the concept of ‘cooperative 

federalism’ in action. The complaint originating from coal mines allotted to Coal India will go to Coal 

India Offices and those originating from coal blocks not allotted to Coal India will go straight to the 

State Government Officers and for each complaint the alert will also go to the District Magistrate and 

SP of the district. 

The system also uses information provided by responsible citizens using smartphones using the 

mobile application “Khan Prahari’.  Khan Prahari is a tool for reporting any activity taking place 

related to illegal coal mining like rat hole mining, pilferage etc. One can upload geo-tagged 

photographs of the incident along with textual information directly to the system. Hence, both satellite 

data and human information will be used to capture information on the unauthorised mining 

activities. Once reported, the information will be automatically directed to the nodal officers to take 

suitable action on those activities. The complainant can also track his complaint through the system. 

The identity of the complainant shall not be revealed. 

The uniqueness of the system is that it uses satellite data as well as public input to capture 

information on unauthorised coal mining activities and also take appropriate action on them with due 

transparency. 
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The CMSMS will also provide other important information like reclamation work being done by Coal 

India Limited which is being monitored every year by CMPDI using satellite data. Status of 

Environmental Clearances /Forest Clearances etc. are also linked for information in this system. 

Level 1 Q) Write about the Coal Mine Surveillance & Management System (CMSMS) launched by 

the Govt ? How will it help ?  

Level 2 Q) Write about the Distribution of Minerals in India , also mention the major coal 

producing areas ? 

 

 OPEC, AGREES ON A MODEST INCREASE IN OIL PRODUCTION FROM JULY 

2018  

The OPEC met at  Vienna in Austria to decide increasing the oil production  .  

The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, OPEC, has agreed on  increasing 1 million 

barrels of  oil production from July . The move comes after its leader Saudi Arabia persuaded arch-

rival Iran to cooperate, following calls from major consumers to curb rising fuel costs.  OPEC said, it 

would raise supply by returning to 100 percent compliance with previously agreed output cuts. 

However, the agreement failed to announce a clear target for the output increase. US, China and India 

had urged oil producers to release more supply to prevent an oil deficit that could undermine global 

economic growth.   

Several countries have urged the OPEC to increase the oil production to arrest the increasing prices of 

oil .   

 STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVE FACILITIES IN ODISHA AND KARNATAKA 

Topic useful in -  Energy Security :  

The   GOI has decided  on the establishment of an additional 6.5 million tonnes (mt) of Strategic 

Petroleum Reserve (SPR) facilities at Chandikhol in Odisha and Padur in Karnataka. The SPR 

facilities at Chandikhol and Padur will be underground rock caverns and will have capacities of 4 

million tonnes and 2.5 million tonnes respectively. 

Strategic crude oil storages are at 3 underground locations in Mangalore, Visakhapatnam and 

Padur(near Udupi) . India is planning to expand more strategic crude oil facilities in second phase at 

Rajkot in Gujarat and Padur in Udupi district of Karnataka. 

The government's strategic reserves in India are run by the Indian Strategic Petroleum Reserves 

Ltd ( ISPRL) , an SPV set up by the Oil Industry Development Board, under the petroleum ministry. 

ISPRL has constructed underground rock caverns for storage of 5.33 mt of crude oil at three locations, 

Visakhapatnam (1.33 mt), Mangaluru (1.5 mt) and Padur (2.5 mt). The 5.33-mt capacity under Phase-I 

of the SPR programme is currently estimated to supply approximately 10 days of India’s crude 

requirement .  

The Cabinet’s approval for establishing an additional 6.5 mt of Strategic Petroleum Reserve will 

provide an additional supply of about 12 days. The Government had announced setting up of two 
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additional SPRs during the Budget announcement for 2017-2018.  The in-principle approval is to take 

up the project under the PPP model to reduce the budgetary support of the government. 

Advantages :  

 The construction phase of the SPRs at Chandikhol and Padur is likely to generate significant 

direct & indirect employment opportunities in the states of Odisha and Karnataka. 

 Will be  ensure  safe reserve in times of short supply due to external constraints  or price rise . 

 Will be a boost  regional development as various industries related to  petroleum will come up . 

Level 1 Q)   Write briefly about energy security in India ?  

 

 MODERN  STEEL  PLANT  AT  BHILLAI  DEDICATED TO THE NATION – 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi  dedicated  the modernized and expanded unit at the Bhilai steel plant. 

He will also laid  the foundation stone of IIT, Bhilai and launch the phase -2 of Bharat Net Project. 

Prime Minister also inaugurated the air services between Jagdalpur andRaipur under UDAAN scheme 

through video link at programme organized in Bhilai .  The Integrated Command and Control Centre 

under Naya Raipur Smart City project was launched .  

Effect of Modernisation :  

SAIL’s modern Steel Plant at Bhillai in  Chattisgarh will  raise its total steel-making capacity across five 

integrated plants to 21 million tonne per annum (mtpa). Post-modernisation, BSP will also introduce 

new products like - head hardened rails meant for metro railway and the dedicated freight corridor. 

 

  PRADHAN MANTRI UJAWALLA YOJANA – 

PMUY has been a revolutionary initiative that has transformed the lives of more than 3.57 crore 

households spanning across the length and breadth of the country. The initiative is in line with 

Governments aim to eradicate energy poverty, thereby promoting economic empowerment. 

About the Scheme –  

 The Scheme  aims to  Provide  Free LPG connections to Women from BPL Households. Under 

the scheme, Rs 8000 crore has been earmarked for providing five crore LPG connections to 

BPL households. 

 Financial support for the connection :  The Scheme provides a financial support of Rs 1600 

for each LPG connection to the BPL households. The identification of eligible BPL families will 

be made in consultation with the State Governments and the Union Territories. This Scheme 

would be implemented over three years, namely, the FY 2016-17, 2017-18 and 2018-19. 

 Implemented by : This is the first time in the history of the country that the Ministry of 

Petroleum and Natural Gas would implement a welfare scheme benefitting crores of women 

belonging to the poorest households. 

The reason for the govt to initiate the scheme  : ( Not only provides clean cooking fuel , but also 

empowers the women by saving the time to get fuel wood and also ensures that the women can use 
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the same time in productive work , also ensures healthy family as the women and children who are at 

home get the most affected by the indoor pollution by using fuel wood for cooking )  

In our country, the poor have limited access to cooking gas (LPG). The spread of LPG cylinders has 

been predominantly in the urban and semi-urban areas with the coverage mostly in middle class and 

affluent households. But there are serious health hazards associated with cooking based on fossil 

fuels. According to WHO estimates, about 5 lakh deaths in India alone due to unclean cooking fuels. 

Most of these premature deaths were due to non-communicable diseases such as heart disease, 

stroke, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and lung cancer. Indoor air pollution is also 

responsible for a significant number of acute respiratory illnesses in young children. According to 

experts, having an open fire in the kitchen is like burning 400 cigarettes an hour. 

Providing LPG connections to BPL households will ensure universal coverage of cooking gas in the 

country. This measure will empower women and protect their health. It will reduce drudgery and the 

time spent on cooking. It will also provide employment for rural youth in the supply chain of cooking 

gas. 

Level 1 Q) Write about the PMUY scheme , how does it empower  women ?  

 

( NEW AND RENEWBALE ENERGY)  STEPS TAKEN BY THE GOVT TO PROMOTE 

CLEAN ENERGY – 

Scheme solar study lamps : Ministry of New & Renewable Energy, Government of India launched a 

scheme for providing 70 lakh solar study lamps to students of underserved areas of five States where 

the rural household electrification level was less than 50 per cent as per Census 2011. These states are 

Assam, Bihar, Jharkhand, Odisha and Uttar Pradesh. Under the Scheme solar study lamps are provided 

to students for which they have to contribute a small amount of Rs. 100/- only. 

The scheme is being implemented by Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL), along with IIT 

Bombay. So far over 11 lakh solar study lamps have been distributed under the scheme. 

Level 1 Q) What is the meaning of Renewable Energy ? 

Level 2 Q) What steps is the govt taking  towards  increasing the percentage of renewable 

energy in India’s energy basket ? 

 WHAT  IS THE IMPACT  OF RISING OIL PRICES ON THE INDIAN ECONOMY ? 
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India has been a major beneficiary of the fall in international crude oil prices over the past few years. 

But crude prices have been rising for some time and Brent crude has already touched a 41-month high 

of $75 dollar (Rs 5,000) per barrel. 

The fears of Rising Crude oil prices is getting worse due to the sanctions that U.S is planning to re-

impose on  Iran . Also heightened tensions in the Middle East and lower supply from oil producing 

countries have led to the recent surge in oil prices. 

 

This rise will impact us in several ways: 

1) Since oil imports form a large chunk of India's imports, it contributes to the country's trade 

deficit. Further rise in crude oil will widen the deficit further.  

2) It will increase the out of pocket expenses for Petrol or Diesel . 

3) Changes in oil prices have a spillover effect on consumer inflation in the country ( increase in 

the price of goods and services  which is a  Cost Push Inflation )  and force the RBI to hike 

interest rates. 

4) Prices of various goods and services will increase . 

5) The Profits of the OMC will get hurt . 

6) Oil price change indirectly impacts the local currency owing to its effects on fiscal deficit and 

current account deficit. Other factors like slowdown of FII flows have also affected the rupee.  

7) The Currency value will be impacted  as such the exports will be affected ,and thus widen the 

Trade Deficit .  

8) Margins of sectors that use crude derivatives as inputs will come under pressure. The paint 

industry will be among the worst affected because around 60% of its raw material is based on 

oil derivatives.  
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Level 1 Q) What is Current Account Deficit , explain ?  

Level 2 Q) What is the impact of Rising oil Prices on the Indian Economy ?  

 

 OPEN ACREAGE LICENSING POLICY – 

Topic useful in : Energy Sector and Policies . 

In line with the Hon’ble Prime Minister’s goal of reducing import dependency on oil and gas by 10% 

by 2022 and to promote ease of doing business in the oil and gas sector in India, the Government of 

India announced the new Hydrocarbon Exploration and Licensing Policy (HELP). HELP will replace 

the earlier New Exploration Licensing Policy (NELP) that has been applicable since 1997-98. 

Four main facets of HELP policy.: 

 Single License for Exploration and Production of all forms of Hydrocarbons 

 An Open Acreage Licensing Programme 

 Easy to administer Revenue Sharing Model and 

 Marketing and Pricing Freedom for Crude Oil and Natural gas Produced. 

HELP has Open Acreage Policy as one of the major constituent. It allows bidder to have access to 

geoscientific data through National Data repository (NDR) to make assessment of the prospectivity of 

any area and propose their own area (block) for bidding. 
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What is OALP? 

The policy was brought out in June 2017 and marked a departure from the previous regime in terms 

of the geographical area that could be explored, the number of licences required, the manner in which 

proceeds are to be shared with the government, and the procedure to sell what is extracted. OALP is a 

part of HELP, which itself was a replacement to the New Exploration and Licensing Policy. 

How is the new policy under the OALP  different? 

The ‘open acreage’ in OALP refers to the fact that potential investors are now able to choose exactly 

which areas they want to explore and develop. 

Under NELP, the government used to select an area and then place it on the block, and investors had 

to bid for the entire block even if they were interested in only a portion. 

Under OALP, investors choose the exact areas they are interested in, convey their interest to the 

government, which then places just those blocks up for bidding, typically twice a year. However, the 

government has indicated that bidding could take place even more frequently, if needed. 

What else is different? 

The other major difference between the new and old policies is the new one doesn’t require 

developers to apply for separate licences for each of the hydrocarbons they want to extract from the 

block. They can obtain a single unified license that will allow them to extract and market oil, gas, coal 

bed methane, shale oil and shale gas. 

The new policy also does away with the earlier provision for a profit-sharing model with the 

government. Profit sharing as a policy led to a number of delays and complications over what exactly 

constituted the cost, and therefore profit, of the firm doing the exploring. The new policy hinges on 

revenue-sharing, doing away with this ambiguity. 

Level 1 Q) What is the Open Acreage Licensing Policy how is it different form the NELP ?  

Level 2 Q) What is  Steps is the GOI taking to reduce its oil imports , write about the major 

exporters of oil to India  ?  Hint : 0 ( OALP , More stakes in oil fields abroad ,  New partnerships 

for supply  ex. Recently Natural gas from Russia , Policy for Electrical Vehicles , More Ethanol 

blending , Strategic Petroleum Reserves , Encouraging more Gas usage for  example in 

Fertiliser plants etc ,)  

 KUWAIT PETROLEUM EYES STAKE IN INDIA'S BINA REFINERY- AN ENTRY 

INTO INDIA’S BURGEONING REFINERY MARKET . 
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As the Middle East nation wants to increase its South Asian market share , Kuwait Petroleum 

International (KPI) is in talks to buy 24 percent of the Bina joint venture refinery in central India .  

Global oil producers are vying to gain entry into India's expanding refining sector.  India , the 

world's third-biggest oil importer plans to raise its refining capacity by 77 percent to about 8.8 

million barrels per day (bpd) by 2030 to meet rising fuel demand. 

The 120,000-bpd Bina plant is operated by Bharat Oman Refineries Ltd (BORL), a 50-50 joint venture 

between Oman Oil Co and state-run Bharat Petroleum Corp.Saudi Aramco signed a deal to buy a 50 

percent stake in the $44-billion planned project in Maharashtra .  

Oil from Kuwait accounted for about 6 percent of India's overall imports in 2017/18. 

Information about India’s Oil Imports :  

India is 80 per cent dependent on imports to meet its oil needs. It imports oil from Iraq, Saudi Arabia ,  

Kuwait , Iran , Venenzuela , Nigeria . India's dependence on the Middle East for its crude oil needs has 

increased from 58 per cent in 2014-15 to 63.5 per cent in the April-October 2017-18 .  

 THE GOVERNMENT HAS ACCORDED ADMINISTRATIVE  APPROVAL  AND 

FINANCIAL SANCTION FOR CONSTRUCTION OF TWELVE (12) NUCLEAR 

POWER REACTORS IN THE COUNTRY AND IN PRINCIPAL APPROVAL FOR 

NUCLEAR PLANTS . 

 The details of these projects are given below: The Government has accorded 
administrative  approval  and financial sanction for construction of twelve (12) nuclear power 
reactors in the country. The details of these projects are given below: 

State Location Project Capacity(MW) 

Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors (PHWRs) to be set up in fleet mode 

Madhya 
Pradesh Chutka Chutka-1&2 2 X 700 

Karnataka Kaiga Kaiga-5&6 2 X 700 
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Rajasthan Mahi Banswara 
Mahi 
Banswara- 
1&2  

2 X 700 

Haryana Gorakhpur GHAVP– 3 & 4 2 X 700 

Rajasthan Mahi Banswara 
Mahi 
Banswara- 
3&4 

2 X 700 

Light Water Reactor (LWR) to be set up in cooperation with Russian Federation 

Tamil Nadu Kudankulam KKNPP– 5&6 2. X 1000 

 In addition, the Government has accorded ‘In principle’ approval of the following sites for setting up 
nuclear power plants in future.   

State Site  Capacity(MW) 

Madhya Pradesh Bhimpur 4 X 700 

Maharashtra Jaitapur 6 x 1650 

   

Andhra Pradesh Kovvada 6 x 1208 

Gujarat Chhaya Mithi Virdi 6 x 1000* 

West Bengal Haripur 6 x 1000* 

    About NPCIL : The Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited (NPCIL) is a Public Sector 
Enterprise of the Department of Atomic Energy and fully owned by the Government of India. The 
mandate of NPCIL is implementation of the first stage of the indigenous three-stage nuclear power 
programme comprising of natural uranium fuelled Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors (PHWRs) and 
Light Water Reactors (LWRs) set up with foreign technical cooperation. 

NPCIL activities include all aspects of commercial nuclear power reactors encompassing Design, 
Construction, Commissioning, Operation & Maintenance, Renovation & Modernisation, Research & 
Development, Upgrades, Life Management and Waste Management. 

Nuclear Power in India : As of 31 December 2017 India had 6.78 GW of installed nuclear electricity 
generation capacity or 2% of total installed electricity generation capacity in India. India has nuclear 
power plants operating in the following states: Maharashtra, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Tamil 
Nadu and Karnataka. 

Q) Give an account of the Nuclear power contribution in India , What steps is the govt taking to 
further this goal ? 

  Prelims : Nuclear energy ( Basics ) , Nuclear Power plants , Governing bodies . 

 

 FOUNDING CONFERENCE OF ISA  INAUGURATED BY PM AND FRENCH 

PRESIDENT  IN NEW DELHI : 
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Topic useful in : Importance of Renewable Energy and the Steps taken by the Govt of India  in 

Promoting Renewable Energy :  also a part of India And French Ties  

The ISA is the first treaty-based intergovernmental organisation to be based in India that aims 

to help sunshine-rich developing countries to tap solar energy at more affordable prices. 

Highlights of the Conference  :  

  

 The inaugural event opened with ‘Solar Mamas’ — a group of rural solar engineers from 

six African countries. These women who have trained rural women across the world to 

build solar lamps shared their story of cooperation and enabling energy access in dark 

corners across the globe. 

 The French President inaugurated a 100 mw Solar Power Plant in MIRZAPUR . 

 France announced Euro 700 million in loans ans support by 2022 to emerging economies 

for solar energy projects . 

 India committed $ 1.4 billion line of credit to cover 27 projects in 15 countries . 

 The ISA is one  of the key takeaways at the 2015 Paris Climate summit,  it  is aimed at 

tapping solar energy in the countries that lie partially or fully between the Tropics of 

Cancer and Capricorn. The summit aims to mobilise $1 trillion of investments needed by 

2030 for massive deployment of solar energy. 

 The  GOI will contribute $27 million to the ISA for creating the corpus, building 
infrastructure and recurring expenditure over a five-year duration from 2016-17 to 2020-
21. 

  Solar Energy Corporation of  India (SECI) and Indian Renewable Energy Development 
Agency (IREDA) have contributed $1 million each for creating the ISA corpus fund. 

  India’s Ministry of External Affairs through its Development Partnership Administration 
program has set aside $1.5-2 billion as a line of credit facility to undertake solar projects in 
those African countries that have signed and ratified the ISA Framework Agreement. 

 Around $1 trillion of capital for solar power projects is expected to be mobilised with this 
partnership. Out of this, around $500 billion is expected to come from the corporate private 
sector. 

Policy measures for promotion of new & renewable energy by the GOI : 

Total capacity of 65 GW renewable energy installed in the country so far The Government of India has 

undertaken a number of policy measures for increasing share of renewable energy in India’s energy 

mix. These, inter-alia, include: 

 Provision of Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO) under the National Tariff Policy; 

 Notification of the long term growth trajectory of RPO for solar and non-solar energy for 

next 3 years from 2016-17, 2017-18 and 2018-19; 

 Development of Solar Parks and Ultra Mega Solar Power Projects; 

 Development of power transmission network through Green Energy Corridor project; 

 Making roof top solar as a part of housing loan provided by banks; 

 Waiver of Inter-State Transmission Charges and losses; 

 Repowering of Wind Power Projects for optimal utilization of wind resources; 

http://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=india
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 Offshore wind energy policy for development of offshore wind energy in the Indian 

Exclusive Economic Zone; 

 Supporting research and development on various aspects of renewable energy including 

with industry participation; 

 Financial incentives for off-grid and decentralized renewable energy systems and devices 

for meeting energy needs for cooking, lighting and productive purposes; and 

 Permitting 100 percent Foreign Direct Investment in sector through automatic route. The 

Government of India has set up a target of installing 175 GW capacity through renewables 

by 2022. As on 28.02.2018, a total capacity of 65 GW had been installed in the country. 

 The lowest tariff discovered for solar at Bhadala solar Park in Rajasthan in May 2017, and for wind in 

the tariff-based capacity auction of Gujarat Urja Vikas Nigam Ltd in December 2017 were Rs. 

2.44/KWh and Rs 2.43/KWh respectively. However, the cost of production of energy from solar and 

wind energy sources varies from place to place depending upon, inter-alia, insolation, wind speed, 

cost of land, cost of financing  and basic infrastructure.  It is true that in some projects tariff of solar 

and wind power discovered is in the range or even lesser as compared to the cost of coal based 

thermal power plants. 

Q)Keeping in mind the Intendded  Nationally Determined Contributions( INDC )  of India  , 

India is taking various steps to achieve them , also apart from global initiatives such as the ISA , 

it is taking various steps at home , examine ? 

Q) Through ISA India is playing a larger role globally as an ambassador for clean energy , 

comment ? 

Prelims : ISA , Mirzapur etc .  

 

 INDIA PLANS TO PUSH FOR DROPPING OF  “ ASIAN PREMIUM “ ON OIL 

PRICES : ( MARCH 16 HINDU ) TOPIC USEFUL IN : ENERGY ISSUES   

 

What is meant by  “ Asian Premium “ : “Asian Premium” — the practice of Gulf suppliers charging 

Asian customer a higher price than Western buyers for the same grade of oil.  

India is likely to lobby heavily for an end to the discriminatory “Asian premium” on oil prices and a 

“responsible” price mechanism, as it prepares to host a major conference for oil producing and 

consuming countries. 

The issue of challenges to Asian energy security is exemplified by the debate over the existence of 

what some refer to as an ‘Asian Premium’. Asia is far more dependent on oil imports from the Middle 

East (ME) than any other major importing region in the world. Because of this dependence, it is widely 

believed that Asian customers have been paying a premium for Middle East crude oil relative to those 
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in the US and EU. This has led to calls for intervention by some observers of the Asian crude oil market 

in order to eliminate this so-called “Asian premium.” 

India to Host 16th  International Energy Forum Meet ( IEF ) in April : India wants the West Asian 

Countries on which it is dependent for its Energy needs to offer it a “ Responsible Price “ . Low Oil 

Prices as well as High Oil Prices have there own effects on the Economy . India ahs been making 

repeated demands to the IEF countries to remove the so called “ ASIAN PREMIUM “ on prices that was 

pioneered by Saudi Arabia which distinguished consumers in Asia from the US and European 

countries .  

The IEF represents 90% of world consumption and production of oil and gas. All 92 member countries 

of the IEF are expected to send delegations, with about 40 participating at a ministerial level. 

Q) Write about the  International Energy Forum , How will this forum help India ?  

 

PRIME MINISTE INAUGURATES 16TH INTERNATIONAL ENERGY FORUM 

MINISTERIAL- (IEF16) NEW DELHI  

-LARGEST GATHERING OF MINISTERS FROM ENERGY CONSUMING, PRODUCING AND TRANSIT 

COUNTRIES, HEADS OF TOP ORGANIZATIONS TO ATTEND 

About the forum ;  

The International Energy Forum (IEF) aims to foster greater mutual understanding and awareness of 

common energy interests among its members. Its 72 Member Countries are signatories to the IEF 

Charter, which outlines the framework of the global energy dialogue through this inter-governmental 

arrangement. Apart from them, 20 countries are also participating in this meeting as special invitees. 

Covering all six continents and accounting for around 90% of global supply and demand for oil and 

gas, the IEF is unique in that it comprises not only consuming and producing countries of the IEA and 

OPEC, but also Transit States and major players outside of their memberships, including Argentina, 

China, India, Mexico, Russia and South Africa. 

The meetings will result in greater co-operation between the members .  

 

 PETROLEUM AND THE FINANCE  AND THE FINANCE MINISTERS CAN AWARD 

HYDROCARBON BLOCKS- 

Cabinet move will expedite decision-making process relating to HELP; also it’s a step towards 

Ease of Doing Business ; 

The Union Cabinet approved a proposal to delegate the power to award hydrocarbon blocks to 

successful bidders to Petroleum and Finance Ministers under the Hydrocarbon Exploration and 

Licensing Policy (HELP). 

“In line with the government initiative of ease of doing business, the Union Cabinet has given its 

approval for delegating the powers to Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas and Finance Minister  
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after International Competitive Bidding (ICB) based on the recommendations of Empowered 

Committee of Secretaries (ECS),”. 

How will this decision help : Under HELP, blocks are to be awarded twice in a year. Delegating 

powers would expedite the decision-making process in awarding the blocks. 

The process before was lengthy : Under the New Exploration Licensing Policy [which was in place 

before HELP was implemented in 2016], ECS( Empowered Committee of Secretaries)  considers the 

bid evaluation criteria (BEC), conducts negotiations with the bidders, and makes recommendations to 

CCEA on award of blocks,”. “The CCEA approves the award of blocks. The entire process, including 

Inter Ministerial Consultations (IMC), is quite lengthy and time consuming. 

The CCEA allowed the  Coal India Limited (CIL) and its subsidiaries to extract coal bed methane (CBM) 

in their coal bearing areas without applying for a licence or lease under the Petroleum & Natural Gas 

Rules, 1959.“The decision will expedite the exploration and exploitation of CBM, enhance the 

availability of natural gas and reduce the gap in demand and supply of natural gas .  

The increased development activities for exploration and exploitation of CBM gas reserves in and 

around the block will generate economic activities which, in turn, has potential to create employment 

opportunities in CBM operations and in the industries .  

Q) What are the steps taken by the Govt to  ease the gap between the supply and demand of oil 

and natural gas , how will the decision taken in terms of Coal Bed Methane help ? 

 

 RAJASTHAN REFINERY AT PACHPADRA ( BARMER ) 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the commencement of work for the Rajasthan Refinery 

at Pachpadra in Barmer district. 

Rajasthan has significant reserves of oil and gas. The Rajasthan Refinery will be the first and one of a 

kind in the state. The refinery is envisaged as a 9 million metric tonnes per annum (MMTA) refinery-

cum-petrochemical complex.  

The 9 million tonnes a year refinery would now produce BS-VI or Euro-VI grade petrol and diesel. 

Significance :it will lead to reduction in dependent on refinery products also boon for the fertilizer 

industries imports in the long run , will lead to large scale development in the region and large scale 

employment generation . A boon for the industries in the surrounding regions . Will check migration 

. 

Level 1 Q) Give an account of the Oil producing regions in the country and refineries , also 

map the recently inaugurated Barmer refinery ? 

 

 INDIA EMERGES THE 3RD LARGEST SOLAR MARKET IN THE WORLD  

India emerged as the third largest solar market in the world in 2017 behind China and the US, Mercom 

Communications India said in a report. 
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 In 2017, India emerged as the third largest solar market having grown at a CAGR of approximately 

170 percent since 2010 . As per the report, India set a new record with 9.6 GW of solar installations in 

2017, which was more than double the 4.3 GW installed in 2016. The robust growth boosted the 

country's total solar installed capacity to 19.6 GW as of December 2017 .  

The newly released Mercom India’s India Solar Market Leaderboard 2018 report reveals the market 

leaders that emerged from a record year for the solar industry. The report covers market share and 

shipment rankings across the Indian solar supply chain in 2017. 

The newly released Mercom India’s India Solar Market Leaderboard 2018 report reveals the market 

leaders that emerged from a record year for the solar industry. The report covers market share and 

shipment rankings across the Indian solar supply chain in 2017. 

 

 ‘ SAUBHAGYA ’ WEB-PORTAL 

The government has launched the Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana – ‘Saubhagya’ Web 

Portal. 

 About Saubhagya Portal:What is it? 

The Saubhagya Dashboard is a platform for monitoring household electrification progress, which 

would disseminate information on Household Electrification Status (State, District, village-wise). 

Key features of the portal: Through this online platform every State would feed in the current status 

of progress of electrification works, hence enabling the creation of a system of accountability for the 

State utility/ DISCOM and help in increasing their viability. 

The portal also has a feature on village electrification camps and in line with that, DISCOMs will 

organize camps in villages/cluster of villages for facilitating on-the-spot filling up of application forms 

and to complete requisite documentation to expedite release of electricity connections to households. 

About the Saubhagya scheme: Under the ‘Saubhagya’ scheme, launched in September, 2017, all 

willing households in rural areas and poor families in urban areas are given free electricity 

connections. There are around 4 Crore un-electrified households in the country and they are targeted 

for providing electricity connections by December 2018.  

Implementation: Rural Electrification Corporation Limited (REC) is the Nodal Agency for the 

operationalization of the scheme throughout the country. 

Level 1 Q)  Write about the Saubhagya Scheme ?  

 

 PM ANNOUNCES SETTING UP OF 12 MODERN BIO-FUEL REFINERIES ACROSS 

COUNTRIES- 

The PM has announced the setting up of 12 modern Bio-fuel Refineries across the country . Aim is to 

reduce oil import bill by ₹12,000 crore, says PM . India will triple its ethanol production over the next 

four years till 2022 and this will save ₹12,000 crore in the country’s oil import bill .  
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Now  India  will produce 450 crore litres of ethanol in the next four years from the existing 141 crore 

litres. This will result in an import savings of ₹12,000 crore.” The government will achieve 10% 

ethanol blending in petrol by 2022 and is aiming to double it to 20%” . This will provide employment 

to 1.5 lakh youth. 

Biofuel can bring revolutionary changes in the lives of the farmers and that the government is making 

a huge investment towards converting biomass into biofuel . Biofuel will play the bridge between 

environment and economic development. 

The government is trying to reduce dependence on CNG import and soon it will promote CNG vehicles 

in the villages. The Centre is also working to make BioCNG from farm waste.  

On the occasion of  World Biofuel Day , the  Prime Minister launched web portal PARIVESH, a single 

window for environmental, wildlife, forest and Coastal Regulation Zone clearances. He also released a 

book on National Biofuel Policy 2018. 

Recently the Govt also allowed the Sugar  mills  to divert excess  sugar cane  to biofuel refineries so 

that they can earn extra money .  

 

 NATIONAL BIOFUEL POLICY 2018  

Introduction : 

In order to promote biofuels in the country, a National Policy on Biofuels was made by Ministry of 

New and Renewable Energy during the year 2009. Globally, biofuels have caught the attention in last 

decade and it is imperative to keep up with the pace of developments in the field of biofuels. Biofuels 

in India are of strategic importance as it augers well with the ongoing initiatives of the Government 

such as Make in India, Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, Skill Development and offers great opportunity to 

integrate with the ambitious targets of doubling of Farmers Income, Import Reduction, Employment 

Generation, Waste to Wealth Creation. Biofuels programme in India has been largely impacted due to 

the sustained and quantum non-availability of domestic feedstock for biofuel production which needs 

to be addressed. 

Salient features: 

1) The Policy categorises biofuels as "Basic Biofuels" viz. First Generation (1G) bioethanol & 

biodiesel and "Advanced Biofuels" - Second Generation (2G) ethanol, Municipal Solid Waste 

(MSW) to drop-in fuels, Third Generation (3G) biofuels, bio-CNG etc. to enable extension of 

appropriate financial and fiscal incentives under each category. 

2) The Policy expands the scope of raw material for ethanol production by allowing use of 

Sugarcane Juice, Sugar containing materials like Sugar Beet, Sweet Sorghum, Starch containing 

materials like Corn, Cassava, Damaged food grains like wheat, broken rice, Rotten Potatoes, 

unfit for human consumption for ethanol production. 

3) Farmers are at a risk of not getting appropriate price for their produce during the surplus 

production phase. Taking this into account, the Policy allows use of surplus food grains for 

production of ethanol for blending with petrol with the approval of National Biofuel 

Coordination Committee. 
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4) With a thrust on Advanced Biofuels, the Policy indicates a viability gap funding scheme for 

2G ethanol Bio refineries of Rs.5000 crore in 6 years in addition to additional tax incentives, 

higher purchase price as compared to 1G biofuels. 

5) The Policy encourages setting up of supply chain mechanisms for biodiesel production 

from non-edible oilseeds, Used Cooking Oil, short gestation crops. 

6) Roles and responsibilities of all the concerned Ministries/Departments with respect to biofuels 

has been captured in the Policy document to synergise efforts. 

Advantages : Expected Benefits: 

 Reduce Import Dependency: One crore lit of E10 saves Rs.28 crore of forex at current rates. 

The ethanol supply year 2017-18 is likely to see a supply of around 150 crore litres of ethanol 

which will result in savings of over Rs.4000 crore of forex. 

 Cleaner Environment: One crore lit of E-10 saves around 20,000 ton of CO2 emissions. For 

the ethanol supply year 2017-18, there will be lesser emissions of CO2 to the tune of 30 lakh 

ton. By reducing crop burning & conversion of agricultural residues/wastes to biofuels there 

will be further reduction in Green House Gas emissions. 

 Health benefits: Prolonged reuse of Cooking Oil for preparing food, particularly in deep-frying 

is a potential health hazard and can lead to many diseases. Used Cooking Oil is a potential 

feedstock for biodiesel and its use for making biodiesel will prevent diversion of used cooking 

oil in the food industry. 

 MSW Management: It is estimated that, annually 62 MMT of Municipal Solid Waste gets 

generated in India. There are technologies available which can convert waste/plastic, MSW to 

drop in fuels. One ton of such waste has the potential to provide around 20% of drop in fuels. 

 Infrastructural Investment in Rural Areas: It is estimated that, one 100klpd bio refinery will 

require around Rs.800 crore capital investment. Further addition of 2G bio refineries across 

the Country will spur infrastructural investment in the rural areas. 

 Employment Generation: One 100klpd 2G bio refinery can contribute 1200 jobs in Plant 

Operations, Village Level Entrepreneurs and Supply Chain Management. 

 Additional Income to Farmers: By adopting 2G technologies, agricultural residues/waste 

which otherwise are burnt by the farmers can be converted to ethanol and can fetch a price for 

these waste if a market is developed for the same. Also, farmers are at a risk of not getting 

appropriate price for their produce during the surplus production phase. Thus conversion of 

surplus grains and agricultural biomass can help in price stabilization. 

Level 1 Q) Critically evaluate the National Biofuel Policy 2018 , what are its benefits ? 

 

 WHAT ARE BIOFUELS  

Unlike other renewable energy sources, biomass can be converted directly into liquid fuels - biofuels - 

for our transportation needs (cars, trucks, buses, airplanes, and trains). The two most common types 

of biofuels are ethanol and biodiesel. 

Ethanol is an alcohol, the same found in beer and wine. It is made by fermenting any biomass high in 

carbohydrates (starches, sugars, or celluloses) through a process similar to brewing beer. Ethanol is 

mostly used as a fuel additive to cut down a vehicle's carbon monoxide and other smog-causing 
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emissions. But flexible-fuel vehicles, which run on mixtures of gasoline and up to 85% ethanol, are 

now available. 

Biodiesel is made by combining alcohol (usually methanol) with vegetable oil, animal fat, or recycled 

cooking greases. It can be used as an additive to reduce vehicle emissions (typically 20%) or in its 

pure form as a renewable alternative fuel for diesel engines. 

Other biofuels include methanol and reformulated gasoline components. Methanol, commonly 

called wood alcohol, is currently produced from natural gas, but could also be produced from biomass. 

There are a number of ways to convert biomass to methanol, but the most likely approach is 

gasification. Gasification involves vaporizing the biomass at high temperatures, then removing 

impurities from the hot gas and passing it through a catalyst, which converts it into methanol. 

Level Q)  What are Biofuels ? 

 

LOAN AGREEMENT WITH WORLD BANK FOR THE INDIA ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

SCALE UP PROGRAM  

About the News  

The government, World Bank and  the state owned EESL  inked a USD 220 million loan agreement and 

a USD 80 million guarantee pact to push energy efficiency programme in India.  The Programme will 

be implemented by the EESL  . This will  help scale up the deployment of energy saving measures in 

residential and public sectors, strengthen EESL's institutional capacity, and enhance its access to 

commercial financing. 

The USD 220 million loan, from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) to 

Energy Efficiency Services Ltd, has a 5-year grace period, and a maturity of 19 years. 

Under the India Energy Efficiency Scale  up  Program , EESL will deploy 219 million LED bulbs and 

tube lights, 5.8 million ceiling fans, and 7.2 million street lights, which will be supplied by private 

sector manufacturers and suppliers. 

Take Aways :  

 The investments under the programme are expected to avoid lifetime greenhouse gas 

emissions of 170 million tons of CO2, and contribute to avoiding an estimated 10 GW of 

additional generation capacity.  

 This would be over 50 per cent of the National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency target 

of 19.6 GW indicated in India's Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) under the Paris 

Accord.  

 The program  will help tackle the financing, awareness, technical and capacity barriers faced by 

new energy efficiency programs and support the UJALA( Unnat Jyoti by affordable LED’s for all 

)  and SLNP( Street Lighting National Program )  programs of the Government of India .  

 This is one of the several steps being taken by the Government of India to meet its climate 

change commitments to reduce carbon intensity by 33-35 percent by 2030 .  

 The key components of the operation include: creating sustainable markets for LED lights and 

energy efficient ceiling fans; facilitating well-structured and scalable investments in public 
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street lighting; developing sustainable business models for emerging market segments such as 

super-efficient air conditioning and agricultural water pumping systems; and strengthening 

the institutional capacity of EESL. 

 Under the Program, EESL will deploy 219 million LED bulbs and tube lights, 5.8 million ceiling 

fans, and 7.2 million street lights, which will be supplied by private sector manufacturers and 

suppliers.  

This  will help the EESL access new markets for commercial financing in line with the IBRD  Bank's 

approach of maximizing finance for development.  EESL has  become the world’s largest street light 

management company 

India's energy efficiency market, estimated to be over $12 billion per year, continues to face 

implementation barriers, particularly in the residential and public sectors, which have some of the 

largest untapped potential for energy efficiency improvements. The demand for energy efficient 

appliances  like lights , ceiling fans , AC’s , Motors , Industrial Equipment etc is said to increase .  

"Building upon its experience of UJALA and SLNP , EESL is now expanding its initiatives to other 

energy efficiency measures .”  

UJALA : 

Domestic Efficient Lighting Programme (DELP), later on renamed as UJALA, an acronym for Unnat 

Jyoti by Affordable LEDs for All . Implemented by Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL), a super 

Energy Service Company (ESCO) under the Ministry of Power . Under this scheme High quality LED 

bulbs are  given to domestic consumers at a concessional rate of Rs.75 to 95 (based on applicable 

VAT/Octroi in a state) as against the market price of Rs 300 to 400. 

Aim of the Scheme: The UJALA scheme aims to replace 77 crore inefficient bulbs with LED bulbs 

across the country by March 2019. If we achieve this target, the country will have an expected annual 

energy savings of 10,500 crore kWh with a reduction of over 20,000 MW of electricity load. The 

annual estimated greenhouse gas emission reductions are close to 8 crore tonnes of CO2. 

SLNP : 

Launched by the Prime Minister on January 5, 2015, the Street Lighting National Programme (SLNP) 

aims to replace India’s 14 million conventional street lights in India with Smart LED variants by 2019. 

Through a web-based monitoring system, we enable remote lighting operations and additional 

operational savings. 

 

 

 TRADE  

RCEP MINISTERIAL MEETING AT SINGAPORE – INDIA  WINS CONCESSIONS  

About RCEP :  

The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership is a mega regional free trade agreement being 

negotiated amongst 16 countries, comprising 10 ASEAN countries (Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, 
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Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam) and six ASEAN FTA partners, 

namely Australia, China, India, Japan, Korea and New Zealand. RCEP negotiations are on since 2013. 

It comprises 25% of global GDP, 30% of global trade, 26% of foreign direct investment flows 

and 45% of the population. So far 6 Ministerial Meetings, 5 Inter-sessional Ministerial Meetings and 

23 Rounds of the Trade Negotiating Committee at the technical level have been held. 

1) Members of the proposed Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) trade deal 

have conceded to India’s demand to liberalize their services market and allow movement of 

skilled professionals. India has been emphasizing on the inevitable linkage between services 

and goods negotiations, because RCEP is not a goods agreement alone, and services must be an 

integral part of the agreement. 

2) India believes strong commitments in services by RCEP countries will open up opportunities 

for its burgeoning skilled professionals seeking gainful employment. 

3) Members also agreed that countries, which do not have trade agreements, can negotiate 

bilaterally to decide more ambitious tariff liberalization within a certain range. India is also 

likely to phase out tariffs on certain sensitive items with China beyond 20 years. This will allow 

India to allay concerns of domestic industries such as steel and textiles, which fear that China 

will start dumping goods once RCEP takes effect. 

4) India had set up an informal group of ministers (GoM) under Prabhu, with growing opposition 

to the RCEP deal from within and outside the government. An informal group of ministers led 

by Suresh Prabhu decided to remain in RCEP, but not cede more than 86% market access. 

 

Analysis – Why is RCEP important for India .  

Mega regional trade deals are in vogue in an otherwise fragile global economy. In an environment of 

falling aggregate demand, these trade deals are seen as a means to insulate economies from market 

uncertainties.  

Three important mega regionals are currently under negotiation: 

 the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership of Asia and the Pacific (RCEP), 

 the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), and  
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 the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP).  

It is expected that these agreements, once concluded and implemented, will set the stage for a new 

generation of global trade and investment rules. 

What will India Gain :  

1) From India’s point of view, the RCEP presents a  platform which could influence its strategic 

and economic status in the Asia-Pacific region and  will boost its  “Act East Policy.” It is 

expected to be an ambitious agreement bringing the five biggest economies of the region – 

Australia, China, India, Japan and South Korea – into a regional trading arrangement. 

2) It would be the world’s largest trading bloc covering a broad spectrum of issues such as trade 

in goods, services, investment, competition, intellectual property rights, and other areas of 

economic and technical cooperation. It comprises 25% of global GDP, 30% of global trade, 26% 

of foreign direct investment flows and 45% of the population .   

3) The RCEP agreement would complement India’s existing free trade agreements with the 

Association of South East Asian Nations and some of its member countries, as it would deals 

with Japan and South Korea. 

4) RCEP would help India streamline the rules and regulations of doing trade, which will reduce 

trade costs. It will also help achieve its goal of greater economic integration with countries East 

and South East of India through better access to a vast regional market ranging from Japan to 

Australia. The RCEP can be a stepping stone to India’s “Act East Policy.” 

5) The RCEP would enable India to strengthen its trade ties with Australia, China, Japan and South 

Korea, and should reduce the potential negative impacts of TPP and TTIP on the Indian 

economy. 

6) The RCEP will facilitate India’s integration into sophisticated “regional production networks” 

that make Asia the world’s factory. The RCEP is expected to harmonize trade-related rules, 

investment and competition regimes of India with those of other countries of the group. There 

would be a boost to inward and outward foreign direct investment, particularly export-

oriented FDI. 

7) In addition to facilitating foreign direct investment, the RCEP will create opportunities for 

Indian companies to access new markets. This is because the structure of manufacturing in 

many of these countries is becoming more and more sophisticated, resulting in a 

“servicification” of manufacturing. India is well placed to contribute to other countries in RCEP 

through its expertise in services, not only consolidating the position of the region as the 

world’s factory but also developing it as the world’s hub for services. India enjoys a 

comparative advantage in areas such as information and communication technology, IT-

enabled services, professional services, healthcare, and education services. 

8) India will need second-generation reforms of its domestic economic policies, including those 

that reform its factor markets, to make its trade more competitive. These reforms will help 

India better access other markets, and will mitigate some of the repercussions for the Indian 

economy of the other two mega regionals. 

9) It  will help Indian Companies to plug into the global value chains and help the industries at 

home through more production and employment .  

10) It will further achieve the Foreign Trade Policy goals of India  .  

India has already agreed to offer tariff liberalization on 74% of goods from China, Australia and New 

Zealand, and it could go up to 86% for other RCEP members. However, the member countries want 
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India to open up its market for 92% of traded goods, which India finds too ambitious to accommodate. 

Now India has agreed to top up its earlier offer by engaging in bilateral negotiations with countries on 

a quid-pro-quo basis. 

The presence of China, with which India had a $63 billion trade deficit in 2017-18, is the biggest 

worry. Granting greater market access to China under RCEP would mean more trouble for India’s 

labour-intensive domestic industry. The steel sector is particularly concerned, as China has been 

dumping iron and steel products in India at a much lower price than that of the domestic industry. 

India has often resorted to anti-dumping measures to protect local companies from the onslaught of 

cheap Chinese imports. 

Level 1 Q) Discuss about the RCEP and What  does India stand to gain from it ?  

Level 2 Q) Write about the TTP , TTIP , RCEP ?  

 

 ASIA PACIFIC TRADE AGREEMENT - 

Asia Pacific Trade Agreement (APTA) (formerly Bangkok Agreement) among six countries, namely, 

Bangladesh, China, India, Lao PDR, Republic of Korea, and Sri Lanka .  

The Asia-Pacific Trade Agreement (APTA), was signed in 1975 as an initiative of ESCAP, is a 

preferential tariff arrangement that aims at promoting intra-regional trade through exchange of 

mutually agreed concessions by member countries. ESCAP functions as the secretariat for the 

Agreement.   

An  initiative under the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UN 

ESCAP) for trade expansion through exchange of tariff concessions among developing country 

members of the Asia Pacific Region .  

APTA is a Preferential Trade Agreement, under which the basket of items as well as extent of tariff 

concessions are enlarged during the trade negotiating rounds which are launched from time to time. 

 

 BUSINESS REFORMS ACTION PLAN  STATES – 2018 – 

Telangana stood second in the EoDB rankings announced by the Department of Industrial Policy and 

Promotion of Union Commerce and Industry Ministry . AP stood first .  

The rankings are calculated after assessing the reform evidence and feedback from states on efforts 

being made for the implementation of Business Reform Action Plan (BRAP)  released by DIPP in 

partnership with the World Bank Group. The BRAP includes 372 recommendations for reforms on, 

policies, practices and procedures. 

 

 INDIA FOR A  “ TRADE  FACILITATION AGREEMENT ON SERVICES “  AT  THE 

WTO . 
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Topic useful in : Services sector of the Economy . 

The Commerce Ministry has pitched for inclusion of the trade facilitation pact on services in the World 

Trade Organisation (WTO) . On the lines of the trade facilitation pact in goods, India has submitted a 

detailed proposal to the WTO to negotiate a trade facilitation agreement in services (TFS). 

Why is India calling  for the TFS ? 

The TFS proposal aims at liberalising rules for movement of professionals and other steps to reduce 

transaction costs with a view to boost growth of the services sector. 

It will focus on issues like liberalised visa regime, long-term visas for business community and freer 

movement of professionals for the greater benefit of both India and the world, among others.India is 

pitching for this pact as the sector contributes over 60 per cent to the GDP and 28 per cent to total 

employment. 

The commerce ministry is also  working on state-wise plan to promote the services sector. The 

country's economy would reach USD 5 trillion in the coming years and out of this services segment 

would contribute about USD 3 trillion. The services sector will help in leapfrogging economic growth 

of the country. 

 

 AFRICAN CONTINENTAL FREE TRADE AREA ( ACFTA )  , A CONTINENTAL 

AMBITION – 

“ A single market will enable Africa to transform into a supplier of manufactured goods “  

What is the ACFTA? 

It is a  pact — signed by 44 of the 55-member African Union (AU) in March — seeks to create a single 

market in goods and services, free movement of persons and investment, and eventually a customs 

union with a common external tariff. 

The ACFTA aims to abolish import duties on 90% of goods, currently averaging at 6%, which is 

projected to raise internal trade by over 50%. But the UN Conference on Trade and Development is 

cautious about the effects from initial loss of tariff revenues and uneven costs and benefits during the 

transition. 

 

 ECB NORMS EASED  TO ENABLE ACCESS TO CHEAPER FUNDS ; 

Topic useful in :  Resource mobilisation  

What are ECBs? 

ECB is basically a loan availed by an Indian entity from a nonresident lender. Most of these loans are 

provided by foreign commercial banks and other institutions. It is a loan availed of from non-resident 

lenders with a minimum average maturity of 3 years. In the post reform period, ECBs have emerged a 

major form of foreign capital like FDI and FII. 
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Bulk of the overseas loans or ECBs into the country are obtained by private sector corporates. For the 

corporate, ECB is a dependable and easy to obtain fund and helps them to make business/investment 

expansion. 

What is the reason for the corporate sector to go for foreign capital ?  

Foreign capital is money obtained from foreign countries to make investment domestically . Lack of 

domestic capital and deficit in the current account ( more expenditure than revenue )  compels the 

government to go after foreign capital. Foreign Capital is of different types and among them is the ECB 

.  

 

Advantages of ECBs ; 

 Interest rate are also lower compared to domestic funds 

 Through ECBs corporate sector can  borrow large volume of funds 

 The funds are available for long term 

 They enable the corporate to have foreign currency to meet the import of machineries etc, 

because ECBs are in the form of foreign currencies. 

 Corporate can raise ECBs from internationally recognised sources such as banks, export 

credit agencies, international capital markets etc. 

What is the news ?  

The Reserve Bank of India has liberalised the norms for external commercial borrowings, allowing 

Indian companies to access cheaper funds from overseas markets. Also, all housing finance companies 

regulated by the National Housing Bank and Port Trusts are now eligible to raise ECB under all tracks. 

RBI also said funds raised through ECBs may not be invested in real estate or used for purchase of 

land except for affordable housing, construction and development of SEZ and industrial parks or 
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integrated townships.The norms also restricted ECB funds from being invested in the share market 

and equity investments. On-lending to entities for the above activities is also not allowed. 

Separately, the RBI also relaxed norms for foreign investment in bonds after some weekly auctions 

failed to attract investor interest. The investment cap that barred foreign portfolio investors from 

investing in government bonds with a minimum residual maturity of three years, has been 

withdrawn. 

Level 1 Q) Why is Foreign Capital required , what are the types of foreign capital ?  

Level 2 Q) What are ECB’s ,  What are they advantages ?  

Prelims :   Foreign Capital , Types , characteristics of each , advantages , differences and their 

role in the economy .  

 

 US PLACES INDIA ON THE PRIORITY WATCH LIST ON IP PROTECTION :  

Topic useful in : Policies of other countries and their effect on India  

 

What is the news about ?  

In its latest 2018 Special 301 Report , the US Trade Representative has placed 12 countries on its 

Priority Watch List , in which India  has also been included . 

 In addition to India, other countries on the list are Algeria, Argentina, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, 

Indonesia, Kuwait, Russia, Ukraine, and Venezuela. The Intellectual Property (IP) issues in these 

countries will be the subject of intense bilateral engagement during the coming year, the USTR said in 

its report. 

What is the Special 301 Report ? 

Special 301 Report identifies US trading partners that do not adequately or effectively protect and 

enforce IP rights or otherwise deny market access to its innovators and creators that rely on 

protection of their IP rights. 
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Defending its decision to put India on the Priority Watch List, the USTR said that  the longstanding IP 

challenges facing US businesses in India include those which make it difficult for its  innovators to 

receive and maintain patents in India, particularly for pharmaceuticals ( Especially the Issue of  “ 

COMPULSORY LICENCE “  by  India to make the cheaper version of the patented drug has been a cause 

of concern for US as it will definitely hurt the company’s profits  , US sees it as a violation of the IP 

Rules . India is against the “ EVER GREENING “ of the IP by the US  with insignificant additions , also 

the Compulsory  Licence has been used by  India only once  .  

China remains on the Priority Watch List for the 14th consecutive year. Longstanding and new IP 

concerns merit increased attention, including China's coercive technology transfer practices, range of 

impediments to effective IP enforcement, and widespread infringing activity--including trade secret 

theft, rampant online piracy, and counterfeit manufacturing .  

The US is disappointed that India has not made any changes to the IP law inspite of a National Policy 

on IPR last year . New Delhi, however, maintains that its IPR laws are in total compliance with the 

global IP agreement TRIPS and no country had the right to say otherwise. 

Being placed in the ‘priority watch’ list means that India continues to figure among countries that the 

USTR feels have “serious intellectual property rights deficiencies” and do not give adequate protection 

to American companies. While the US does not threaten action against countries on the ‘priority watch 

list’, US laws say that retaliatory measures may be taken if a country slips further and is listed as a 

priority country — which is the worst categorisation. 

The US 301 report further said that the US will continue to encourage the Indian government to 

address the biggest gaps in its IP protections, including “uncertainties and challenges in the patent 

system (with particular regard for computer-related inventions (CRI) and Section 3(d) of the Patent 

Act), the need to modernise copyright laws, and the need for regulatory data protections.” 

India has already told the US that it will not drop Section 3 (d) of its patent Act, which denies patents 

on items that are not significantly different from their older versions.  

What is intellectual property? 

 According to the World Intellectual Property Organization, Intellectual property (IP) refers to 

creations of the mind: inventions, literary and artistic works, and symbols, names, images, and 

designs used in commerce.  

 Intellectual property in a simple sense is a creation of the human intelligence or mind. As a form of 

property right, intellectual property can be considered as assets that can be bought, sold, mortgaged, 

exchanged, and licensed like physical property. Intellectual property is safeguarded only if rights 

(regarding its use) are given to the producers of intellectual property. Intellectual property rights are 

provided by national governments with the aid of statutory provisions to inventors writers etc. 

What is intellectual property rights? 

 Intellectual property rights (IPRs) are rights assigned to the creators of intellectual property 

(individuals or organizations) regarding its exclusive use. Intellectual property rights are in different 

forms. WTO’s TRIPs Agreement classifies intellectual property rights into following groups.( SEE 

DIAGRAM ) . 
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Level 1 Q) What are IPR  give a detailed  description along with its types ? 

Level 2 Q) What is Special 301 Report and What are the concerns of U.S ?  

Level 3 Q) What are the concerns about the Patents expressed by the Economic survey 2017-18 

?  

Prelims : About the Report , WIPO, IPR , Types ( ipr ) , National IPR Policy .  

 

 

 

 

 US CHALLENGES INDIA'S EXPORT SUBSIDY PROGRAM AT WTO 

Topic useful in India USA relations  

US has challenged practically almost the entire of India’s export programmes. It has filed a complaint 

at the WTO about India’s export subsidy programmes claiming them to harm American workers. 

These programmes are the Merchandise Exports from India Scheme; Export Oriented Units Scheme 

and sector specific schemes, including Electronics Hardware Technology Parks Scheme; Special 

Economic Zones; Export Promotion Capital Goods Scheme; and a duty free imports for exporters 

programme. “These export subsidy programmes harm American workers by creating an uneven 

playing field on which they must compete,” said United States Trade Representative Robert 

Lighthizer,  pegging these subsidies at $7 billion. 

Export Subsidies Make Indian Goods Cheaper : As per the US administration, these “apparent 

export subsidies provide financial benefits to Indian exporters that allow them to sell their goods 

more cheaply to the detriment of American workers and manufacturers.” 
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The US has sought consultations on the matter in the WTO. Consultations are the first step in the WTO 

dispute settlement process. If the two are not able to reach a mutually agreed solution through 

consultations, the US may request the establishment of a WTO dispute settlement panel to review the 

matter.  

Expired exemptions:The USTR alleged that despite the expiry of India’s exemption under the WTO’s 

special and differential provisions for developing countries in 2015, New Delhi has increased the size 

and scope of these programmes. It said India introduced the Merchandise Exports from India Scheme 

in 2015, which has rapidly expanded to include more than 8,000 eligible products, nearly double the 

number of products covered at its inception. 

Exports from SEZs increased over 6,000% from 2000 to 2017, and in 2016, exports from these zones 

accounted for over $82 billion in exports, or 30% of India’s export volume. Exports from the Export 

Oriented Units Scheme and sector specific schemes, including Electronics Hardware Technology Parks 

Scheme, increased by over 160% from 2000 to 2016, according to Washington. 

Unlike the many trade disputes between India and America that are sector specific or product 

specificis broad and sweeping, in targeting the whole range of Indian export subsidy programmes. 

Trade ties have historically been testy, and are getting worse, at least from a government-to-

government standpoint. Beyond anti-trade rhetoric from the Trump Administration, the government 

of India dramatically increased customs duties in nearly 50 product categories in its 2018-19 Fiscal 

Budget, which will certainly be another point of contention in future trade discussions . The U.S. and 

India regularly use the World Trade Organization as a platform to resolve trade disputes. Per the WTO 

website, there appears to be 16 active cases, with the U.S. being the complainant in 6, and the 

respondent in 10.  

What is a Subsidy : 

A subsidy is a form of financial aid or support extended to an economic sector (or institution, 

business, or individual) generally with the aim of promoting economic and social policy. 

 inducing higher consumption/ production 

 offsetting market imperfections including internalisation of externalities; 

 achievement of social policy objectives including redistribution of income, population control, 

etc. 

What are Export Subsidies : 

Government help to exporters, generally in two forms  

 Service subsidy: trade information, trade shows, feasibility studies, foreign representation, etc.  

 Cash subsidy: (a) rebate on imported raw materials and duty-free import of manufacturing 

equipment (called indirect cash subsidy); or (b) drawback as a percentage of the value of 

exports (called direct cash subsidy). 

 Although World trade Organization (WTO, formerly GATT) recognizes that subsidies hinder fair 

competition and distort trade practices, it has not been able to define precisely what kind of assistance 

constitutes a subsidy. 
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Recent news ( August 2018 )  

The European Union, Russia, China, Japan and eight other countries have backed the US complaint 

against India’s export promotion schemes at the World Trade Organisation (WTO). These countries 

have joined the dispute as third parties. The US has challenged almost all of India’s export 

programmes at the WTO saying they will harm its workers, citing the Agreement on Subsidies and 

Countervailing Measures (ASCM). 

Brazil, Canada, China, Egypt, the EU, Japan, Kazakhstan, Korea, Russia, Sri Lanka, Taiwan and Thailand 

have become third parties in the dispute. All these are interested parties because some countries have 

market access issues with us while others have problems related to RCEP .  

China, Korea, Japan and Thailand are members of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership 

(RCEP) trade agreement along with India and have been pressuring it for deep duty cuts on at least 90 

per cent of the traded goods. “Sri Lanka wants to benefit from us losing our export incentives because 

it competes with us in many exports .  

The WTO has set up a panel under the Philippines’ Jose Antonio S Buencamino as the two sides have 

failed to find a mutually agreed solution through consultations. The panel’s other members are South 

Africa’s Leora Blumberg and Switzerland’s Serge Pannatier. 

Level 1 Q) Comment on the issue of  the US stand against the export subsidies offered by India ? 

 

 WTO DELHI 2018: FORGING CO-OPEARATION -INFORMAL WORLD TRADE 

ORGANISATION MINISTERIAL MEETING ON 19-20TH MARCH IN NEW DELHI 

Representatives from 50 countries will be gathering in New Delhi on 19-20 March for an informal 

World Trade Organisation (WTO) ministerial meeting. The informal meeting of ministers will provide 

an opportunity to engage in free and frank discussions with the hope that it will lead to political 

guidance on some major issues. 

In the absence of Ministerial guidance at the Eleventh Ministerial Conference (MC 11) that took place 

from 10 to 13 December 2017 in Buenos Aires, Argentina, it is hoped that the New Delhi meeting will 

provide an opportunity for ministers to explore in greater detail the options on different issues for re-

invigorating the WTO. 

Safeguarding and strengthening the multilateral trading system was never as important as it is today, 

and the WTO is also facing systemic challenges, particularly its dispute settlement arm. The informal 

meeting of ministers in New Delhi will provide an opportunity to engage in free and frank discussions 

leading to political guidance on some of the major issues, both at the negotiating table and also in 

other areas. 

 

INDIA PREPARES TO COUNTER US CHARGES ON FARM SUBSIDY AT THE WTO 

; 

Topic useful in : India US relations and the concerns .  
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What is the News about :  

US’ accuses  India as under-reporting its food subsidies at the World Trade Organization (WTO) .  

The WTO Agreement on Agriculture defines subsidies on the total value of agriculture production 

while the US has challenged India on the basis of support given to individual products, namely wheat 

and rice. Similarly, the agreement doesn’t state the currency in which countries have to report their 

subsidy dole-out. The US wants India to report in rupee terms while India submits dollar-

denominated numbers to the WTO. The US has identified several areas of potential concern with 

India’s notification of its market price support for rice and wheat. 

India informed the WTO that the  Minimum Support Prices( MSP )  was below the permitted levels for 

rice, wheat, coarse grains, cotton, pulses, groundnuts, sunflower and mustard seed. The limit for 

developing countries, including India, is 10% of agricultural production. “The US has talked about 

individual states giving subsidies. 

 

 

 

 IMF WORLD ECONOMIC OUTLOOK REPORT RELEASED AT DAVOS  

 

 Its latest World Economic Outlook update, released in Davos on the sidelines of the WEF, the 

IMF projects India to grow at 7.4% in 2018, while the global growth forecast stands at 3.9%. 
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 International Monetary Fund has said India is set to regain the title of the fastest growing 

economy in the world. This was said by the IMF just ahead Modi’s keynote address at the WEF . 

 

 In October last year, the IMF had lowered India's growth projection to 6.7%, attributing it to 

de-monetisation and introduction of the GST. 

 

 Because of this China logged a faster growth (6.8%) in the current year, but is expected to lag 

behind India in the next two years, decelerating from 6.6% in the next fiscal to 6.4% in FY20. 

Due to China cutting back the fiscal stimulus of the last couple of years and, in line with the 

stated intentions of its authorities, rein in credit growth to strengthen its overextended 

financial system. 

 

• The United States, the other major economy driving current and near-term future 

growth, is headed for slower growth, too. Because, whatever impact its tax cut will have on an 

economy so close to full employment will be paid back partially later in the form of lower 

growth, as temporary spending incentives (notably for investment) expire and as increasing 

federal debt takes a toll over time. 

• An overhaul of the U.S. tax system was approved in December 2017 and has been 

broadly viewed as a legislative victory for Trump in his first year in office.The changes saw the 

corporate tax rate drop from 35 percent to 21 percent and are predicted to boost consumer 

spending and U.S. growth, although its critics believe it will add $1.5 trillion to the U.S. deficit 

and would increase the wealth gap between rich and poor . 

• The outlook for the world says , The cyclical upswing underway since mid-2016 has 

continued to strengthen. Some 120 economies, accounting for three quarters of world GDP, 

have seen a pickup in growth in year-on-year terms in 2017. 

• region that is projected to grow the fastest in the coming year is, predictably, Emerging 

and Developing Asia, which continues to account for over half of world growth. It is expected to 

grow at around 6.5% over 2018-19 while the forecast for Advanced Economies is 4.3% and 

that for Emerging and Developing Europe is 4%. Low-Income Developing Countries are 

expected to log 5.2% in the coming fiscal. 

• The best news of all is that IMF sees India's growth accelerating to 7.8% in 2019-2020, 

the only country (not region) in its list to manage this feat. 

 

ABOUT IMF : 

Formed in 1945 , at the Bretton woods conference along with IBRD , in the year 1945 . Membership 

of 189 countries , head-quartered at Washington with a goal of reconstructing the international 

payment system. The organisation's objectives stated in the Articles of Agreement are: 

 

1. to promote international monetary co-operation, 

2. facilitate international trade, 
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3. high employment, exchange-rate stability, 

4. sustainable economic growth, and 

5. making resources available to member countries in financial difficulty( to reduce poverty ). 

 

It now plays a central role in the management of balance of payments difficulties and 

international financial crises. Countries contribute funds to a pool through a quota system from 

which countries experiencing balance of payments problems can borrow money. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q) IMF’s recent report has given a positive picture about India’s growth , even many recent 

reports like the Report of the World bank , ease of doing business have been very positive 

about India , this in turn has been a positive point at the WEF, what do you think are the 

factors that are contributing to this positive outlook about our country , Examine ? 

 

 PM AT THE 48TH WEF MEETING IN DAVOS , ONLY INDIAN PM TO ATTEND 

AFTER 2 DECADES SINCE 1997 

Theme for 2018 : 'Creating a Shared Future in a Fractured World'. 

 

• About World Economic Forum(WEF) : 

• Founded By : Klaus Schwab in 1971 : 

• Head Quarter : Geneva Switzerland . 

The World Economic Forum (WEF) is a Swiss nonprofit foundation, based in Cologny, Geneva, 

Switzerland. First named the "European Management Forum" the name was changed to WEF in 1987 . 

Its annual meeting is held every year in January . The organization is committed to improve the World 
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Economy by engaging the business, political, academic, and other leaders of society to shape global, 

regional, and industry agendas". 

The five-day WEF Annual Meeting beginning on January 22 will host government heads, global 

organisations, and nearly 2,000 CEOs from top companies of the world. Around 400 sessions will be 

held. This year's WEF - focused on theme 'Creating a Shared Future in a Fractured World' - will see 

largest ever women participation (21 per cent). 

The annual meeting aims to "improve the state of the world" and encourage joint action to solve some 

of the world's biggest problems, such as climate change and poverty. 

Bollywood megastar Shah Rukh Khan was honoured with Crystal Award alongside Cate Blanchett and 

Elton John . 

The Ministers represented India in around 25 sessions organized on Next Generation Industrial 

Strategies, Infrastructure acceleration, Fourth Industrial Revolution, Future of employment in 

manufacturing and production etc. in the Annual Meeting and share the Prime Minister's vision of 

transforming the nation into 'New India' by 2022. 

India will showcased the enormous business opportunities in India as well as the path-breaking 

reforms that have been implemented in the last 3 years. These include wide ranging FDI reforms 

which has brought in 195 billion dollars of FDI in this period. The recent 30 rank jump in the World 

Bank Doing Business report which is the highest of any country in 2017, combined with the biggest 

ever tax reform of GST, Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code and other reforms were showcased during 

the Annual Meeting. 

 

 WTO 11TH MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE MEETING AT BUENOS AIRES ( 

IMPORTANT POINTS ) 

• The WTO 11th (MC) held at Buenos Aires between 10-13 of December, ended without a 

Ministerial Declaration. Members failed to reach consensus on already existing major issues like 

public stockholding of food items and new issues like ecommerce. 

• This is not the first time that an MC of the WTO ending without signing a Ministerial 

Declaration. There were no declarations at the Seattle (1999), Cancun (2003) and Geneva (2009) 

Ministerial Conferences.  

• Ministerial Conference is the topmost decision-making body of the 164-member WTO. Failure 

at Buenos Aires comes out with a lot of implications for future trade engagements. 

• Disagreement among members indicate the current turbulent situation in world trade. 

• The US is campaigning actively to reshape international trade engagements for its benefit 

through bilateral trade engagements by surpassing multilateral forums like the WTO. On the other 

side, the developing countries like China and India want to use trade as a platform for development. In 

these conflicting interests, reaching consensus on trade issues was not easy. 

• Though the Buenos Aires MC has not produced any outcome, still it is important from the 

context of future international trade engagements. Following are the main facts related to the MC. 
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1. The MC ended without progress on substantive issues: The WTO had already several substantive 

trade issues to be settled. These issues were raised in the previous MCs. A timeline on issues like 

public buffer stocks were on the card at Buenos Aires. But disagreement in almost all issues stopped 

countries to get a decision on these issues as well. 

2. The main issue of public stockholding of food grains: There was a strong positive expectation 

that members will come out with a final decision on public stockholding of food grains. The issue is 

that in the food subsidy for public stockholding of food grains is given, such subsidies should be 

considered as permissible subsidy. India, China and around 100 other developing countries demanded 

such a treatment. A strong discussion on this issue was held at Bali MC and members agreed to reach a 

final solution at this MC. But at Buenos Aires, the US refused to sanction such a subsidy without 

stringent conditions. The issue was a prime one for developing countries including India. Hence the 

developing countries retaliated by opposing the demand of the US and other developed countries’ 

demand of making discussion on new issues like ecommerce. 

In an official statement, India indirectly criticized the US position on the issue. "A major country (the 

U.S) stated categorically that they cannot agree to any permanent solution on the public stockholding 

issue at the current MC." – the statement observed. 

3. No to new issues: In the context of the lack of progress on already existing issues, developing 

countries opposed to make discussions on new issues like ecommerce. New issues such as e-

commerce, investment facilitation and the package for Small and Medium Enterprises etc.., were not 

taken for discussion. The new issues are the pets of the developed world and their allied developing 

country trade partners. These issues will broaden the trade agenda. 

4. US questioning the centrality of the development agenda within WTO: The WTO has given 

special consideration to the issues of the developing countries historically. But at the 11th MC, the US 

questioned centrality of development in WTO negotiations. The US here tried to separate trade from 

development and objected to mention centrality for development at the preparation of the 

declaration. The US stand will adversely affect the development interest of the developing 

world.Later, the U.S. Trade representative Robert Lighthizer, accused that the WTO was becoming a 

litigation-centered organization. 

5. Strange emergence of pressure groups that may thwart multilateralism within WTO: At the 

Buenos Aires MC, the developed countries led by the US and the European Union tried to solve the 

deadlock at the WTO talks by forming large pressure groups on new issues. Here, they formed groups 

on e-commerce, investment facilitation and MSMEs within the WTO with more than 70 members in 

each 

group. But such a group formation within the WTO will erode the multilateral approach of the 

organization. The institution has the responsibility to give representation of 164 members and not to 

less numbered pressure groups. India and other developing countries sees the formation of pressure 

groups as an attempt to take out WTO away from multilateralism. 

Even there were suggestions that if there is no Ministerial Declaration, member nations may adopt 

separate texts on various issues based on group decisions. On this, India declared that it is committed 

to preserve and promote the WTO and the multilateral trading system. 
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6. Positives from the Buenos Aires MC: On the positive side, the members decided to secure a deal 

on fisheries subsidies by the end of 2019. Discussions will continue in the next wo years regarding 

this. Members also pledged to improve the reporting of existing fisheries subsidy programmes.In 

addition, members took several decisions, including extending the practice of not imposing customs 

duties on electronic transmissions for another two years. Besides the members also decided to 

continue negotiations in all areas including the new issues. 

Indian position about the Buenos Aires outcome 

India was disappointed about the failure of the MC. The country expected a final solution for the food 

buffer stock issue, but opposition from the US blocked it. At the same time, the country sternly 

resisted the developed block agenda of bringing ecommerce under the trade agenda. India stood for 

the defence of the multilateral trade system and opposed attempts to reduce its significance by 

engaging in pressure group formations within the WTO.In its statement, Indian delegation said: "… 

any Ministerial Declaration must reaffirm the principles of the multilateral trading system, the 

completion of the Doha Development Agenda (to improve the trading prospects of developing 

nations), the centrality of development and the availability of special and differential treatment and 

other concerns of developing countries." 

Level 1 Q) The 11th MC of the WTO ended without a Ministerial Declaration , the MC saw 

many disturbing tendencies that are feared to be bad for the future trade , Explain ? 

FOREIGN TRADE POLICY – GOVT ANNOUNCES INCENTIVES WORTH 8450CR 

TO BOOST EXPORTS 

What is the news ? 

The government announced incentives worth ₹8,450 crore to boost exports of goods and services, 

mainly from labour-intensive segments and the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME), as well 

as to increase employment generation and value-addition in the country.The move comes at a time 

when India’s shipments had shrunk in October - the first after 14 consecutive months of positive 

growth - due to the impact of the Goods and Services Tax(GST).The incentives were announced as part 

of the Mid-Term Review of the Foreign Trade Policy (FTP). 

About the Foreign Trade Policy ( 2015-2020 ) 

The FTP for the period 2015-2020 had set an ambitious target of $900 billion for India’s exports of 

goods and services by 2019-20. It also aimed to raise India’s share in world exports from 2% to 3.5%. 

Though the FTP Mid-Term Review was to be brought out before July 1, to be implemented along with 

the GST, it was postponed as the government wanted to consider feedback from exporters regarding 

GST. 
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Level 1 Q) What   does  Foreign Trade Policy mean , Write about the Foreign Trdae policy 2015-

20? 

INDIAN ECONOMY GETS A MOODY’S THUMPS UP  

India’s credit rating has been upgraded by Moody’s, a global rating agency. But, what do these ratings 

mean, and what are they based on? 

NEWS: The Credit Rating Agengy has upgrded India's Ratings after a period of 14 yrs .The prevous 

time it was done was during the Atal Bihari Vajpayee regime . 

What is a Credit Rating Agency : A credit rating agency (CRA, also called a ratings service) is a 

company that assigns credit ratings, which rate a debtor's ability to pay back debt by making timely 

interest payments and the likelihood of default. An agency may rate the creditworthiness of issuers of 

debt obligations, of debt instruments, and in some cases, of the servicers of the underlying debt, but 

not of individual consumers(they are rated by credit bureaus). 
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The debt instruments rated by CRAs include :government bonds, corporate bonds, CDs, 

municipal bonds, preferred stock, and collateralized securities, such as mortgage-backed securities 

and collateralized debt obligations.The issuers of the obligations or securities may be companies, 

special purpose entities, state or local governments, non-profit organizations, or sovereign nations. A 

credit rating facilitates the trading of securities on a secondary market(that is the stock market). It 

affects the interest rate that a security pays out, with higher ratings leading to lower interest rates. 

Individual consumers are rated for creditworthiness (the possibility a borrower may default on his 

debt obligations. for eg.a bank loan)not by credit rating agencies but by Credit Bureaus (also called 

Consumer Reporting Agencies or Credit Reference Agencies), which issue Credit Score. 

What are credit ratings? A credit rating is an assessment of the creditworthiness of a borrower. 

Individuals, corporations and governments are assigned credit ratings — whoever wants to borrow 

money. Individuals are given ‘credit scores’, while corporations and governments receive ‘credit 

ratings’. 

Why do countries get credit ratings? 

National governments, not countries, are assigned credit ratings by agencies like Standard & Poor’s, 

Moody’s and Fitch. Governments require ratings to borrow money. They are also given ratings on 

their worth as investment destinations. A country requests a credit rating agency to evaluate its 

economic and political environment and arrive at a rating. This is done to position itself as a 

destination for foreign direct investment. 

What factors decide these ratings? 

There are several criteria behind rating a government’s creditworthiness. Among them are political 

risk, taxation, currency value and labour laws. Another is sovereign risk where a country's central 

bank can change its foreign exchange regulations. These risks are taken into account and ratings 

assigned accordingly. 

Where does India stand now? 

For the first time in 14 years, Moody's has upgraded India's rating to Baa2, a term that means that 

they consider the economy stable. Standard & Poor’s and Fitch too have a ‘stable’ rating for the 

country — BBB+ and BBB-, respectively. 

What effect will this have on the economy? 

1. Recently the improvement in the World Banks Ease Of Doing Business Rankings and now the 

improvement in the Credit Ratings is a recognition of the efficacy of " bold" structural reforms taken 

by the govt .This will lead to 

2. will improve investor sentiment and improve FDI inflow . 

3. *highlights the immense potential of India as a global investment destination. 

4. state owned firms have the reason to cheer as the ratings of the infrastructure govt-related 

issuers (GRI's) NTPC,NHPC,NHAI,AND GAIL  have been upgraded to Baa2 from Baa3 in line with 

Indias sovereign ratings . 
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5. This will improve theri creditworthiness. 

6. *similarly ,foreign currency issuer ratings of  BOCL,HPCL,IOCL,PETRONET LNG has been 

improved from  Baa2 to Baa3 .They have a huge capital requirement ,this will help them to easily 

borrow from overseas.It will reduce their borrowing s cost and also lower the risk premiums for the 

companies . 

7. with the improvement in the ratings Indian rupee strengthened against the dollar ,this will 

make imports cheaper (to 65.10 per $).The oil companies would benefit with a stronger rupee 

8. They will be capital inflows as institutions and individuals will start investing in bonds 

,securities etc. Thus the measure will boost confidence as there will be higher capital flows and 

allocations Capital flows means money will be available to fuel the economy ,meaning more 

investment ,more jobs ,more development. 

(note : This will also give confidence to the govt to continue the structural reform process and bring in 

more strong and transformational reforms ). 

CREDIT RATING AGENCIES IN INDIA 

As of now, there are six credit rating agencies registered under SEBI namely, CRISIL, ICRA, CARE, 

SMERA, Fitch India and Brickwork ratings . Ratings provided by these agencies determine the nature 

and integrals of the loan. Higher the credit rating, lower is the rate of interest offered to the 

organisation. CRISIL( Credit Rating Information Services of India Limited the first credit rating agency 

set up in India in 1987.) 

ICRA (Investment Information and Credit Rating Agency renamed as ICRA) 

SMERA(Small And Medium Enterprises Rating Agency of india ) 

ONICRA (ONicra Credit Rating Agency pvt agency under Onida finance) 

FITCH INDIA (India Ratings and Research (ind-ra) a subsidiary of Fitch goruping) 

Level 1 Q) The performance of the economy is gauged by various organisations , what does the 

recent change in ratings for our economy mean ? 

 DOING BUSINESS RANK , INDIA JUMPS 30  PLACES – 

What is the news about ? India's rank in the World Banks Ease of Doing Business Report has 

improved to 100 out of 190 , the last year it was 130.Now India is one of the top 100 countries in 

terms of the ease to do business. 

What does this improve in rank really mean ? It means that , India will now be more attractive 

destination to start a business here , in our country .This will bring in more capital , more investment 

for business means more employment oppurtunities and more development . 

What is the EASE OF DOING BUSINESS INDEX? The Ease Of Doing Business index is an index created 

by the World Bank Group.Higher rankings (a low numerical value) indicate better, usually simpler, 

regulations for businesses and stronger protections of property rights. Empirical research funded by 

the World Bank to justify their work show that the economic growth impact of improving these 

regulations is strong. 
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What are the indices based on which the counrty is ranked ? A nation's ranking on the index is 

based on the average of 10 subindices: 

 Starting a business – Procedures, time, cost and minimum capital to open a new business.  

 Dealing with construction permits – Procedures, time and cost to build a warehouse. 

 Getting electricity – procedures, time and cost required for a business to obtain a permanent 

electricity connection for a newly constructed warehouse. 

 Registering property – Procedures, time and cost to register commercial real estate.  

 Getting credit – Strength of legal rights index, depth of credit information index. 

 Protecting investors – Indices on the extent of disclosure, extent of director liability and ease of 

shareholder suits. 

 Paying taxes – Number of taxes paid, hours per year spent preparing tax returns and total tax 

payable as share of gross profit. 

 Trading across borders – Number of documents, cost and time necessary to export and

 import. 

 Enforcing contracts – Procedures, time and cost to enforce a debt contract. 

 Resolving insolvency – The time, cost and recovery rate (%) under bankruptcy proceeding. 

Though Indias overall ranking has improved but , its ranking in certain indexes still needs 

improvement .For eg. in Starting a business, Getting electricity, Paying taxes etcc. 

Level 1 Q) List the basis on which the Ease of Doing business is measured , what does the 

improvement in ranking mean for India ? 

INSOLVENCY AND THE BANKRUPTCY CODE (IBC) 

What is 'Insolvency': Insolvency is when an organization, or individual, can no longer meet its 

financial obligations with its lender or lenders as debts become due. 

What is 'Bankruptcy': Bankruptcy is a legal proceeding involving a person or business that is unable 

to repay outstanding debts.All of the debtor's assets are measured and evaluated, and the assets may 

be used to repay a portion of outstanding debt. 

About IBC:The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC) is the bankruptcy law of India which 

seeks to consolidate the existing framework by creating a single law for insolvency and bankruptcy. 

The IBC was introduced in Lok Sabha in December 2015. The code became effective in December 

2016. It aimed to repeal the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act, 1909 and Sick Industrial Companies 

(Special Provisions) Repeal Act, 2003, among others. 

Key Features:  

Insolvency Resolution : The Code outlines separate insolvency resolution processes for individuals, 

companies and partnership firms.The process may be initiated by either the debtor or the creditors. A 

maximum time limit, for completion of the insolvency resolution process,has been set for corporates 

and individuals. For companies, in 180 days, which may be extended by 90 days. For start ups (other 

than partnership firms), small companies and other companies (with asset less than Rs. 1 crore), 

resolution process would be completed within 90 days,extended by 45 days. 
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Insolvency regulator: The Code establishes the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India, to oversee 

the insolvency proceedings in the country and regulate the entities registered under it. The Board will 

have 10 members, including representatives from the Ministries of Finance and Law, and the Reserve 

Bank of India. 

Insolvency professionals: The insolvency process will be managed by licensed professionals. These 

professionals will also control the assets of the debtor during the insolvency process. 

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Adjudicator: The Code proposes two separate tribunals to oversee the 

process of insolvency resolution, for individuals and companies:the National Company Law Tribunal 

for Companies and Limited Liability Partnership firms; and the Debt Recovery Tribunal for individuals 

and partnerships. 

Level 1 Q) Write about the IBC ? What are the recent amendments aimed at ? 

 INDIA – CHINA DEAL TO REDUCE DUTIES ON MEDICINES AND ANTI CANCER 

DRUGS  

India and China have reached an agreement on reduction of tariffs on Chinese imports of Indian 

medicines, particularly cancer drugs.  

Both the countries have reached agreement on the reduction of tariffs on anti-cancer medicines. The 

agreement will also usher in great opportunities for India and other countries in the region.  

Both India and China slashed import tariffs of a range of products starting July 1, following the fourth 

round of negotiations under the Asia Pacific Trade Agreement (APTA), which also includes 

Bangladesh, Laos, South Korea and Sri Lanka.  

Indian drugs, specially cancer curing medicines, are in big demand in China as they are far cheaper 

than their western counterparts.   

About the Asia Pacific Trade  Agreement :  

The Asia-Pacific Trade Agreement (APTA), previously named the Bangkok Agreement, signed in 1975 

as an initiative of ESCAP, is a preferential tariff arrangement that aims at promoting intra-regional 

trade through exchange of mutually agreed concessions by member countries. APTA has five 

members namely Bangladesh, China, India, Republic of Korea, Lao People's Democratic Republic and 

Sri Lanka. ESCAP functions as the secretariat for the Agreement.   

 

 GOVT RELEASES DRAFT ON THE CROSS BORDER INSOLVENCY RESOLUTION  

In order to strengthen the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, the government  released a draft on 

cross-border insolvency that would help banks access overseas assets of a company undergoing 

resolution. Similarly, the Indian authorities will also be required to cooperate with foreign creditors to 

a domestic company. 

The draft favours adoption of the UNCITRAL (United Nations Commission on International Trade 

Laws) model on dealing with cross-border insolvency. The UNCITRAL model law envisages a balance 

between liquidation and reorganization of global companies going in .  
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Globally the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency, 1997 (“Model Law”) has emerged 

as the most widely accepted legal framework to deal with cross-border insolvency issues while 

ensuring the least intrusion into the country’s domestic insolvency law. Due to the growing 

prevalence of multinational insolvencies, the Model Law has been adopted by 44 States till date, 

including Singapore, UK, and US .  

About UNCITRAL : 

Established in 1966, UNCITRAL is a subsidiary body of the General Assembly of the UN with the 

general mandate to further the progressive harmonisation and unification of the law of international 

trade . According to UNCITRAL, 'harmonisation' and 'unification' of the law of international trade 

refers to the process through which the law facilitating international commerce is created and 

adopted. 

 Harmonisation may conceptually be thought of as the process through which domestic laws 

may be modified to enhance predictability in cross-border commercial transactions. 

 "Unification may be seen as the adoption by States of a common legal standard governing 

particular aspects of international business transactions .  

Existing provisions only allow the Central government to enter into an agreement with a foreign 

country for enforcing provisions of the Code. Second, the government can issue a letter of request 

to a country outside India seeking information.  

The draft norms have now been issued to plug these loopholes and have a effective resolution 

mechanism in place for cross-border insolvency. The govt aims to bring a globally accepted and well-

recognized cross-border insolvency framework, fine-tuned to suit the needs of aspirational Indian 

economy. 

( Advantage) Protect the Interest of Creditors : 

 Inclusion of cross-border insolvency framework will further enhance ease of doing business, 

provide a mechanism of cooperation between India and other countries in the area of 

insolvency resolution, and protect creditors in the global scenario .  

 such a framework would also make India an attractive investment destination for foreign 

creditors given the increased predictability and certainty of the insolvency framework. 

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC) has sections pertaining to cross-border insolvency matters 

but they are yet to be made operational. The Insolvency Law Committee (ILC), headed by Corporate 

Affairs Secretary  , is studying the feasibility of introducing cross-border insolvency provisions. The 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI) is the nodal body for the Code and it comes under 

the ministry.  The ILC mainly works on identifying and suggesting ways to address issues in the 

implementation of the Code. 

Analysis of the step : 

 The global investor community is likely to take a positive view of the Centre’s plan to usher in a 

cross border insolvency framework . Modern business is transnational and the law should 

proceed on that basis. 
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 Once approved, the proposed cross border insolvency framework will lead to more cross-

border deals and help in making India an attractive FDI target by reducing the risks associated 

with insolvency .  

 The model law will make it very easy for Indian MNCs and global MNCs to resolve insolvencies 

seamlessly across borders. 

 Cross-border deals, both inbound and outbound, would greatly benefit from the reduced risk 

perception of India as a destination where strong Insolvency law exists. This would encourage 

lot many lenders to consider backing M&A transactions involving India .  

 The Government has taken initiative for Cross-Border Insolvency within the Insolvency & 

Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC) to provide a comprehensive legal framework. Global experience 

demonstrates that cross-border investment decisions and their outcomes, are considerably 

affected by the insolvency laws in force in a country. Towards this end, although the IBC has 

resulted in significant improvement in India’s insolvency regime, there is a need to include 

cross-border insolvency in the Code to provide a comprehensive insolvency framework. 

Level 1 Q) Give an account of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code  , discuss about the Cross 

Border Insolvency Proposal ?  

 

 INDIA DRAGS US TO  WTO DUE TO THE IMPOSITION OF DUTIES  

India has dragged the US to the World Trade Organisation’s dispute settlement mechanism over the 

imposition of import duties on steel and aluminium . India has stated that the decision will impact 

exports of these products to the US and it is not in compliance with global trade norms. 

India has filed a dispute under the aegis of the WTO on the issue of imposing import duties by the US 

on certain steel and aluminium products .  

Seeking consultation is the first step of dispute settlement process. If the two nations are not able to 

reach a mutually agreed solution through consultation, India may request for a WTO dispute 

settlement panel to review the matter. On March 9, US President Donald Trump imposed heavy tariffs 

on imported steel and aluminium items, a move that has sparked fears of a global trade war. 

Trump signed two proclamations that levied a 25 per cent tariff on steel and a 10 per cent tariff on 

aluminium imported from all countries except Canada and Mexico.India too has sought exemptions 

from the hefty tariffs. 

India has a trade Surplus with the USA :  

India’s exports of steel and aluminium products to America stood at about USD 1.5 billion every year. 

Some experts, however, opined that dragging the US in the dispute over the issue is not in favour of 

India as New Delhi has a trade surplus with America. India’s exports to the US in 2016-17 stood at 

USD 42.21 billion, while imports were USD 22.3 billion. 

Both the countries are already involved in disputes at the global trade body. The disputes are in the 

areas of poultry, solar and steel. The US recently filed a dispute against India on export incentives 

alleging these support measures harm its workers by creating an uneven playing field. 

Level 1 Q) What are  the reasons India has filed a Dispute against the US at  the WTO , explain ?  
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PUBLIC FINANCE  

BUDGET  PROCESS –  

The Word Budget is derived from the Word “ Bouget “  

In parliament, the budget goes through 5 stages- 

1. Presentation of budget with Finance Minister’s speech 

2. General discussion of the budget. After this, there is an adjournment of houses so that standing 

committees scrutinises the demand for grants for a month. 

3. Voting on demand for grants in Lok Sabha 

4. Passing of appropriation bills 

5. Passing of Finance bills. 

Indian constitution under Article 112-117 enshrines powers of parliament in the enactment of the 

Budget. According to article 112-117, any proposal for expenditure and demand for a grant can be 

made only on the recommendation of the President. The parliament has to pass a financial bill within 

75 days of its introduction. After discussion in both the houses on demand for Grants, Financial bill 

and appropriation bill and voting of the Lok Sabha Budget is enacted and expenditure can be incurred 

from the consolidated fund of India. 

In India, the Union Budget is prepared by the Department of Economic Affairs of Ministry of Finance. 

According to Article 112 of the Indian Constitution, the President is responsible for presenting the 

budget to the Lok Sabha. The annual financial statement takes into account a period of one financial 

year. 

There are two types of Expenditures   –  

 Expenditure Made from the Consolidated Fund Of India . 

 Expenditure Charged from the Consolidated Fund of India .  

The charged Expenditure is non votable by the Parliament , but it can be only discussed . While the 

other type has to be voted by the Parliament in the form of demand for grants  

The Charged expenditure includes expenditure like emoluments and allowances of the President and 

that related to his office . The Salaries and Allowances of the Chairman , Deputy Chairman , Speaker 

and the Deputy Speaker . Salaries , allowances , Pensions  related to the Judges of the SC . Pensions of 

the Judges of the HC which exercise jurisdiction in relation to any area included in the Indian Territory 

. The Salaries and Allowances of the CAG  and of the UPSC . The Administrative Expense of the CAG , SC 

, UPSC and the salaries , allowances and pensions of persons serving these offices . The Debt charges . 

Sinking fund Charges and the Redemption Charges related to loans and servicing a debt by the 

Government . The Sums required to satisfy any decree or award of any court or tribunal . Any 

expenditure declared to be charged by the Parliament .  

Constitutional Provisions related to the Budget –  

 Article 112 – the President shall lay before the parliament an estimate of the receipts 

and expenditure of the GOI for that year . This is called as Annual Financial Statement .  
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 Article 113 – No demand for grant shall be made except on the recommendation of the 

President .  

 Article 114 – No money shall be withdrawn from the consolidated Fund Of India except 

by Appropriation made by law .  

 Article 117 – No money bill shall be introduced in the Parliament except on the 

recomendations of the President and such  a bill shall  not be introduced in the Rajya 

Sabha .  

 Article 265 – No Tax shall be levied or collected  except by authority of law .  

 Parliament can reduce or abolish a tax but cannot increase it .  

 Article 112 Estimates shall show separately Expenditure charged , expenditure Made .  

 Article 112 – Budget shall distinguish Expenditure on Revenue account from other 

expenditure .  

 Article 113 – The Expenditure charged from the Consolidated Fund Of India shall not be 

voted in the Parliament but can be discussed .  

 

GST AND GOVERNMENT REVENUE –  

The  government is increasingly dependent on tax revenue, especially indirect taxes, to meet its fiscal 

requirements . Tax analysts say that the real benefits of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) have not yet 

taken effect. Once they do, government revenue from both direct and indirect taxes will grow 

significantly. 

Government depends on tax revenue –  

The budget documents of the last five years has shown that the government’s dependence on tax 

revenue has steadily increased, with tax revenue making up a little more than 70% of its total receipts 

in 2018-19, up from 65% in 2014-15. Correspondingly, the share of revenue from non-tax sources 

(such as dividends from PSUs and the RBI) and capital receipts (such as disinvestment proceeds) has 

been declining. 

Within tax revenue, the analysis shows that the share of indirect tax has been growing over the years, 

increasing to nearly 50% in 2018-19 from a little less than 45% in 2014-15. This increased 

dependence on tax revenue to meet its fiscal needs has meant that the government has had to push 

quite hard to increase its tax base at both the direct and indirect tax levels. 
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Tax compliers less , steps taken -  

i. The Tax  Base in India is not that wide and there are more of evasions . The only option it has to 

boost tax revenues is to increase the tax base and stop evasion, both of which the government 

has been trying to do. 

ii. The Government  has been taking many steps to increase the GST compliance . Several steps 

such as analysing the business-wise monthly GST payments and ascertaining trends in State-

wise movement of goods using the e-waybill data are being taken to  enhance  the GST taxpayer 

database and revenues.  The the GST data would be correlated with information relevant from 

an income tax payment perspective so that incorrect tax filings can be corrected and revenues 

enhanced. 

iii. The other trend the government is  banking on is  increased economic activity and a higher 

GDP growth rate will boost consumption and hence, indirect tax collections .  

iv. The indirect tax rate is fixed, so if there is price inflation, then the government receives a tax on 

that as well because product prices go up and so the tax component also goes up. 

v. The other  aspect is that when the GDP grows, consumption also grows, and so you get more 

indirect taxes from that. 

Non Tax Revenue -  

Despite this optimistic outlook of future growth in tax revenue, the government has also been trying 

to improve its collections from other sources such as dividends from public sector companies and the 

Reserve Bank of India, and also through disinvestments. 

The analysis of budget data shows that PSU dividends as a proportion of non-tax revenue have been 

growing over the years, from 16% in 2014-15 to 21.4% in 2018-19. The government has reportedly 

been pressurising the state-run oil companies to transfer larger dividends to the Centre every year. 
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It is also reportedly asking the state-run oil companies to buy back shares, and is also pushing more 

PSUs to list on the stock exchanges. Non Tax  Revenue also  comes from from auctioning spectrum 

licences and royalties from oil  and also disinvestment .  

However non Tax Revenue is  an untenable source of revenue for the government because they are 

based on finite resources. 

Level 1 Q) Analyse the Revenue sources of the Government ?  

Level 2 Q) India being a Federal state, how is Finance divided  between the Centre and the 

states ? 

Prelims – Sources of revenue and Related aspects in the Constitution .   

 

CABINET APPROVES CREATION OF THE NATIONAL BENCH OF THE GOODS 

AND SERVICES TAX APPELLATE TRIBUNAL (GSTAT)-  

The National Bench of the Appellate Tribunal shall be situated at New Delhi. GSTAT shall be presided 

over by the President and shall consist of one Technical Member (Centre) and one Technical Member 

(State). . 

Goods and Services Tax Appellate Tribunal  will  hear  appeals against the orders passed by the 

Appellate Authority or the Revisional Authority.  

Details –  

Goods and Services Tax Appellate Tribunal is the forum of second appeal in GST laws and the first 

common forum of dispute resolution between Centre and States. 

 The appeals against the orders in first appeals issued by the Appellate Authorities under the Central 

and State GST Acts lie before the GST Appellate Tribunal, which is common under the Central as well 

as State GST Acts. Being a common forum, GST Appellate Tribunal will ensure that there is uniformity 

in redressal of disputes arising under GST, and therefore, in implementation of GST across the 

country. 

Level 1 Q) Explain about the GSTAT ?  

INTERIM BUDGET -  WHAT IS IT ?  

What is an Interim Budget ?  

 The union government had Presented on Feb 1st 2019 an Interim Budget . The term  ‘interim’ 

means temporary or for the time being. The government  presents an interim budget if it does 

not have the time to present a full Budget or because national elections may be near. When 

General Elections are conducted , propriety demands that the task of framing the full Budget be 

left to the incoming government. Therefore a interim Budget is presented to meet the expenses 

until the Full budget is presented . A Full budget gives spending rights till the 31st of March 

when the Financial Year Ends .  

 A government which is in the last year of its tenure usually presents an interim budget or 

obtains a vote on account a process where an incumbent government seeks a vote from the 
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Parliament to draw money from the Consolidated Fund of India to meet its budget expenses till 

the Lok Sabha elections are over. It is a temporary measure which occurs in the run-up to every 

general election. 

 The parliament( No expenditure can be incurred without the approval of the Parliament )  has 

to vote in order to sanction the outgoing government’s request to withdraw money from the 

Consolidated Fund of India. The money is used by the government to fund salaries and towards 

its other policies . 

 Through the interim Budget, Parliament passes a vote-on-account that allows the government 

to meet the expenses of the administration until the new Parliament considers and passes the 

Budget for the whole year. In an election situation, the vote-on-account is usually for a four-

month period ( General Elections are due in May 2019 ) .  

 In an interim Budget, the vote-on-account seeks parliament’s nod for incurring expenditure for 

part of a fiscal year. However, the estimates are presented for the entire year, as is the case 

with the regular Budget. However, the incoming government has full freedom to change the 

estimates completely when the final Budget is presented.  

 In interim-budget, the ruling government tables estimate of its expenditure, revenue, fiscal 

deficit and financial performance and projections for the upcoming financial year. 

Is Vote on Account same as Interim Budget ?  

An Interim Budget is not the same as a 'Vote on Account'. While a 'Vote on Account' deals only with 

the expenditure side of the government's budget, an Interim Budget is a complete set of accounts, 

including both expenditure and receipts. An Interim Budget gives the complete financial statement, 

very similar to a full Budget. 

A Vote on Account is also Presented when the Budget Session Comes to an End and the Demand for 

Grants are sent to the Related Departmental Standing Committees for examination pending the 

completion of the Budget approval  . Then , when the parliament again reassembles after a recess the 

complete demands for Grants are voted and the Expenditure is sanctioned through an Appropriation 

Bill .  

Can the government levy new taxes and propose new policies?  

Constitutionally, the government can make tax changes in the interim budget. However, the 12 

interim budgets since Independence have respected the fact that the government that presents the 

Interim Budget  is a custodian for a few months and have refrained from announcing big-ticket 

changes or new schemes . 

According to the Election Commission's Code of Conduct, the ruling government cannot include any 

major scheme in the interim budget as it could influence the voters. The government in power cannot 

present the Economic Survey along with the interim budget, only the next government can publish it 

during June or July .  

The last interim budget was presented on February 17, 2014 by the then finance minister P 

Chidambaram. The interim budget in February 2014 was followed by a full-year budget on July 

10, 2014. 
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Level 1 Q) Distinguish Between an Interim Budget and Complete Budget , What does the 

Constitution say about the Budget , Briefly describe the procedure of the Formulating and 

approval of the Budget , Describe the powers of each house in this regard ?   Prelims – Interim 

Budget , Provisions of the Constitution .  

 

INTERIM BUDGET 2019 – HIGHLIGHTS - 

 

Farmers –   

 A new direct Income Support scheme Pradhan Mantri Kisan  Samman Nidhi (PM-KISAN) for 

farmers . 

 Rs.6000 per year will be provided to farmers having cultivable land upto 2  

 hectares in three instalments of Rs.2000 each. Central Scheme .  

 12.56 crore farmers likely to benefit . Rs.75,000cr allocated for the scheme for FY-2019-20 . 

 2% interest subvention for farmers pursuing animal husbandry. 

 2-5% interest subvention for loans taken by farmers hit by natural disasters or for livestock 

farming and fisheries. This will help farmers with less interest rates .  

Un-Organised Workers –  

 A new Pension scheme Pradhan Mantri Shram yogi maandhaan – for the young workers in the 

unorganised sector .  

 Rs.3000 will be provided as assured monthly pension from the age of 60 on an affordable 

monthly amount during their working age .  

 Rs.15000 will be the monthly income limit for the workers to join the scheme .  

 Rs.500 Crore has been allocated for the scheme .  

 The Monthly amount will vary from Rs.55 to Rs.100 depending upon the workers age at the 

time of joining the scheme . The Centre will pay an matching amount .  

Importance of the Unorganised Sector -  Half of India’s  GDP comes from these 42 crore workers 

in the Unorganised Sector . An existing pension scheme is being implemented by the Centre called 

NSAP ( National Social Assistance Program ) a pension scheme administered by the Ministry of 

Rural Development . The NSAP benefits more than 3 crore poor people who are senior citizens , 

disabled , or widows .  

 

Taxpayers –  
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 While the tax slabs have been left untouched , Section 87A of the IT Act has been amended to 

increase the rebate ceiling from Rs.3.5 Lakh to Rs.5 Lakh . 

 Rs. 0  for individuals with annual income of Rs.5 Lakh  or less need not pay income tax . 3 crore 

taxpayers may be beneficiaries .  

 Rs.18,500 crore is the total tax benefit for taxpayers .  

 Those having gross income upto Rs.6.50 Lakh may not pay tax is they make investments in 

provident funds , specified savings , insurance .  

Home Owners –  

 The tax on national rent for a second home has now been removed .  

 For making more homes available under affordable housing the benefits under the Section 80 

IBA of the IT Act are being extended for one more year .  

 The benefits of the rollover of capital gains under the Section 54 of the Income Tax Act will be 

increased from the investment in one residential house to 2 residential houses for a tax payer 

having capital gains up to Rs. 2 crore . These measures are expected to boost realty Sector .  

New Panel For the Welfare of the Nomadic Communities –  

 The Centre will form a welfare panel for nomadic, semi-nomadic and de-notified communities. 

 A committee will be set up under NITI Aayog to complete the task of identifying de-notified, 

nomadic and semi-nomadic communities, especially as they move from place to place in search 

of a livelihood. 

 The committee will follow up on the work of the Renke Commission and the Idate Commission. 

 A Welfare Development Board will also be set up under the Ministry of Social Justice and 

Empowerment to design and implement programmes for these hard-to-reach communities .  

 Government will increase the allocation for the SC and ST’s .  

Rs.60,000 for MNREGA -  

 The Government allocated Rs 60,000 crore for a key scheme aimed at the rural poor, NREGS. 

He allocated Rs 60,000 core to the scheme in 2019-20. For fiscal year 2018-19, NREGS was 

allocated Rs 55,000 crore.  

 The scheme under MGNREGA or the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee 

Act, promises unskilled manual work to every adult for at least 100 days in rural parts of the 

country. It was introduced in 2005. The scheme is called Mahatma Gandhi National Rural 

Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS). MGNREGA is a demand-driven programme–that 

is, wage seekers can register to obtain work under the programme. 

 Assets created under NREGS include works related to natural resource management that 

include water conservation, land development, irrigation, etc. Besides these, dams, irrigational 

channels, check dams, ponds, wells anaganwadi assets are also constructed under this scheme.  

MSME –  

 The MSME sector has got a boost in the Interim Budget, with the government offering 2% 

subvention for loans up to ₹1 crore and extending the Government eMarketplace (GeM) 

platform to support domestic services and trade. 

 51% of all 634 lakh MSMEs are based in rural areas, consequently being a vital source of rural 

employment. 

 The government has increased the share of its procurements from MSMEs through GeM to 

25% including 3% from women-run organisations, this will boost Women Entrepreneurship . 
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 The path set to tackling unemployment by becoming the manufacturing hub of the world is 

another promising note. 

 Till date, GeM has registered transactions of more than Rs 17,500 crore which has led to 

savings of 25-28 per cent. 

 NOTE : The government has taken many steps to support the MSME sector that provides jobs 

to crores of people in the country. The government recently  announced a facility to avail Rs 1 

crore loan within 59 minutes .  

National Programme on Artificial Intelligence- 

The National Programme on Artificial Intelligence will be tied to the existing programme led by the 

Ministry of Science called the National Mission on Interdisciplinary Cyber-Physical Systems (NM-

ICPS). The NM-ICPS was cleared by the Union Cabinet last December at a total outlay of ₹3,660 crore 

for five years. 

The Programme Aims to harness the benefit from new age technologies in identified areas . The 

government is planning a National Centre of AI as a hub along with centres of excellence. This centre 

will work as a hub and will be part of the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) 

and collaborate with other government-run boldies academic institutions. A National AI portal will be 

developed soon. 

AI is set to revolutionize key sectors like healthcare, agriculture, education, smart cities and 

infrastructure . A National AI programme will help provide a framework  structure to hold the AI 

initiatives  and ensure  investment, R&D, and roll out to the masses. The Programme on AI will lead to 

growth in R&D .  

The government also unveiled the government’s vision for 2030 in which digital technologies will play 

a pivotal role. 

Vision 2030 –  

While Presenting the budget the Finance Minister laid out the government's 10-point Vision 

Document for 2030. Thus it represents the government plan for the next decade .  

) Providing Ease of Living by building next generation social and physical infrastructure suited for a 

$10-trillion economy. 

2) Empowering youth to create start-ups and jobs, and ensuring that Digital India reaches every 

citizen. 

3) Working towards making India clean and green, with focus on electric vehicles and renewable 

energy. The idea is to make renewable the major source of energy and bring down the dependence 

on imports, to increase energy security. 

4)Expanding rural industrialisation using modern technology based on Make In India, and using 

the grassroots MSMEs (Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises) and start-ups across the country 

5) Ensuring availability of safe drinking water to all, and clean rivers. 
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6) Using oceans and coastlines: The country’s long coastline can be pivotal for the economy. The aim is 

to fully utilise the strength of blue economy and scale up the Sagar Mala project to develop 

inland waterways faster. 

7) Making India the launch-pad of the world and placing an Indian astronaut in space by 2022. 

8) Ensuring self-sufficiency in food and improving agricultural productivity, with emphasis on 

organic food. 

9) Working for a healthy India, with distress-free and comprehensive wellness system for all. 

10) Minimum Government, Maximum Governance: Making bureaucracy proactive, responsible and 

friendly, and scale up electronic governance. 

 

Single Window Clearance for Film Makers –  

There will be a single window clearance for Indian filmmakers and anti-camcorder regulations will be 

introduced in the Indian Cinematograph Act to prevent piracy. 

The single-window clearance mechanism, which provides a one-stop shop to seek permission to shoot 

at locations within India, was limited to foreign filmmakers so far. 

Single-window clearance is expected to save pre-production time for filmmakers and producers. 

According to a report by Irdeto, piracy costs the industry about $2.8 billion in annual revenue. 

Railways - 

The Government  proposed a capital expenditure of ₹1,58,658 crore for the Railways Ministry for the 

year 2019-20 in the Interim Budget. This is the highest-ever allocation for the national transporter, 

surpassing last year’s allocation of ₹1,48,528 crore. With this the passengers can expect better 

amenities, newer trains and coaches in the coming year .  

The operating ratio of Indian Railways is expected to improve to 95% in 2019-20 from 96.2% in 

2018-19, and 98.4% in 2017-18. An operating ratio of 95% means that railways is spending 95 paise 

to earn 100 paise. 

As per the Budget documents, the government expects railway earnings from passengers to grow to 

₹56,000 crore from ₹52,000 crore in 2018-19, and from goods to grow by more than ₹10,000 crore 

to ₹1,31,565 crore. 

In his speech the Finance Minister  added that 2018-19 was the safest year in the history of Indian 

Railways. All unmanned level crossings on broad gauge network had been eliminated. 

Consequentially, train accidents had reduced from 118 in 2013-14 to 47 in 2018-19 (up to December). 

Defence –  

The allocation for Defence in this year’s interim Budget stood at ₹3.18 lakh crore and Defence 

pensions at ₹1.12 lakh crore compared to last year’s allocation of ₹ 2.95 lakh crore excluding 

pensions. Defence crossed  ₹3 lakh crore for the first time in 2019-20. 

Internal Security –  
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 The Home Ministry has been allocated over ₹1 lakh crore for the next fiscal, with special 

emphasis on improving border infrastructure of police forces, in the interim Budget. 

 The Ministry has got ₹1,03,927 crore for 2019-20 which is 4.9% more than ₹99,034 crore 

given in 2018-19 .  

 The Delhi Police, which maintains law and order in the national capital, has been allocated 

₹7,496.91 crore while ₹2,000 crore has been allocated for the development of border 

infrastructure. 

 The Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF), engaged in anti-militancy operations in Jammu and 

Kashmir, the Northeast, and often deployed for internal security duties, has been allocated 

₹23,742.04 crore for 2019-20, in comparison to ₹22,646.63 crore given in 2018-19. 

 The Border Security Force, which guards the Indo-Pak and Indo-Bangladesh borders, has been 

allocated ₹19,647.59 crore for the next fiscal, in comparison to ₹18,585.96 crore given in 

2018-19. 

 The total allocation to Central Armed Police Forces, including the CRPF, Border Security Force, 

Indo-Tibetan Border Police, Central Industrial Security Force, Sashastra Seema Bal, Assam 

Rifles and National Security Guard is ₹71,618.70, in comparison to ₹67,779.75 crore in 2018-

19. 

 The Intelligence Bureau, which is responsible for gathering internal intelligence, gets a 

marginal hike at ₹2,198.35, in comparison to ₹2,056.05 crore in the last fiscal. The Special 

Protection Group, responsible for the security of the prime minister, former prime ministers 

and their close family members, has been allocated ₹530.75 crore over ₹411.68 crore in 2018-

19. 

Police modernisation-In this budget, ₹5,117 crore has been allocated for development of police 

infrastructure, including constructions of barracks, residential quarters, purchase of vehicles, arms 

and ammunition. 

The 2019-20 budget allocated ₹3,378 crore for modernisation of police forces, Rs 2,000 crore for 

border infrastructure and management, ₹1,330 crore under mission for protection and 

empowerment for women, ₹825 crore for border area development programme and ₹809 crore for 

relief and rehabilitation for migrants and repatriates in Jammu and Kashmir. 

 

Budget Shortfall Worries Defence Services – ( Analysis ) 

The shortfall in Defence allocation in the interim Budget 2019-20 has left the Services worried as it 

threatens to derail the capability enhancement and modernisation underway. This comes at a time of 

fast-paced developments in the region, and China’s rapid advancements will  leave India behind in 

terms of military capabilities. 

Highlights –  

1. The numbers reveals the shortfall is so significant that, for the Navy and Air Force, the capital 

allocation does even meet the payments for deals already contracted. The Army, is looking at a 

shortfall in its non-salary revenue expenditure. 

2. For the Air Force  the entire capital allocation is ₹39,300 crore and the projected capital 

requirement is ₹74,895 crore. Similarly, for the Navy, the committed liabilities for the coming 

year stand at ₹25,461 crore, while the total capital allocation is ₹22,227 crore. 
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3. The Defence allocation in the interim budget was ₹3.18 lakh crore, and Defence pensions stood 

at 1.12 lakh crore. Of this, allocation for revenue expenditure (net) is ₹2.01 lakh crore and 

capital expenditure (net) is ₹1.08 lakh crore. 

4. The share of the three Services in the overall defence budget stands as follows: Army–54%, 

Navy–14% and Air Force–22%. 

5. The Army, with its large size, has a huge revenue burden compared to the other two Services, 

and a significant part of it goes for salaries. For the coming year, the Army has a total shortfall 

of ₹12,000 crore .  

6. The Army has also embarked on its biggest reorganisation drive since independence and that 

would also entail some financial requirement. 

7. Another concern is the large proportion of vintage equipment in the Army and even the IAF, 

which is in urgent need of replacement. For instance, last year, the Army had stated that 68% 

of its equipment is vintage. 

8. The three Services are pushing through several procurements on a priority basis, many of 

which were to reach a decisive phase in the coming year, but there are no funds left for their 

conclusion. 

9. The Services look forward to the full budget to be presented after the elections .  

 

PM – Kisan  Samman  Nidhi – ( Analysis )  

Centre has announced an annual income support of ₹6,000 to small landowning farmers, with an 

initial sum of ₹2,000 to be paid by the end of March. 

The new scheme, called the Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi (PM-KISAN), will benefit more than 

12 crore farming families which own cultivable land up to 2 hectares. The annual support of ₹6,000 

will be paid directly into beneficiary bank accounts over the course of the year in three instalments of 

₹2,000 each. 

The scheme is applicable with retrospective effect from December 2018 and will be fully funded by 

the Union government. It has been allocated ₹20,000 crore in the revised estimates for the current 

financial year 2018-19, as well as ₹75,000 crore for the next financial year 2019-20. 

Importance of the Scheme –  

The Finance Ministry acknowledged that farmers’ incomes are falling due to a decline in international 

prices and domestic food inflation, and fragmented landholdings.Thus this  income support to the 

poor landholder farmer families in the country will help them procure  inputs such as seeds, 

fertilizers, equipment, labour, etc., and to meet other needs . Such support will help them in avoiding 

indebtedness as well and falling into the clutches of money lenders. It will absorb inflationary and cost 

increments .  

Agricultural economists and farm activists said the scheme had been announced with an eye on the 

polls and will not be enough to alleviate distress. At ₹500 per month, it will amount to less than one-

fifth of an average household’s income. 

The Central scheme’s payout is lower than what is being given by two States which already 

implement similar schemes: Telengana’s Rythu Bandhu scheme which gives farmers ₹10,000 an 

acre a year excluding Tenant Farmers , and Odisha’s KALIA( Krushak Assistance for Livelihood 
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and Income Augmentation )  scheme, which is giving ₹25 ,000 for a farmer family  a year over 5 

seasons  to small and marginal  landholders as well as landless tenant farmers. 

Some are calling for additional assistance in the form of transferring the Subsidy amount on fertilisers 

to the farmers .  

However many more reforms in the form of  model APMC Act , Essential Commodities Act are 

required to achieve the objective of doubling the farmers income .  

MNREGA – ( Analysis )  

Budget may have provided a bonus for landholding farmers in the form of PM-KISAN , but the jobs 

guarantee scheme MNERGA , which is a lifeline for landless labourers and other rural workers, faces a 

continued funds crunch. 

The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) scheme was allocated 

only ₹60,000 crore for the next financial year, slightly lower than its revised estimate of ₹61,084 

crore for the current year. 

The 2017-18 budget saw the highest ever allocation to Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment 

Guarantee Act (MGNREGA)–the world’s largest make-work programme . 56% wages were delayed 

and 15% wage seekers did not find work in 2016-17 according to the IndiaSpend survey .  

Activists have warned that the funding crunch is resulting in difficulties in meeting the demand for 

work, as well as delayed payment of wages to workers. Delayed wages accounted for 56% of all 

MGNREGA wage payments in 2016-17, up from 39% in 2012-13 .  

The wage delay is despite the implementation of the electronic Fund Management System (e-FMS) 

in 97% of gram panchayats (village councils). Under e-FMS, wages are electronically transferred to the 

worker’s bank/ post office accounts “to reduce unnecessary parking of funds in the States” 

What is the concern against lower allocation ?  

Eight states have declared a drought in the past year, and 6,867 farmers were reported to have 

committed suicides due to farm distress. India’s agricultural growth has been declining, and has now 

dipped to 2.1%, government data show. 

As much as 64% of India’s agriculture is rainfed and 85% of Indian farmers are categorised as small or 

marginal–that is, they own less than 5 acres of land. 

With demonetisation adding to the troubles, MGNREGA becomes crucial to tackle rising rural distress. 

 

Highlights Of the Interim Budget 2019 -  

1. Income up to Rs 5 lakh exempted from income tax 

2. Standard deduction raised to Rs 50,000 from Rs 40,000 

3. Direct tax proposals to provide Rs 23,000 cr relief to 3 crore taxpayers 

4. Persons with gross income up to Rs 6.50 lakh not required to pay any income tax if they make 

investments in provident funds, specified savings and insurance. 
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5. 12 crore small, marginal farmers to be provided assured yearly income of Rs 6,000 under PM-

KISAN scheme  

6. TDS threshold raised to Rs 40,000 from Rs 10,000 on interest earned on bank/post office 

deposits 

7. Tax exempted on notional rent on a second self-occupied house 

8. TDS threshold for deduction of tax on rent to be increased to Rs 2.40 lakh from Rs 1.80 lakh 

9. Tax benefits for affordable housing extended till March 31, 2020 

10. Tax exemption period on notional rent on unsold inventories extended to two years from one 

year 

11. Allocated Rs 20,000 crore in 2018-19, Rs 75,000 crore for FY2019-20 for PM-KISAN scheme 

12. Interest subvention of 2% during disaster to be provided to farmers for the entire period of re-

schedulement of loan 

13. 2% interest subvention to farmers for animal husbandry and fisheries activities; additional 3% 

in case of timely repayment  

14. Rs 3,000/month pension for 10 cr unorganised sector workers with contribution of Rs 100/55 

per month under PM Shram Yogi Maandhan scheme 

15. Fiscal deficit pegged at 3.4% of GDP for 2019-20; target of 3% of fiscal deficit to be achieved by 

2020-21 

16. Current Account Deficit pegged at 2.5% of GDP for FY20  

17. Total expenditure to rise by 13 pc to Rs 27.84 lakh cr in FY20  

18. National Education Mission allocation increased by about 20% to Rs 38,572 cr  

19. Allocation for Integrated Child Development Scheme increased by over 18% to Rs 27,584 cr  

20. Disinvestment target of Rs 80,000 cr in 2018-19 likely to be met; Target for FY20 set at Rs 

90,000 cr  

21. 25% additional seats in educational institutions to meet the 10% reservation for the poor  

22. Defence budget to cross Rs 3,00,000 cr for the first time  

23. Allocation for North East increased by 21% to Rs 58,166 cr in FY20  

24. Railways to get capital support of Rs 64,587 cr in FY20  

25. Indian filmmakers to get access to single window clearance for ease of shooting films; 

regulatory norms to rely more on self-declaration  

26. 2% interest subsidy for MSMEs on an incremental loan of Rs 1 crore for GST-registered entities  

27. At least 3% of the 25% sourcing for the government undertakings to be from women-owned 

SMEs  

28. One lakh villages to be transformed into digital ones in 5 years  

29. New portal to support national programme on Artificial Intelligence  

30. Reforms in stamp duty; amendments to ensure streamlined system for levy of stamp duties to 

be imposed and collected at one place  

31. A separate Department of Fisheries to be created for welfare of 1.5 crore fisherman  

32. 22nd AIIMS to be setup in Haryana 

33. Rs 60,000 crore allocation for MGNREGA in 2019-20 

34. India poised to become USD 5 trillion economy in next 5 years; aspires to become USD 10 

trillion in the subsequent 8 years 

 

THE RBI TRANSFERS RS.28000 CRORE IN INTERIM SURPLUS –  

What is the news about ?  
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The board of Reserve Bank of India decided to transfer an interim surplus (dividend) of ₹28,000 crore 

to the government . This is second consecutive year that the central bank has transferred interim 

surplus to the government. 

Inclusive of the ₹40,000 crore transferred by the central bank as final dividend for 2017-18, the 

Centre has earned a total of ₹68,000 crore as dividend from the RBI for the 2018-19 fiscal. 

The government had been putting pressure on the central bank to transfer more funds from the 

contingency reserves. A panel, headed by former RBI Governor Bimal Jalan, had been formed to 

review the economic capital framework of the bank. 

What is the importance of the transfers ?  

The RBI Transfers will help the government in the Fiscal Management .  

The payment of an interim dividend by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to the government is 

significant because it is the second time that this has been done, and that too in successive years. The 

surpluses of RBI have hence come to occupy a very important position in managing the Centre’s fiscal 

balances .  

What brings earnings to the RBI ?  

As forex reserves finally reside with the central bank, they are invested in safe avenues and earn an 

income. Similarly, the Government Securities (G-Sec) held by RBI that are used to draw liquidity out of 

the system when required for OMOs (sale) earn revenue for the central bank. Further, when RBI 

conducts the repo and term repo operations when liquidity conditions are tight, banks pay them 

interest at the repo-related rate. Hence, the central bank runs a very profitable balance sheet as the 

liabilities do not quite exist and can be created by a fiat. Assets earn income from banks and the 

government and the surplus gets transferred to the Budget as surplus. For 2017-18, the surplus 

transferred was `40,000 crore while the domestic interest earned was around `38,000 crore. 

A look at the Transfers - In the last 5 years there has  been a sea change in the quantum of transfers . 

This has helped in fiscal management as the deficit gets reduced significantly . In the five-year 

period 2009-10 to 2013-14, the average surplus was `21,560 crore, with a maximum of `33,010 crore 

in FY14. In the period 2014-15 to 2018-19, the average surplus was `58,622 crore, with the peak being 

`68,000 crore for FY19. In fact, in three of the last four years, the surplus was above `60,000 crore, 

with FY18 being the exception, when demonetisation came in the way as both income was lower 

(surpluses with banks had to be paid the reverse repo rate) and the expenses were higher. 

With the expenditure commitments of the government increasing in recent times and with the 

increasing focus on welfare, revenue generation is always a challenge, given the reforms being 

undertaken like GST or maybe even the direct taxes code at a later date. In such a situation, 

transferring higher amounts of RBI surpluses becomes a useful way of managing the Budget, as it 

provides room within the perimeter laid down by the FRBM framework. 

Level 1 Q) What is FRBM Act ? What is Fiscal Deficit , Why is it a cause of Concern ?  
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CAPITAL MARKETS  

 

 2018  ,A BAD YEAR FOR FPI ( FOREIGN PORTFOLIO INVESTORS )  

About the News –  

The FPI funding is called as “Hot Money “that comes in fast and goes out even faster . For the FPI  in 

the year 2018 was an outgoing journey with the net outflows nearing 1 lakh cr mark . This makes 

2018 the worst year for FPI compared to 2017 where the FPI saw an inflow of 2 lakh crore into 

equities and debt securities.  

The FPI are among the largest shareholders of listed companies especially in the banking and the 

financial services sector .  While their average holding is said to be 25% this is the biggest after the 

promoters who own an average of 60% in the listed companies, the rest is divided among the various 

institutional investors.  

What are FPI ?  

Capital requirements for economic activities in our country are met by  Extrenal sources and 

internal sources . Example of external sources include ( FPI , FDI  FII ,  Loans from foreign 

institutions etc )  

Foreign Portfolio Investors includes investment groups of Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs), 

Qualified Foreign Investors (QFIs) (Qualified Foreign Investors) and subaccounts etc. 

Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI) is investment by non-residents in Indian securities ( Financial 

Assets)  like shares, government bonds, corporate bonds, convertible securities, infrastructure 

securities etc. The class of investors who make investment in these securities are known as Foreign 

Portfolio Investors. 

FDI is to directly invest in the country and manage the day to day activities etc . The Foreign direct 

investor has a subsidiary office in India or is in a Joint Venture .  

Reasons for the Outflow ?  

 The rupee and the US dollar equation along with an uncertain domestic and global economic 

growth outlook ( due to crude oil prices and the global trade war worries  )  has triggered a 

massive foreign fund outflow from the country's capital market segment. Uncertainty due to 

the election year too as a result of which capital markets will be down and the value of rupee 

will keep sliding.   

 FPI outflow and inflow is dependent on many macro and micro factors. Our macros are very 

closely linked to the price of crude oil, which is the largest import bill for India. Increase in 

crude oil leads to an increased current account deficit and high domestic inflation. 
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 The rising current account deficit is putting pressure on INR exchange rates and higher 

domestic inflation will put upward pressure on interest rates. Weaker exchange rates and 

higher interest rates make dollar returns weaker for FPIs, which leads to withdrawal of funds .  

 We already run a trade deficit and in addition we are importing roughly 85 per cent of crude 

requirement, any increase in global crude prices will have a further impact on the trade deficit 

and more importantly the rupee, with everything else remaining as normal. This also adds up 

to the pressure .  

 Besides, US interest rates are on the rise, which further incentivises withdrawal of foreign 

liquidity . India is currently fraught with higher crude prices and a depreciating Indian 

currency. “The expectation is that the currency may depreciate even further if the US Federal 

Reserve continues to hike rates. The increasing interest rates in the US does not augur well for 

emerging economies such as India and lead foreign investors to shift their focus to US . “  

FDI FPI 

Investment is made  in productive assets (whose value increase 

over time) like plant and machinery for a business 

Investment is made  in financial assets like 

stocks, bonds, mutual funds, etc. 

Investment gives  ownership right as well as management right 
Investment gives  only ownership right and not 

management right 

The investor Engages in decision making of a firm Is Not involved in decision making 

Investment is for  long-term  
Investors can plan for long but often have 

short-term plans ( volatile )  

As long term and ownership rights along with management rights 

they cannot depart from the country easily 
Investors can easily depart from the country 

Investment is greater than 10% Investment is less than 10% 

 

Level 1 Q) What are the sources of Capital , what is the difference between FPI and FDI ?  

Level 2 Q) Comment on the factors  that are  the reasons for outflow of funds from India ?  

Prelims – FPI , FDI , FII , Financial Assets , SEBI .  

 

 ALLOW UNLISTED FIRMS TO LIST ABROAD SAYS SEBI COMMITTEE –  

About the News –  

In its 26-page report, the committee has suggested for direct listing of Indian companies overseas and 

vice versa. It has recommended that the framework should allow listing only on specified stock 

exchanges in 'Permissible Jurisdictions'. 

Permissible Jurisdiction, includes a jurisdiction which has treaty obligations to share information and 

cooperate with Indian authorities in the event of any investigation. 
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What is the current procedure ?  

The prevailing legal framework doesn’t allow a company incorporated in India to directly list on 

overseas bourses. Similarly, companies incorporated outside India cannot directly list their equity 

shares on Indian exchanges. 

Currently, Indian companies can list their shares through depository receipts abroad, while foreign 

companies need to go through the Indian Depository Receipt route for listing of equities. Moreover, 

Indian firms can list their debt securities directly on international exchanges through a security 

instrument known as ‘Masala Bonds’. 

How will this help ?  

This is a significant proposal that could lead to a new fund mobilisation avenue for Indian companies, 

especially e-commerce and new age firms .  

Equity listings by companies incorporated in India on foreign stock exchanges would allow them to 

access foreign capital at a lower cost. The Indian economy, in turn, will experience added growth and 

economic development. 

Similarly, equity listings of companies incorporated outside India on Indian bourses would improve 

the efficient allocation of capital and diversification for investors across the Indian economy. 

This issue has been in discussions for years now. This is a very good move, which will open up foreign 

capital markets directly to Indian companies and Indian markets to foreign companies. 

About the Committee -  

The committee was set-up by Sebi in June to look into details of facilitating companies incorporated in 

India to directly list their equity shares on foreign stock exchanges and firms incorporated outside 

India to list on Indian bourses. 

The panel was entrusted to look into various legal, operational and regulatory constraints as well as 

examine in detail the economic case for permitting direct listing of Indian firms overseas and vice 

versa. The expert committee have nine members and SEBI Executive Director Surjit Prasad was the 

convenor of the committee. 

Level 1 Q) Comment on the recent recommendation of allowing the Indian Companies to list 

abroad , how will this help ?  

Level 2 Q) Explain the role of SEBI ?  

Prelims – SEBI , About the Various Bourses in India , About the Capital Market and terminology 

.  
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PLANNING  

 

NTIT AYOG RELEASES STRATEGY FOR INDIA @ 75 –  

About the news -  

The NITI Aayog unveiled its comprehensive National Strategy for New India, which defines clear 

objectives for 2022-23. It is a detailed document covering 41  crucial areas, that recognizes the 

progress already made, identifies the  constraints, and suggests the way forward for achieving the 

clearly stated objectives. 

About the Document -  

The document called ‘Strategy for New India @75’  was  released  by the Union Finance Minister Shri 

Arun Jaitley  and is  aimed  to propel India towards a USD 5 trillion economy by 2030 . The 

Document draws inspiration from the call of the P M Modi for a NEW INDIA by 2022.  

NITI Aayog followed an extremely participative approach in preparing the strategy. Each area vertical 

in NITI Aayog had in-depth consultations with all three groups of stakeholders, viz., business persons, 

academics including scientists, and government officials. 

Details about the Strategy Document -  

The forty-one chapters in the document have been separated under four sections: Drivers, 

Infrastructure, Inclusion and Governance. 

The first section on Drivers focuses on the engines of economic performance with chapters on 

growth and employment, doubling of farmers’ incomes; upgrading the science, technology and 

innovation eco-system; and promoting sunrise sectors like fintech and tourism.  

Some of the key recommendations in the section on drivers include:  

1. Steadily accelerate the economy to achieve a GDP growth rate of about 8% on average during 

2018-23. This will raise the economy’s size in real terms from USD 2.7trillion in 2017-18 to 

nearly USD 4 trillion by2022-23. Increase the investment rate as measured by gross fixed 

capital formation (GFCF) from the present 29% to 36% of GDP by 2022.  

2. In agriculture, shift the emphasis to converting farmers to ‘agripreneurs’ by further expanding 

e-National Agriculture Markets and replacing the Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee 

Act with the Agricultural Produce and Livestock Marketing Act.  

3. Give a strong push to ‘Zero Budget Natural Farming’ techniques that reduce costs, improve 

land quality and increase farmers’ incomes.  

4. To ensure maximum employment creation, complete codification of labour laws and a massive 

effort must be made to upscale and expand apprenticeships. 

5. Launch a mission “Explore in India” by revamping minerals exploration and licensing policy. 

The second section on Infrastructure , which are crucial to enhancing the competitiveness of Indian 

business as also ensuring the citizens’ ease of living.  
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Some of the key recommendations in the section on infrastructure include:  

1. Expedite the establishment of the Rail Development Authority (RDA), which is already 

approved. RDA will advise or make informed decisions on an integrated, transparent and 

dynamic pricing mechanism for the railways.  

2. Double the share of freight transported by coastal shipping and inland waterways. Develop an 

IT-enabled platform for integrating different modes of transport and promoting multi-modal 

and digitized mobility. 

3. With the completion of the Bharat Net programme in 2019, all 2.5 lakh gram panchayats will 

be digitally connected. Aim to deliver all government services at the state, district, and gram 

panchayat level digitally by2022-23. 

The section on Inclusion deals with the urgent task of investing in the capabilities of all of India’s 

citizens. The three themes in this section revolve around the dimensions of health, education and 

mainstreaming of traditionally marginalized sections of the population.  

Some of the key recommendations in the section on inclusion include:  

1. Successfully implementing the Ayushman Bharat programme including the establishment of 

150,000 health and wellness centres across the country, and rolling out the Pradhan Mantri Jan 

Arogya Abhiyaan (PM-JAY). 

2. Create a focal point for public health at the central level with state counterparts. Promote 

integrative medicine curriculum. 

3. Upgrade the quality of the school education system and skills, including the creation of a new 

innovation ecosystem at the ground level by establishing at least 10,000 Atal Tinkering Labs by 

2020. 

4. Conceptualize an electronic national educational registry for tracking each child’s learning 

outcomes. 

5. As already done in rural areas, give a huge push to affordable housing in urban areas to 

improve workers’ living conditions and ensure equity while providing a strong impetus to 

economic growth. 

 

The final section on Governance delves deep into how the governance structures can be streamlined 

and processes optimized to achieve better developmental outcomes.  

Some of the key recommendations in the section on governance include:  

1. Implement the recommendations of the Second Administrative Reforms Commission as a 

prelude to appointing a successor for designing reforms in the changing context of emerging 

technologies and growing complexity of the economy. 

2. Set up a new autonomous body, viz., the Arbitration Council of India to grade arbitral 

institutions and accredit arbitrators to make the arbitration process cost effective and speedy, 

and to pre-empt the need for court intervention. 

3. Address the backlog of pending cases - shift part of workload out of regular court system.  

4. Expand the scope of Swachh Bharat Mission to cover initiatives for landfills, plastic waste and 

municipal waste and generating wealth from waste. 

A growth rate of 9% is essential to generate enough jobs and achieve universal prosperity, according 

to a vision document released by NITI Aayog . Towards this, the ‘Strategy for New India @75’ 
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document recommends a number of steps, including increasing the investment rate, reforming 

agriculture, and codifying labour laws. 

To raise the rate of investment (gross fixed capital formation as a share of GDP) from about 29% in 

2017-18 to about 36% of GDP by 2022-23, a slew of measures will be required to boost both private 

and public investment is needed  says the report .  

India’s tax-GDP ratio of around 17% is half the average of OECD countries (35%) and is low even 

when compared to other emerging economies like Brazil (34%), South Africa (27%) and China (22%). 

Level 1 Q) Give and Account of the National Strategy Document , released by the NITI AYOG 

recently ? What does it aim at ?  

Level 2 Q) Write about the 5 yr plans of the Planning commission ? 

 

ECONOMIC SURVEY 2018 - PRODUCER  PRICE INDEX :   

The Government had set up a Working Group under the Chairmanship of Professor B. N. Goldar on 

21st August, 2014 to suggest the methodology for introducing Producer Price Index (PPI) in India. The 

Working Group submitted its report on 31.08.2017. The major recommendations of the Working 

Group on Producer Price Index are as follows:  

(i)    PPI in India may be compiled based on Supply Use Table 2011-12 using Total Final Use values for 

higher level  weights. Initially indices based on Total Final Use weights should be compiled separately 

for goods and services.  Aggregate index based on goods and services may be compiled and released 

once the coverage of  service sector indices is adequate and the sector-wise indices are robust and 

stable. 

(ii) Two separate sets of  input PPIs may be compiled - one including services and the other excluding 

services. 

(iii) An additional set of  output PPI based on Final Demand and Intermediate Demand framework 

may also be compiled for the benefit of the users. 

(iv) The PPIs may be initially compiled on an experimental basis and switching over from WPI to PPI 

should be undertaken after the PPI series stabilizes and due consultation with the stakeholders is 

done. 

(v)    For compilation of experimental PPI, price quotations collected for current series of WPI may be 

used. 

(vi) The experimental PPI will be released on monthly basis. Initially, the base year of  the 

experimental PPI would be 2011-12. 

(vii)    The Working Group recommended inclusion of 15 services in the PPI basket to begin with. The 

coverage of service sector may be extended to all key sectors on an urgent basis during the 

experimental phases of  PPI. 

The  Producer  Price  Index  (PPI)  measures  the  average  change  in  the  prices  of   goods  and  

services,  either  as  they  leave the place of  production called Output PPI or as they enter the 
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production process called Input PPI. Thus, the output indices measure the average change in prices 

that producers receive for their outputs while the input indices measure the average change in prices 

that producers pay for their inputs. PPI contrasts with other measures such as  the Consumer Price 

Index (CPI) which measures changes in prices from buyers or consumers perspective. 

The Wholesale Price Index (WPI) basket tracks prices of bulk transactions at first stage of all 

intermediate and final products.  Inherent drawback of  the aggregate basket of  WPI without 

appropriate segregation of  intermediate and final products involves multiple counting which can lead 

to bias in measures of inflation. Multiple counting occurs when the price for a specific commodity and 

the inputs used for its production are included in an aggregate index.  PPIs significantly reduce the 

distortion arising from multiple counting by deriving weights from Supply Use Table compiled by the 

CSO. Further, the scope of PPI extends to services which are not presently covered under WPI.  

The benefits of migrating from WPI to PPI are to cover bulk transactions of all goods and services, do 

away with the bias of  double counting inherent in WPI and to compile indices that are conceptually 

consistent with the National Accounts Statistics (NAS) for use as deflators .  

Level 1 Q)What is Producer Price Index ?  Critically analyze the change to PPI from the WPI ?  

 

FISCAL AND MONETARY POLICY –  

 CAD WIDENS TO 2.9 % IN Q2 OF 2018  

About the news  

The country's current account deficit (CAD) widened to 2.9 percent of the gross domestic product 

(GDP) in the July-September quarter. During the same quarter last year, it stood at 1.1 percent. RBI 

said that it was mainly due to the higher trade deficit of $50 billion when compared to $32.5 billion in 

the same period last year. 

CAD measures the difference between outflow and inflow of foreign exchange in the country's current 

account. 

What is Current Account Deficit and why does it matter – 

Balance of payment is a systematic statement of all economic transactions between the residents of 

India and the residents of the rest of the world in an accounting period. 

Balance Of Payments includes two components –  

 Capital Account 

 Current Account   

Current account of BOP  contains the receipts and payments relating to all the transactions of visible 

items, invisible items and unilateral transfers. 

Capital account of BOP records all those transactions, between the residents of a country and the 

rest of the world, which cause a change in the assets or liabilities of the residents of the country or its 

government. This involves flow of investible money to and from India .  
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Components of Current account – 

1. Merchandise trade ( Import and Export of Goods ) Or Visible Trade . 

2. Services or Invisible Trade ( Banking , Insurance , Shipping  )  

3. Unilateral Payments ( Donations , Remittances , Gifts  )  

Components of Capital Account –  

1. Borrowings and landings to and from abroad. 

2. Investments to and from abroad. 

3. Change in Foreign Exchange Reserves 

A Deficit in Current Account is met by a Surplus in capital Account  and Vice Versa .  

India has been having a Deficit in its Current Account for most of the years , this is majorly due to the 

High Imports of the country and mostly due to import of Crude. However the Invisibles have been 

growing on a positive note because of software exports and remittance flow .  

Reasons that the CAD is widening –  

 As the global crude oil prices have crossed a  $75 per barrel mark , India’s trade deficit has 

jumped , as  it is a net importer of crude . ( Explanation Tensions in the Gulf region, US 

sanctions on Iran and the instability in key oil exporting nation Venezuela pushed global crude 

prices above the $75-a-barrel mark. Being a net importer of fuel, India’s trade deficit went up. 

Petroleum ministry data shows that while India’s oil imports rose 5.6% in Q1FY19, oil price in 

the Indian basket surged 46% in that time. A weakening rupee has made imports costlier.) 

 A depreciating rupee has made imports expensive for India .  

 Trade war between USA and China will have a effect on India’s exports .  

All these factors combined will have a further effect on CAD .  

Is the rise in CAD worrying?  

Amid rising global volatility, CAD financing is a worry. CAD will be financed through a mix of FDI, 

portfolio flows, foreign reserve management. While FDI flows rose in recent years, a strong dollar, 

tighter global financial conditions have put more pressure on portfolio investments. In Q1FY19, the 

net outflow of portfolio investments was $8.1 billion, against a $2.3 billion inflow in Q4FY18. 

How will a widening CAD impact the rupee?  

Higher CAD will put the rupee under pressure and may raise the cost of overseas borrowing. 

Depleting forex reserves could raise CAD further. 

Why does CAD matter? 

Current account balance measures the external strength or weakness of an economy. A current 

account surplus implies the country is a net lender to the rest of the world, while a deficit indicates it 

is a net borrower. 

Level 1 Q) Explain BoP ?  

Level 2 Q) Analyse why the CAD is widening and why is it a cause of worry ?  

Prelims _ BOP , CAD . FOREX  
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 FISCAL DEFICIT EXCEEDS FULL YEAR TARGET –  

About the News –  

India’s fiscal deficit in the first seven months of the financial year, at ₹6.49 lakh crore, exceeded the 

budgeted target for the entire year, coming in at 103.9% of that target .  

The fiscal deficit was 96.1% of the budgeted amount in the same period of the previous year. Net tax 

receipts were ₹6.61 lakh crore in the April-October 2018 period, which is only 44.7% of the budgeted 

estimates for the year, with just five months to go. Total receipts, at ₹8.08 lakh crore, were only 44.4% 

of the budgeted amount for the year. Total expenditure, on the other hand, stood at ₹14.5 lakh crore, 

which is 59.6% of the budget estimate for the year. 

India Ratings expects the fiscal deficit for the year to be 3.5% of GDP, higher than the government’s 

target of 3.3%. The government, however, has repeatedly expressed its commitment to meeting its 

target. 

Types of  Budget Deficit –  

1.Revenue Deficit: It refers to the excess of total revenue expenditure of the government over its 

total revenue receipts.  

Revenue deficit = Total Revenue expenditure – Total Revenue receipts.  

OR  

Revenue deficit = Total Revenue expenditure – (Tax Revenue + Non Tax Revenue) 

2.Fiscal Deficit: Fiscal deficit is defined as excess of total expenditure over total receipts excluding 

borrowings during a fiscal year.  

Fiscal deficit = Total budget expenditure – Total budget receipts excluding borrowings  

OR  

Fiscal Deficit = (Revenue expenditure + Capital expenditure) – (Revenue Receipts + Capital receipts 

excluding borrowings) 

Fiscal deficit shows the borrowing requirements of the govt. during the budget year. Fiscal deficit 

reflects the borrowing requirements of the govt. for financing the expenditure including interest 

payments.  

Fiscal deficit = Revenue expenditure + capital expenditure – Revenue receipts – capital Receipts 

excluding borrowings  

OR 

Fiscal deficit = Revenue expenditure + capital expenditure – Tax Revenue – Non Tax Revenue – 

recovery of loans – disinvestment. 

OR  
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Fiscal deficit = Total borrowing requirement of the government 

Fiscal deficit indicates the additional amount of  financial resources needed to meet government 

expenditure. Two, it  is an indicator of the increase in future liabilities of the government on interest 

payment and loan repayment. The government has to pay back the borrowed amount with interest in 

future. Consequently, the government has to either borrow more from the people or tax people more 

in future to pay interest and loan amount. 

3.Primary Deficit: Primary deficit is defined as fiscal deficit minus interest payments on previous 

borrowings. Primary deficit shows the borrowing requirements of the govt. for meeting expenditure 

excluding interest payment.  

Gross Primary deficit = Fiscal deficit – Interest payments 

Net Primary deficit = Fiscal deficit + Interest received – Interest payments  

It shows the total amount that the central government needs to borrow. 

There are three ways by which the central government finances deficit. These are: 

(a) Borrowing from Public and Foreign Governments  

(b) Withdrawing Cash Balances held with the Reserve Bank of India (R.B.I.) 

(c) Borrowing from the Reserve Bank of India (R.B.I) 

Level 1 Q) Explain the various types of Budget Deficit ?  

Prelims – Same as above , Fiscal and Monetary Policy .  

 

 

1 YEAR OF GST  

How did the GST work since the year it was launched :  

The GST was introduced on  July 1st 2017 . The newly implemented indirect tax regime has reduced 

the multilayered old tax form and made a simplified tax system to encourage ease of doing business.  

What are the ways in which GST has worked :  

 

 Inflation rate didn’t rise: GST,  was widely feared, would cause inflation to rise, as with many 

countries that launched a single tax regime. That hasn’t happened in India.  

 The recent spike in consumer inflation has been due to high food and fuel prices, unrelated to 

GST.  It ensured the levy was as close as possible to the existing rate, which meant the 

incidence of tax didn’t rise. The second factor was the anti-profiteering authority. It ensured 

that the businesses did not abuse the transition .  

 Single national market: Long queues of trucks at state borders disappeared as checkposts 

were dismantled , creating a seamless national market. These barriers had restricted 
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movement of goods across the country, leading to huge delays and increasing transaction costs 

for the logistics sector, eventually translating into higher costs for consumers. Thus  GST has 

created a single pan  India market . 

 One tax nationally: A consumer in Kanyakumari now pays the same tax on an item as one in 

Jammu & Kashmir.GST thus means a single indirect tax .Thus removing the cascading effect of 

taxes . 

 Formalisation kicks off, tax base begins to widen: One of the expected benefits was that GST 

would encourage formalisation of the economy. The transparent digital processes and 

incentive of input credit and invoice matching has led to decrease in the tax evasion . 

 With number of registrations crossing 10 million, it seems more businesses are signing up for 

GST. Rise in the Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation subscriber base provides further 

evidence of the same. Therefore the introduction of GST has led to increase in formalization of 

the economy and increase in the tax base . 

 Everyone wins: As many as 17 taxes and multiple cesses were subsumed into GST, aligning 

India with global regimes. Central taxes such as excise duty, services tax, countervailing duty 

and state taxes — including value added tax, Oct roi and purchase tax — were all rolled into 

one. The new regime provided for free flow of tax credits and did away with cascading due to 

tax on tax, boosting company financials and resulting in reduced prices for consumers.  

 Economic Survey 17-18 has  devoted a whole chapter to the GST and its effects – The 

survey has said that more  businesses have complied with the GST to gain the benefits of input 

tax credit thus showing that tax compliance has increased. Also more businesses have 

registered to comply with the GST that has increased from 6.4 million to 11. 2 million  under 

the new indirect tax regime meaning the tax base has increased  .Formalization has increased.  

What are the issues that need to be  addressed  still :   

 Compliance has miles to go: The biggest challenge was the compliance process, as 

information technology glitches took more than the anticipated time to be resolved. The filing 

system that was put in place in the beginning was quickly abandoned as businesses struggled 

with compliance. A new return form is being crafted to help make the process much less 

painful for businesses and is likely to be available soon. 

 Cumbersome registration system: Multiple registration requirements have complicated 

things for industry, which was expecting simplicity. In many cases, registration is required in 

all states. Companies fear that multiple audits and assessments due to multiple registrations 

could make life more difficult for them going forward. 

 New cesses crop up: While GST scrapped a multiplicity of taxes and cesses, a new levy in the 

form of compensation cess was introduced for luxury and sin goods. This was later expanded 

to include automobiles. A new cess on sugar is also being examined. 

 Refunds problem for exports: The refund mechanism for exporters, including data matching 

law, besides procedures governing them, have  irked the sector, particularly smaller entities 

that saw their working capital requirements rise. Though several efforts have been made to 

address the issue, it may require more intervention. 

 Lack of Clarity about the Input tax credit : Businesses are still unclear about the input tax 

credit , how to avail it etc .  

A clear Example of Co-operative Federalism :  
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The government remained open to addressing issues as they cropped up, with feedback flowing in fast 

via phones, messages and even Twitter. Return filing dates were deferred, tax slabs were rejigged to 

address industry and consumer concerns and procedures and rules were amended to ensure 

hardships were alleviated. The officers’ committee — comprising state and central officials — still 

meets regularly to draw up options for the GST Council to act upon. 

GST Council delivered: The GST Council, comprising central and state representatives, was the kind 

of federal arrangement that could have easily been bogged down by ego and politics. The Centre has a 

33% vote while the states account for 66%, with any dispute needing 75% support to be resolved. It 

has never had to vote on any issues, with just one dissent recorded so far. There may have been  

differences of opinion, but matters were always thrashed out and a painstaking consensus achieved. 

The council has found solutions to most issues and these have not been shoddy compromises but 

sound decisions that have only improved the single tax. The council has provided a template for more 

such structures where the Centre and states could work together.  

Level 1 Q) One year of GST implementation , what are the effects that were seen in the economy 

in one year of its implementation  ?  

ADVANTAGES AND  DISADVANTAGES OF GST :  

Advantages ( Or how will the GST help ) :  

 GST is expected to build a more transparent and corruption-free tax system in India. 

 It is easy to start a business in the post-GST regime and tax regulations are easier than before. 

 Composition mechanism is there to reduce the tax burden from small businesses and startups. 

 Input credit (ITC) mechanism ensures an uninterrupted flow of cash for businesses and 

reduced price of goods/services for the end consumers. 

 The merging of all the indirect taxes makes it easier to process the tax payment for the 

government as well as for the taxpayers. 

 Tax harmonization 

 More simplified movement of goods and/or services between states and within the country. 

 GST is calculated on the total amount, irrespective of the type of sales and services. 

 GST has eliminated the cascading effect of taxes by introducing a unified tax system. 

 Since it is a destination based tax, the tax will only be paid by the consumer upon delivery of 

goods/services. 

 The implementation of Goods & Services tax puts India in the line of international tax 

standards, making it easier for Indian businesses to sell in the global market. 

 Inflation is expected to stay under control after the implementation of GST. 

 GST is expected to reduce the price of production, operational and others costs that will benefit 

the end consumers. 

 The cost of collecting the tax is reduced thus resulting in a higher revenue for the government. 

 GST has the mechanism of integrated tax that makes sure that the tax burden is split 

impartially between manufacturing goods and services. 

 The complexity of tax compliance is reduced as all the returns are being filed and taxes are 

being paid through a single platform. 

 Since all the records and data are now available on a single platform, it has become easier for 

the tax authorities to identify and deal with tax evasions. 
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 One major benefit of GST is that the government is now receiving more taxpayer registrations 

than ever before. 

Disadvantages of GST :  

 GST compliance and tax filing has increased the implementation cost for businesses, as they are 

required to invest in computers, accounting (GST) software and/or trained GST experts (CAs 

and accounting experts). 

 The process of GST compliance is also proving daunting as most businesses are not yet fully 

aware of the rules, provisions and processes of the new tax system, including the process of 

return filing, GST registration, returns filing schedule, invoicing and billing, etc. 

 The overall cost of doing business is going to increase, at least in the first few months of GST. 

 The implementation of GST in the middle of the financial year is creating a lot of confusion 

among business, as to whether to follow the old tax rules or new ones or both. 

 Many businesses, especially small businesses and startups, do not usually have the money or 

tech resources to get compliant with the digital GST system. A cloud-based (online) GST 

software like the Gen GST could be a perfect solution to this problem. 

 The tax relaxation limit for small manufacturing businesses, which was 1.50 crores earlier, is 

now Rs. 20 lakh under the GST system. This has effectively increased the tax burden for such 

businesses. 

 No clarification about tax holidays has further increased operation costs for textile, pharma 

and other manufacturing industries. 

 The chaos among businesses has ended up creating a disruption in the industry. 

 Consumers are not very hopeful about GST benefits and implementation and therefore, they 

are reluctant to adapt to the new system. 

 The tax rate has been increased for many products, thus increasing their costs. 

 Although there is a provision of input credit in GST, some businesses are not willing to pass on 

its benefits to their consumers. 

 The cost of refurbishing has increased due to increased tax, thus increasing the price of 

refurbished products. 

 Businesses are required to have separate registrations for multiple business entities in 

different states. It will increase the burden of tax compliance. 

 GST has reduced the tax revenue of some states as they are now required to share revenues 

with the central government. 

 The tax will be paid by the end consumer, which makes it a non-consumer-friendly tax system. 

Level 1 Q)  What are the pros and cons of the new indirect tax system , analyse ?  

 WHAT IS THE LONG TERM CAPITAL GAIN TAX ? 

The  Finance act 2018 had introduced Section 112A in the Income Tax Act to provide the LTCG tax .  

This tax is paid for the transfer of a long term capital asset  , if it is an equity share in a company   and 

the tax will be 10% of the value of the gains that exceed 1 lakh . That means below 1 lakh there is no 

tax on the long term capital gains .  

It is the tax paid on profit generated by an asset such as real estate, shares or share-oriented products 

held for a particular time-frame. 
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Investors will have to pay 10 per cent tax on profit exceeding Rs 1 lakh made from the sale of shares 

or equity mutual fund schemes held for over one year. Till now, LTCG was exempt from tax. The 

definition of a long-term investor in stocks for tax purposes is one year. LTCG tax on stocks was 

scrapped in 2004-05 by then finance minister P Chidambaram. 

Govt introduced the Grand-Fathering Clause to Protect the Previous investors : 

The 'grandfathering' clause is the exemption granted to existing investors or gains made by them 

before the new tax law comes into force. Whenever the government introduces a stricter tax law, it 

has to ensure that investors who have committed money keeping in mind the easier tax regime are 

protected. In the matter of LTCG tax on shares, the government said gains from shares or equity 

mutual funds made till January 31, will be grandfathered - or exempted.  

The introduction of the LTCG tax is a step to improve the revenues of the Centre .  

Level 1 Q) What is LTCG tax and what  is Grand Fathering ?  

 INDIA IS THE LARGEST RECIPIENT OF REMITTANCES  SAYS THE WORLD 

BANK - LATEST MIGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT BRIEF. 

What is the highlight of the report :  

India topped as the highest recipient of remittances globally in 2017, with its diaspora sending back 

$69 billion . Remittance inflows improved in all regions and the top remittance recipients were India 

with $69 billion, followed by China ($64 billion), the Philippines ($33 billion), Mexico ($31 

billion), Nigeria ($22 billion), and Egypt ($20 billion) .  

Remittances to India rose sharply by 9.9 per cent in 2017, reversing the previous year's sharp decline .  

Global remittances are expected grow 4.6 per cent to $642 billion in 2018 .  

Remittances to low and middle-income countries rebounded to a record level in 2017 after two 

consecutive years of decline, says the World Bank's latest Migration and Development Brief. 

What  led  to this : It is driven by stronger growth in the European Union, the Russian Federation, 

and the United States. The rebound in remittances, when valued in US dollars, was helped by higher 

oil prices and a strengthening of the euro and rubble .  The upsurge is likely to continue into 2018 on 

the back of stronger economic conditions in advanced economies (particularly the US) and an increase 

in oil prices that should have a positive impact on the GCC countries. 

In its latest Migration and Development Brief, the World Bank estimated that officially recorded 

remittances to low-and middle-income countries reached USD 466 billion in 2017. This was an 

increase of 8.5 per cent over USD 429 billion in 2016. 

What is the importance of Remittances : 

It is a important  part  of Balance Of Payments  :     The balance of payments divides transactions in 

two accounts .  

 the Current Account  : 

 the Capital Account : 
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How does improved remittances help the country ;  

Remittances are funds transferred from migrants to their home country. They are the private savings 

of workers and families that are spent in the home country for food, clothing and other expenditures, 

and which drive the home economy. For many developing nations, remittances from citizens working 

abroad provide an import source of much-needed funds. 

 They help to raise the standard of living of the family that receives them . This leads to 

increase in Spending , increase in consumption and increase in the National Income and the 

GDP . 

 It facilitates human capital investments like education , Health , Food etc . 

 It helps to raise  savings and also the investment . 

 Remittances allows financial inclusion because there is access to the bank and  also credit . 

 Remittances help raise the Credit Ratings of the countries and help External Borrowings . 

 Harmfully the Remittances appreciate the currency , and therefore the exports will become 

costly and the imports cheap .  This can lead to decrease in Exports . Therefore the RBI 

intervenes of the Currency Appreciates to ease the situation . Otherwise this can lead to the 

“ Dutch Disease “ . 

 Harmfully if there are more remittances then the people here will think its better to work 

out of the country , and this will lead to brain drain . 

 Although, unlike Aids and remittances and other IFT  (International Financial Transfers ) , 

FDIs can be more advantageous to the economy of developing countries because there are 
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more jobs available to the nationals, there would increase in government incomes when 

taxes are paid by these firms. However, FDIs can also be disadvantageous because workers 

in developing countries can be exploited and over used and paid very little wages. 

 They spur economic activity , increase consumption , and are interest free funds .  They help 

to ease the Balance of Payments Crisis .  

In conclusion, remittances to developing countries have potentially far reaching effects. There are 

both positives and negatives to the encouragement of remittances; however, evidences suggest that, 

overall the effects of remittances compared to other forms of international financial transfers has a 

positive direct effect on recipients and should be encouraged with suitably persuasive policies from 

the relevant governments. 

Level 1Q)  What is Balance of Payments ?  

Level 2 Q) Remittances from a important part of the BoP , Write about its components  through 

a diagram , How do Remittances  help , Explain ?  

 

 MUTUAL AGREEMENT PROCEDURE : 

What is Mutual Agreement Procedure ?  

MAP is a procedure which allows the Competent Authorities  representatives of the Competent 

Authorities from the governments of the Contracting States/Parties to interact with the intent to 

resolve international tax disputes.  MAP is provided for in an Article in a Double Taxation Agreement 

(DTA) and can involve matters containing juridical double taxation cases, as well as inconsistencies in 

the interpretation or application of a DTA. 

Why was it in News ?  

India and Finland have reached an accord on the dispute under the Mutual Agreement Procedure 

(MAP), clearing the way for the sale of Nokia's Chennai plant .      Nokia India has been issued a tax 

demand of Rs. 2500 cr in 2013 which was thereafter reduced to Rs.1600 cr.  

What was  the taxation issue between Nokia and the Tax authorities :  

The claim related to Nokia's import of software from its head office in Finland. Nokia India showed the 

payments made for the software as 'purchase transactions', not 'royalty payments', and hence said 

that the payment was made without keeping back any withholding tax .  

The India-Finland Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement set a 10 per cent rate for royalties, which 

was what the taxman was demanding.  

In tandem, at Nokia India's request, Finland initiated the MAP process under the DTAA in 2013. The 

company had also sought to initiate arbitration under the Bilateral Investment Promotion and 

Protection Agreement in 2014, but did not pursue it after the Indian government's response through 

the MAP avenue - the all-new government under Narendra Modi had been advocating the use of MAP 

for solving cross-border tax disputes instead of arbitration. 
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 Under MAP, settling a case with the other government essentially means closing all pending 

proceedings related to a tax matter. The discussions on MAP eventually bore fruit and the deal was 

sealed over the past two-three months. 

What is a Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement ?  

A DTAA is a tax treaty signed between two or more countries. Its key objective is that tax-payers in 

these countries can avoid being taxed twice for the same income. A DTAA applies in cases where a tax-

payer resides in one country and earns income in another. 

DTAAs can either be comprehensive to cover all sources of income or be limited to certain areas such 

as taxing of income from shipping, air transport, inheritance, etc. India has DTAAs with more than 

eighty countries, of which comprehensive agreements include those with Australia, Canada, Germany, 

Mauritius, Singapore, UAE, the UK and US. 

Why are the DTAA important ?  

For us to prosper, the economy has to grow. And for growth in today’s globalised world, foreign 

investments are inevitable. DTAAs basically provide clarity on how certain cross-border transactions 

will be taxed and this encourages foreign investors to take the plunge. 

If you are sent on deputation abroad and you receive emoluments during your stint away from home, 

your income may sometimes be subject to tax in both the countries. You can claim relief when filing 

your tax return for that financial year, if there is an applicable DTAA. Similarly, if you are an NRI 

having investments in India, DTAA provisions may also be applicable to your income from these 

investments or from their sale. 

Favourable tax treatment for capital gains under certain DTAAs such the one with Mauritius have 

encouraged a lot of foreign investment into India. Mauritius accounted for $93.65 billion or one-third 

of the total FDI flows into India between April 2000 and December 2015. It has also remained a 

favoured route for foreign portfolio investors. 

But the problem is DTAAs can become an incentive for even legitimate investors to route 

investments through low-tax regimes to sidestep taxation. This leads to loss of tax revenue for 

the country. 

Level  1 Q) What  is Mutual Agreement Procedure and Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement ( 

DTAA) ?  

Prelims : DTAA . 

 

WHAT IS THE 20:80 GOLD SCHEME?  

Highlights: 

 80:20 scheme was introduced by the UPA government which eased some of the curbs and 

private agencies were allowed to import gold under the scheme 

 Union minister Ravi Shankar Prasad has alleged that the scheme aided in the fraud carried 

out by PNB scam accused Mehul Choksi and Nirav Modi. 
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 The scheme was for only the banks and the PSUs , and during the end of its term it extended 

the scheme to private sector  

What was the need for the scheme ? :The then UPA govt in response to the stressed current account 

deficit in 2012-13 ue to the surge in gold imports , introduced a import scheme in 2013 which 

mandated that 20% of the gold imports  should be  exported .  

The scheme was designed to restrict the import of gold , conserve  foreign reserves by 

imposing export obligations . 

Who could import the gold form the scheme : At the time of its launch the scheme was open only to 

the banks and the public sector , in May 2104 it was opened to the Private sector . 

What was the effect of the scheme ? since the schemes liberalisation in 2014 , when it was opened 

for the privets sector , since then the gold imports surged to 140-15- tonnes , and by the private sector 

it rose  to 320%. Therefore the govt in Nov 2014 scrapped the scheme and removed all the import 

restrictions on the import of the gold  . Thus the CAD sharply grew due to this .  

After the scheme was abolished the imports fell for gold .  

The scheme came under the scanner, when, members of a panel of the Public Accounts Committee 

(PAC) raised questions on it alleging that it was exploited by fugitive duo of Choksi and Modi to 

launder money. The report of the CAG clearly indicated that the scheme was used by jewellers 

including Choksi for "round tripping of black money and money laundering".  

Through the process known as round tripping, black money that goes out of the country returns as 

white money. 

Q) What is the 20: 80 scheme , why was it news ?  

 

 NITI BATS FOR A SEPARATE “DEBT OFFICE” AT THE CENTRE  

What is the news about ? 

NITI Ayog has called for setting up a separate  “Independent  Debt Management Authority ”   for  

better management of Loans that   could lead to substantial reduction in India’s interest payments. 

Why is it that the govt wants a separate body to manage the Govt Debt ? 

 At present, the government debt is managed by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). This is leading to 

conflict of interest in the RBI that has to manage Inflation through its monetary policy functions( it 

decides the key interest rates that effect the money supply )  , and also lend  to the Govt , by 

purchasing Govt Bonds  .  Thus being both a banker and a Debt manager to the Govt .  

The External Debt of the Govt is managed by the Department of Economic Affairs ( MoF ) and the 

Internal Debt is managed by the RBI . Thus at present the debt management Function is divided .  

The GOI had in the Budget 2015  put forward the recommendation for setting up PDMA( Public Debt 

Management Authority ) and the MPC( Monetary Policy Committee ) . Many commissions and 
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committees have previously recommended for an independent body  .  Many developing 

countries have shifted this responsibility to a independent body .  

India’s total debt is estimated at Rs 66.68 lakh crore at the end of March 2018, which is likely to go up 

to Rs 72.51 lakh crore by March 2019, according to the Budget document. The interest payment on the 

public debt is estimated to rise from Rs 5.3 lakh crore in 2017-18 to Rs 5.75 lakh in 2018-19. 

The idea behind setting up of PDMA was to resolve issues relating to conflict of interest as the RBI 

decides on the key interest rates as well as undertakes buying and selling of government bonds 

What is public debt ? 

Public debt receipts and public debt disbursals are borrowings and repayments during the year, 

respectively, by the government. 

The difference between receipts and disbursals is the net accretion to the public debt. Public debt can 

be split into internal (money borrowed within the country) and external (funds borrowed from non-

Indian sources). 

Internal debt comprises treasury bills, market stabilisation schemes, ways and means advance, and 

securities against small savings. 

External debt comprises  a country's debt that was borrowed from foreign lenders including 

commercial banks, governments or international financial institutions. These loans, including interest, 

must usually be paid in the currency in which the loan was made. 

What are the reasons for Public Debt ? 

The State generally borrows from the people to meet three kinds of expenditure: 

 to meet budget deficit, 

 to meet the expenses of war and other extraordinary situations and 

 to finance development activity. 

 Public Debt to Meet Budget Deficit: 

 (b) Public Debt to Meet Emergencies like War:  In many countries, the existing public debt is, to a 

great extent, on account of war expenses. Especially after World War II, this type of public debt had 

considerably increased. A large portion of public debt in India has been incurred to defray the 

expenses of the last war. 

(c) Public Debt for Development Purposes:  During British rule in India public debt had to be raised to 

construct railways, irrigation projects and other works. In the post-independence era, the government 

borrows from the public to meet the costs of development work under the Five Year Plans and other 

projects. As a result the volume of public debt is increasing day by day. 

The Burden of Public Debt: When a country borrows money from other countries (or foreigners) an 

external debt is created. It owes its all to others. When a country borrows money from others it has to 

pay interest on such debt along with the principal. This payment is to be made in foreign exchange (or 

in gold). If the debtor nation does not have sufficient stock of foreign exchange (accumulated in the 

past) it will be forced to export its goods to the creditor nation. To be able to export goods a debtor 

nation has to generate sufficient exportable surplus by curtailing its domestic consumption. 
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How does the RBI manage the Public Debt ? 

There are statutory provisions in the RBI act 1934 that defines the public debt functions of the RBI 

with  respect to the Centre and the states . The RBI issues new Rupee loans , payment of interest, 

repayment of these loans etc in its public debt functions . It is authorized to make Way and  Means 

Advances , issue bonds and debentures on behalf of the Centre and the State govt .  

Level 1 Q) Write about the Public Debt Management Agency that the NITI has proposed , how  

will it help , What is public Debt ? 

 

ANTIDUMPING DUTY  : INDIA TO REVIEW THE DUTY IMPOSED ON THE 

CHINESE STEEL .  

What is  Dumping  ?  

As per the WTO definition , if a company exports a product at a price lower than the price it normally 

charges at its own home market , it is said  to be   “ dumping “ the product .  

Govts can impose a duty on such imports , called as Anti Dumping Duty , to protect the domestic 

industry  .  

In case a country found a company or a country dumping a product  , the WTO agreements allow 

governments to act against dumping where there is genuine injury to the competing  domestic 

industry .  

Why is the subject in news ? 

 India imposed a ADD on flat base wheels from China in 2013 .  India now is reviewing the duty , 

whether it needs to be imposed continually . For this the Director General of Anti Dumping and 

Allied Duties ( DGAD) has initiated a review whether the expiry of such duties is likely to lead 

to continuation or recurrence of dumping and injury to the domestic industry . The Govt needs 

to keep in mind the domestic interests .  

Note : Dumping of steel with a rate that is cheaper than the domestic rates in India will lead to 

tougher competition to the domestic industry  in India , where they will loose business , thus 

cheap steel from China will hurt the domestic steel makers  .  

India has imposed anti-dumping duty on as many as 98 products imported from China, as on 

December 27 last year. The products on which the duty was imposed include flax fabrics, vitamin C, 

certain fibres and chemicals. 

The Directorate General of Anti-Dumping and Allied Duties (DGAD), an investigation arm of the 

commerce ministry .  

These measures do not  restrict trade , but ensure a level playing field : 

These measures are taken to ensure fair trade and provide a level-playing field to the domestic 

industry. They are not a measure to restrict imports or cause an unjustified increase in cost of 
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products. Trade deficit with China is always a concern for India. It stood at USD 36.73 billion during 

April–October2017. 

Complains of Dumping from US too : 

The US has warned China for Dumping steel and aluminium and affecting its domestic industry . US is 

considering to impose sanctions , raising the spectre of a trade war between the world’s two largest 

economies . China produces around half of the world’s steel and is accused of flooding the market to 

keep the economic wheels turning at home . The US too is having  trade deficit with China .  

Q) What is “ Dumping  “ ?  

 

 LTCG TAX ON “ EQUITY “ :  

Why is the Tax in news : 

It is in the news as Finance Minister Arun Jaitley re-introduced LTCG tax on equity shares. Investors 

have to pay 10% LTCG tax on gains exceeding ₹one lakh on the sale of shares or equity mutual funds 

held for more than one year. Previously, short-term capital gains (STCG) tax of 15% was levied. And 

the tax has been introduced after 14 years .  Previously, short-term capital gains (STCG) tax of 

15% was levied. 

What is Long Term Capital Gains ( LTCG ) ? 

LTCG or long-term capital gains refer to the gains made on any class of asset held for a particular 

period of time.  In case of equity shares, it refers to the gains made on stocks held for more than one 

year. In other words, if the shares are bought and held for more than a year before selling, then the 

gains, if any, on the said sale are referred to as long term capital gains or LTCG. 

Was the tax levied on stock market trades earlier? 

Such a tax existed until October 2004 when it was replaced by the  -“ Securities Transaction Tax (STT) 

“ which was levied on all trades made on the stock exchanges. Incidentally, there was always a section 

of market participants that favoured LTCG tax over STT.  

The Issue with replacing LTCG with STT :  

The issue of tax evasion through stock exchanges by paying a small STT component instead of LTCG 

had been raised regularly .  

How will LTCG tax be computed and the “ Grandfathering Effect “ ? 

Typically, when such a levy is introduced, it is structured in a manner so that prior investments 

get some kind of relief. In technical parlance, it is called the grandfathering 

benefit.The government, while reintroducing the LTCG tax, said all gains made prior to 

January 31 would be grandfathered. 

Will all investors be subject to LTCG tax? 
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All investors who trade on stock exchanges would be required to pay LTCG tax. Incidentally, the 

Centre has brought in LTCG tax while retaining STT as well. So, investors will have to pay both the 

taxes. However, foreign portfolio investors (FPIs), who invest in India from places like Mauritius and 

Singapore, would not be subject to LTCG tax, courtesy tax avoidance treaties. This benefit, however, 

would be available only till the time the treaty benefit exists as the Centre is reworking all such so-

called double tax avoidance agreements (DTAA). 

How did the markets react to the introduction of the tax ? 

The introduction of LTCG tax can only increase the cost of trading stocks at a time when various 

market participants have been highlighting the ‘export of capital’ to other countries due to lower 

transaction costs in those nations. Incidentally, there are already reports that the government might 

look at the possibility of at least allowing the benefit of indexation while computing LTCG that would 

be a partial relief to investors. 

The RBI expressed concern over the govt’s move to reintroduce LTCG tax on equities . India’s 

investment to GDP ratio is inadequate because of the capital being taxed at 5 different stages .  

Taxes hindering investments : The RBI further said that the tax brought disappointment to the 

investors , hindering investment . The 5 different taxes that the capital is subjected to are , Corporate 

Tax Rate , Dividend Distribution Tax rate , Marginal tax rate , Securities Transaction Tax and now the 

LTCG tax .  

Meaning of the “ benefit of indexation “ ; (adjusting the profit against inflation to compute the 

real taxable gains). 

Benefit to the govt ? 

The Govt hopes to double its  revenue from the LTCG tax on stocks to Re.40,000 cr by 2019-20 as 

more transactions comes into the tax fold  with the waning of the grandfathering effect . The Govt 

defended the Re-introduction of the tax as there was large scale tax evasion .  

Also as the salaried class pays 30% tax on their income , it is justified to tax those who make huge 

returns on the stock markets .  

Level 1 Q) What is LTCG , Why is the Tax on LTCG making news , what are its effects and 

concerns  ?      Prelims : LTCG Tax . 

 

 CAPITAL ADEQUACY RATIO 

WHAT IS CAR ? 

The capital adequacy ratio (CAR) is a measure of a bank's capital. It is expressed as a percentage of a 

bank's risk weighted credit exposures. Also known as capital-to-risk weighted assets ratio (CRAR), it 

is used to protect depositors and promote the stability and efficiency of financial systems around the 

world. 
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The reason why minimum capital adequacy ratios are critical is to make sure that banks have enough 

cushion to absorb a reasonable amount of losses before they become insolvent and consequently lose 

depositors’ funds. Capital adequacy ratios ensure the efficiency and stability of a nation’s financial 

system by lowering the risk of banks becoming insolvent. If a bank is declared insolvent, this shakes 

the confidence in the financial system and unsettles the entire financial market system. 

 

During the process of winding-up, funds belonging to depositors are given a higher priority than the 

bank’s capital, so depositors can only lose their savings if a bank registers a loss exceeding the 

amount of capital it possesses. Thus the higher the bank’s capital adequacy ratio, the higher the 

degree of protection of depositor's monies. 

Level 1 Q) What is Capital Adequacy Ratio ?  

 

 HOT MONEY 

What is hot money ? 

In economics , hot money is the flow of funds (or capital) from one country to another in order to earn 

a short-term profit on interest rate differences and/or anticipated exchange rate shifts. These 

speculative capital flows are called 'hot money' because they can move very quickly in and out of 

markets, potentially leading to market instability . 

The capital poured in by FPIs is often called 'hot money' because of its unpredictability, but these 

overseas entities have still been among the most important drivers of Indian stock markets . In terms 

of sectors, banking, housing finance and auto have seen consistent FPI inflows. 

Why are they in news ? 

Foreign investors are flocking to the Indian capital markets in a big way with a net inflow of over USD 

30 billion (more than Rs 2 lakh crore) of so-called 'hot money' in 2017 . 

Reason that they are coming into India ? 

Although Demonetisation and Goods and Services Tax (GST) implementation has met with initial 

short-term hurdles and impacted economic growth, it reinforced conviction in the government's 

resolve in bringing economic reforms also has the decision to recapitalise public-sector banks , also 

improvement in 'ease of doing business' ranking coupled with government showing commitment in 

speeding up development and economic reforms before going for elections in 2019 bode well for 

foreign investors' confidence this has strengthened the investors sentiment in the Indian market , that 

they would get better returns for their money . 

Note : FPI’s are short term capital that come into the country , only when the market or the economy 

is doing well , they are short term and are volatile unlike the FDI which are much stable are are long 

term . these FPI’s influence the country’s exchange rate and also the balance of payments situation 
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 E-WAY BILL FOR BETTER COMPLIANCE WITH GST 

what is e-Way bill ? 

The GST provision requiring transporters to carry an electronic waybill or e-way bill when moving 

goods between states will be implemented from February 1 to check rampant tax evasion and boost 

revenues by up to 20 per cent. After implementation of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) from July 1, 

the requirement of carrying e-way bill was postponed pending IT network readiness. This was done 

even in the 17 states which in the pre-GST era had a well established electronic challan or e-way bill 

system . e-way bill for inter-state movements will be implemented from February 1 and for intra-state 

movement from June 1. 

E-way bill is an electronic way bill for movement of goods which can be generated on the GSTN 

(common portal). Movement of goods of more than Rs 50,000 in value cannot be made by a registered 

person without an e-way bill.The e-way bill can also be generated or cancelled through SMS. When an 

e-way bill is generated, a unique e-way bill number (EBN) is allocated and is available to the supplier, 

recipient, and the transporter .The rules for implementation of nationwide e-way bill system for inter-

state movement of goods on a compulsory basis will be notified with effect from February 1, 2018. 

What is the need for this mechanism ? 

Earlier, tax evasion was rampant as some preferred not to pay tax by resorting to cash dealing. Once 

the e-way bill system is implemented, tax avoidance will become extremely difficult as the 

government will have details of all goods above the value of Rs 50,000 moved and can spot the 

mismatch if either the supplier or the purchaser does not file tax returns . 

Advantages 

Besides plugging tax evasion, the e-way bill will boost revenues by 15-20 per cent . it should be noted 

that the tax collection had fallen drastically after the implementation of GST from July 1 2017 , this has 

caused the GST council to bring in the E-Way bill system to check tax evasion in the Movement of inter 

state goods .This will bring uniformity across the states for seamless inter-state movement of goods. 

Level 1 Q ) What is E-Way bill system , how does it plug tax evasion ? 

 

CABINET APPROVES THE FORMATION OF THE 15TH FINANCE COMMISSION . 

The 15th Finance Commission will decide on the devolution formula for revenue sharing between the 

centre and the states from the year 2020 onwards till 2025. 

What is the Finance Comission ? 

A constitutional body set up by the president every 5 yrs to recommend measures and steps for the 

sharing of revenues between the centre and the states . 

Articles related to the Finance commission ? 

Article 280 in The Constitution Of IndiaFinance Commission 
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1. The President shall, within two years from the commencement of this Constitution and 

thereafter at the expiration of every fifth year or at such earlier time as the President considers 

necessary, by order constitute a Finance Commission which shall consist of a Chairman and four other 

members to be appointed by the President  

(2) It shall be the duty of the Commission to make recommendations to the President as to (which are 

the functions )  the distribution between the Union and the States of the net proceeds of taxes which 

are to be, or may be, divided between them under this Chapter and the allocation between the States 

of the respective shares of such proceeds; the principles which should govern the grants in aid of the 

revenues of the States out of the Consolidated Fund of India; any other matter referred to the 

Commission by the President in the interests of sound finance 

(3) The Commission shall determine their procedure and shall have such powers in the 

performance of their functions as Parliament may by law confer on them 

Article 281  

The President shall cause every recommendation made by the Finance Commission under the 

provisions of this Constitution together with an explanatory memorandum as to the action taken 

thereon to be laid before each House of Parliament Miscellaneous Financial Provisions 

The Finance Commission (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act of 1951 defines the terms of qualification, 

appointment and disqualification, the term, eligibility and powers of the Finance Commission. 

Qualifications of the members: 

The Chairman of the Finance Commission is selected from people with experience of public affairs. 

The other four members are selected from people who: 

1. Are, or have been, or are qualified, as judges of High Court, 

2. Have knowledge of Government finances or accounts, or 

3. Have had experience in administration and financial expertise; or 

4. Have special knowledge of economics 

Procedure and Powers of the Commission: 

The Commission has the power to determine their own procedure and: 

1. Has all powers of the civil court as per the Civil Procedure Code, 1908 

2. Can summon and enforce the attendance of any witness or ask any person to deliver 

information or produce a document, which it deems relevant. 

3. Can ask for the production of any public record or document from any court or office. 

4. Shall be deemed to be a civil court for purposes of Sections 480 and 482 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1898. 

Disqualification from being a member of the Commission 
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A member may be disqualified if: 

1. He is mentally unsound; 

1. .He is an undischarged insolvent; 

2. .He has been convicted of an immoral offence; 

3. His financial and other interests are such that it hinders smooth functioning of the Commission. 

Terms of Office of Members and Eligibility for Reappointment Every member will be in office for the 

time period as specified in the order of the President, but is eligible for reappointment provided he 

has, by means of a letter addressed to the president, resigned his office. 

Level 1 Q) Write about the Finance Commission , What are its functions ? 

 

AIR INDIA IS IN THE PROCESS OF DISINVESTMENT – 

What is disinvestment ? 

Disinvestment is the action of an organization or a govt to sell or liquidate an asset or subsidiary .It 

also refers to capital expenditure reductions . 

Why disinvestment?Procedure of disinvestment? 

(a) Public Offer: Offering shares of public sector enterprises at a fixed price through a genera 

prospectus.The offer is made to the general public through the medium of recognised market 

intermediaries. 

(b) Sale of Equity: Sale of equity through auction of share amongst pre-determined clientele, 

whose number can be large. The reserve price for the PSE’s equity can be determined with the 

assistance of merchant bankers. 

(c) Offer for Sale: Offer for sale, determining the fixed price for sale of a public enterprise, inviting 

open bidders and accepting highest bidder’s quotation for sale. 

(d) Cross Holding:In the case of cross holdings, the government would simply sell part of its shares 

of one PSU to one or more PSUs. 

(e) Golden Share: In this model, the government retains a 26 percent share in the PSU. This 26 

percent share will continue to give the Government the status of majority shareholder. 

(f) Warehousing: Under this model, the government owned financial institutions were expected to 

buy the government’s share in select PSUs and holding them until third buyer emerged. 

(g) Strategic Sale: Of late, Government is pursuing the strategic sale method. Under this method, 

the government sells a major portion (51 percent and above) of its stake to a strategic buyer and also 

gives over the management control. Disinvestment price will be market based and not prefixed and 

PSUs shares will be under the department of Disinvestment 

Level 1 Q)  What does disinvestment mean , what are the ways in which it is done ? 
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DEMONETISATION : WHAT WERE ITS OBJECTIVES  

Objectives:flushing out black money, (ii) eliminate Fake Indian Currency Notes (FICN), (iii) to strike 

at the root of financing of terrorism and left wing extremism, (iv) to convert non-formal economy into 

a formal economy to expand tax base and employment and (v) to give a big boost to digitalization of 

payments to make India a less cash economy. 

Level 1 Q) What are the objectives of demonetization? 

 

 BUSINESS REFORMS ACTION PLAN 

The Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP), Ministry of Commerce and Industry, in 

partnership with the World Bank Group, released the Business Reform Action Plan (BRAP) 2017 for 

implementation by States/UTs . 

The BRAP includes 405 recommendations for reforms on regulatory processes, policies, practices and 

procedures spread across 12 reform areas, that is, labour regulation enablers; contract enforcement; 

registering property; inspection reform enablers; single window system; land availability and 

allotment; construction permit enablers; environmental registration enablers; obtaining utility 

permits; paying taxes; access to information and transparency enablers and sector specific reforms 

spanning the lifecycle of a typical business.It contains a list of recommendations in various areas to 

enable states to improve the ease of doing business in their respective jurisdictions, and India's 

overall ranking. 

Level 1 Q) What is the BRAP , and what does it aim at ? 

 

 FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF THE MONETARY POLICY COMMITTEE 

What is this body ? 

The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) is a committee of the Central Bank in India (Reserve Bank of 

India), headed by its Governor, which is entrusted with the task of fixing the benchmark policy 

interest rate (repo rate) to contain inflation within the specified target level. 

Monetary Policy Committee is defined in Section 2(iii)(cci) of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 and 

is constituted under section 45ZB of the same Act. 

The MPC replaces the current system where the RBI governor, with the aid and advice of his internal 

team and a technical advisory committee, has complete control over monetary policy decisions. A 

Committee-based approach will add lot of value and transparency to monetary policy decisions. 

Background  

MPC was set up consequent to the agreement reached between Government and RBI to task RBI with 

the responsibility for price stability and inflation targeting. The Reserve Bank of India and 

Government of India signed the Monetary Policy Framework Agreement on 20 February 2015. 
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Subsequently, the government, while unveiling the Union Budget for 2016-17 in the Parliament, 

proposed to amend the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Act, 1934 for giving a statutory backing to the 

aforementioned Monetary Policy Framework Agreement and for setting up a Monetary Policy 

Committee (MPC). Vide this amendment, it was written into the preamble of the RBI Act that the 

primary objective of the monetary policy is to maintain price stability, while keeping in mind the 

objective of growth, and to meet the challenge of an increasingly complex economy, RBI would 

operate a Monetary Policy Framework. Thus the amendment provides a statutory basis for a 

Monetary Policy Framework (MPF) and the MPC. This amendment to RBI Act was carried out through 

the Finance Bill, 2016 presented along with the Union Budget documents. A new Chapter (Chapter 

IIIF, Section 45Z) was introduced in the RBI Act, through this Finance Bill, 2016, detailing the 

operation of MPC. The provisions in the Bill become effective once it is passed and notified as an Act of 

Parliament. 

Government decided to bring the provisions of amended RBI Act regarding constitution of MPC into 

force on 27 June, 2016 so that statutory basis of MPC is made effective. Rules governing the procedure 

for Selection of Members of Monetary Policy Committee and Terms and Conditions of their 

Appointment and factors constituting failure to meet inflation target under the MPC Framework were 

also notified on 27 June, 2016. 

The history of suggestions for setting up a MPC is not new and traces back to 2002 when the Y. V. 

Reddy Committee recommended for a MPC to decide policy actions. Subsequently, suggestions were 

made to set up a MPC in 2006 by the Tarapore Committee, in 2007 by the Percy Mistry Committee, in 

2009 by the Raghuram Rajan Committee and then in 2013, both in the report of the Financial Sector 

Legislative Reforms Commission (FSLRC) and the Dr. Urjit R. Patel (URP) Committee. 

International Comparison 

With the introduction of the monetary policy committee, the RBI will follow a system similar to the 

one followed by most global central banks. The US Federal Reserve sets its benchmark fund rate 

through the  Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC). The federal funds rate is the interest rate at 

which depository institutions lend balances at the Federal Reserve to other depository institutions 

overnight. The Bank of England also has a MPC to decide the official interest rate in the United 

Kingdom 

Function of the MPCThe main responsibility of the MPC will be to keep the inflation targets set by the  

RBI. The MPC decides the changes to be made to the policy rate (repo rate) to contain inflation within 
the  

target (based on CPI) level set under India’s inflation targeting regime. 

In case the inflation target is failed to achieve (2% higher or lower than the set target of 4% for  

continuous three quarters), the RBI has to give an explanation to the government about the reasons, 
the  

remedial actions and the estimated time for realizing the target. Another responsibility for the RBI is 
to 

 publish a Monetary Policy Report every six months, elaborating inflation forecasts and inflation 
sources  

for the next six to eighteen months. 
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Structure of the MPC : the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) is formed under the RBI with six 
members. 

Three of the members are from the RBI while the other three members are appointed by the 
government. 

 Members from the RBI are the Governor who is the chairman of the MPC, a Deputy Governor and one  

officer of the RBI. The government members are appointed by the Centre on the recommendations of 
a  

search-cum-selection committee which is to be headed by the Cabinet Secretary .  

 

Level 1 Q)  Changing from a one man decision to a committe form of decision making , will the  

MPC usher in a change in the Monetary policy making , comment? 

 

 RAVINDRA DHOLAKIA COMMITTEE  

The government has set up a 13-member committee to upgrade the norms for computation of 

economic data at states and districts level in the backdrop of plans to revise the base year for National 

Accounts or GDP calculation. The Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation will change 

the base year to 2017-18 for the calculation of the GDP and IIP numbers from the current 2011-12 

with an aim to capture changes in the economy. 

 

The Committee for Sub-National Accounts will be headed by Ravindra H Dholakia, a retired professor 

of IIM Ahmedabad. The panel has been asked to review the concepts, definitions, classifications, data 

conventions, data sources and data requirements for preparation of State Domestic Product (SDP) and 

District Domestic Product (DDP) and to lay down revised guidelines. It will also suggest measures for 

improving SDP and DDP in the country taking into consideration availability of data and requirements 

of the Centre and states/union territories. 

 

RBI EASES NORMS FOR THE FPI IN DEBT  

The Reserve Bank has eased investment norms for foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) in debt, 

especially into individual large corporates, a move that can help attract more overseas flows and 

thereby help arrest the recent fall in the rupee on one hand and also lift the recent fall in demand for 

corporate bonds. 

FPIs are allowed to invest in various debt market instruments such as government bonds, 

treasury bills, state development loans and corporate bonds, but with certain limits and 

restrictions. 

The RBI increased the FPIs cap on investment in government security to 30 per cent of the 

outstanding stock of that security, from 20 per cent earlier. FPIs were allowed to invest in government 

bonds with a minimum residual maturity of three years. 
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Residual Maturity means - Residual maturity is the remaining time left until the expiration or the 

repayment of the debt instrument. 

Short-term investments are defined as investments with residual maturity up to one year. In the 

corporate bond segment, FPIs are permitted to invest with a minimum maturity of three years. The 

central bank has now allowed FPIs to invest in corporate bonds with minimum residual maturity of 

above one year. However, it has kept a condition that short-term investments in corporate bonds by 

an FPI shall not exceed 20 per cent of the total investment of that FPI in corporate bonds. 

FPIs will be permitted to invest in corporate bonds with minimum residual maturity of above one 

year, only if short-term investments by FPI in corporate bonds shall not exceed 20 percent of the total 

investment of that FPI in corporate bonds.  The requirement that short-term investments shall not 

exceed 20 percent of total investment by an FPI in any category applies on an 'end-of-day' basis. 

Advantage : 

The move will also help arrest the spike in call money rates after the June 6 rate hike by the central 

bank. The rupee has been on a falling spree and has hit the 68 levels many times in went months. 

Foreign Portfolio Investment : 

Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI) is investment by non-residents in Indian securities including 

shares, government bonds, corporate bonds, convertible securities, infrastructure securities etc. The 

class of investors who make investment in these securities are known as Foreign Portfolio Investors. 

FPI is induced by differences in equity price scenario, bond yield, growth prospects, interest rate, 

dividends or rate of return on capital in India’s financial assets. 

 SEBI has recently stipulated the criteria for Foreign Portfolio Investment. According to this, any 

equity investment by non-residents which is less than or equal to 10% of capital in a company is 

portfolio investment. While above this the investment will be counted as Foreign Direct Investment 

(FDI). 

Who are Foreign Portfolio Investors? 

Foreign Portfolio Investors includes investment groups of Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs), 

Qualified Foreign Investors (QFIs) (Qualified Foreign Investors) . NRIs do not  comes under FPI. 

After the new SEBI guidelines, the RBI stipulated that Foreign Portfolio Investors include Asset 

Management Companies, Banks, Pension Funds, Mutual Funds, and Investment Trusts as Nominee 

Companies, Incorporated / Institutional Portfolio Managers or their Power of Attorney holders, 

University Funds, Endowment Foundations, Charitable Trusts and Charitable Societies etc. Sovereign 

Wealth Funds are also regulated as FIIs. 

Who is a Foreign Institutional Investor? 

  According to SEBI,  

“an FII is an institution established or incorporated outside India which proposes to make 

investments in India in securities”. FII is an institution who is registered under the Securities and 
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Exchange Board of India (Foreign Institutional Investors) Regulations, 1995. FIIs comprised of a 

pension fund, a mutual fund, investment trust, insurance company or a reinsurance company “ .  

Who is a Qualified Foreign Investor? 

 QFI is an individual, group or association which is a resident in a foreign country. The QFI should 

compliant with the Financial Action Task Force standard and should be a signatory to the 

International Organisation of Securities Commission. 

The FIIs are big and hence they have the capacity to make large-scale investment. On the other hand, 

small investors and individuals under QFI category can’t match FIIs in terms of business volume. So, 

often when we hear about foreign investment in the share market, it is the FIIs who steal the 

attention.  

Level 1 Q) Write about FPI , FII , QFI , Write the differences between the them ? 

 

ECB NORMS EASED TO ENABLE CHEAPER FUNDS  

The Reserve Bank of India has liberalised the norms for external commercial borrowings, allowing 

Indian companies to access cheaper funds from overseas markets. 

According to the new norms, the central bank has stipulated a uniform, all-in cost ceiling of 450 basis 

points (bps) over the benchmark rate, which, in most cases, is the six-month London Interbank 

Offered Rate (LIBOR). The benchmark rate for rupee-denominated bonds will be the prevailing yield 

of government bonds of corresponding maturity. 

RBI also said funds raised through ECBs may not be invested in real estate or used for purchase of 

land except for affordable housing, construction and development of SEZ and industrial parks or 

integrated townships. 

The norms also restricted ECB funds from being invested in the share market and equity investments. 

On-lending to entities for the above activities is also not allowed. 

Separately, the RBI also relaxed norms for foreign investment in bonds after some weekly auctions 

failed to attract investor interest. The investment cap that barred foreign portfolio investors from 

investing in government bonds with a minimum residual maturity of three years, has been 

withdrawn. 

What are ECBs: 

Lack of domestic capital and deficit in the current account compelled the government  to go for  

foreign capital to mobilize funds . Foreign capital is money obtained from foreign countries to make 

investment domestically. There are different types of foreign capital. The major category is foreign 

investment including FDI (Foreign Direct Investment) and FPI (Foreign Portfolio Investment). 

Similarly, there are other types of foreign capital like trade credit, NRI Deposits and the most 

important one for India – the External Commercial Borrowings (ECBs).   

ECB is the financial instrument used to borrow money from the foreign sources of financing to invest 

in the commercial activities of the domestic country. Simply, borrowing money from the non-resident 
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lenders and investing it in the commercial activities of India is called as external commercial 

borrowings. 

 

INDIA’S FOREX RESERVES RECORD HIGH  

India’s Forex Reserves consist of – 

 Foreign Currency Assets  

 Special Drawing Rights  

 Gold  

The country’s foreign exchange reserves rose by $503.6 million to touch a life-time high of $424.864 

billion in the week to April 6,  due to the increase in foreign currency assets .  

Expressed in the US dollar terms, the foreign currency assets include the effect of appreciation or 

depreciation of the non-US currencies such as the euro, the pound and the yen held in the reserves. 

In India, Foreign Exchange Reserves are the foreign assets held or controlled by the country central 

bank. The reserves are made of gold or a specific currency. They can also be special drawing rights 

and marketable securities denominated in foreign currencies like treasury bills, government bonds, 

corporate bonds and equities and foreign currency loans.  

For a country's economic well being, foreing currency reserves play an important role. A nation's 

economy can grind to a halt with no sufficient reserves. To maintain foreign currency reserves 

becomes vital for a country's economic health. According to International Monetary Fund (IMF), 

foreign currency reserve assets are an external assets that a nation's monetary authority can utilise to 

meet balance of payments financing needs. Majority of the nations hold the greater part of their 

foreign currency reserves in US dollars. China (excluding Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan - considered 

to be sovereign states) has the highest foreign currency reserves with over two and half times more 

than the second largest reserve holder, Japan. India holds the number eigth position whose forex 

reserves surged by $2.604 billion to reach an all-time high of $400.726 billion. 

The top10 countries with the highest foreign currency reserves: 

 China  

 Japan  

 Switzerland  

 Saudi Arabia  

 Taiwan  

 Russia  

 Hong Kong  

 India  

Advantage of Forex  Reserves : 

 The foremost advantage of the forex serves is in meeting the international finance obligations 

including sovereign and commercial debts, financing of imports. 
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 It helps in boosting the confidence of the market in the ability of a country to meet its external 

obligations. 

 It acts as cushion for unforeseen external shocks. It was due the adequate forex reserve level 

that India was able to bear the global meltdown of 2008.   

 Increases confidence of foreign investors and thus helps in boosting foreign direct investment 

(FDI). 

 RBI uses the forex reserves to adjust foreign exchange rate. In case of sharp fall in the foreign 

exchange value of the Rupee, RBI sells the Dollar which appreciates the Rupee. 

 The foreign currency assets are invested mainly in instruments abroad which have the highest 

credit rating and which do not pose any credit risk. These include sovereign bonds, treasury 

bills and short-term deposits in top-rated global banks besides cash accounts. 

Because of the aforesaid reasons, almost all countries particularly developed hold high level of foreign 

exchange reserves despite the high cost of holding it. 

 

 INVESTMENT IN P NOTES HITS  A 9 YEAR LOW : 

Investments through participatory notes into Indian capital markets plunged to over nine-year low of 

Rs 80,341 crore till July-end amid stringent norms put in place by the watchdog Sebi to check misuse 

of these instruments .  

P-notes are issued by registered foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) to overseas investors who wish to 

be part of the Indian stock market without registering themselves directly. 

According to the Sebi data, total value of P-note investments in Indian markets - equity, debt, and 

derivatives - slumped to a low of Rs 80,341 crore till July-end from Rs 83,688 crore clocked by June-

end. Prior to that, in May the figure was Rs 93,497 crore. This is the lowest level since April 2009 

when the cumulative value of such investments stood at Rs 72,314 crore. 

The decline could be attributed to several measures taken by the market watchdog to stop the misuse 

of the controversy-ridden participatory notes. In July 2017, Sebi had notified stricter norms 

stipulating a fee of USD 1,000 on each instrument to check any misuse for channelising black money. It 

had also prohibited FPIs from issuing such notes where the underlying asset is a derivative, except 

those which are used for hedging purposes. These measures were an outcome of a slew  of other 

measures taken by the regulator . 

In April last year, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) had barred resident Indians, NRIs 

and entities owned by them from making investment through P-notes . This was mainly to check the 

flow of black money .  

All about P-Notes : 

Participatory Notes are financial instruments used by foreign investors for making investment in 

India without being registered with securities and exchange board of India (SEBI). 

Background : 
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In 1992, India allowed Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs) to buy stocks listed on Indian exchanges. 

However, all investors, whether institutions or individuals, were required to register themselves with 

the capital markets regulator, Sebi. To get around these restrictions, FIIs started to issue so-called 

participatory notes (or PNs) to investors who, for various reasons, wanted to remain anonymous. PNs 

were essentially Overseas Derivative Instruments (or ODIs) that had Indian stocks or derivatives as 

their underlying securities, with the holder entitled to the income or capital appreciation from such 

investment. The practice was sort of legitimised during the tenure of D R Mehta as Sebi chairman, 

after a High Level Committee on Capital Markets in 2002 allowed sub-accounts of FIIs to issue such 

contracts. 

Why Participatory Notes used? 

To invest the money in P-notes, investors do not require any registration with SEBI and because of 

this Participatory Notes are used by foreign or overseas investors. 

Advantages of Participatory Notes 

 By endorsement or delivery, participatory notes are easily transferable. 

 By the use of participatory notes owner name of underlying securities remain hidden which 

help them to save them from Indian law. 

Disadvantages of Participatory Notes: 

 Owner name of underlying securities is not clear. 

 Indian regulator fear that hedge funds acting through P-Notes can make economy unstable 

 It is also the way through which black money enters into system. 

Steps taken by SEBI against the P-Notes : 

In 2004, Sebi tightened rules to ensure PNs were issued — and transferred — only to regulated 

entities. On October 16, 2007, against the backdrop of a surge in capital flows and excess liquidity, the 

regulator banned P-Notes. The markets crashed immediately, but recovered after the regulator 

unveiled rules a week later, saying FIIs could not take any fresh exposure, and their existing 

investments would have to be wound up in 18 months. But exactly a year later, all restrictions on PNs 

were removed in the wake of the global financial crisis, amid fears of capital outflows. But rules were 

tightened again subsequently. From January 2011, FIIs have had to provide an undertaking that they 

have followed KYC norms, and submit details of transactions. In 2014, new rules on Foreign Portfolio 

Investors made it mandatory for those issuing PNs to submit a monthly report disclosing their 

portfolios, after which the number of entities issuing these has come down. 

Level 1 Q) What are P- Notes , why are restrictions being placed on it by the SEBI ? 

 

 RUPEE HITS A NEW  HISTORIC HIGH AGAINST THE DOLLAR  

What are the Reasons that the Rupee is having a free fall against the  Dollar . 

The Dollar Index, which measures the greenback's strength against major currencies of the world has 

appreciated over 3% this year to 95.25 level, compared to 92.25 level at the beginning of this year. 
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 Relative dollar strength: The US dollar has appreciated against almost all the major currencies 

of the world in this year so far. The Dollar Index, which measures the greenback's strength 

against major currencies of the world has appreciated over 3% this year to 95.25 level, 

compared to 92.25 level at the beginning of this year. The US central bank has increased 

interest rates twice this year, which is helping the dollar gain strength .  

 High oil prices: Crude oil price has been on an increasing trend so far this year. Brent crude, a 

benchmark for international crude prices, has increased nearly 50 per cent in last one year to 

levels of $77 per barrel mark. India imports around 80 per cent of its crude requirement, so 

rising crude oil price is bad news for the country as this will widen current account gap and 

result in higher inflation. 

 Tariff war scare: Concerns of a trade-war like situation between the US and other major 

economies such as China and the European Union also kept sentiments weak across markets. 

 FII outflow: Foreign investors have been net sellers of Indian equities and debts this year so far 

putting pressure on the rupee. Thus FII are flowing out of the market   .  

 Concerns over current account/fiscal deficit: India being a net importer of crude oil, rising 

crude oil price is not good for the country. Analysts believe this will increase India's trade gap 

with other countries and deplete the country's forex reserves resulting in further weakness in 

rupee. Rising crude oil price has also led to concerns of a higher fiscal deficit . 

 The currency plunged amid fears that the Turkish vs USA turmoil could turn into a global 

economic crisis .  

 The spike in the crude oil prices has pulled down the rupee and raised the demand of the dollar 

.  

 The Chinese Yuan has fallen sharply after the trade war , this has led to the flight of the dollar  

from many economies . 

 The flight of the dollar outflow has pulled down many   Asian currencies . 

 A weaker Rupee makes overseas travel costlier , imported goods costly , oil prices at home will 

increase , driving inflation .  

 Costly oil prices will increase the price of the other  goods thus driving inflation , this will make 

RBI to raise the interest rates .  

 Higher interest rates will push up the EMI rates . 

 This will being the Govt and the RBI to intervene to take steps to increase the supply to bring te 

prices under control , they will stop the export of the goods that are required at home to bring 

down the prices . 

Level 1 Q) What  are the reasons that the Rupee has been weakening ? 

 

 FEMA NORMS EASED TO SPUR INVESTMENT FROM OVERSEAS – 

The RBI has simplified the FEMA regulations by puting all the 93 amendments under one notification , 

this move will make it significantly simple for foreign investors to invest in India ..FEMA act 1999 was 

amended 93 times .Earlier these amendments were in a very disjointed manner in various places . 

What is FEMA ?The Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 (FEMA) is an Act of the Parliament of 

India "to consolidate and amend the law relating to foreign exchange with the objective of facilitating 
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external trade and payments and for promoting the orderly development and maintenance of foreign 

exchange market in India". 

1. It replaced the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA) which had become incompatible with pro-

liberalisation policies of the Government of India. 

2. This act makes offences related to foreign exchange civil offenses. It extends to the whole of 

India. 

3. It enabled a new foreign exchange management regime consistent with the emerging 

framework of the World Trade Organisation (WTO). 

4. It also paved the way for the introduction of the Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002, 

which came into effect from 1 July 2005. 

 Level 1 Q) What is FEMA 1999, why was it in news ? 

 

 RBI BRINGS OUT 3RD BI-MONTHLY MONETARY POLICY  2018-19  

Highlights – 

1) Retained the GDP forecast for the current fiscal at 7.4 percent on robust corporate earnings 

and buoyant rural demand, though it flagged global trade tensions for Indian exports. 

2) Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) noted that the progress of the monsoon so far and a sharper 

than the usual increase in MSPs of kharif crops are expected to boost rural demand by raising 

farmers' income. 

3) Robust corporate earnings, especially of fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) companies, also 

reflect buoyant rural demand. 

4) Investment activity remains firm even as there has been some tightening of financing 

conditions in the recent period .  

5) As per the RBI, the growth would be in the range of 7.5-7.6 percent in first half of the fiscal and 

7.3-7.4 percent in October-March 2018-19 period "with risks evenly balanced". 

6) The central has also projected the GDP growth for the first quarter of the next financial year at 

2019-20 at 7.5 percent. 

7) It noted that the overall performance of the monsoon in the country so far predicts well for 

food inflation in the medium-term. 

8) Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) decided to: 

• Increase in the policy Repo Rate under the Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) by 25 basis points to 

6.50 percent. 

• The Reverse Repo Rate under the LAF stands adjusted to 6.25 per cent. 

• The Marginal Standing Facility (MSF) rate and the Bank Rate stand at 6.75 per cent.  

The decision of the MPC was consistent with the monetary policy in consonance with the objective of 

achieving the medium-term target for Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation of 4 percent within a band 

of +/- 2 per cent. 
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Note :  

1) The hike in Repo Rate in the Second Bi-monthly Monetary Policy Statement 2018-19 was the 

first time that the lending rate was raised in over four years. 

2) The hike in Third Bi-monthly Monetary Policy Statement 2018-19 is now the first time since 

October 2013 that the RBI has raised the repo rate at two consecutive policy meetings. 

 

 WHAT IS MONETARY POLICY  

Monetary policy is the macroeconomic policy laid down by the central bank. It involves management 

of money supply and interest rate and is the demand side economic policy used by the government of 

a country to achieve macroeconomic objectives like inflation, consumption, growth and liquidity. 

The RBI implements the monetary policy through 

 open market operations, 

 bank rate policy,  

 reserve system,  

 credit control policy,  

 moral persuasion and through many other instruments.  

Using any of these instruments will lead to changes in the interest rate, or the money supply in the 

economy. Monetary policy can be expansionary and contractionary in nature. Increasing money 

supply and reducing interest rates indicate an expansionary policy. The reverse of this is a 

contractionary monetary policy. 

Monetary Policy Process : 

1) The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) constituted by the Central Government under Section 

45ZB determines the policy interest rate required to achieve the inflation target. 

2) The Reserve Bank’s Monetary Policy Department (MPD) assists the MPC in formulating the 

monetary policy.  

3) The Financial Market Committee (FMC) meets daily to review the liquidity conditions so as to 

ensure that the operating target of monetary policy (weighted average lending rate) is kept 

close to the policy repo rate. 

Instruments of Monetary Policy – 

There are several direct and indirect instruments - 

1) Repo Rate: The (fixed) interest rate at which the Reserve Bank provides overnight liquidity to 

banks 

2) Reverse Repo Rate: The (fixed) interest rate at which the Reserve Bank absorbs liquidity, on 

an overnight basis, from banks 

3) Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF): The LAF consists of overnight as well as term repo 

auctions. 
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4) Marginal Standing Facility (MSF): A facility under which scheduled commercial banks can 

borrow additional amount of overnight money from the Reserve Bank by dipping into their 

Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) portfolio up to a limit at a penal rate of interest. 

5) Corridor: The MSF rate and reverse repo rate determine the corridor for the daily movement 

in the weighted average call money rate. 

6) Bank Rate: It is the rate at which the Reserve Bank is ready to buy or rediscount bills of 

exchange or other commercial papers. The Bank Rate is published under Section 49 of the 

Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. This rate has been aligned to the MSF rate and, therefore, 

changes automatically as and when the MSF rate changes alongside policy repo rate changes. 

7) Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR): The average daily balance that a bank is required to maintain with 

the Reserve Bank as a share of such per cent of its Net demand and time liabilities (NDTL) that 

the Reserve Bank may notify from time to time in the Gazette of India. 

8) Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR): The share of NDTL that a bank is required to maintain in safe 

and liquid assets, such as, unencumbered government securities, cash and gold. Changes in SLR 

often influence the availability of resources in the banking system for lending to the private 

sector. 

9) Open Market Operations (OMOs): These include both, outright purchase and sale of 

government securities, for injection and absorption of durable liquidity, respectively. 

10) Market Stabilisation Scheme (MSS): This instrument for monetary management was 

introduced in 2004.  

Monetary Policy Framework 2015 – 

Forms the basis for the Monetary Policy by the RBI , it transferred the responsibility from a single man 

the RBI governor to a Monetary Policy Committee ( MPC ) . The Government of India and Reserve 

Bank of India signed a Monetary Policy Framework Agreement on 20th February, 2015. The objective 

of monetary policy framework is to primarily maintain price stability, while keeping in mind the 

objective of growth. As per the agreement, RBI would set the policy interest rates and would aim to 

bring inflation below 6 per cent by January 2016 and within 4 per cent with a band of (+/-) 2 per cent 

for 2016-17 and all subsequent years. 

Level 1 Q) What is Monetary Policy and What is its aim , What are the instruments used ? 

 

 BANKING  

 

CABINET APPROVES   CONTINUATION OF PRADHAN MANTRI JANDHAN 

YOJANA 

“ A Boost to Pro-poor &  Pro-people initiative “. 

In a major boost to pro-people and pro-poor initiatives, the Cabinet  chaired by PM has approved the 

continuation of National Mission for Financial Inclusion - Pradhan Mantri JanDhan Yojana (PMJDY) 

with the following changes:- 

 Existing Over Draft (OD) limit of Rs 5,000 to be raised to Rs 10,000. 
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 There will not be any conditions attached for OD upto Rs 2,000. 

 Age limit for availing OD facility to be revised from 18-60 years to 18-65 years. 

 Now the expanded coverage from "every household to every adult", accidental insurance cover 

for new RuPay card holders to be raised from Rs 1 lakh to Rs 2 lakh to new PMJDY accounts 

opened after 28.8.18. 

It has been decided to continue the flagship financial inclusion program (PMJDY), with focus on 

opening accounts from "every household to every adult". The pipeline of JanDhan-Aadhaar-Mobile 

(JAM) will continue to provide the necessary backbone for coverage of these activities and thereby 

accelerating the pace of digitized, financially included & insured society. 

Impact :  

 The continuation of the Mission would enable all adults/households of the country to have 

atleast a basic bank account with access to other financial services    ( like namely, Banking/ 

Savings & Deposit Accounts, Remittance, Credit, Insurance, Pension in an affordable manner) , 

social security schemes and overdraft upto Rs. 10,000.  

 It will, thus, bring them into the mainstream of financial services and will facilitate 

transfer of benefits of various subsidy schemes of the Government more efficient into their 

accounts . 

 Transfer  of subsidies directly into the accounts will lead to less leakage and more 

transparency .DBT (  Direct benefit transfer  has already saved a lot of money of the govt that 

was lost due to fake  beneficiaries .  

Background:  With a view to- 

• increase banking penetration,  

• promote financial inclusion and 

• to provide at least one bank account per household across the country,  

a National Mission on Financial Inclusion known as Pradhan Mantri JanDhan Yojana (PMJDY) 

was  formally launched on 28th August, 2014 at National level by the Prime Minister.  

Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) is National Mission for Financial Inclusion  ensures  access 

to financial services, namely, Banking/ Savings & Deposit Accounts, Remittance, Credit, Insurance, 

Pension in an affordable manner. 

 

Account can be opened in any bank branch or Business Correspondent (Bank Mitr) outlet. Accounts 

opened under PMJDY are being opened with Zero balance. However, if the account-holder wishes to 

get cheque book, he/she will have to fulfill minimum balance criteria. 

Special Benefits of the PMJDY :  

1) Interest on deposit. 

2) Accidental insurance cover of Rs. 1.00 lac  ( now Rs.2 lac )  

3) No minimum balance required. 
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4) The scheme provide life cover of Rs. 30,000/- payable on death of the beneficiary, subject to 

fulfillment of the eligibility condition. 

5) Easy Transfer of money across India 

6) Beneficiaries of Government Schemes will get Direct Benefit Transfer in these accounts. 

7) After satisfactory operation of the account for 6 months, an overdraft facility will be permitted 

8) Access to Pension, insurance products. 

9) The Claim under Personal Accidental Insurance under PMJDY shall be payable if the Rupay 

Card holder have performed minimum one successful financial or non-financial customer 

induced transaction at any Bank Branch, Bank Mitra, ATM, POS, E-COM etc. Channel both Intra 

and Inter-bank i.e. on-us (Bank Customer/rupay card holder transacting at same Bank 

channels) and off-us (Bank Customer/Rupay card holder transacting at other Bank Channels) 

within 90 days prior to date of accident including accident date will be included as eligible 

transactions under the Rupay Insurance Program 2016-2017. 

10) Overdraft facility upto Rs.5000/- is available in only one account per household, preferably 

lady of the household.( Now Rs.10,000/-)  

Achievements of PMJDY : 

 Approx. 32.41 crore Jan Dhan accounts have been opened with more than Rs 81,200 crore of 

deposit balance. 

 53% women Jan Dhan account holders and 59% Jan Dhan accounts are in rural and semi urban 

areas. More than 83% operative Jan Dhan accounts (except states of Assam,Meghalaya, J&K) 

are Aadhaar seeded, with issuance of approx 24.4 crore RuPay cards to these account holders. 

 More than 7.5 crore JanDhan accounts receiving DBTs. 

 Banking Correspondents (BCs) have been deployed in 1.26 lakh Sub Service Areas (rural 

areas), each catering to 1000-1500 households.  Nearly 13.16 crore Aadhaar Enabled Payment 

System (AePS) transactions have taken place through BCs during the month of July, 2018. 

 13.98 crore subscribers under Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana (PMSBY) with 19,436 

claims, involving an amount of Rs, 388.72 crore settled so far. 

 Similarly, 5.47 crore subscribers under Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana (PMJJBY) 

with 1.10 lakh claims, involving an amount of Rs. 2206.28 crore settled so far. 

 1.11 crore persons have subscribed for Atal Pension Yojana (APY). 

 

 WHAT IS FINANCIAL INCLUSION AND HOW DOES IT HELP ?  

Definition :  

Financial  inclusion  may  be  defined  as  the  process  of  ensuring  access  to  financial  services  

and  timely  and  adequate  credit  where  needed  by  vulnerable  groups  such  as  weaker  

sections  and  low  income  groups  at  an  affordable  cost  (The  Committee  on  Financial  

Inclusion,  Chairman:  Dr. C. Rangarajan).  

Financial inclusion means that individuals and businesses have access to useful and affordable 

financial products and services that meet their needs – transactions, payments, savings, credit and 

insurance – delivered in a responsible and sustainable way.  
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It includes opening of bank accounts for those that have never had one, and allowing people to send 

and receive money easily. The main objective is ensuring access to formal credit for people who 

depend on informal means for their financial needs( such as money lenders etc )  and also financial 

education to ensure that the poor and marginalised make the best use of their money. 

Being able to have access to a transaction account is a first step toward broader financial inclusion 

since a transaction account  allows people to store money, and send and receive payments. A 

transaction account can also serve as a gateway to other financial services . 

Why is Financial Inclusion Important ? 

 Financial inclusion broadens the resource base of the financial system by  developing  a  

culture  of  savings  among  large  segment  of  rural  population   and   plays   its   own   role   in   

the   process   of   economic   development .   

 Further,   by   bringing   low   income   groups   within   the   perimeter  of  formal  banking  

sector;  financial  inclusion  protects  their  financial   wealth   and   other   resources   in   

exigent   circumstances.  

 Financial inclusion also mitigates the exploitation of vulnerable sections by  the  usurious  

money  lenders  by  facilitating  easy  access  to  formal  Credit . 

 Higher penetration of formal financial services is a positive developmental indicator. 

Policymakers all over the world are pushing for greater financial inclusion because it is seen as 

welfare enhancing for the poor. Governments especially in poor countries like India are 

pushing to get more and more people under the formal financing umbrella as there is 

increasing evidence that direct cash transfers into bank accounts cuts leakages. 

How is Financial inclusion happening in India ?  

 The government is pushing financial inclusion through the Jan Dhan,  Aadhaar  and Mobile 

(JAM)) trinity and use of innovative delivery channels, such as mobile wallets ( BHIM app , etc 

) . 

 RBI has also granted an ‘in principle’ approval to 10 small banks and 11 payment banks, 

which is expected to deepen the inclusion process. Indian Post has recently launched the 

largest network of Payment Bank across the country boosting financial inclusion by bringing 

banking to the door step .  

 More number of banks branches are being opened , untouched places are being covered  . 

 SHG are being given loans at less interest . 

 Kisan  Credit card is being issued for the farmers . 

 Insurance is being penetrated at a less premium , such as the PMJJBY , PMSBY . 

 Basic Saving Bank Deposit ( BSBD ) Accounts have been encouraged for the poor . 

 General Credit Cards ( GCC )  are being issued in the rural areas .  

 Digital payments are being encouraged , this encourages people to open bank accounts .etc 
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Level 1 Q) Write about the PMJDY Jan Dhan Yojana ? What are its achievements ?  

Level 2 Q) Financial inclusion – What is it , and how is it being achieved in India ?  

 

 PM LAUNCHES INDIA POST PAYMENTS BANK – “ A MAJOR INITIATIVE  

TOWARDS FINANCIAL INCLUSION”  

GOI launched  the India Post Payments Bank (IPPB) at Talkatora Stadium in New Delhi. Through the 

India Post Payments Bank, banking services will conveniently reach the remotest places in the 

country, and the people living there. The IPPB will offer a range of services like  Saving and current 

account , bill and Utility payments , Money Transfer , Direct Benefit Transfer , Merchant and 

Enterprise  Payments .  

The Department of Posts was one of the 11 entities to get an in-principle nod from the Reserve Bank 

of India in 2015 for setting up a payments bank. Although many other entities, including Airtel, Fino, 

Paytm, etc, have launched services, the postal bank was yet to commercially roll out its services across 

the country. 

However, with the launch, the IPPB will become one of the largest banking networks in India. India 

Post has 154,000 post offices, of which 139,000 are in rural areas. The government is planning to 

utilise the 650 branches to serve as controlling offices to service and monitor all the post offices in the 

country. All the post office branches will be linked to the IPPB by end of this year.Around 11000 post 

man will provide door step banking services in the rural and the urban areas .  

The  postmen would deliver these services at the doorstep. The  IPPB will also facilitate digital 

transactions, and help deliver the benefits of schemes such as Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana, 

which provide assistance to farmers. 

Level 1 Q) Write about the IPPB ,  Analyse its impact ?  

 

SWIFT NORMS – RBI SLAPS FINE ON PNB- 

Topic Related To – ( Banking )  

What is the news about ?  

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has fined Punjab National Bank (PNB) Rs 2 crore after finding it in 

violation of compliance with regulatory directions regarding SWIFT operations. 

Swift is a global messaging software used for transactions by financial entities. The fine comes in the 

backdrop of the massive Rs 14,000 crore fraud at the Punjab National Bank (PNB) owing to the misuse 

of this messaging software. Post the PNB fraud last year, the RBI has been tough on banks to tighten 

all kinds of transactions.  

The massive Rs 14,000-crore fraud perpetrated by billionaire jeweller Nirav Modi and his uncle Mehul 

Choksi at the PNB was a case of misuse of this messsaging software. 
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Earlier this month, the central bank had slapped a total monetary fine of Rs 8 crore on three banks- 

Karnataka Bank, United Bank of India and Karur Vysya Bank for not complying with the directions on 

SWIFT  messaging software. 

Four banks - SBI, Union Bank of India, Dena Bank and IDBI - had also informed exchanges about 

monetary penalty slapped on them by the RBI for non-compliance with various directions. Fine of Rs 3 

crore was imposed on Union Bank, Rs 2 crore on Dena Bank, and Rs 1 crore each on IDBI and the SBI. 

The major banks which were fined by the regulator included SBI, ICICI Bank, HSBC, Bank of Baroda, 

Citibank, Canara Bank and Yes Bank. 

What is SWIFT And Why is it important?  

SWIFT stands for the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication. 

It’s an organization that was founded in Brussels in 1973 to establish some common processes and 

standards for financial transactions. 

SWIFT provides the network that Banks around the world need for a consistent, universal way to get 

money from one country to another. 

SWIFT provides a secure network that allows more than 10,000 financial institutions in 212 different 

countries to send and receive information about financial transactions to each other. Before the 

SWIFT network was put in place, banks and financial institutions relied on a system called TELEX to 

make money transfers. TELEX was slow, and the system lacked the security necessary for a time when 

technology was making rapid progress. 

Who uses the SWIFT network? The majority of SWIFT system members are banks, but it’s also used 

by many other businesses: 

 money brokers and security broker dealers 

 clearing systems 

 corporates, non-bank financial institutions and more 

How does the SWIFT system work? 

Assume a customer of a Bank of Baroda branch in Indore  wants to send money to his friend who 

banks at the Bank of America  branch in Washington . The Indore  customer can walk into his Bank of 

Baroda  branch with his friend’s account number( XXXXXXXXXXX)  and Bank of America’s  unique 

SWIFT code for its Washington  branch. Bank of Baroda  will send a payment transfer SWIFT message 

to the Bank of America  branch over the secure SWIFT network. Once Bank of America  receives the 

SWIFT message about the incoming payment, it will clear and credit the money to the Italian friend’s 

account. 

SWIFT is only a messaging system – SWIFT does not hold any funds or securities, nor does it manage 

client accounts. For Example ( UPI is a platform that allows Payment Apps to make payments from one 

Bank to another , it is because of UPI that any person can use any of his account to transfer money to 

any other account holder , this is because UPI acts as an intermediary just like a Bus which is used by 

anyone to go anywhere . UPI get paid by the banks for this . UPI is not a bank like how SWIFT is only a 

Middle man that is used by a person to transfer money to any place .  
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SWIFT assigns each financial organization a unique code that has either eight characters or 11 

characters. The code is interchangeably called the bank identifier code (BIC), SWIFT code, SWIFT ID, 

or ISO 9362 code. 

The SWIFT network doesn’t actually transfer funds, but instead it sends payment orders between 

institutions’ accounts, using SWIFT codes. It was SWIFT that standardised IBAN (International Bank 

Account Numbers) and BIC (Bank Identifier Codes) formats. SWIFT owns and administers the BIC 

system, meaning that it can quickly identify a bank and send a payment there securely. 

To understand how the code is assigned, let’s look at Italian bank UniCredit Banca, headquartered in 

Milan. It has the 8-character SWIFT code UNCRITMM. 

 First four characters: the institute code (UNCR for UniCredit Banca) 

 Next two characters: the country code (IT for the country Italy) 

 Next two characters: the location/city code (MM for Milan) 

 Last three characters: optional, but organizations use it to assign codes to individual branches. 

(The UniCredit Banca branch in Venice may use the code UNCRITMMZZZ.) 

Level 1 Q) What is SWIFT , why has it been in news in the Banking system recently ?  

 

RBI DEFERS IMPLEMENTING IND AS-  

What is Ind AS  and why is in news ?  

Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS)  are new accounting  norms . The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 

has deferred the implementation of the new accounting norms, Ind AS, indefinitely, as necessary 

amendments to the relevant law are yet to be made. 

While the original plan was to implement these accounting norms by April 1, 2018, it had to be 

deferred by a year due to pending legislative amendments to the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, also 

the level of preparedness of many banks was low . Now, the implementation has been deferred 

definitely. 

Ind AS for non-banking financial companies came into effect last year. 

About the Ind AS –  

The new rules are based on IFRS 9 (the 9th International Financial Reporting Standard), promulgated 

by the IASB (International Accounting Standards Board) and originally introduced in the wake of 

2008 financial crisis. 

The new accounting standards  (Ind AS ) would require banks to make provisions when they judge 

that a loan is likely to turn bad, rather than waiting for the borrower to start missing payments. 

This would have resulted in  banks having to adding an additional USD 190 billion in bad loans to their 

books.  

Under the proposed norms, financial institutions like banks will have to calculate expected credit 

losses (ECL) on their loans during each reporting period and make necessary adjustments to their 

profit-and-loss account even before a borrower may default on a certain loan. This is in contrast to the 
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present accounting norms wherein banks incur credit losses in their books only after outstanding 

loans have been in a state of default over a certain number of days as stated in the rules laid down by 

the RBI. 

Analysis –  

Now that the implementation of the new accounting standards have been deferred indefinitely, the 

banks for now, burdened by sour loans will not have to admit the true size of their likely losses. 

It is believed that the adoption of the accounting standard could cause significant credit losses to 

banks, which will be forced to prematurely recognise losses on their loans( Bad loans )  and build 

up the necessary underlying capital required to overcome the impact of such losses.  

The other issue is that not all premature recognised losses will be of defaulters , there  might be 

companies who had delayed payment due to their own delays  .  

The new norms  under which loans will be prematurely  recognised as losses will cause more 

outstanding loans to be added to the huge existing pile of bad loans and cause further headaches to 

the government. According to estimates made by India Ratings & Research, public sector banks would 

have to make additional provision of over a trillion rupees if the norms are adopted right away. The 

Centre may not be able to foot the bill, and may instead prefer to help public sector banks to hide the 

true size of their bad loans. This does not bode well for the health of the banking system  .  

Level 1 Q) What is Ind AS , what are the concerns regarding the it , explain ?  

Prelims – about Ind AS .  

 

RBI BUYS $ 5 BN ON FOREX SWAP OPTION – 

Aim ?  

To facilitate faster transmission of interest rates and improve liquidity in the banking system. 

The RBI infused Rs 34,561 crore into the banking system. The dollar-rupee swap allows the 

RBI to directly influence rupee value and liquidity .  

What is the news ?  

In an unusual move, the Reserve Bank of India will buy dollars from banks for three years and offer 

them rupees in return. The move will bulk up the central bank’s foreign-exchange reserves while 

injecting cash into the banking system to ease the liquidity crunch .  

RBI successfully concluded the forex swap auction, buying the targeted USD 5 billion as part of the 

long term dollar/rupee swap with a three-year tenor . In turn, Rs 34,561 crore was infused into the 

Indian banking system . The central bank has bought Rs 3 lakh crore of bonds this fiscal to support the 

market at a time when a record USD 100 billion borrowing plan of the government had cooled 

demand for debt. 

Explanation  
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 This  is being tried for the first time. The mechanism will have an  impact on both the money 

and forex markets. RBI wants to infuse durable liquidity into the banking system.  

 ‘Durable’ refers to the fact that the infusion is permanent, unlike, say, the repurchase (repo) 

window where a bank swaps cash for government bonds for a short period, say, a day or a 

week, and then pays RBI back at the end of this period. The conventional mode for durable 

cash injection has been the Open Market Operation (OMO), in which RBI buys back specific 

bonds from banks in lieu of cash.  

 The Reserve Bank of India’s decision last week to resort to a dollar-rupee swap, instead of the 

traditional open-market purchase of bonds, to infuse liquidity into the economy marks a 

significant shift in the central bank’s liquidity management policy. 

 For the banks, it is a way to earn some interest out of the forex reserves lying idle in their kitty. 

Apart from injecting fresh liquidity into the economy, the move will have implications for the 

currency market  .  

 The rupee’s recent rally against the dollar has been halted by the RBI’s decision to infuse 

rupees and suck out dollars through the swap scheme. This will help to check the value of the 

rupee against the Dollar .  

 Overall, the dollar-rupee swap is a useful addition to the RBI’s policy toolkit as it offers the 

central bank a chance to directly influence both the value of the rupee and the amount of 

liquidity in the economy at the same time using a single tool. In the aftermath of the liquidity 

crisis in the non-banking financial sector, it can be an effective way to lower private borrowing 

costs as well. 

 The way banks respond after receiving fresh liquidity from the RBI, however, will determine 

the success of the new liquidity scheme to a large extent. Businesses could benefit from the 

greater availability of liquidity, but only if banks aggressively pass on the benefit of lower rates 

to their borrowers.  

 

 

RBI LIFTS CURBS ON 3 PSBS-  

What is the news about –  

The RBI lifted Lending Curbs on the 3 PSB’s out of the 11 PSB’s . These Banks are the Bank of India , 

Bank of Maharashtra and the Oriental bank of Commerce . This Action of the RBI will help to expand 

the loan growth as they will be able to lend .  

These banks have met the regulatory norms including the Capital Conservation Buffer  and have Net 

Non- Performing Assets of less than 6 % .  The Government has adopted 4R's (Recognition, 

Recapitalization, Resolution, and Reform) strategy for banking transformation .  

Since commencement of clean-up in 2015-16 the recapitalisation has crossed over Rs 3 lakh crore 

through mix of budgetary support and market raising helping  banks to make adequate provisions for 

the bad loans. As a result, there has been reversal in the deteriorating bad loan situation and there has 

been record loan recovery during the current fiscal.  

Last month the government infused  Rs.28,615 crore through Recapitalisation Bonds in the 7 PSB’s .  

The PCA Framework was a contentious issue between the RBI and the Government . The Government 

wanted the RBI to align the PCA to global norms .  
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The PCA framework kick starts when the banks breach any of the 3 regulatory trigger points . They 

are - 

1. Capital to Risks Weighted Assets Ratio 

2. Net Non Performing Assets ( NPA)  

3. Return on Assets ( RoA )  

Globally the PCA kicks in only when the banks slip on  a single parameter of Capital Adequacy Ratio . 

The Government and some of the independent directors of the RBI are in favour of adopting the same 

for the domestic banks as well .  

The RBI seems to take into consideration some of these concerns regarding the PCA .  

How will this effect the Economy ?  

1. Make more credit available to consumers and businesses to revive  up economic activity and 

create jobs as the country heads for the Lok Sabha polls. 

2. Credit needs of the MSME and industry  will be met . Along with this consumers will benefit . 

This will lead to more money in the hands of consumers and businesses and increase demand 

therefore spurring economic activity .  

Prompt Corrective Action ( PCA)  

The Reserve Bank of India initiated the Scheme of Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) in 2002 to 

discipline banks when they report poor and risky financial performance. It is set of actions  taken by 

the RBI if a commercial bank’s financial condition worsens below a mark. 

In early 2018, there were 12 banks under PCA framework, implying that their financial conditions 

were weak. Out of these, 11 were PSBs. Later, the government injected capital into the PSBs besides 

making several steps to improve their performance. As a result, as on March 9, 2019, there were only 

six banks (all PSBs) under the PCA framework. 

The PCA framework specifies the trigger points or the level in which the RBI will intervene with 

corrective action. This trigger points are expressed in terms of parameters for the banks. 

 

The trigger points are: capital to risk weighted assets ratio (CRAR), net non-performing assets 

(NNPA), and return on assets (RoA). This means that when a particular bank is reporting the low level 

of CRAR high level of NNPA or Return on Assets (profit), the RBI will ask it to adopt certain restrictive 

measures. The scheme was revised in April 2017. Under the Revised PCA framework, apart from the 

capital, asset quality and profitability, leverage is to be monitored additionally. 

When a bank is brought into the PCA framework, it should face restrictions on distributing dividends, 

remitting profits and even on accepting certain kinds of deposits. Besides, there are restrictions on the 

expansion of branch network, and the lenders need to maintain higher provisions, along with caps on 
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management compensation and directors’ fees. The entire thrust of the PCA framework is to prevent 

further capital erosion and to bring back the bank to normal healthy conditions. 

Level 1 Q) Discuss about Prompt Corrective Action , What are the Parameters taken into 

consideration to take action on the bank ?  

RBI – PCA and its Parameters , Meaning of Each Parameter .  

 

UNREGULATED DEPOSIT SCHEMES  TO BE BANNED –  

What is the news about ?  

Cabinet approved changes to the “  Banning of Unregulated Deposit Schemes Bill 2018 ” pursuant to 

the recommendations of the Standing Committee on Finance. 

What is the Banning of Unregulated Deposit Scheme Bill 2018 ?  

Unregulated Deposit Schemes Bill, 2018 in Parliament  is aimed at tackling the menace of illicit 

deposit taking activities in the country. Companies/ institutions running such schemes  take 

advantage of the existing regulatory gaps and lack of strict administrative measures to dupe poor  

people of their hard-earned savings.  It is a comprehensive legislation to deal with the menace of illicit 

deposit schemes in the country . The Bill seeks to put in place a mechanism by which such depositors 

can be compensated.  

According to an information given by the Finance Minister out of the total 978 cases of unauthorised 

deposit schemes, 326 are from West Bengal, which is more than one-third of the total such schemes. 

The Recent  Saradha  and the Rose Valley Chit fund Scam are examples of these .  

In a major policy initiative to protect the savings of the investors, the Union Cabinet has given its 

approval to introduce the following bills in the Parliament:-  

(a) Banning of Unregulated Deposit Schemes Bill, 2018 in parliament & 

(b) Chit Funds (Amendment) Bill, 2018 

Background –  

The Finance Minister in the Budget Speech 2016-17 had announced that a comprehensive central 

legislation would be brought in to deal with the menace of illicit deposit taking schemes. 

 In the recent past there have been rising instances of people in various parts of the country being 

cheated  by illicit deposit taking schemes. The worst victims of these schemes are the poor and the 

financially illiterate, and the operations of such schemes are often spread over many States.  

Subsequently, Finance Minister in the Budget Speech 2017-18 had announced that draft bill  would be 

introduced shortly after its finalization. 
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The Unregulated Deposits Bill 2018 has been passed by the Lok Sabha .  

The Union Cabinet gave its approval for the introduction of the   Chit Funds (Amendment) Bill, 2018 in 

Parliament. 

 In order to facilitate orderly growth of the Chit Funds sector and remove bottlenecks being faced by 

the Chit Funds industry, thereby enabling greater financial access of people to other financial 

products, the following amendments to the Chit Funds Act, 1982 have been proposed: 

 Use of the words "Fraternity Fund" for chit business under Sections 2(b) and 11(1) of the 

Chit Funds Act, 1982, to signify its inherent nature, and distinguish its working from "Prize 

Chits" which are banned under a separate legislation; 

 While retaining the requirement of a minimum of two subscribers for the conduct of the draw 

of the Chit and for the preparation of the minutes of the proceedings, the Chit Funds 

(Amendment) Bill, 2018 proposes to allow the two minimum required subscribers to join 

through video conferencing duly recorded by the foreman, as physical presence of the 

subscribers towards the final stages of a Chit may not be forthcoming easily. The foreman shall 

have the minutes of the proceedings signed by such subscribers within a period of two days 

following the proceedings; 
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 Increasing the ceiling of foreman's commission from a maximum of 5% to 7%, as the rate has 

remained static since the commencement of the Act while overheads and other costs have 

increased manifold; 

 Allowing the foreman a right to lien for the dues from subscribers, so that set-off is allowed by 

the Chit company for subscribers who have already drawn funds, so as to discourage default by 

them; and 

 Amending Section 85 (b) of the Chit Funds Act, 1982 to remove the ceiling of one hundred 

rupees set in 1982 at the time of framing the Chit Funds Act, which has lost its relevance. The 

State Governments are proposed to be allowed to prescribe the ceiling and to increase it from 

time to time. 

About the recent amendments introduced  to the Unregulated Deposits bill 2018 –  

The amendments will further strengthen the Bill in its objective to effectively tackle the menace of 

illicit deposit-taking activities, and prevent such schemes from duping poor and gullible people of 

their hard-earned savings. 

The Cabinet had decided to amend the law based on the recommendations of the Parliamentary 

Standing Committee that went into the provisions of the Bill. 

The decision to amend the law came amid a storm over investigations into the Saradha and Rose 

Valley chit fund schemes that rocked West Bengal and other states and triggered a political war 

between the Trinamool Congress government in the state and the Narendra Modi government at the 

Centre. 

Level 1 Q) Ponzi schemes have taken a toll on the Savings of the Public , to check this menace 

what steps is the government taking ?  

Level 2 Q) Discuss about the Unregulated Deposits Bill  , Enumerate its features ?   Prelims – 

about the Bill .  

 

 

GOVERNMENT PASSES ORDINANCE TO BAN UNREGULATED DEPOSIT-  

What is the news about ?  

The Union Cabinet approved the Promulgation of Unregulated Deposit Schemes Ordinance, 2019. 

President Ram Nath Kovind promulgated the banning of Unregulated Deposit Scheme Ordinance. 

Pursuant to this ordinance now ,  any Individual or group of individuals cannot take any deposit or 

loan from any person other than relatives, whereas partnership firms can take deposit or loan from 

relatives or partners only. The proposed ordinance will immediately tackle the deposit taking 

activities in the country . 

The ordinance will altogether ban unregulated deposit taking schemes, also called Ponzi schemes. It 

will help create a central repository of all registered entities which can take deposits. The Ordinance 

makes it absolutely necessary for everyone to register before taking a deposit and creating a central 

repository of all the registered entities which can take deposits. 
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The Ordinance  provides for severe punishment ranging from 1 year to 10 years and pecuniary fines 

ranging from Rs 2 lakh to Rs 50 crore to act as deterrent. It too has adequate provisions for 

disgorgement or repayment of deposits in cases where such schemes nonetheless manage to raise 

deposits illegally.  

The law provides for attachment of properties or assets and subsequent realisation of assets for 

repayment to depositors. Clear-cut timelines have been provided for attachment of property and 

restitution to depositors, the agency reported. 

In a bid to save  investors from Ponzi schemes, the Central government has banned unregulated 

deposit schemes, a move that may help tackling the menace of illicit deposit-taking activities. 

The banning of Unregulated Deposit Schemes Bill, 2018 was tabled in Parliament on July 18, 2018, 

and was referred to the Standing Committee on Finance. The committee submitted its Seventieth 

Report on the bill to Parliament on January 3, 2019. 

In the last four years, the CBI has lodged about 166 cases related to chit funds and multi-crore scams, 

with the maximum in West Bengal and Odisha. 

 

 

GOVERNMENT  APPROVES UNIFIED REGULATOR FOR IFCS –  

What is the news about ?  

The Cabinet has approved the setting up of a unified authority that would regulate all the financial 

services in International Financial Services Centres (IFSC), such as the one at Gujarat International 

Finance Tec-City (GIFT) in Gandhinagar. This is to be done through the International Financial 

Services Centres Authority Bill, 2019. 

The first IFSC in India has been set up at GIFT City, Gandhinagar, Gujarat. 

Current position - Currently, the banking, capital markets and insurance sectors in IFSCs are 

regulated by multiple regulators, i.e. RBI, SEBI and IRDAI .  

Following are the main features of the International Financial Services Centres Authority Bill: 
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What is the need for a Unified Authority  ?  

 The dynamic nature of business in the IFSCs necessitates a high degree of inter-regulatory 

coordination. 

 It also requires regular clarifications and frequent amendments in the existing regulations 

governing financial activities in IFSCs.  

 The development of financial services and products in IFSCs would require focussed and 

dedicated regulatory interventions. Hence, a need is felt for having a unified financial regulator 

for IFSCs in India. 

Thus  the government decided that a unified financial regulator for IFSCs in India would ease the 

process and help in easing doing business in India. 

What are International Financial Service Centres ?  

An IFSC caters to customers outside the jurisdiction of the domestic economy. Financial centres 

that cater to customers outside their own jurisdiction are referred to as international (IFCs) or 

offshore Financial Centers (OFCs). All these centres are ‘international’ in the sense that they deal with 

the flow of finance and financial products/services across borders.  

London, New York and Singapore can be counted as global financial centres. Many emerging IFSCs 

around the world, such as Shanghai and Dubai, are aspiring to play a global role in the years to come. 
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 An expert panel headed by former World Bank economist Percy Mistry submitted a report on making 

Mumbai an international financial centre in 2007. However, the global financial crisis that unfolded in 

2008 made countries including India cautious about rapidly opening up their financial sectors. 

An IFSC is aimed at encouraging Indian companies that are conducting business in foreign financial 

centres such as London and Singapore, to bring that business to India by providing them with a 

global-standard regulatory and business environment.It would provide Indian corporates easier 

access to global financial markets . IFSC would also complement and promote further development of 

financial markets in India. 

Objective –  

The policy objective behind establishing an IFSC in India is providing a platform for international 

financial services to operate from and to specialize in exports of high value-added International 

Financial Services. 

What are the services an IFSC can provide? 

1. Fund-raising services for individuals, corporations and governments .  

2. Asset management and global portfolio diversification undertaken by pension funds, insurance 

companies and mutual funds . 

3. Wealth management  

4. Global tax management and cross-border tax liability optimization, which provides a business 

opportunity for financial intermediaries, accountants and law firms. 

5. Global and regional corporate treasury management operations that involve fund-raising, 

liquidity investment and management and asset-liability matching  

6. Risk management operations such as insurance and reinsurance 

7. Merger and acquisition activities among trans-national corporations 

Importance –  

This will provide a stimulus for further development of IFSCs in India and enable bringing back of 

financial services and transactions that are currently carried out in offshore financial centres to India. 

This would also generate significant employment in the IFSCs in particular as well as financial sector 

in India as a whole.     

Level 1 Q) What is a IFSC , Why is the government  Establishing  them in India , explain ?  

 

CENTRE SEEKS 41,000 CRORE MORE TO RECAPITALISE BANKS –  

About the news –  

The government moved a proposal in Parliament for an additional ₹41,000 crore through 

supplementary grants to recapitalise public sector banks, over and above the already budgeted 

₹65,000 crore .  

If approved by the House, this would take the total recapitalisation package for the current financial 

year to ₹1,06,000 crore, of which the government plans to utilise ₹83,000 crore over the remaining 

portion of the year. 
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About the Recapitalisation plan and its aim -  

The government had announced a ₹2.11 lakh crore capitalisation plan in October 2017, of which 

₹1.35 lakh was to be raised through recapitalisation bonds and the remaining was to be raised by the 

banks either through the market or the sale of non-core assets. So far, the banks have raised ₹24,400 

crore and have received all approvals to raise more from the market. 

The enhanced provision the government has asked for is aimed at four broad categories. The first is to 

help banks meet the regulatory capital norms. The second is aimed at helping banks currently under 

the Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) framework to come out of it by improving their capital to risk-

weighted asset ratios (CRAR) to 9%, their capital conservation buffers to 1.875% and reduce their net 

NPAs to 6%. Eleven banks were put under the PCA framework by the Reserve Bank of India between 

February 2014 and January 2018. 

Prompt corrective action (PCA) framework  mandates  the banks to cut short  lending to companies 

and cut concentration of loans to certain sectors. 

The third category of banks to receive capital would be the non-PCA banks that are in danger of 

crossing the threshold into the PCA framework. The fourth would be to provide regulatory and 

growth capital to banks that are undergoing mergers, such as Vijaya Bank, Dena Bank, and the Bank of 

Baroda, which are to be merged into a single entity. 

The infusion of capital will lead to better financial health of the banks  and consequently improvement 

in their lending capacity .  

What is the recapitalization  for ?  

PSU banks have been facing a massive problem of non-performing assets (NPAs), or bad loans. Bad 

loans are those which have not been repaid for a period of 90 days or more. As of 30 September, NPAs 

stood at ₹8.71 trillion. In order to keep these banks going, the government needs to infuse more 

capital into them. Last year, the government invested ₹90,000 crore. Between April and November, it 

invested ₹22,904 crore. This apart, banks have raised some money from the market. Of this, ₹8,247 

crore has gone to Punjab National Bank, the second-largest PSU bank in India. 
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Concerns –  

The recapitalisation is funded from the taxpayers money , recapitalisation is not the best solution as it 

puts a pressure on the government  finances . There is a need to overhaul the banking system , also 

commercial banks should not be allowed to lend to big infrastructure projects as the risk to the money 

is more . Default history needs to be checked before lending . Apart from the banks who are already 

reeling under the NPA problem , the MUDRA loans are going to be the next major source for NPA , 

studies point that already many loans have defaulted , the government  needs to tread cautiously .  

Level 1 Q) What is Recapitalization  of banks , it is the best solution ? Write about the Bad Bank 

?  

Prelims – NPA , banking sector , PCA , MUDRA , Aim of recapitalisation  

 

2.5.2 SHAKTHIKANTA DAS APPOINTED AS RBI GOVERNOR –  

Appointment of the RBI Governor –  

The RBI is India’s central banking institution and a member of the Asian Clearing Union .It was formed 

in 1935  under the RBI Act 1934 , later nationalised in 1949  . The Central Board of Directors( CBD )  is 

the main committee entrusted with  superintendence  , direction and control of the RBI . The members 

of the board are appointed by the Government of India in accordance with Section 8 of the Reserve 

Bank of India Act. The CBD  contains two sets of directors. First is the official directors and 

second, non-official directors. 

The official directors comprised of the Governor and not more than four Deputy Governors are 

appointed/nominated by the Central Government under the RBI Act. Besides the official directors, 

there can be fourteen non-official directors . Government can nominate two government officials into 

the CBD. 

The Governor: appointment and term in office 

The Governor and Deputy Governors hold office for periods not exceeding five years. The term of the 

governor may be fixed by the government at the time of his appointment. Governor (and also Deputy 

Governors) is eligible for reappointment or extension. Section 8 (4) of the RBI Act explains the 

term of the Governor and Deputy Governors. “The Governor and a Deputy Governor shall hold 

office for such term not exceeding five years as the [Central Government] may fix when appointing 

them, and shall be eligible for re-appointment.  

The RBI Governor is appointed after the proposal made by the Financial Sector Regulatory 

Appointments Search Committee (FSRASC), headed by the Cabinet Secretary. 

In absence of the Governor, a Deputy Governor nominated by him functions as the Chairman of the 

Central Board. 

Salaries and allowances of the Governor and Deputy Governors may be determined by the Central 

Board, with the approval of the Central Government. The governor can be removed by the 

government. 
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Qualification of the Governor 

The RBI Act doesn’t mention any specific qualification for the governor. Persons with different 

educational backgrounds in the past were selected as Governor. RBI Governors in the past have been 

career civil servants ( IAS / IPS ) and also economists ( Example –Present Governor Shakthikanta Das 

is a IAS officer ,  Ex-RBI governor Raghuram Rajan  is an Economist) . Usually the persons appointed to 

the post have Financial Management Experience with the Govt.  

The inaugural officeholder of RBI  was the British banker Osborne Smith, while C. D. Deshmukh 

was the first Indian governor. 

Level 1 Q) How is the RBI Governor Appointed ?  

Level 2 Q) Write about the role and the Functions of the RBI ?  

Prelims – About the Banking Sector , Appointment of the RBI Governor .  

 

 RBI EASES  SECURITISATION NORMS –  

About the news -  

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) relaxed rules for Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs) to sell or 

securitise their loan books, in a bid to ease persistent stress in the sector. The  Reserve Bank of India 

has cut the minimum holding period requirement for NBFCs raising funds via securitisation of loans of 

original maturity above 5 years . Thus the RBI has  relaxed the Minimum Holding Period Requirement 

. 

NBFCs can now securitise loans of more than five-year maturity after holding those for six months on 

their books. Earlier they has to hold these assets atleast for a year .  

India’s NBFCs, loosely known as shadow banks, are facing stress on their balance sheets and a 

confidence crisis after a debt crisis hit a large infrastructure funding company( IL&FS)  in September, 

triggering panic amongst investors and a cash crunch in the sector. This led to its takeover by the 

government last month. This, in turn, led to a liquidity crunch for the sector. 

Following the massive volatility in the financial markets, the RBI and the government have taken steps 

to ringfence the crisis and support financing needs of the sector, including providing additional 

liquidity to banks and credit enhancement for refinancing needs. 

What is the affect ?  

Accordingly, these entities can raise more funds through the securitisation route, which will provide 

them with additional liquidity . 

What is Securitisation ?  

Securitisation is the process of conversion of existing assets or future cash flows into marketable 

securities. In other words, securitisation deals with the conversion of assets which are not marketable 

into marketable ones. The conversion of existing assets into marketable securities is known as asset-
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backed securitisation and the conversion of future cash flows into marketable securities is known as 

future-flows securitisation. 

Some of the assets that can be securitised are loans like car loans, housing loans, etc and future cash 

flows like ticket sales, credit card payments, car rentals or any other form of future receivables. 

Suppose Mr X wants to open a multiplex and is in need of funds for the same. To raise funds, Mr X can 

sell his future cash flows (cash flows arising from sale of movie tickets and food items in the future) in 

the form of securities to raise money. 

This will benefit investors as they will have a claim over the future cash flows generated from the 

multiplex. Mr X will also benefit as loan obligations will be met from cash flows generated from the 

multiplex itself. 

Level 1 Q) What is Securitisation , How will it help ?  

Prelims – NBFC , Securitisation .  

 

 BIMAL JALAN TO HEAD PANEL ON RBI’S ECONOMIC CAPITAL FRAMEWORK –  

About the News –  

The economic capital framework (ECF) that governs the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) surplus 

transfer has been a sore point between the government and the central bank in recent months. 

Consequently, the RBI’s central board earlier this month decided to set up a committee to examine the 

ECF. 

About the Committee -  

The  Reserve Bank of India has formed an expert committee under former governor Bimal Jalan to 

decide the appropriate level of reserves that the regulator( RBI )  should hold. This comes more than a 

month after the bank’s central board proposed the panel’s formation following a dispute between 

then governor Urjit Patel  and the government  .  

The expert panel on RBI’s economic capital framework was formed to address the issue of RBI 

reserves—one of the sticking points between the central bank and the government .  

The six-member panel has former deputy RBI governor Rakesh Mohan as its vice chairman and 

comprises economic affairs secretary Subhash Chandra Garg, RBI central board members Bharat 

Doshi and Sudhir Mankad and deputy governor NS Vishwanathan.  

The committee will suggest how the central bank should handle its reserves and whether it can 

transfer its surplus to the government. It will review the existing Economic Capital Framework . 

The Central government has been insisting on a new policy for reserves held by the RBI and the 

distribution of dividends. Jalan will lead a six-member committee which will review the status, need 

and justification of various provisions, reserves and buffers presently provided for by the RBI .  

Analysis -  
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The government has been insisting that the central bank hand over its surplus reserves amid a 

shortfall in revenue collections. Access to the funds will allow finance minister Arun Jaitley to meet 

deficit targets, infuse capital into weak banks to boost lending and fund welfare programmes. The 

Jalan panel will decide whether RBI is holding provisions, reserves and buffers in surplus of the 

required levels. 

The   government at the Centre  and the central bank have been at loggerheads over a clutch of issues, 

including relaxation of prompt corrective action( PCA )  norms on weak banks, special liquidity 

window for non-banking financial companies, RBI’s 12 February circular on defaulters and the 

transfer of surplus reserves to the government. These differences culminated in the resignation of RBI 

governor Urjit Patel. 

The central bank’s core reserve —contingency fund—is only around 7% of its total assets and the rest 

of it is largely in revaluation reserves, which fluctuate with corresponding changes in currency and 

gold valuations. In 2017-18, the central bank’s contingency funds and revaluation reserves stood at 

₹2.32 trillion and ₹6.92 trillion respectively. 

RBI data shows that the growth in revaluation reserves has far exceeded the growth in contingency 

fund. While revaluation reserves have more than tripled from ₹1.99 trillion in 2008-09 to ₹6.92 

trillion in 2017-18, the contingency fund has grown 50% during the same period from ₹1.53 trillion 

to ₹2.32 trillion. 

How will this help -  

Currently, there is no agreed formula between the government and the RBI on the distribution of 

dividends.  

The government wants to set a clear formula for the transfer of funds as fiscal deficit and expenditure 

calculations can be upset if the amount received from the central bank is lower-than-expected.  

If the panel suggests a less conservative framework for RBI reserve holdings it could free up large 

sums of cash for government use. 

Such funds are crucial to Modi’s government, which will look to lure voters by giving tax rebates, 

increasing funding for rural schemes and spending on subsidies ahead of a general election that must 

be held by May.  

The central bank in August announced the transfer of 500 billion rupees ($7.14 billion) in dividends to 

the federal government for this fiscal year. The government is planning to ask for an additional 

interim dividend before the end of the fiscal year on Mar. 31, 2019. 

The Jalan Committee will submit a report in 90 days .  

Level 1 Q) Write about the Jalan Panel On RBI Economic Capital Framework , Analyse te rift 

between the RBI and Government ?  

Prelims – About the Panel , ECF , Recent Rift . 

 

 BANKS UNDER THE PCA SEE INCREASE IN THE DEPOSITS - 
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About the news –  

Banks under PCA are sitting on high liquidity as deposit growth has picked up. While there is no 

restriction on them to get deposits, they face constraints on lending. So they are investing the 

resources in government bonds, which has resulted in high SLR holding .  

As many as 11 PSU banks were brought under the PCA ( Prompt Corrective Action ) for bad financial 

health due to piling up of  Non Performing  Assets ( NPA )   . These banks face lending curbs under the 

PCA .  

These banks have seen their deposits grow in recent times  .  They are investing their funds on Govt 

bonds .   

Investments in government bonds is the most risk-free avenue to park funds which, in banking 

parlance, is known as ‘lazy banking.’ While ‘lazy banking’ refers to the risk averse nature of banks .  

 The 11 PSU banks are Dena Bank, Allahabad Bank, United Bank of India, Corporation Bank, IDBI Bank, 

UCO Bank, Bank of India, Central Bank of India , Indian Overseas Bank, Oriental Bank of Commerce 

and Bank of Maharashtra .  

The average liquidity deficit in the banking system has been about ₹1 lakh crore since October with 

the Shadow Banks impacted the most as they are finding it difficult to raise funds following the IL&FS 

crisis. This, in turn, is affecting the loan market. 

With rising deposits with the bank , the bank’s statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) was about 27-28%, 

much higher than the RBI mandated 19.5%. SLR is the minimum amount of liabilities that a bank must 

invest in government securities. For the banks under the PCA the SLR is even more . 

Under the Recapitalisation plan the government’s decision to provide the banks under PCA with 

additional capital is a good move which will bring them out of the framework gradually so that 

lending activity can get a boost .  

 

2.5.6 What is the PCA ? 

Under the PCA, banks face restrictions on distributing dividends and remitting profits. The owner may 

be asked to infuse capital into the lender. Besides, the lenders are stopped from expanding their 

branch networks and need to maintain higher provisions. Management compensation and directors 

fees are also capped.  

The recovery plan as presented by these banks include cost cutting, reducing branches size, closing 

foreign branches, shrinking corporate loan book as well as sell risky assets to other lenders .  

Shadow Banking ?  

The shadow banking system refers to different types Non-Banking Financial intermediaries that 

provide traditional banking-like services. They are not the mainstream banks that are regulated by 

the Banking norms of RBI regarding the Deposits and Capital requirements.  They play an important 

role in the financial system as they facilitate the creation of credit in the financial system .  
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The shadow banking system consists of securitization vehicles, money market mutual funds, mortgage 

companies, investment banks, asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) conduits, hedge funds, 

monoline insurance firms (that provide guarantees to issuers), and markets for repurchase 

agreements (repos). 

Shadow banking was in news after the IL&FS crisis .  

Lazy Banking ?  

Banks are suppose to the middle person between savers (depositers) and people who needs credit 

(loan). However off late most Indian banks instead of lending money invests depositors money in 

Government bonds looks at low returns at negligible risk. This kind of banking where banks avoid 

lending or taking any risk and put their money in risk free investments is called lazy banking. 

Note – The RBI’s restrictions under the PCA are driving the Banks towards Lazy Banking , as they are 

not allowed to lend and therefore they park their funds in the Government Bonds which are risk free 

and this trend is called Lazy Banking .  

Level 1 Q) Banks are Resorting To Lazy Banking , comment ?  

Level 2 Q) Write about the PCA ?  

Prelims -  Banking sytem ,  Monetary Policy , Shadow Banking , Lazy Banking , PCA , NPA and 

types , NBFC , RBI .  

 

RBI GOVERNOR PITCHES FOR MORE POWERS TO DEAL WITH THE  NPA 

PROBLEM – 

RBI Governor Urjit Patel in his presentation before the Parliamentary Standing Committee on 

Finance had  pitched for more powers saying that the central bank has "inadequate" control over 

state-owned lenders. 

The govt has said that the  Reserve Bank has "wide-ranging and comprehensive" powers to address 

various situations in banks. The central bank can inspect the lenders, examine on oath any officer, 

direct special audit and give directions to  ( Both public and private ) banks. Also, whole-time 

directors of nationalised banks and State Bank of India are appointed in consultation with the RBI .  

The Banking Regulation Act of 1949 allows the regulator to inspect a bank, its books and its accounts 

The government said the Reserve Bank of India has adequate powers to regulate both public and 

private sector lenders and put the onus back on the regulator to monitor lapses by all lenders, 

including state-run ones. 

In the case of nationalised banks and the State Bank of India,  the RBI’s nominee director is a member 

of the management committee of the board that exercises the powers with regard to credit proposals 

above a specified threshold. 

RBI approves the appointment and sets the remuneration of bank auditors and can appoint additional 

directors on the boards of nationalised banks and SBI’s central board .  
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After the Rs 14,000-crore fraud allegedly perpetrated by Nirav Modi in Punjab National Bank had 

come to light in February, RBI governor Urjit Patel noted in a lecture that public sector banks are not 

completely regulated under the Banking Regulation Act of 1949. 

 POWERS OF THE RBI :  

Functions of RBI can be classified into following categories: 

a) Traditional functions 

b) Development functions 

c) Supervisory functions 

(A) TRADITIONAL FUNCTIONS OF RBI 

 Issue of Currency Notes :As per the provisions of the Section 22 of the Reserve Bank of India 

Act 1934 the RBI has sole right or authority to issue currency notes except one rupee note and 

coins of smaller denomination. RBI can exchange these currency notes for other 

denominations.  RBI issues these currency notes ( 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 500, 1000) against the 

security of gold bullion, foreign securities, rupee coins, exchange bills, promissory notes and 

government of India bonds etc.  

 Banker to other Banks : RBI also guide, help and direct other commercial banks in the 

country.RBI can control the volume of bank reserves. Every commercial bank has to maintain a 

part of their reserves with Its parent (RBI). If bank need fund they approach to RBI for fund, 

that is called Lender of the Last Resort. 

 Banter to The Government : RBI works as an agent of the central and state governments. On 

the behalf of government it makes payments, taxes and deposits etc. It also represent the 

government at international level also. It maintains government accounts and provide financial 

advice to the government. It also manages government public debts and maintains foreign 

exchange reserves on behalf of the government. RBI also provides overdraft facility to the 

government in case of financial shortage. 

 Exchange Rate Management : For maintenance of the external value of rupee, RBI prepares 

domestic policies. Also it need to prepare and implement the foreign exchange rate policy 

which will help in attaining the exchange rate stability. For maintenance of exchange rate 

stability it has to bring demand and supply of foreign currency (U.S.) dollar close to each other. 

 Credit Control Function : Commercial banks creates credit according to demand in the 

economy. But if this credit creation is unchecked or unregulated then it leads the economy into 

inflationary cycles. If credit creation is below the required limit then it harms the growth of the 

economy. As a central bank of India, RBI has to look for growth with price stability. Thus it 

creates the credit creation capacity of commercial banks by using various credit control tools. 

 Supervisory Function : RBI supervise the banking system in India. RBI has power to issue 

licence for setting up new banks, to open new branches, to decide minimum reserves. RBI 

inspects functioning of commercial banks in India and abroad. RBI also guide and direct the 

commercial banks in India. RBI can conduct audit any of the bank. 

(B) DEVELOPMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF RBI 
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 Development of the Financial System:The financial systems includes - financial institutions, 

financial markets and financial instruments. The sound and efficient financial system is 

necessary for rapid economic development of the nation. 

 RBI encourages the banking and non - banking institution for maintenance of sound and 

healthy financial system. 

 Development of Agriculture : As we know, India is an agrarian economy so RBI always give 

attention to agriculture sector by assessing credit needs of this sector. Regional Rural Banks 

(RRB), National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) which are only for 

agriculture finance comes under the control of the RBI. 

 Industrial Finance:For economic development of country, Industrial development is necessary. 

As we know industries includes small industries, middle industries, large scale industries etc 

all these industries development is necessary for overall economic development of country. 

For this purpose RBI supports the industrial sector also. RBI had played the vital role for 

setting up of such industrial finance institutions like ICICI Limited, IDBI, SIDBI, EXIM etc. 

 Training Provision : RBI always tried to provide essential training to the staff of the banking 

industry. RBI has set up banker's training college at several places. The training institute 

namely National Institute of Bank Management (NIBM), Bankers Staff College (BSC), College of 

Agriculture Banking (CAB) etc.  

 Data Collection : RBI always collects important statistical data on several topics such as 

interest rates, inflation, savings, investment, deflation etc. This data is very much useful for 

policy makers and researchers. 

 Publication of the Reports  : RBI has its separate publication division. This division collect and 

publish data on different sector of the economy. The reports and bulletins are regularly 

published by the RBI. It includes RBI weekly reports, RBI annual reports, Report on Trend and 

Progress of commercial banks. This information is made available to the public also at cheaper 

rates.  

 Promotion of Banking Habits: RBI always takes necessary steps to promote the banking habits 

among people for economic development of country. RBI has set up many institutions such as 

Deposit Insurance Corporation 1962, UTI 1964, IDBI 1964, NABARD 1982, NHB 1988 etc. 

These organizations develop and promote the banking habits among the people.  

 Export Promotion : RBI always tries to encourage the facilities for providing finance for foreign 

trade especially exports from India. The Export - Import Bank of India (EXIM), and the Export 

Credit Guarantee Corporation of India (ECGC) are supported by refinancing their lending for 

export purpose. 

(C) SUPERVISORY FUNCTIONS 

1. Granting Licence to Banks :RBI grants licence to banks for carrying its business. RBI also provide 

licence for opening extension counters, new branches even to close down existing branches. 

2. Bank Inspection : RBI has power to ask for periodical information from banks on various 

components of assets and liabilities. 

3. Control Over NBFIs  :The non - bank financial institutions are not influenced by the working of a 

monitory policy. RBI has a right to issue directives to the NBFIs from time to time regarding their 

functioning. Through periodic inspection, it can control the NBFIs. 
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4. Implementation of Deposit Insurance Scheme : The RBI has set up the Deposit Insurance Guarantee 

Corporation in order to protect the deposit of small depositors. All bank deposits below Rs. 1 Lakh are 

insured with this corporation. The RBI work to implement the Deposit Insurance Scheme in case of a 

bank failure. 

 

About the Parliamentary Standing committee on Finance :  

Parliamentary committees are of two types : 

 Standing committees  

 Adhoc committees  

Standing committees are of two types :  

 Financial committees  

 Departmental related standing committees  

Finance committees are : 

 Parlimentary  Committee on  Estimates 

 Parliamentary Committee on  Public Undertakings  

 Parliamentary Committee on Public Accounts  

These Parliamentary Committees are formed to deal with the matters that the legislature  cannot 

because of the paucity of time and volume of work . Also it ensures the accountability of the executive .  

 

 RBI REVISES UPWARDS HOME LOAN LIMITS UNDER “PRIORITY SECTOR 

LENDING”   TO GIVE A FILLIP TO THE LOW-COST SEGMENT. 

The Reserve Bank has revised the Priority Sector Lending, PSL guidelines for housing loans with 

Affordable Housing definition under the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana. The apex bank said that 

housing loans of up to 35 lakh rupees for dwellings costing less than 45 lakh rupees, will be treated as 

priority sector lending to give a fillip to the low-cost segment. Interest Rates  under  the  PSL is 

relatively cheaper than the market interest rate. 

What is Priority Sector Lending ? 

Priority sector lending (PSL) is aimed to provide institutional credit to those sectors and segments for 

whom it is difficult to get credit. According to priority sector norms, scheduled commercial banks have 

to give 40% of their loans (measured in terms of Adjusted Net Bank Credit or ANBC) to the identified 

priority sectors in accordance with the RBI regulations. The regulations are modified periodically by 

setting limits for subsectors and other qualifications for the beneficiary groups. If these targets are not 

realized, banks have to finance the development programmes implemented by the government for the 

concerned sectors. 

Categories under priority sector 
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1. Agriculture 18%: Within the 18 percent target for agriculture, a target of 8 percent of ANBC is 

prescribed for Small and Marginal Farmers. 

2. Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 7.5 percent. 

3. Export Credit: Incremental export credit up to 2 percent for domestic banks and foreign banks 

with 20 branches and above. 

4. Education: Loans to individuals for educational purposes including vocational courses upto Rs  

10 lakh. 

5. Housing: Loans to individuals up to Rs 28 lakh in metropolitan centres (with population of ten 

lakh and above) and loans up to Rs 20 lakh in other centres for purchase/construction of a 

dwelling unit per family.  

6. Social Infrastructure: Bank loans up to a limit of Rs 5 crore per borrower for building social 

infrastructure for activities namely schools, health care facilities, drinking water facilities and 

sanitation facilities in Tier II to Tier VI centres. 

7. Renewable Energy: Bank loans up to a limit of Rs 15 crore to borrowers (individual 

households- Rs 10 lakh) including for public utilities viz. street lighting systems, and remote 

village electrification. 

8. Others: SHG, JLG etc. 

Level 1 Q) What  is Priority  Sector Lending ?  How does it help ?  

 

 GOVT FORMS  SUNIL MEHTA COMMITTEE TO GIVE RECOMMENDATIONS  ON  

FORMATION OF AN ASSET RECONSTRUCTION COMPANY ( ARC) -  

The committee under Sunil Mehta, non-executive chairman of Punjab National Bank (PNB), will make 

recommendations   on setting up of an Asset Reconstruction Company (ARC) or Asset Management 

Company (AMC) for faster resolution of stressed accounts .  

'BAD BANK ' or an asset restructuring/ management company will  deal with the problem of rising 

non-performing assets (NPAs) for Public Sector Unit (PSU) banks in the country. The possibility of a 

bad bank has been debated for quite some time now but this is the first step towards actually 

considering it. 

Also, banks will consider having oversight committees with external experts to help faster decision 

making and resolving stressed accounts in a transparent and speedy manner. 

 

 THE CONCEPT OF BAD BANK IN INDIA -   

 Technically, a  BAD BANK  is an Asset Reconstruction Company (ARC).  

 Once it is formed, banks divide its assets into two categories -- one with non-performing assets 

and other risky liabilities and the other with healthy assets, which help banks grow financially.  

 Though first pioneered in the US in 1988, the idea of forming a 'bad bank' in India was initially 

floated in January 2017 when the Economic Survey of India suggested setting up a Public 

Sector Asset Rehabilitation Agency (PARA).  
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 The central bank RBI, too, came up with a suggestion to form two entities to clean up the bad 

loan problems ailing PSBs -- PAMC (Private Asset Management Company) and NAMC (National 

Assets Management Company). 

 It said PAMC would be formed by roping in banks and global funding companies. This would 

invest in areas where there's a short-term economic viability. 

 It said the NAMC would be formed with the government support, which would invest in bad 

assets with short-term stress but good chances of turnaround and economic benefit. 

Example of Bad Bank : 

Lehman Brothers stunned the interconnected world of high finance, announcing the biggest 

bankruptcy in 2008 . Within three weeks of the Lehman announcement that put more than $600 

billion of assets under write-down risks, the US administration began the Troubled Asset Relief 

Program (TARP), creating perhaps the biggest bad bank to help recover money seemingly sunk into 

the subprime sinkhole. When the programme ended in December 2014, with the world’s biggest 

economy returning to  to a stable growth trajectory, TARP had recovered about $442 billion, earning a 

profit of about $15 billion. 

TARP is a classic precedent – a state-run recovery programme that actually ran its intended course. 

Level 1 Q) Write about BAD  BANK , Why was it news ?  

 

 BAD LOAN MENACE , AUDITORS COME UNDER THE LENS OF RBI ; 

With the RBI cracking the whip on bad loans menace, now it is looking into the roles of the auditors in  

helping the defaulters . More than three dozen chartered accountants (CAs) are under the scanner for 

allegedly conniving with promoters in defaulting as well as restructuring the stressed assets.  

At a time when more number of companies with stressed assets are coming under the Insolvency and 

Bankruptcy Code (IBC), the central bank is also looking at the role of various key personnel associated 

with such entities. Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is looking into the role of about 35 to 40 chartered 

accountants in loan defaults by companies. 

The regulator is looking to ascertain whether these chartered accountants helped the entities in any 

illegal manner causing deliberate defaults and subsequently assisting them in restructuring the dud 

assets .  

The RBI lens on chartered accountants for suspected illegal activities with defaulting companies also 

come at a time when a substantial number of stressed assets are being taken up under the insolvency 

resolution mechanism. NPA woes in the banking system have been further highlighted with the over 

Rs. 13,000-crore scam at Punjab National Bank by diamond merchants Nirav Modi and Mehul Choksi. 

SEBI scanner; 

Meanwhile, CAs, company secretaries, cost accountants and valuers may have to forfeit their fees and 

face penalties if they are found lacking in their dealings with listed firms, according to a new set of 

norms being considered by SEBI. The Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI) is looking to enhance 

oversight to check such frauds with new regulations for fiduciaries in the securities markets .  
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If such entities are found lacking in their dealings, SEBI may disgorge the wrongful gains, including the 

fee earned, along with an interest of 12% per annum from the date of default. Besides, SEBI may ask 

them not to directly or indirectly issue any certificate or report. 

Note : the govt had recently brought out the National Financial Reporting Authority Act.  

Level 1 Q)  The Bad  Loan menace  has brought to fore the role of the auditors in conniving with 

the defaulters , explain ? 

Level 2 Q)  Auditors have a important role of ensuring control,  accountability and 

transparency  , is it ethical for them to help in evading tax rules  and help the company  in 

corrupt practices ?  

 

RBI BAN’S BANKS FROM ISSUING LOU’S ;  

What are LoU’s : Letter of Undertaking (LOU) is a provision of bank guarantee, under which a bank 

allows its customer to raise money from another Indian bank's foreign branch in the form of a short 

term credit. The LOU serves the purpose of a bank guarantee. 

 LoUs are used by a bank’s customer to avail short-term credit in a foreign country. These transactions 

are not retail in nature and are mostly used by businesses for import of goods.The borrower uses her 

existing credit relationship with a bank in India to avail the required credit outside the country.  

How will the step effect :  

 This step will affect the buyers credit market , which is a key source of low cost trade 

finance , for the country’s importers . 

 The move can push up te financing costs in the country for the importers and the exporters 

. 

 The traders that have been conducting their business using these will  now have to 

necessarily shift their transactions to Letters of Credit and Bank Guarantees , this will result 

in the rising cost of  credit . 

 The Gems and the jewellery sector will be the worst hit . 

The RBI has taken this step due to the recent scam of the PNB using the LOU’s . 

Q) What is a LoU and how will the recent decision of the RBI affect ?  

 

 PANAGARIYA BATS FOR PRIVATISATION OF  PSB BANKS : ANALYSIS  

Topic useful in : Banking sector reforms that are needed and how will they help : 

The predominance of scandals and NPAs in PSBs , has led to many analysts such as the former VC of 

NITI Ayog Arvind Panagariya and the Infosys chairman and Unique ID project architect Nandan 

Nilekani   to call for the privatisation of the PSB’s .  That efficiency and productivity in the PSBs  

demand that the government relinquish its control of the large number of banks whose market 

valuation has dwindled despite their holding the bulk of the deposits. The "original rationale" for bank 
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nationalisation has ceased to exist and that privatisation is the way forward for the public sector 

lenders. 

PSBs, which constitute almost 70 per cent of the Indian banking system, are saddled with burgeoning 

stressed assets . Recapitalisation of PSBs alone is not a permanent solution and will not be effective 

unless the inherent issues related to governance, productivity, risk management, talent, customer 

service, etc. are resolved  . Banks were nationalised over five decades ago because they were focusing 

only on big industries and ignoring smaller ones. The 21 state-run banks had suffered reverses 

because of lending to large companies. 

Industrial Body FICCI had also called for Privatisation privatising public sector banks (PSBs) as over 

Rs 2.6 lakh crore capital infusion in the past eleven years has had limited impact in improving their 

health, and the move would also reduce drain on the exchequer . Given the continuous pressure on the 

government finances on account of weak performance of the banks, the government should consider 

privatisation of PSBs, FICCI said .  

A dynamic banking sector is the need of the hour and we should examine if there is at all a case for 

public sector domination in the banking sector. “India needs sustainable high growth for its socio-

economic development which will not be possible in the absence of support from a robust 

healthy financial sector,” 

 PSBSs Bank crisis of NPA is due to the regular banks funding industrial and infrastructure 

development  rather than the dedicated industrial banks doing so .  

 PSBs NPA problem is also due to the Market conditions that prevailed due to low 

development , And delay and pendency of cases in the Judiciary as highlighted by the 

Economic Survey 2017-18 .  

 Policy paralysis during the previous govt tenure is also a reason .  

 PSBs NPA problem s also due to the political interference in influencing the Banker to fund 

certain projects even though they did not have the credibility .  

 The Recent frauds that have surfaced are due to a mixture of reasons , unethical behaviour 

on the part of the Bank employees , lack of supervision ,  failure to confirm the credibility of 

the borrower time and again , technological laxity etc ( SWIFT connection to the CORE 

banking system in case of PNB )  

 The above points tell us that the PSB problem is not due to a single reason . 

Therefore privatisation is not the one stop solution to the problem , there has to be a change in the 

administration and the efficiency of the working of the Banks . Granting Autonomy to the PSBs is a 

step to be taken as the govt has done recently to develop the higher education sector by granting them 

autonomy from political interference .  

There is a need of dedicated Industrial development banks to cater to the needs of the Industry and 

infrastructure sector also  alternative  mechanism such as infrastructure bonds , etc should be used 

rather than to tally depending on the Banks for funding .  

Reform the banking  operating system  , to Perform in a robust manner , Which can Transform the 

Way the economy functions . This cycle needs to continue whenever there is a challenge .  

Q) India needs a robust Banking system , the recent frauds have called for Privatisation of 

Banks , is this the best solution , Comment ?  
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 RBI NEW RESOLUTION PLAN FOR NPA’S  

 

The Reserve Bank of India overhauled the rules on bank loan defaults; scrapping outdated loan-

restructuring mechanisms to push big defaulters to insolvency processes. The aim was to simplify the 

framework for resolution of stressed assets and help banks reduce the bad loans on their books. The 

notification issued by RBI on ‘Resolution of Stressed Assets — Revised Framework’ on February 

12, mandated banks to classify even one-day delay in debt servicing as default. 

Reserve Bank of India (RBI) unveiled a new charter of rules for recognising default loans and how to 

resolve them. It involves directing banks to start insolvency proceedings on accounts, if stress is not 

resolved in 180 days . The RBI said that for accounts where a bank’s exposure exceeds ₹2,000 crore, a 

resolution plan must be implemented within 180 days from the date of first default, and in case a 

resolution is not implemented, lenders should file an insolvency petition within 15 days of the expiry 

of the 180 days. 

The RBI has now asked banks to submit data on such loans every month, against a quarterly 

reporting mechanism earlier. The new framework is expected to help with early recognition and 

resolution of bad loans. While this may be positive for the banking sector in the long run, in the short 

run, banks may come under additional pressure. 

The strict timelines could mean that a larger number of accounts go into insolvency. Haircuts that 

banks may need to take and the probability of liquidation in some accounts may also rise 

Existing Schemes Replaced With IBC:A key change that will impact banks immediately is the fact 

that most existing stressed asset schemes have been subsumed by the new framework. 

This means that schemes such as Corporate Debt Restructuring (CDR), Strategic Debt Restructuring 

(SDR), the Scheme for Sustainable Structuring of Stressed Assets (S4A), and the Flexible Structuring of 

Long Term Loans will no longer exist. The Joint Lenders’ Forum (JLF), which had been set up to 

coordinate resolution of large consortium loans, has also been disbanded. 

Proactive Resolution :  The RBI norms, announced , entail proactive resolution of stressed assets 

with lenders needing to finalise the resolution plan as an account slips into special mention account 

category. SMA category indicates the time period over which repayment on a loan has not been made. 

Banks’ gross NPAs and standard restructured advances were estimated at 12.6% as on September 30, 
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2017. The RBI had estimated SMA 2 advances (where repayment is not made for more than 60 days) 

to be 3.5% of gross advances. 

Such measures, in effect, make banks more accountable to track bad loans almost every day. The new 

framework creates a uniform plank for banks to be judged upon and also clarifies the rules to be 

followed when a loan turns bad. 

Following the Rs 12,700-crore fraud at Punjab National Bank involving jewellers Nirav Modi group 

and Gitanjali Gems, the Finance Ministry too has sprung into action. On February 27, the ministry 

directed managing directors of public sector banks to examine all non-performing assets (NPAs) or 

bad loans over Rs 50 crore for possible fraud and refer them to the Central Bureau of Investigation 

(CBI). 

Effect :The Reserve Bank's new norms for overhauling the mechanism to deal with bad loans is aimed 

at speeding up the NPA resolution, but would undermine the banking sector earnings in the near-

term, credit rating agency Fitch said . 

 

Q) The new framework for  stressed assets will lead to early recognition and resolution of Bad 

Loans , comment ?  

 

 RBI MONETARY POLICY HIGHLIGHTS FEB 2018: KEEPS REPO RATE 

UNCHANGED AT 6%, ESTIMATES INFLATION AT 5.1% IN Q4 FY18 

The MPC has the mandate to ensure that the inflation remains in the band of 2%  and  6 % 

according to the Monetary Framework Policy .  
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Composition: 

The composition of the current and first monetary policy committee is as follows: 

1. Governor of the Reserve Bank of India – Chairperson, ex officio - Urjit Patel 

2. Deputy Governor of the Bank, in charge of Monetary Policy—Member, ex officio - Viral A 

Acharya 

3. One officer of the Reserve Bank of India to be nominated by the Central Board – Member, ex 

officio; - Michael Patra 

4. Shri Chetan Ghate, Professor, Indian Statistical Institute (ISI) – Member; 

5. Professor Pami Dua, Director, Delhi School of Economics – Member; 

6. Dr. Ravindra H. Dholakia, Professor, Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad – Member 

1,2,3 are RBI members and  4,5,6 are External members .  

Members referred to at 4 to 6 above, will hold office for a period of four years from the date of 

appointment while the other three members are official. 

RBI Monetary Policy Highlights February 2018: 

1. The RBI in its sixth bi-monthly policy kept the repo rate unchanged under the liquidity 

adjustment facility (LAF) at 6%. Consequently, the reverse repo rate under the LAF remains 

at 5.75%, and the marginal standing facility (MSF) rate and the Bank Rate at 6.25% .  

2. The Central Bank thus maintained a “ Neutral Policy Stance “ .  
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3. The MPC (Monetary Policy Committee) of the Reserve Bank of India in its December review 

had kept the benchmark interest rate unchanged on concerns of a possible price rise ( 

Inflation ) . 

4. In keeping the rate at 6 percent for a third straight policy meeting, as widely expected, the 

RBI sought to perform a delicate balancing act. 

5. The RBI maintained status quo for the third straight review meeting because the retail 

inflation is near to the RBI’s upper tolerance limit . 

6. CPI is the RBI’s yardstick to set the Policy rates ( repo, reverse repo) , it was 5.21% in 

December , just below the upper band mandate of the RBI .  

Reason for the rise in Prices :  

 Rising food prices was the main reason for the inflation .  

 Further pressure on inflation can be seen with rising oil prices , as fuel is the main input as 

energy for all industries and when its prices rises the industry gets affected . Also its by-

products  also see a rise in prices .  

 The recent increase for the MSP for farmers also can see the rise in inflation . Rise in MSP 

means that the market price also will increase ( Cost Push Inflation )  

7. Surging oil and food prices pushed India`s annual consumer inflation to a 17-month high of 

5.21 percent in December - well above the RBI`s 4 percent medium-target. 

8. Inflation is seen accelerating, especially after the government's budget last week widened 

its fiscal deficit target for the year starting in April to finance a sharp rise in spending on 

rural areas and health-care. As the inflation was seen high the MPC kept the rates 

unchanged , rather than decreasing them .  

9. The pressure, among others, is likely to arise due to the staggered impact of house rent 

allowance increases by various States, the possibility of crude oil and commodity prices 

going up, the impact of an increase in the minimum support price for kharif crops, and fiscal 

slippage. 

10. As was widely anticipated, the six-member committee (MPC) voted 5:1 to keep the policy 

repo rate (the interest rate at which banks borrow funds from the RBI to overcome 

short-term liquidity mismatches) unchanged at 6 per cent in the sixth and last bi-

monthly monetary policy review of FY18. It continued with a neutral monetary policy 

stance. 

11. Market players expect the central bank to leave the policy repo rate unchanged in the first 

bi-monthly monetary policy review for FY2019,    

MPC flags fiscal slippage , oil prices and rise in MSP as a risk to future inflation .  

 

 WHAT IS FISCAL SLIPPAGE : 

Fiscal slippage in simple terms is any deviation in expenditure from the expected. For example , 

a trader wishes to buy a certain stock at Rs. 10 and 1000 in number. But  it is not as simple as this 

because there is market forces such as demand and supply involved i.e liquidity in the stock or 

volumes traded in it as well as intermediaries in the chain. 
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So, there is likely a chance that the trader is able to secure some of the outstanding shares of the 

company say 500 at Rs. 10 while secure the remaining at Rs. 15 due to intermediaries who influence 

the price of a stock to a significant degree. This is what is referred to as fiscal slippage. 

When the government's expenditure surpasses the expected or estimated levels it is the fiscal 

slippage threat that the country then reels in. 

Current status of the Indian economy with respect to fiscal slippage : Some of the factors which 

have caused the country to slip into a situation of confronting fiscal slippages include farm loan 

waivers, cut back on GST collection, reduction in VAT and excise due to lessen the impact of rising 

brent crude oil price. The aftereffect of such a situation is vigilant has higher inflation which on retail 

level as CPI stood higher at over 5% for the month of December as against the government safe levels 

of 4%. 

Ways to manage fiscal slippage: 

 Expenditure should be done as far as possible in line with planned and judiciously such that 

it is not faltered at very widely.  

 Disinvestment is another way out to come out of the slippage.  

 Proceeds from revenue collection to be used towards promoting economic sectors and in 

turn create jobs and likewise enhanced production and consumption. 

 Subsidy cut down to judicious level. 

 Tax mechanism should also be such that it does not create any kind of fear while settling 

their tax dues. 

 

  WHAT IS A 'SELL-OFF' 

 Sell-off is the rapid selling of securities such as stocks, bonds and commodities. The 
increase in supply leads to a decline in the value of the security. A sell-off may occur for 
many reasons, such as the sell-off of a company's stock after a disappointing earnings 
report, or a sell-off in the broad market when oil prices  surge, causing increased fear about 
the energy costs that companies will face. When a sell-off resonates throughout the 
financial markets for an extended period of time, it can trigger a bear market. 

 A Bear market is when the prices of the share  are falling encouraging selling . 
 A Bull market is when the prices of the Shares are rising encouraging buying .  

Q) What are the reasons for the RBI to take a neutral stance on the Policy Rates , what does 

Fiscal Slippage mean ? what is a  Sell off ? 

Q) write about the MPC, what are its functions ?  

 

 

 BANK BOARD BUREAU :  

About the Bureau:  
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The BBB was set up under the government’s Indradanush programme to reform public sector banks. 

It started operations in April 2016.The BBB was conceived by the PJ Nayak committee and was seen 

as a step taken towards reforming the boards of public sector banks. The committee, in its report, had 

recommended that the government should distance itself from the appointment process of top 

management and board members of PSBs — a function that could be performed by the BBB. 

Functioning of the Bureau since it was conceived :  

 However, in practise it never happened. While the BBB was involved in shortlisting and 

interviewing candidates — the final appointment was always made by the government. 

 There were instances of delays in appointment by the government despite the BBB 

recommending it. The issue of governance and role of the board in public sector banks 

came to the fore again after the ₹11,500 crore PNB scam broke out last week. 

 Structure: Headed by former Comptroller and Auditor General Vinod Rai, BBB has 

representatives from government and RBI apart from independent banking professionals. 

As the term ends the continuation of the Bureau remains uncertain . The government is yet to 

communicate if the terms will be extended or a new board will be formed .  

 

Level 1 Q) Write about the Bank Board Bureau ? 

Level 2 Q) What is the Mission Indradhanush for the Banking Sector , Comment ?  
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 PROMPT CORRECTIVE ACTION 

? What is the news 

The Finance Ministry would soon initiate a performance review of heads of public sector banks that 

are under the RBI’s Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) as part of the reform process. So far, the Reserve 

Bank has put 12 public sector banks (PSBs) under watch in view of lagging on certain performance 

parameters like unexpected level of high non-performing assets (NPAs), low capital level, low return 

on assets etc. These parameters indicate weak financial health of lending institutions and a need to 

initiate remedial measures to put them on a right course. 

The banks include IDBI Bank, Central Bank of India, Indian Overseas Bank, Dena Bank, Allahabad 

Bank, Bank of India among others. 

The PCA is triggered when banks breach certain regulatory requirements like minimum capital, 

return on asset and quantum of non-performing assets. 

 

 

 

1. What is Prompt Corrective Action? 

To ensure that banks don't go bust, RBI has put in place some trigger points to assess, monitor, control 

and take corrective actions on banks which are weak and troubled. The process or mechanism under 

which such ac tions are taken is known as Prompt Corrective Action, or PCA. 

Level 1 Q) What is PCA , what actions are taken under this and why ? Prelims : about PCA . 

 

 RESPONSIVE & RESPONSIBLE PSBS “ , BANKING REFORMS ROAD MAP FOR A 

NEW INDIA  

What is the news about ? 
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A banking reforms package across six themes that cover 30 action points such as customer 

responsiveness, responsible banking and credit offtake. The reform plan sets a goal of ‘Enhanced 

Access and Service Excellence (EASE)’ and the six pillars to achieve this include customer 

responsiveness, responsible banking, credit offtake, PSBs as Udyami Mitra, deepening financial 

inclusion, and digitalisation and developing personnel.The govt has come out with a “ PSB( Public 

Sector Bank ) Reforms Agenda “ has emerged,aimed at EASE – Enhanced Access & Service Excellence 

based on recommendations on six themes made by Public Sector Banks (PSBs) in Manthan on 

November 11-12, 2017 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Components : 

1) Ease for customer responsiveness : Banking from home , better grievance redressing , 

services for senior citizens , differently abled , from simplification , EASE ranking every year . 

2) Responisible banking : steps for financial stability , improved governance , and ease for 

clean and prudent business . 

3) Credit off take : ease for the borrower , special plans for the industry . 

4) Udaymimitra for msme : ease of financing and bill realization for the MSME . decision 

within 15 days , single point officers for their approach meaning faster decision making . 

5) Financial inclusion and digitization : EASE through near-home ,banking within 5 Kms, 

Social security through microinsurance , EASE through digital payments ,Customer protection 

against cyber-frauds . 

6) Governance and HR : Reward select top-performers identied through a Performance 

Management System (PMS) , Specialisation through job families , Mandate annual role-based e-

learning 
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Why this reforms agenda ? 

Capital infusion is dependent on PSB performance on these reform themes.Bank Boards would 

approve bank’s plans to implement PSB Reforms Agenda and monitor it in Board meetings 

quarterly.Whole Time Directors of PSBs would be assigned theme-wise Reforms Agenda for 

monitoring and evaluated for their performance in implementing the assigned Reforms Agenda, as 

part of their Key Responsibility Areas.Banks’ Whole Time Directors reporting to the bank chief 

executive would also be evaluated on their performance in implementing the Reforms Agenda by 

bank Board. 

 

IMPORTANCE OF THESE REFORMS : 

PSB make 70% of the banking system therefore they are critical to the nations needs . For the 

recapitalization to translate into economic returns for the country , there is a need to reform the 

working of the banks alongside , only then the true results will be seen . 

Better governance will ensure that the banks serve the customers better and reviewing and 

evaluation leads to efficient working . 

This reform agenda includes an approach to ensure prudential and clean lending , better customer 

service , enhanced credit availability , focused on MSME’s and better governance . EASE would once 

again ensure that the orientation of the PSB remains strong to meet the customer needs . 

Level; 1 Q) What EASE reforms being implemented for , give an account , also analyse the 

reforms ? 

 GOVT UNVEILS DETAILS ABOUT THE 2.1 LAKH CRORE BANK 

RECAPITALIZATION PLAN  
 

What is the news about ? 

The GOI had come out with a “ Recapitalisation “ plan for the banks with NPA’s. Details of this plan 
were spelt out . 

 

What is the Recapitalisation Plan : Background : 

In Oct 2017 the Union government unveiled an ambitious plan to infuse ₹2.11 lakh crore capital 

over the next two years into public sector banks (PSBs) that are saddled with high, non-performing 
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assets (NPAs) . The move is vital for the slowing economy, as private investments remain poor 

because of “twin-balance sheet problem” afflicting corporate India and public sector banks reflected 

in slow bank credit growth. 

Infusing the banks with capital through this recapitalization plan will help the banks to lend to the 

private sector and they in turn can invest in their business , and this will drive the economy . Thus 

for this the GOI will give these banks 2.11 lakh crore spread over two years . 18,139 crore will be 

given through budgetary provision and 1.35 lakh crore will be given through recapitalization bonds 

. And the rest would come by the banks itself diluting the governments equity share . 

Indiscriminate lending earlier by banks led to a high level of NPAs . And these NPAs were kept under 

the carpet. Now they have come to light because of the Asset Quality Review conducted by the Reserve 

Bank of India. Also many reasons led to the Companies not paying the loan interest on time and also 

the principal . Also many projects have been long gestation ones which led to increase in the value of 

the project over a period and the capital being insufficient to fund due to which they have become 

debt ridden . 

  

What is the reason for these NPA’s : 

The capital infusion would also be accompanied by a series of banking sector reforms . The 

government’s capitalisation package for public sector banks will provide a strong booster dose of 

relief for the capital starved public sector banks . 

 

Present news : 

1. Recapitalisation package would be spread across the current financial year 2017-18 and the 

next year 2018-19. The capital infusion plan for 2017-18 includes Rs. 80,000 crore through 

recapitalisation bonds and Rs. 8,139 crore as budgetary support. 

 

2. The capital infusion for the PSBs would be contingent on performance, and the whole-time 

directors of the PSBs would be assigned theme-wise reforms to oversee . Their performance 

on the themes would be evaluated by the boards of the banks. 

 

3. The recapitalisation package would follow a differentiated approach for banks that have 
been assigned for prompt corrective action (PCA) and those that have not. 

 

4. The recapitalisation amount for PCA banks would be used for support to maintain their 

regulatory capital requirements, and to strengthen their governance and operations. The 

amount for non-PCA banks is to be used for investment in growth capital. 

 

5. Recapitalisation bonds would not have an impact on the fiscal deficit as they would be 
“cash neutral”. 

Level 1 Q) Give details of the bank recapitalization plan for the banks by the GOI ? 
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 Prelims : about the NPA , recap plan . 

 

 ISLAMIC BANKING 

NEWS : Govt clarified that it will not be going for Islamic Banking, beacuse India is a secular country: 

What is Islamic Banking ? 

Islamic banking is a banking system that is based on the principles of Islamic law, also referred to as 

Shariah law, and guided by Islamic economics. Two basic principles behind Islamic banking are the 

sharing of profit and loss and, significantly, the prohibition of the collection and payment of interest 

by lenders and investors. Collecting interest or "riga" is not permitted under Islamic law. 

Since this system of banking is grounded in Islamic principles, all the undertakings of the banks follow 

Islamic morals. Therefore, it could be said that financial transactions within Islamic banking are a 

culturally distinct form of ethical investing. For example, investments involving alcohol, gambling, 

pork, etc. are prohibited. 

How are the principles of Islamic Banking determined ? 

The principles of Islamic Banking follow Shariah law, which is based on the Quran and the Hadith, the 

recorded sayings and actions of the Prophet Muhammad. When more information or guidance is 

necessary, Islamic bankers turn to learned scholars or use independent reasoning based on 

scholarship and customs, while also ensuring their ideas do not deviate from the fundamental 

principles of the Quran. 

How do Islamic Bankers earn money? 

In order to earn money without charging interest, Islamic banks use equity-participation systems. 

This means that if a bank loans money to a business, the business pays back the loan without interest, 

but it gives the bank a share in its profits. If the business defaults on the loan or does not earn any 

profits, the bank does not receive any profit either. 

Level 1 Q)What is Islamic Banking , Do you think is it a good way of banking in India ? 

 

 EUROPEAN BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT 

Context: The Union Cabinet has approved India’s Membership for European Bank for Reconstruction 

& Development (EBRD). Necessary steps will be initiated by the Department of Economic Affairs, 

Ministry of Finance to acquire the membership of the EBRD. 

How will this membership help India? Membership of EBRD would enhance India’s international 

profile and promote its economic interests, give access to EBRD Countries. 

India’s investment opportunities would get a boost. It would increase the scope of cooperation 

between India and EBRD through co-financing . 
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EBRD’s core operations pertain to private sector development in their countries of operation. The 

membership would help India leverage the technical assistance and sectoral knowledge of the bank 

for the benefit of development of private sector. 

This would contribute to an improved investment climate in the country.This would open up new 

vistas for Indian professionals on the one hand, and give a fillip to Indian exports on the other. 

Increased economic activities would have the employment generating potential. It would also enable 

Indian nationals to get the employment opportunity in the Bank. 

*It would also enable Indian nationals to get the employment opportunity in the Bank. 

What is the EBRD? 

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) was founded in 1991 to create a 

new post-Cold War era in central and eastern Europe, furthering progress towards ‘market-oriented 

economies and the promotion of private and entrepreneurial initiative’. 

 

As a multilateral developmental investment bank, the EBRD uses investment as a tool to build market 

economies. Initially focused on the countries of the former Eastern Bloc it expanded to support 

development in more than 30 countries from central Europe to central Asia. Besides Europe, member 

countries of the EBRD are from five continents (North America, Africa, Asia and Australia, see below), 

with the biggest shareholder being the United States, so the name is somewhat of a misnomer. 

Headquartered in London, the EBRD is owned by 65 countries and two EU institutions. Despite its 

public sector shareholders, it invests mainly in private enterprises, together with commercial 

partners. 

The EBRD is not to be confused with the European Investment Bank (EIB), which is owned by EU 

member states and is used to support EU policy. 

What support does the EBRD provide ? 

The EBRD provides project financing for banks, industries and businesses, both new ventures and 

investments in existing companies. It also works with publicly owned companies, to support 

privatisation, restructuring state-owned firms and improving municipal services. 

 

Who owns the EBRD? 

The EBRD is owned by 65 countries and two intergovernmental institutions: the European Union and 

the European Investment Bank . The powers of the EBRD are vested in the Board of Governors to 

which each member appoints a governor, generally the minister of finance. The Board of Governors 
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delegates most powers to the Board of Directors, which is responsible for the EBRD’s strategic 

direction. The President is elected by the Board of Governors and is the legal representative of the 

EBRD. Under the guidance of the Board of Directors, the President manages the EBRD’s work. 

Level 1 Q) Give an account of the EBRD to which recently our country has become member,? 

 

CENTRE EXTENDS THE SCHEME OF RECAPITALIZATION OF REGIONAL RURAL 

BANKS  

The Union Cabinet extended the recapitalisation scheme for "Regional Rural Banks" (RRBs) for the 

next three years. "This will enable the RRBs to maintain the minimum prescribed capital to risk 

weighted assets ratio (CRAR) of 9 per cent,". "A strong capital structure and minimum required level 

of CRAR will ensure financial stability of RRBs which will enable them to play a greater role in 

financial inclusion and meeting the credit requirements of rural areas." 

Currently, there are 56 RRBs in the country. On provisional basis, as on March 31, 2017, the total 

credit given by RRBs is Rs 228,599 crore. 

The scheme was started in FY2010-11 and has been extended twice in the year 2012-13 and 2015-16. 

The last extension was up to March 31, 2017. 

About Regional Rural Banks :  

RRBs were set up with the objective to provide credit and other facilities, especially to the small and 

marginal farmers, agricultural labourers, artisans and small entrepreneurs in rural areas for 

development of agriculture, trade, commerce, industry and other productive activities. RRBs are 

jointly owned by Government of India, the concerned State Government and Sponsor Banks with the 

issued capital shared in the proportion of 50%, 15% and 35% respectively. 

Impact: A strong capital structure and minimum required level of CRAR will ensure financial stability 

of RRBs which will enable them to play a greater role in financial inclusion and meeting the credit 

requirements of rural areas. 

Level 1 Q) Write about Regional Rural Banks and their role in the Economy ? 

 

VISHWAS PATEL  , CHAIRMAN OF PAYMENTS COUNCIL OF INDIA  

Payments Council of India (PCI), an apex body representing companies in payments and settlement 

system, has a new Chairman in Vishwas Patel. 

About the Payments Council of India : 

The Payments Council of India was formed under the aegis of IAMAI in the year 2013 catering to the 

needs of the digital payment industry. The Council was formed inter-alia for the purposes of 

representing the various regulated non-banking payment industry players, to address and help 

resolve various industry level issues and barriers which require discussion and action. The council 

works with all its members to promote payments industry growth and to support our national goal of 
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‘Cashto Less Cash Society’ and ‘Growth of Financial Inclusion’ which is also the Vision Shared by the 

RBI and Government ofIndia. PCI works closely with the regulators i.e. Reserve Bank of India (RBI), 

Finance Ministry and any similar government, departments, bodies or Institution to make ‘India a less 

cash society’. 

 

6.16 BBB RECOMMENDS 22 GMS FRO THE ELEVATION TO THE POST OF  

The BBB , the advisory body formed by the government for selection of candidates for top level board 

appointment, has recommended 22 general managers to be elevated as executive directors at the 

various public sector banks. 

The chairman and members of the panel have recommended to the Government of India 22 general 

managers for being appointed as executive directors in public sector banks (PSBs) . The Appointments 

Committee of Cabinet headed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi will take the final decision in this 

regard. 

 

RBI PUTS DENA BANK UNDER PCA 

The Reserve Bank has put Dena Bank under prompt corrective action (PCA), which will place various 

restrictions on the lender, including on fresh loans and dividend distribution. Earlier, similar action 

was initiated against IDBI Bank, Indian Overseas Bank and UCO Bank. 

The RBI has initiated ‘prompt corrective action’ for Dena Bank in view of high net NPA and negative 

ROA (return on asset) . Dena Bank’s loss widened to Rs 575.26 crore for the March quarter from Rs 

326.28 crore a year earlier as asset quality deteriorated. 

While tightening the PCA framework last month, the RBI had said regulatory action will be taken 

against banks which overshoot the limit on NPAs or fail to comply with capital ratios. Action under 

PCA can include curbs on expansion, exposure and dividend payment. In extreme cases, the PCA 

framework provides the RBI with powers to force mergers or even wind up non-compliant banks. 

 

FINANCIAL LITERACY WEEK BY RBI  

The Reserve Bank of India   launched Financial Literacy Week across the country with customer 

protection as its main theme. The event will focus on creating awareness among customers of banks 

about financial products and services, good financial practices and going digital .  

It will give out four consumer protection messages including 'know your liability' for unauthorised 

electronic banking transaction and good practices for a safe digital banking experience. 

Bankers, Financial Literacy Counsellors (FLCs) and other stakeholders will participate to create 

awareness. The Reserve Bank of India has since 2017 earmarked one week in a year as the financial 

literacy week. Last year, the focus was promotion of digital transaction .  
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It will also create awareness among the consumers of financial services about their rights, 

responsibilities, good practices and resolution mechanism in a fast changing digital financial 

landscape .  

 

LIBERALISED REMITTANCE SCHEME , RBI TIGHTEN NORMS  

Under the LRS, all resident individuals, including minors, are allowed to freely remit up to USD 

2,50,000 per financial year for any permissible current or capital account transaction or a 

combination of both. Individuals can avail of foreign exchange facility for the purposes within the limit 

of USD 2,50,000 only. The scheme was introduced on February 4, 2004, with a limit of USD 25,000. 

The LRS limit has been revised in stages consistent with prevailing macro and micro economic 

conditions. 

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has tightened norms for Liberalised Remittance Scheme (LRS) by 

making quoting of the Permanent Account Number or PAN mandatory even for transactions below 

25,000 US dollar. 

The Reserve Bank tightened reporting norms for the Liberalised Remittance Scheme (LRS) . In order 

to improve monitoring and also to ensure compliance with the LRS limits, it has been decided to put in 

place a daily reporting system by AD( Authorised Dealer )  banks of transactions undertaken by 

individuals under LRS, which will be accessible to all the other Ads .  

This system enables the banks to view the remittances already sent by an individual during the 

financial year, thus improving monitoring and ensuring compliance with the LRS limits. 

 

 RS.11,500 CR SCAM ROCKS PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK , STOCKS OF THE 

COMPANY HIT  

Points to lack of monitoring by banks concerned and a complete breakdown of supervision and 

auditing mechanism . The transactions remained undetected for almost seven years , despite the fact 

that the bank conducts internal and external audits on a regular basis .  
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What is the news about ? 

In  one of the biggest frauds in the Indian banking system , state run Punjab National Bank (PNB), the 

country's second-largest lender  has detected "fraudulent and unauthorised" transactions ( issue of 
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LoU ‘s )  in one of its branches in Mumbai  . The transactions were "for the benefit of a few select 

account holders with their apparent  involvement " and  "based on these transactions other banks 

appear to have advanced money to these customers abroad." .  

The case comes in the backdrop of state-run banks already reeling under massive bad loans which run 

into lakhs of crores of rupees. Most PSU banks have performed poorly in the third quarter (October-

December) as a result of this. 

The case is being investigated by the CBI and the Enforcement Directorate .  

What impact does this Fraud have ? 

1. The immediate fallout can be seen in the equity markets where the stocks of the PNB have 

plummeted.  

2. This could have a impact on the banks finances as the PNB is liable to pay the overseas bank 

who issued credit to Nirav Modi company  , also the amount of impact is yet to be seen on 

the depositors money  as PNB will have to use the depositors money to repay the money , in 

case it does not have sufficient capital to do so .  

3. The profitability of the bank will be affected due to the fraud and the existing amount of 

Bad Loans .  

The Bank officials involved ? 

The Enforcement Directorate has registered a money laundering case in the matter, which involves 

Mumbai-based billionaire diamond merchant Nirav Modi. A case has been registered by the Central 

Bureau of Investigation against him and his business associates as well as a serving PNB official and a 

retired deputy manager of the bank. 

The retired PNB official Gokulnath Shetty and current employee Manoj Kharat fraudulently issued 

LoUs( Letter of Undertaking )  worth ₹280 crore to these companies in 2017, without going through 

the proper channels and bypassing a lot of procedures. 

The ``letter of undertaking'' was issued fraudulently by PNB to billionaire diamond merchant Nirav 

Modi and associates and was encashed overseas by them from different banks, both in the private as 

well as public sector. Union Bank of India, Allahabad Bank and Axis Bank are reported to have offered 

credit based on letters of undertaking (LOUs) issued by PNB. 

To evade detection the bank officials did not make any entry of the LoU’s in the banks central database 

. The officials instead transmitted messages to the overseas branches of the other Indian Banks to 

honour the fake LOUs for the settlement of import bills on the beneficiaries behalf .  

While the LOU remained valid for only for 3 months , the ED has found that in one case the letter with 

a validity of 1 year had been issued . This also remained undetected . As per the rules those availing 

such a credit facility are required to repay the loan within 90 days of the issuance of the LOU .  

Foreign branches of at least two Indian banks including Axis Bank and Allahabad Bank are likely to 

have been caught in the fraud with an alleged credit offering given based on letters of undertaking 

(LOUs) issued by PNB. 

What is a Letter Of Undertaking ? 
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An LOU is in effect a letter of comfort issued by one bank to branches of other banks, based on which 

foreign branches offer credit to buyers. LOUs are to be only presented in the overseas branch which 

then send letters to other banks saying that PNB guarantees to pay the other banks on a due date . To 

close a deal the bank pays to PNBs overseas branch and not to the customer , who is credited the 

amount by PNB .  

The absence of SWIFT – CBS link could have led to the fraud :  

   SWIFT – ( Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication );    CBS – Core 

Banking System  

SWIFT is a messaging network that connects banks and other financial institutions across the world . 

A bank that is part of SWIFT can use the system to convey credit instruments called LoUs to other 

bank located overseas . A LoU is simply a request made to the other bank in the SWIFT network to 

loan money to the client .  

The cause for the fraud to happen is the PNB’s internal information system were not seamlessly linked 

to the SWIFT due to which the fraud went unnoticed . The LOUs were given through SWIFT 

technology and none of the transactions were routed through its core banking solutions (CBS) to 

avoid detection 

Meanwhile ICAI has asked the RBI the details of corporate borrowers of all the PSBs having a 

outstanding loan of 200cr  to check audit violations . (ICAI is a statutory body established under 

the Chartered Accountants Act , 1949 for regulating the CA profession in India and it comes 

under the Min of Corporate Affairs . ) 

The PNB fraud has occurred due to serious accounting irregularities in the general purpose financial 

statement of the bank .  

All the accused have been booked for cheating and criminal conspiracy under the Indian Penal 

Code along with criminal misconduct by a public servant under the Prevention of Corruption 

Act. 

Given the rising NPA’s and the recent csams that have surfaced in the Banking sector , the FICCI 

has called for Privatisation of the PSB’s , saying that the recapitalisation efforts by the govt 

have had little impact on improving the Bank health . Also the continuous pressure on the govt 

finances will take a back seat for developmental expenditure . A Robust  Banking sector is the 

need of the hour .  

NOSTRO ACCOUNTS : refer to a bank’s ( here PNB )  overseas accounts in other banks .  

Level 1 Q) The latest fraud , which is said to the biggest in the Indian Banking system , calls for 

strict accountability and transparency in the functioning of the banks  especially the PSBs , 

comment ?  

Prelims : LoU  , SWIFT , ICAI , National Financial Regulating Authority Bill , Fugitives .   

 

INDIA IN VARIOUS INDICES AND IMPORTANT POLICIES  
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  DRAFT NEW NATIONAL  ELECTRONICS POLICY TO COME OUT SOON – GOVT 

PLANS FOR MEGA SEZS TO SPUR EXPORTS ; 

Topic useful in :  Economic Policies of the Govt and the sectors of the economy ; 

‘Draft of new policy to be out soon; Centre eyeing free trade pacts to drive exports of small 

electronics‘ 

What is the Electronics Policy About ? 

The new Policy aims to make India a Export hub , for this the  GOI plans to set up one SEZ in every 

state to promote Electronics Export  with focus on Coastal Economic Zones ( CEZs). The government 

also plans to sign free trade agreements (FTAs) with countries, including those in Africa and Europe, 

to which India can export smaller electronic products. 

What is the Position now ?  

India imports  a lot of heavy engineering products from some western and European countries. There 

is a big market for smaller electronic products in these markets, which we can tap. In 2016, as part of 

a Make in India strategy for electronics, the government think-tank NITI Aayog had recommended 

that India “forge FTAs [towards creating a] duty free market for our electronic goods. At present 

India’s  approach with respect to FTAs is defensive because India is a  much larger importer of 

electronic products than an exporter. But a switch to an export-oriented strategy would convert FTAs 

into an opportunity.” 

 The NITI Ayog  had also recommended that Costal Economic Zones (CEZs) be set up, similar to what 

China has done. Pointing out that India’s numerous SEZs have not taken off in the way they did in 

China due to issues such as size and location, the Aayog had said large areas near the coast can be set 

aside for CEZs 

Policy of Zero Imports by 2022 :  

India has set a target of net zero imports in electronics by 2020, in the meeting of which the new 

policy will play a crucial role. The draft of the policy, expected to be out soon, will outline a framework 

to make India a global leader in product verticals such as medical and automotive electronics, besides 

mobile phone and consumer electronics. 

What will be the benefits ;  

 It will lead to  increase in Exports from India . 

 India  can save on its balance Of payments as the  Imports decrease  and self sufficiency can 

be achieved . 

 The Policy will lead to large scale employment . 

 The Policy will lead to more FTA with India . 

 Will bring more FDI . 

 Innovations can make Electronics cheaper which will make India a Leader . 

 It will help achieve the goals of the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20. 

 India’s model can be a example to other countries . 
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Level 1 Q) What  is the importance of the New National Electronics  policy being planned for 

India ?  

Prelims : Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20 , Aim of the Electronics policy . 

  E-COMMERCE POLICY FRAMEWORK TO BE READY IN 6 MONTHS : 

Topic useful in : E commerce and its regulation ; 

The need for a policy ? 

 GOI  will come out with a framework for a National Policy on E-Commerce in the next six months to 

deal with issues including competition, regulation, data privacy, taxation and technical aspects such as 

localisation of servers and technology transfer.  A regulator is needed, especially because big players 

are abusing their dominance by burning cash ,  also this  is a  good source for the govt in terms of tax 

revenue and  to regulate the competition such that it is fair .  

The comprehensive policy is expected to focus on all aspects of the e-commerce business and 

consumers. It will encompass data privacy and taxation, apart from a host of technical aspects such as 

technology transfer, server localisation and connectivity issues. 

Think Tank for the Policy :  

A think-tank on the framework for a National Policy on E-Commerce was formed . The think-tank is 

chaired by commerce and industry minister Suresh Prabhu. The think-tank includes officials from the 

ministries of commerce, finance, home affairs, corporate affairs and electronics & information 

technology, besides representatives from telecom, IT and e-commerce companies Bharti Enterprises, 

Reliance Jio Infocomm, Tata Consultancy Services, Wipro, Ola, Snapdeal, Makemytrip, Urban Clap, 

Justdial, PepperFry and Practo. 

Importance of the policy :  

The policy is important in view of issues faced by the domestic industry and to help India articulate its 

stand on ecommerce at the World Trade Organization. While India is participating in the technical 

negotiations on the issues at the WTO, it has opposed taking any rule-making and commitments on 

the matter. 

Over the past two years, developed nations have continuously pushed for a proposed set of global 

rules on e-commerce. India has argued that the move would sideline discussions on food security and 

other development-based issues important to developing nations. But the domestic e-commerce 

industry has also remained cold to the proposal, fearing that the new rules could provide a pretext for 

unfair mandatory market access to foreign companies. Because this is a WTO-led agenda,  the e-com 

companies  suggestion has been that the access provided to India’s data, platform and markets should 

be reciprocal , that I sthe other country should also open its data  , platform etc  to Indian companies 

also . 

Level 1 Q) What is E-commerce , write about its status in India, give a few examples ?  

Level 2 Q)National Policy on  E-Commerce policy is on the anvil , what is the need for a policy 

and what are the challenges that India faces ?   
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 NATIONAL STEEL POLICY 2017 

Steel is one of the most important products in the modern world and forms the backbone to any 

industrial economy. India being one of the fastest growing economies in the world, and steel finding 

its extensive application right from construction, infrastructure, power, aerospace and industrial 

machinery to consumer products, the sector is of strategic importance to the country. The Indian steel 

sector has grown exponentially over the past few years to be the third largest producer of steel 

globally, contributing to about 2% of the country's GDP and employing about 5 lakh people directly 

and about 20 lakh people indirectly. 

The Steel Policy enshrines the long term vision of the Government to give impetus to the steel sector.  

It seeks to enhance domestic steel consumption and ensure high quality steel production and create a 

technologically advanced and globally competitive steel industry. 

Key features of the NSP 2017: 

1.      Create self-sufficiency in steel production by providing policy support & guidance to private 

manufacturers, MSME steel producers, CPSEs 

2.      Encourage adequate capacity additions, 

3.      Development of globally competitive steel manufacturing capabilities, 

4.      Cost-efficient production 

5.      Domestic availability of iron ore, coking coal & natural gas, 

6.      Facilitating foreign investment                   

7.      Asset acquisitions of raw materials & 

8.      Enhancing the domestic steel demand. 

The policy projects crude steel capacity of 300 million tonnes (MT), production of 255 MT and a 

robust finished steel per capita consumption of 158 Kgs by 2030 - 31, as against the current 

consumption of 61 Kgs. The policy also envisages to domestically meet the entire demand of high 

grade automotive steel, electrical steel, special steels and alloys for strategic applications and increase 

domestic availability of washed coking coal so as to reduce import dependence on coking coal from 

about 85% to around 65% by 2030-31. 

The Indian steel sector has grown rapidly over the past few years and presently it is the third largest 

steel producer globally, contributing to about 2% of the country's GDP.  India has also crossed 100 MT 

mark for production for sale in 2016-17. 

Key Highlights of the Policy :  

 The New Steel Policy, 2017 aspires to achieve 300MT of steel-making capacity by 2030. This would 

translate into additional investment of Rs. 10 lakh Crore by 2030-31. 

The Policy seeks to increase consumption of steel and major segments are infrastructure, automobiles 

and housing. New Steel Policy seeks to increase per capita steel consumption to the level of 160 Kgs 

by 2030 from existing level of around 60 Kg. 
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 Potential of MSME steel sector has been recognised. Policy stipulates that adoption of energy efficient 

technologies in the MSME steel sector will be encouraged to improve the overall productivity & 

reduce energy intensity. 

  Steel Ministry will facilitate R&D in the sector through the establishment of Steel Research and 

Technology Mission of India (SRTMI). The initiative is aimed to spearhead R&D of national importance 

in iron & steel sector utilizing tripartite synergy amongst industry, national R&D laboratories and 

academic institutes. 

 Ministry through policy measures will ensure availability of raw materials like Iron ore, Coking coal 

and non-coking coal, Natural gas etc.  at competitive rates. 

With the roll out of the National Steel Policy-2017, it is envisaged that the industry will be steered in 

creating an environment for promoting domestic steel and thereby ensuring a scenario where 

production meets the anticipated pace of growth in consumption, through a technologically advanced 

and globally competitive steel industry. This will be facilitated by Ministry of Steel, in coordination 

with relevant Ministries, as may be required. 

Level 1 Q) Write about the highlights of the National Steel Policy 2017 ? 

 

 GOVT UNVEILS DRAFT ‘  NATIONAL AUTO POLICY ‘ TO PROMOTE GREEN 

MOBILITY   

 

The policy also envisages propelling India’ s automotive industry amongst the top three nations in the 

world in engineering, manufacturing and export of automotive vehicles and components. 

Highlights :  

 Clean ,  Safe Mobility : Draft National Auto Policy, which seeks to promote clean and 

safe mobility and adopt a long-term roadmap to harmonise emission standards with global 

benchmarks by 2028. 

 Make India among the Top 3 Nations : The policy also envisages propelling Indiaa 

s automotive industry amongst the top three nations in the world in engineering, 

manufacturing and export of automotive vehicles and components. 

 Objective : The objective is a to provide a long-term, stable and consistent policy regime 

and to have a clear roadmap for the automotive industry, making India a globally 
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competitive auto R&D and manufacturing hub and achieving the targeted objectives of 

green mobility .  

 One of the key components of the draft policy is to promote clean, safe, efficient and 

comfortable mobility for every person in the country, with a focus on environmental 

protection and affordability. 

 Apex Body and NAC : It also proposes creation of a nodal body with a two-tier 

structure having an Apex Body supported by the National Automotive Council (NAC). 

 Long Term Roadmap for Emissions standard : The policy eyes adoption of a 

long-term roadmap for emission standards beyond Bharat Stage VI and harmonise the 

same with global standards by 2028. It also envisions the Corporate Average Fuel Economy 

(CAFE) norms till 2025 and beyond, for improving the average fuel economy of vehicles, 

and fix incentives or penalties. 

 Make the Sector the Largest Employment Creators : The draft policy envisions 

enabling the country's automotive sector to become one of the largest employment creation 

engines and for India to become a global hub for research & development. 

 Make India a Major Export Hub : It aims to drive the automotive sector in India to 

adopt safe, clean and sustainable technologies, while scaling up automobile exports to 35-

40 per cent of the overall output and becoming one of the major automotive export hubs in 

the world. 

 Major Contributor of GDP : The policy's key objectives are to support the growth of 

the automotive industry in India and make it one of the major contributors to the country’s 

manufacturing sector GDP and the overall economy by 2026 .  

 Drive R&D : The proposed policy aims to drive the R&D efforts in the automotive sector 

towards indigenous research, design and engineering in both automotive vehicles and 

components. 

 APEX BODY : The key functions and powers of the Apex Body are to finalise and notify 

the short term and long-term industry roadmap. It will also approve the key interventions, 

projects and incentives required and prioritise the critical initiatives, besides highlighting 

potential issues due to conflicting regulations and policies by different ministries. 

 The Apex Body will also recommend to the government any new legislation or amendment 

to existing legislations. The NAC on the other hand will be tasked with formulating the 

regulatory roadmap and conducting techno-commercial assessment of implications. 

 The objectives of the National Auto Policy will be met through policy 

interventions across five identified focus areas.: These include innovation, 

research and development, whereby automotive companies across the value-chain will be 

encouraged to intensify innovation and research by developing domestic capabilities. 

Moreover, new entrants and existing original equipment manufacturers will be supported 

in their domestic and export growth ambitions, while ensuring a level playing field for all. 

Govt has sought the comments of the various stakeholders .  

Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM) is the apex Industry body representing 

leading vehicle and vehicular engine manufacturers in India.SIAM is an important channel of 

communication for the Automobile Industry with the Government, National and International 
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organisations. The Society works closely with all the concerned stake holders and actively participates 

in formulation of rules, regulations and policies related to the Automobile Industry. 

Q) What are the highlights of the National Auto Policy ?  

 

CABINET APPROVES NEW TELECOM POLICY – “ NATIONAL  DIGITAL 

COMMUNICATIONS POLICY “  

The government felt the need to come up with a new telecom policy that is both customer-focussed 

and application-driven, given the pace of global transformation in the sector, particularly, in emerging 

technologies such as 5G, IoT (internet of things) and M2M (machine to machine) communications 

About the New Policy :  

The new National Digital Communications Policy - 2018 has been formulated, in place of the 

existing National Telecom Policy-2012, to cater to the modern needs of the digital communications 

sector of India. 

The NDCP-2018 envisions supporting India's transition to a digitally empowered economy and society 

by fulfilling the information and communications needs of citizens and enterprises by establishment 

of a ubiquitous, resilient and affordable digital communications infrastructure and services.   

The ‘Customer focused’ and ‘application driven’ NDCP-2018 shall lead to new ideas and innovations, 

after the launch of advanced technology such as 5G, IOT, M2M, etc. which shall govern the telecom 

sector of India. 

Features: The policy aims to- 

1. Provide universal broadband connectivity at 50 Mbps to every citizen; 

2. Provide 1 Gbps connectivity to all Gram Panchayats by 2020 and 10 Gbps by 2022; 

3. Ensure connectivity to all uncovered areas; 

4. Attract investments of USD 100 billion in the Digital Communications Sector; 

5. Train one million manpower for building New Age Skill; 

6. Expand IoT ecosystem to 5 billion connected devices; 

7. Establish a comprehensive data protection regime for digital communications that safeguards 

the privacy, autonomy and choice of individuals 

8. Facilitate India's effective participation in the global digital economy; 

9. Enforce accountability through appropriate institutional mechanisms to assure citizens of safe 

and 

10. Secure digital communications infrastructure and services. 

Strategy:The policy advocates:- 

1. Establishment of a National Digital Grid by creating a National Fibre Authority; 

2. Establishing Common Service Ducts and utility corridors in all new city and highway road 

projects; 

3. Creating a collaborative institutional mechanism between Centre, States and Local Bodies for 

Common Rights of Way, standardization of costs and timelines; 
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4. Removal of barriers to approvals; and 

5. Facilitating development of Open Access Next Generation Networks. 

Impact :  

The NDCP-2018 envisions supporting India's transition to a digitally empowered economy and society 

by fulfilling the information and communications needs of citizens and enterprises by establishment 

of a ubiquitous, resilient and affordable digital communications infrastructure and services.  

The ‘Customer focused’ and ‘application driven’ NDCP-2018 shall lead to new ideas and innovations, 

after the launch of advanced technology such as 5G, IOT, M2M, etc. which shall govern the telecom 

sector of India. 

The Telecom Commission, the highest-decision making body in the telecom department (DoT), 

will “from now onwards be called the Digital Communication Commission .  

Level 1Q)  Analyse the National Digital Communications Policy ?  

Level 2Q) Enumerate the Features and the Objectives of the New Telecom Policy ? 

 

GLOBAL MULTI DIMENSIONAL POVERTY INDEX – 27CRORE MOVED OUT OF 

POVERTY BUT INDIA STILL HAS LARGE NUMBER OF POOR 

Topic Related To _ ( Poverty , important reports and Indices )  

What is the news about ?  

India has reduced its poverty rate drastically from 55% to 28% in 10 years, with 271 million people 

moving out of poverty between 2005-06 and 2015-16, according to the Global MPI 2018 Report 

prepared by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the Oxford Poverty and 

Human Development Initiative.  

The report, covering 105 countries, dedicates a chapter to India because of this remarkable progress. 

However, India still had 364 million poor in 2015-16, the largest for any country, although it is down 

from 635 million in 2005-06. 

India  Data – highlights  

1. In India, poverty reduction among children, the poorest states, Scheduled Tribes, and Muslims 

was fastest, the report says. 

2. Of the 364 million people who were MPI poor in 2015-16, 156 million (34.6%) were children.  

3. In 2005-06 there were 292 million poor children in India, so the latest figures represent a 47% 

decrease or 136 million fewer children growing up in multidimensional poverty. 

4. Although Muslims and STs reduced poverty the most over the 10 years, these two groups still 

had the highest rates of poverty.  

5. While 80% of ST members had been poor in 2005-06, 50% of them were still poor in 2015-16. 

And while 60% of Muslims had been poor in 2005-06, 31% of them were still poor in 2015-16. 

6. Bihar was the poorest state in 2015-16, with more than half its population in poverty. The four 

poorest states —Bihar, Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh, and Madhya Pradesh — were still home to 

196 million MPI poor people, which was over half of all the MPI poor people in India. 
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7. Jharkhand had the greatest improvement, followed by Arunachal Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, 

and Nagaland.  

8. At the other end, Kerala, one of the least poor regions in 2006, reduced its MPI by around 92%. 

Global Findings –  

1. Worldwide, the report found, 1.3 billion people live in multidimensional poverty in the 105 

developing countries it covered.  

2. This represents 23%, or nearly a quarter, of the population of these countries. These 

people are deprived in at least one-third of overlapping indicators in health, education, and 

living standards.  

3. While the study found multidimensional poverty in all developing regions of the world, it was 

seen to be particularly acute in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. These two regions 

account together for 83% (more than 1.1 billion) of all multi dimensionally poor people in the 

world. 

4. Additionally, two-thirds of all multi dimensionally poor people live in middle-income 

countries, with 889 million people in these countries experiencing deprivations in 

nutrition, schooling, and sanitation, just like those in low-income countries. 

5. The report describes the level of global child poverty as staggering, with children accounting 

for virtually half (49.9%) of the world’s poor. Worldwide, over 665 million children live in 

multidimensional poverty. In 35 countries, at least half of all children are MPI poor. In South 

Sudan and Niger, some 93% of all children are MPI poor. 

What is Multidimensional Poverty Index ?  
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 The Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) identifies multiple deprivations at the household 

and individual level in health, education and standard of living.  

 It uses micro data from household surveys, and—unlike the Inequality-adjusted Human 

Development Index—all the indicators needed to construct the measure must come from the 

same survey.  

 Each person in a given household is classified as poor or non-poor depending on the weighted 

number of deprivations his or her household, and thus, he or she experiences. These data are 

then aggregated into the national measure of poverty.  

 The MPI reflects both the incidence of multidimensional deprivation (a headcount of those in 

multidimensional poverty) and its intensity (the average deprivation score experienced by 

poor people).  

 It can be used to create a comprehensive picture of people living in poverty, and permits 

comparisons both across countries, regions and the world and within countries by ethnic 

group, urban or rural location, as well as other key household and community characteristics. 

The MPI offers a valuable complement to income-based poverty measures. 

Level 1 Q) What is Multi Dimensional Poverty Index , Social Progress Index, Human 

development Index ?  

Level 2 Q) Poverty In India , dimension , Policies , Discuss ?  

Prelims – Same as Above .  

 

 

 GUJARAT TOPS NITI AAYOG'S  “ COMPOSITE WATER MANAGEMENT INDEX “ ; 

WHILE JHARKHAND RANKED LOWEST. 

Gujarat topped the list while Jharkhand was adjudged as the worst performer.  

Gujarat is followed by Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Maharashtra. In the 

northeastern and Himalayan states, Tripura has been adjudged as the top state in 2016-17 followed 

by Himachal Pradesh, Sikkim and Assam.  

Niti Aayog has ranked the states through first of its kind index on the composite water management, 

comprising 9 broad sectors with 28 different indicators covering various aspects. 

The Aayog’s Composite Water Management Index revealed that with nearly 600 million Indians facing 

high-to-extreme water stress and about 200,000 people dying every year due to inadequate access to 

safe water, the situation is likely to worsen as the demand for water will exceed supply by 2050. 

Water being a state subject, Ministry of Water Resources has circulated a Model Bill to all States/UTs 

to enable them to enact suitable groundwater legislation for its regulation and development that 

includes provision for rain water harvesting. 

So far, only 15 States/UTs have adopted and implemented the groundwater legislation on the lines of 

the Model Bill , The country’s groundwater levels are being monitored four times in a year by CGWB 

through a network of 22,339 monitoring wells during the months of January and the pre-monsoon 

months of March, April and May. 
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Groundwater monitoring began in 1969 and at present the CGWB has a network of 22,339 

observation wells, out of which 16,190 observation wells are dug wells and 6,149 are piezometers. 

About the Composite Water Management Index :  

In pursuit of cooperative and competitive federalism, NITI Aayog has been laying emphasis on 

developing indicators on various social sectors.  In February 2018, NITI Aayog had released a report 

on “Healthy States, Progressive India” which covered the ranking of States/ UTs in various health 

parameters.  As a step further in direction and keeping in view the criticality of water for life, NITI 

Aayog has prepared a report on Composite Water Management Index (CWMI). 

The CWMIis an important tool to assess and improve the performance of States/ Union Territories in 

efficient management of water resources.  This has been done through a first of its kind water data 

collection exercise in partnership with Ministry of Water Resources, Ministry of Drinking Water & 

Sanitation and all the States/ Union Territories. The index would provide useful information for the 

States and also for the concerned Central Ministries/Departments enabling them to formulate and 

implement suitable strategies for better management of water resources. Simultaneously a web portal 

on the subject has also been launched. 

 

Categorization of states 

For the CWMI, the reporting states were also divided into two special groups - Non-Himalayan states 

and North-Eastern and Himalayan states, to account for the different hydrological conditions across 

these groups. 

Level 1 Q) Write about the Composite Water Management Index , What is its importance and 

What are the highlights  released recently ? 

Level 2 Q) Critically analyze the CWMI released recently ?  

  GLOBAL REAL ESTATE TRANSPARENCY INDEX 2018  
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India has improved its ranking by one notch to 35th in the global real estate transparency index, 

driven by policy reforms and liberalisation of FDI rules in property as well as retail sectors . India was 

ranked 36th in the index during the last bi-annual survey conducted in 2016 and 40th in 2014. The 

country’s real estate market is currently placed in the ‘semi-transparent’ zone. 

The ranking is expected to improve further in the next survey in 2020, on the back of several 

government initiatives such as Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act (RERA), GST and 

Benami Transactions Act .  

According to the survey, UK is at the top position followed by Australia and the US. France, Canada, 

Netherlands, New Zealand, Germany, Ireland and Sweden are in top 10 in the list of 100 countries.  Sri 

Lanka is at the 66th position and Pakistan at 75th among south Asian countries. Venezuela is the least 

transparent market with 100th rank. 

Among BRICS nations, the consultant said that both China and South Africa remained on the same 

rank 33rd and 21st position, respectively, while, Brazil slipped to 37th position and Russia remained 

at 38th rank. 

India has emerged as one of the top ten countries to register maximum improvement in transparency 

in real estate over the last two years. “India’s improvement in the transparency scores across all 

markets has started to benefit the nation in the form of increased volumes of international capital 

being deployed into the country .  

The strengthening of information in public domain, digitisation of property records and according 

‘industry status’ to affordable housing also helped in higher ranking. 

The country’s ranking is likely to improve further in 2020, mainly on the back of the comprehensive 

implementation of RERA in all states, introduction of insurance policies for Land Title Insurance, 

pseudo-ownership of properties weeded out through Benami Transactions Act and the sector aligning 

itself well with Goods and Service Tax (GST) regime .  

About the Global Real Estate Transparency Index : 

The Global Real Estate Transparency Index is based on a combination of quantitative market data and 

survey results across 100 markets. 186 individual measures are divided into 14 topic areas, which are 

then grouped and weighted into six broad sub-indices: 

 Performance Measurement 28.5% 

 Market Fundamentals 16.5% 

 Governance of Listed Vehicles 10% 

 Regulatory and Legal 25% 

 Transaction Process 15% 

 Sustainability 5% 

The Index scores markets on a scale of 1 to 5 (with 1.00 being the highest possible score). Depending 

on their overall performance, markets are assigned to one of five transparency tiers. 

 Highly Transparent 

 Transparent 

 Semi-Transparent 
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 Low Transparency 

 Opaque 

Level 1 Q) Its been a year since the govt has come out with Real Estate Regulation , What are 

the highlights of the recent Global Real Estate Transparency Index ? 

 

 GLOBAL INNOVATION INDEX INDIA RANKS 57 

The Global Innovation Index (GII) has ranked India as the 57th most innovative nation in the world. 

The country has improved its ranking from 60th position last year. India has been improving steadily 

since it was ranked 81st in 2015. Meanwhile, China improved its ranking from 22 in 2017 to 17 this 

year. 

About the GII : 

The GII is being developed jointly by Cornell University, the Paris-based business school Insead and 

the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) in Geneva. GII ranks 126 economies based on 80 

indicators. It is now in its 11th edition and has become a major input for policymakers on innovation 

around the world. 

Since 2011, Switzerland has been ranked at the top every year. This year, Netherlands follows at 

second place and Sweden at third. The US drops down to sixth from fourth last year. Apart from a 

rearrangement among themselves, the top 10 nations in GII have not changed. 

Although ranked at 57, India is a top performer in the lower middle income group, where it is ranked 

at fifth position. It is the most innovative country in its region of central and southern Asia. In the 

indicators that capture the quality of innovation inputs and outputs, India is ranked second after 

China in the lower and upper middle income group combined. 

Many Asian nations have been steadily improving their ranking over the last five years. This list 

includes China, India, Philippines, Cambodia and Vietnam. Four of the top five innovation clusters are 

in Asia, based on patents and publishing. San Francisco is the only innovation cluster outside Asia 

among the top five. 

Use of the Index : 

GII is a leading benchmarking tool for business executives, policymakers and others seeking insight 

into the state of innovation around the world. The ranking is constantly being used to evaluate 

progress on a continual basis .  

The Global Innovation Index Ranking considers 80 factors before ranking a nation. This 

includes: 

 intellectual property filing rates 

 mobile application creation 

 online creativity 

 computer software spending 

 education spending 
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 ease of starting business and 

 scientific & technical publications, among others. 

GII rankings are published by the World International Property Organisation (WIPO)which works in 

association with the Cornell University and a graduate business school INSEAD. 

 

 INDIA OVERTAKES FRANCE TO BECOME WORLD’S  SIXTH-LARGEST 

ECONOMY 

India has overtaken France to become the world’s sixth biggest economy, latest data from the World 

Bank show. The  country  is now a $2.597 trillion economy and only a tad higher than France’s $2.582 

trillion. It will be the world’s fourth-largest economy by 2022, according to projections by the 

International Monetary Fund. 

India’s current annual per-capita income in exchange rate terms is a shade under $2,000, and around 

$7,200 in PPP terms. Under both calculations, India is ranked between 140 and 155 globally. In 

exchange rate terms, the world’s sixth-largest economy has to cross a vast distance before its 

percapita income hits $4,500-plus, and an almost unfathomable distance before the average yearly 

income of its citizens goes past the $12,500 mark. 

According to the data, India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) amounted to USD 2.59 trillion, as against 

France’s USD 2.58 trillion. The country’s economy grew at a seven-quarter high of 7.7 per cent in the 

three months ended March 2018, helped by higher government spending and investment. 

The World Bank Report says ,  India has doubled its GDP within a decade and is expected to power 

ahead as a key economic engine in Asia, even as China slows down. The country is also expected to 

surpass the fifth largest economy, the United Kingdom, in the near future. The United Kingdom, which 

is facing Brexit blues, had a GDP of USD 2.62 trillion in 2017 .  

As per the International Monetary Fund’s World Economic Outlook released in April this year, the size 

of the Indian economy was pegged at USD 2.61 trillion, ahead of France with a GDP of USD 2.58 

trillion. 

According to the World Bank, the United States is the world’s largest economy with a size of USD 

19.39 trillion, followed by China (USD 12.23 trillion) at the second place. Japan (USD 4.87 trillion) and 

Germany (USD 3.67 trillion) are at the third and fourth places, respectively. 

According to the World Bank, Indian economy has benefitted from robust performances in 

manufacturing sector driven by increased consumer spending. The World Bank also noted that 

demonetisation in November 2016 and chaotic implementation of GST (goods and services tax) 

rollout in July last year were to be blamed for extended slowdown of Indian economy. 

Overall, India has made rapid progress in economy doubling its GDP in less than past 10 years and 

emerged as the engine of economic growth in Asia at a time when Chinese economy has shown 

definite signs of lethargy. 

Importance of this Report for the Indian Economy – 
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This report and the various reports of the IMF , WEO etc will lead to increase in investment in the 

country , this will bring more FDI because the reports have pointed out to India as a bright star in Asia 

, even compared to China . This is a positive development , also it is a recognition of the fact that the 

reforms that the govt is taking are moving in the right direction . The GST , Insolvency Resolution Code 

, FDI reforms , etc have resulted in positive outlook for the economy and have been received well by 

the world . This  Report will  improve the  confidence of the investors to further invest in India . 

However there are still gaps to be closed and still more transparency  to be brought about as 

highlighted by the IMF .  

Level 1 Q)  India has become the 6th largest economy surpassing France  as said by the World 

Bank report , What does this mean for the economy , how will this help ? 

 

FDI CONFIDENCE INDEX INDIA RANKS 11  

Highlights : 

 India has slipped by three notches to 11th position in the FDI Confidence Index 2018 of global 

consultancy firm A T Kearney. 

 China (5), India (11), and Singapore (12) all rank lower this year, while Australia rises to 8th 

and New Zealand jumps to the 16th spot in only its second year on the Index. Japan and South 

Korea hold steady at 6th and 18th, respectively 

 India was ranked 8th in 2017, while it was at 9th rank in the previous year. 

 The 2017 nationwide goods and services tax (GST), for example, has faced implementation 

challenges, and the 2016 demonetisation initiative disrupted business activity and weighed on 

economic growth .  

 About Asia Pacific region, the report said that investor preference for the region appears to 

have "declined slightly", with only seven Asian countries appearing on this year's Index. 

 The flip side is that this year marks an all-time low for the share of emerging markets on the 

Index. Just four emerging markets appear among the top 25 countries for FDI intentions: China, 

India, Mexico, and Brazil. This suggests that confidence in investing in specific emerging 

markets has declined .  

 Strong economic performance and the sheer size of the Indian market are also likely to attract 

investors. 

 Investors based in the Americas and in the industry sector rank India the highest in terms of 

their intention to invest there . This confidence may be a result of the governments Make in 

India initiative, which aims to boost investment in India's manufacturing sector as well as its 

pursuit of closer ties with the US . 

  Reforms that have had a positive impact on India's attractiveness include the elimination of 

the Foreign Investment Promotion Board, a government agency responsible for reviewing all 

potential foreign investment, and the liberalisation of overseas investment thresholds for the 

retail, aviation, and biomedical industries 

Level 1 Q) What are the highlights of the FDI Confidence  Index ? 

 BUSINESS OPTISM INDEX RANKS INDIA 6TH  
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Highlights :  

 After topping the chart for four years, India has been ranked 6th on the global optimism index 

in the first quarter of 2018, a survey by Grant Thornton's International Business Report 

(IBR) .  

 Business optimism is however at an "all-time high" globally with the index at net 61 percent, 

the highest figure recorded in 15 years .  

 With a score of 89, India is at the sixth place in the index. The top five nations are Austria, 

Finland, Indonesia, the Netherlands and the US. 

 The report says the business optimism in India has deteriorated while entering the last year of 

the current regime.  

 Indian businesses have been citing regulations and red tape, availability of skilled workforce, 

lack of ICT infrastructure and a shortage of finance as the biggest growth constraints. Even 

after India's significant jump in World Bank's Ease of Doing Business ranking, the country still 

continues to rank 1st or 2nd in quoting these reasons as the key hurdles for growth .  

 Though the initial years of the Narendra Modi-led government saw India on top of the chart, 

the confidence has shaken since Q3 2017 with a weakening currency and a surge in oil prices .  

 The report was prepared based on the results of a survey of 2,500 businesses in 37 economies. 

 

 INDEX OF ECONOMIC FREEDOM 2018 INDIA RANKS  

Adding another feather to its cap, India jumped 13 places to achieve the 130th spot in this year's Index 

of Economic Freedom published by the Heritage Foundation, an American think-tank. As per the latest 

edition, India moved up to the 130th spot, up from 143 in 2017, two spots below its neighbour, 

Pakistan. With this achievement, India has now surpassed Pakistan by one spot. 

India has jumped 13 places in the last one year to earn 130th spot in the latest annual Index of 

Economic Freedom  . In 2017, India with a score of 52.6 points was ranked at 143 among 180 

countries, two spots below neighbour Pakistan .  

As per the latest Index of Economic Freedom, China has jumped one spot and Pakistan is now at 131 

position. India's economic freedom score is 54.5, making its economy the 130th freest in the 2018 

Index. 

Analysis : 

Economic liberalisation measures, including industrial deregulation, privatisation of state-owned 

enterprises and reduced controls on foreign trade and investment, that began in the early 1990s, 

accelerated growth . More recently, the government reformed one of its more opaque operational 

practices to make the auctioning of rights to exploit state-owned resources more transparent.  

"Corruption, underdeveloped infrastructure, a restrictive and burdensome regulatory environment, 

and poor financial and budget management continue to undermine overall development . The 

judiciary is independent, but the Indian courts are understaffed and lack the technology necessary to 

clear an enormous backlog. Although officials are often caught accepting bribes, a great deal of 

corruption goes unnoticed and unpunished .  
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Observing that non-tariff barriers significantly impede trade, the Heritage Foundation said the 

government's openness to foreign investment is below average.  State-owned institutions dominate 

the financial sector, and foreign participation is limited. In public-sector banks, troubled assets 

account for about 10 percent of total assets  .  

About the Index of Economic Freedom : 

The Index of Economic Freedom is an annual index and ranking created in 1995 by The Heritage 

Foundation and The Wall Street Journal to measure the degree of economic freedom in the world's 

nations. 

Q.1.What is Economic Freedom ? 

Economic freedom is the fundamental right of every human to control his or her own labor and 

property. In an economically free society, individuals are free to work, produce, consume, and invest 

in any way they please. In economically free societies, governments allow labor, capital, and goods to 

move freely, and refrain from coercion or constraint of liberty beyond the extent necessary to protect 

and maintain liberty itself. 

Q.2. What are the benefits of economic freedom? 

 

Economic freedom brings greater prosperity. The Index of Economic Freedom documents the positive 

relationship between economic freedom and a variety of positive social and economic goals. The 

ideals of economic freedom are strongly associated with healthier societies, cleaner environments, 

greater per capita wealth, human development, democracy, and poverty elimination.  

The economic freedom is measured  based on 12 quantitative and qualitative factors, grouped into 

four broad categories, or pillars, of economic freedom: 

 

 Rule of Law (property rights, government integrity, judicial effectiveness) 

 Government Size (government spending, tax burden, fiscal health) 

 Regulatory Efficiency (business freedom, labor freedom, monetary freedom) 

 Open Markets (trade freedom, investment freedom, financial freedom) 

Each of the twelve economic freedoms within these categories is graded on a scale of 0 to 100. A 

country’s overall score is derived by averaging these twelve economic freedoms, with equal weight 

being given to each. 

Level 1 Q) What is Economic Freedom , Give a brief account of India’s ranking on the  Index of 

Economic Freedom ? 

 

 ILO REPORT SAYS  3 MILLION NEW JOBS TO BE OFF-SET DUE TO RISING 

HEAT – ILO WORLD EMPLOYMENT AND SOCIAL OUTLOOK  

Highlights : 
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 Projected increase in temperature will lead to around 2,59,000 job losses in India by 2030, 

especially in carbon-and resource-intensive industries, but those are expected to be offset by 

creation of around 3 million jobs as the country moves towards adoption of sustainable 

practices, including changes in the energy mix, the projected growth in the use of electric 

vehicles and increase in energy efficiency in existing and future buildings, the International 

Labour Organization’s (ILO’s) World Employment and Social Outlook Report 

 The projected increase in temperature, as per ILO, will result in heat stress and reduce the total 

number of working hours. 

 Agricultural workers will be the worst affected, accounting for around 64 per cent of hours lost 

due to heat stress in India in 2030 in view of the physical nature of their work, which it is 

undertaken outside and the fact that a large number of workers are engaged in agriculture in 

the areas most affected by future heat stress . 

 In India, an estimated 4.2 per cent of total hours worked were lost in 1995 due to high heat 

levels, representing around 15.1 million full-time jobs .  

 All the sectors except the mining industry will experience an increase in employment .  About 

1.5 million jobs are expected to be created in the renewables sector, 466,200 jobs will be 

created in the construction sector and 285,200 new jobs are expected in the services .  

 If 40 per cent of India’s electricity comes from renewables by 2030 (from 7.5 per cent in 

February 2018), the country could add about 3 million new jobs .  

 The Indian renewable energy sector–it accounted for about 20 per cent of installed capacity by 

May 2018 and 7.5 per cent of total electricity generation in February 2018–employed 432,000 

people in 2017, an increase of 16 per cent over 2016 .  

 The net increase of approximately 2.8 million jobs will be the result of the adoption of 

sustainable practices, including changes in the energy mix, the projected growth in the use of 

electric vehicles, and increases in energy efficiency in existing and future buildings .  

Level 1 Q) What are the highlights of the World Economic and Social Outlook  Report by the ILO 

?  

 IMF AND WB RELEASE THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM STABILITY ASSESSMENT 

(FSSA) AND FINANCIAL SECTOR ASSESSMENT (FSA)  

FSAP 2017 assessment acknowledges that India has recorded strong growth in recent years in 

both economic activity and financial assets.  

IMF and WB released the Financial System Stability Assessment (FSSA) and Financial Sector 

Assessment (FSA) respectively on their websites. India welcomes assessment taken by the joint IMF-

World Bank team conforming to the highest international standards. The Second comprehensive FSAP 

has now been successfully conducted for India in 2017. 

FSAP, a joint program of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (WB involved in 

developing countries and region only), undertakes a comprehensive and in-depth analysis of a 

country’s financial sector. Since September 2010, it is being undertaken in 25 jurisdictions (now 29), 

with systemically important financial sectors, including India, every five years. Last FSAP for India 

was conducted in 2011-12 and the report published by IMF on Jan 15, 2013. 

Highlights : 
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1. The FSAP assessment acknowledges that India has recorded strong growth in both economic 

activity and financial assets . 

2. Increased diversification, commercial orientation, and technology-driven inclusion have 

supported growth in the financial industry, backed up with improved legal, regulatory, and 

supervisory frameworks. 

3. Acknowledges many efforts by Indian authorities like tackling Non-Performing Assets (NPAs), 

recent recapitalization measures for banks and introduction of special resolution regime, 

formalization of National Pension System (NPS) and making the pension sector regulator statutory, 

passing of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code and setting up of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of 

India (IBBI), to name a few. 

4. It appreciates initiatives such as ‘no frills’ account (under Jan DhanYojana), promoting 

digitization, introduction of unique biometric identification number (AADHAR), currency exchange 

initiative etc. It also recognizes the improved inter-agency co-operation since the establishment of 

Financial Stability and Development Council (FSDC), supported by its Sub-Committee and four 

technical groups and progress in setting up of Financial Data Management Centre (FDMC). 

5. Acknowledges that RBI has made progress in strengthening banking supervision by 

introduction of risk-based supervision in 2013 through Supervisory Program for Assessment of Risk 

and Capital (SPARC), Asset Quality Review (AQR) and The Basel III framework . 

6. It also notes RBI establishing a new Enforcement Department and revising the Prompt 

Corrective Action (PCA) framework that incorporates more prudent risk-tolerance thresholds. 

7. In relation to securities market, the report acknowledges that SEBI has made significant 

changes to its regulatory programs that directly address many findings and recommendations 

contained in the detailed IOSCO (International Organization of Securities Commissions) assessment 

published in 2013. 

8. India is moving towards a new state-of-the-art bankruptcy regime and the newly created 

regime on insolvency and bankruptcy is comprehensive . 

This assessment adds another feather to the govt cap in structural reforms giving a further boost to 

continue the momentum. 

Level 1 Q)  Give an account of the highlights of the FSAP ? 

 

 MEDIUM SMALL AND MICRO ENTERPRISES 

 

 THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL SME CONVENTION – 2018- 

The SME International Convention – 2018 is being organised by the Ministry of MSME and National 

Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) along with KVIC and Coir Board. Delegates from 37 countries are 

participating in the first ever International SME Convention being held in New Delhi .  
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The MSME sector has emerged as a most vibrant sector in the Indian economy and has gained 

recognition throughout the world for doing business in areas as varied as waste management, gems 

and jewellery, agriculture and food processing and the automotive industry. Convention like this will 

act like a bridge across all sectors and will help India in making use of its demographic dividend by 

generating jobs for the youth of this country. 

The MSME sector comprises more than 63 million units and employs about 111 million people. The 

share of MSMEs in GDP is about 30%, with the sector accounting for about 45% of manufacturing 

output and about 40% of India’s total exports. 

The sector faces operational problems due to its size and nature of business, and is, therefore, 

relatively more susceptible to various shocks to the economy. MSMEs largely operate in the informal 

sector and comprise a large number of micro enterprises and daily wage earners 

 GOVT LAUNCHES DIGITAL PLATFORM FOR MSME EXPORTERS  

FIEOGlobalLinker, a digital platform for MSME Exporters was launched for the MSME Exporters . It 

will help MSME exporters to digitise their businesses and join a global community of growing 

businesses .  

FIEO GlobalLinker is setup with a view to make the business growth of SMEs simpler, more profitable 

and enjoyable. It is a growing global network currently comprising over 140,000 SME firms, who are 

seeking business collaboration and growth opportunities through the use of their electronic business 

card and digital profiles created on the platform. FIEO is available free of cost and it offers exporters a 

range of features and benefits like: 

 

 Business Opportunities: Exporters will be able to find clients, suppliers and advisors using the 

search and review facilities. Creating a free e-commerce store for direct sales and improved 

chain management. 

 Up-to-date Business Knowledge through business articles, industry news and common interest 

groups. 

 Improved Efficiencies: Platform provides services like company intranet, integrating email, a 

business calendar. 

 

 GOVT CHANGES DEFINITION OF MSMES, BASES IT ON ANNUAL REVENUE  

Cabinet approved  to redefine micro, small and medium enterprises, or MSMEs, based on their annual 

revenue, replacing the current definition that relies on self-declared investment on plant and 

machinery. 

Advantages : 

The move is expected to improve ease of doing business, avoid unnecessary inspections and at the 

same time enable the authorities to verify claims of businesses using the sales data they have from the 

GST Network, the company that processes goods and services tax (GST) returns. 
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Taking turnover as a criterion can be pegged with reliable figures available, e.g., in GST Network and 

other methods of ascertaining, which will help in having a non-discretionary, transparent and 

objective criteria and will eliminate the need for inspections, make the classification system 

progressive and evolutionary 

New Definition :  

According to the government’s new definition, 

 businesses with revenue of as much as Rs 5 crore will be called a micro enterprise, 

 those with sales between Rs 5 crore and Rs 75 crore will be deemed as small and  

 those with revenue between Rs 75 crore and Rs 250 crore will be classified as medium-sized 

enterprises. 

Under the earlier definition, manufacturers with Rs 25 lakh investment in plant and machinery were 

termed micro enterprises and those with investments between Rs 25 lakh and Rs 5 crore were 

regarded as small enterprises. Firms with investments of up to Rs 10 crore are classified as medium. 

Experts said the new norms will remove the ambiguity about investments in plant and machinery. The 

definition based on turnover is more rational and objective .  

The move is in addition to steps being taken to stimulate the MSME sector’s growth, including a 

cut in corporate tax from 30% to 25%, announced in the Union budget, and the Reserve Bank of India 

decided to give a longer period to small businesses before classifying their loans as non-performing 

assets, or bad loans. 

The central bank raised the repayment period before MSME loans are classified as bad loans from 90 

days to 180 days. 

 

 

 

 EMPLOYMENT  

 

INDIAN BUSINESSES STRUGGLE TO FIND RECRUITS WITH DESIRED SKILLS: 

ILO 

Topic Related To – ( Employment , Important Reports )  

What is the news about ?  

In a report titled `Changing business and opportunities for employers and business 

organizations’ the ILO said, “Globally, employers and businesses are increasingly encountering 

challenges in locating, hiring and retaining talent “ . 

What are the Highlights of the Report ?  
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1. More than half of India’s business houses are finding it harder to recruit people with the skills 

they need according to a survey by the International Labour Organisation. 

2. A large proportion of businesses in the United States of America (61 per cent), Brazil (70 per 

cent), India (66 per cent) and Germany (65 per cent) agreed that businesses are looking for 

quite different skills in new recruits than three years ago .  

3. In India, 53 per cent of the businesses surveyed also said that it is becoming harder to recruit 

people with the skills needed .  

4. Explaining the reason for this mismatch, the ILO report said that education systems are 

partially responsible for the dearth of capable and skilled workers. 

5. Many countries continue with  educational systems that are poorly equipped to adapt to 

changes in the workplace, whether due to inaction in policy, a lack of funding, lack of 

coordination with the private sector or other factors.  

6. 78 per cent of executives  indicate  that updating the school and education curriculum to match 

the economy’s needs would provide them with the skilled employees they need .  

7. The report also said that there is considerable scope for automation affecting the nature the 

jobs and businesses. Businesses in Africa, Asia and Latin America reported that automation has 

already affected low skilled jobs, with 53 per cent, 49 per cent and 47 per cent of executives 

respectively saying they have already experienced a noticeable impact.  

8. The potential for automation is the highest in Japan where 55.7 per cent of the work activities 

could be automated by adapting current technology. 

9. In India, survey respondents feel that 51.8 per cent of the work can be automated. 

What needs to be done ?  

 There is a urgent need for the Government and the states to review the working of the 

Education system , there needs to be constant collaboration  between the industry and the 

academia to understand the industry needs and the necessary changes and improvements 

should be made .  

 Universities should have  a department  to study the needs of the industry and bring out the 

necessary changes in the curriculum . 

 Curriculum  needs to be updated periodically to the industry demands . When Government 

comes out with policies for various sectors it should also come out with a blueprint  of the 

required skills that will be needed as well as the specialisations , this will lead to better 

execution of the policies . Also there needs to be a Review of the Mismatch between the 

demand of the labour and the supply shortages . This should be continuous process so that 

there is no shortage of the skills felt and also Employment capability of the young increases .  

Level 1 Q) “ There Is a Strong mismatch between the industry Demands and Skills in the 

Workforce “, Analyse this Statement in the light of recent findings ?  

Level 2 Q) Without the right skills , education , health India’s Demographic Dividend will turn 

into a liability , Elaborate  ? What steps is the government taking to reap this Dividend , and 

What else needs to be done ?  

( Hint – can mention the various policies to improve education , health , skills , and also speak 

about the PISA and ASER findings )  

Prelims – Various steps MHRD , Ministry of Skill Development .  

 STEPS TAKEN BY THE GOVT FOR ENCOURAGING ENTREPRENEURSHIP –  
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Policy of the govt in terms of Employment generation is that Indians must be Job Givers and 

Not Job seekers . 

Main programs of the GOI are – 

 Start Up – India  

 Stand Up – India  

 Mudra Yojana  

 Atal Tinkering Labs  

 Smart India Hackathon  

 

The other initiatives are – 

Recognition of Startups : Modification of definition of Startups in May 2017 and improvements 

incorporated in the recognition process reduced the time taken for grant of recognition certificate 

from 10-15 days to 1-4 days currently. A total of 8765 Startups have been recognized by DIPP since 

Jan 2016. Of the recognized Startups, 15% are from IT services, 9% healthcare and life sciences, 7% 

education, 6% professional and commercial services, 4% agriculture among others. Of all directors of 

Startups, 35% are women. 6954 Startups have reported employment generation of 81,264. 

Additionally, 88 Startups have been certified for claiming tax exemptions by the Inter-Ministerial 

Board. 

Preference in Public Procurement:The Government e-marketplace, GeM portal has been fully 

integrated with Startup India portal. Startups can now list their products and services on GeM and 

automatically receive relaxations on criteria of prior turnover, experience and submission of earnest 

money deposit. 

Startup Intellectual Property Protection Scheme:Startups are eligible for 80% rebate in patent 

filing fees and 50% on trade mark filing fees. This scheme has benefited 671 patent applicants, 941 

trademark applicants along with 144 expedited examinations. 

Fund of Funds for Startups:SIDBI has committed Rs 1136 Crores to 25 VC Funds, who in turn have 

invested Rs. 569 crores in 120 Startups. These Startups have generated 6515 jobs including 1184 for 

women. 

Startup India Hub:DIPP has also established the Startup India Hub, a single point of contact for the 

entire ecosystem to enable knowledge exchange and access to funding. The Startup India Hub works 

with Startups, incubators, investors, mentors, corporates and government agencies in a hub and spoke 

model.. The Hub platform also houses the Startup India Learning Program, an online program which 

assists entrepreneurs in building effective business plans and launching their businesses. Over 2 lakh 

persons have registered for this program so far. 

Participation of States in Strengthening Startup Ecosystems :At the time of launch of this 

initiative, only 4 States had a stated Startup policy, whereas 19 States have implemented Startup 

policies now. To take this movement to the next level, State/UT Startup Ranking Framework has been 

launched on 6th February, 2018. The key objective of the Startup States Ranking Framework is to 

encourage States and UTs to take proactive steps towards strengthening the Startup ecosystems 

within their jurisdictions. 
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International Bilateral Cooperation : International bilateral cooperation with countries having 

strong Startup ecosystems- Israel, Singapore, Portugal and Sweden have been entered into by Startup 

India Hub to facilitate market access and promote investments. Under the India Israel Innovation 

Challenge, 665 Startups from India and 150 from Israel proposed solutions in the areas of Agriculture, 

Water and Health through an online challenge. 18 Startups from both countries were selected and 

have been offered cash prizes, 6 months incubation support and market access program in both India 

and Israel. 

Regulatory Easing:21 regulatory changes to enhance ease of doing business, raising capital and 

reducing compliance burden have been undertaken. Insolvency resolution process is to be completed 

in 90 days for Startups as against 180 days for other entities.  

Startup Yatra and Campus Connect Programs : The Startup India Yatra is an initiative that travels 

to Tier 2 and Tier-3 cities of India to search for entrepreneurial  talent and help develop Startup 

ecosystem. The Startup Yatras have covered the States of Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh and Odisha where 

more than 18000 young entrepreneurs were supported through mentorship. Under the Campus 

Connect program, awareness workshops on Startup India initiative are being held at educational 

campuses across the country. 8 workshops have been held in institutions of national 

importance(IITs/IIMs/NITs/IISc). 

Infrastructure Support:2441 Tinkering Labs are being established in selected schools with tools and 

equipment in science, technology, engineering and math to inculcate “do it yourself” spirit. 8 Research 

Parks are being established at IIT Kanpur, IIT Bombay, IIT Delhi, IIT Kharagpur, IIT Hyderabad, IIT 

Madras, IIT Guwahati, and IISc Begaluru. 

Innovation Focused Programs for Students: Under the National Initiative for Developing and 

Harnessing Innovations (NIDHI), grand challenge was conducted to promote entrepreneurship among 

students, 224 applications were received. Under the Uchchatar Avishkar Yojana (UAY) 92 projects 

have been approved for execution worth Rs. 282.6 crores. Under the Million Minds Augmenting 

National Aspiration and Knowledge (MANAK), an award scheme to foster culture of innovation and 

research through focussed programs for students, 1 lakh students competed at district and State 

levels. 4 regional workshops were organized and top 60 ideas were showcased at Annual Festival of 

Innovation. 

Level 1 Q) What are the steps taken by the govt to encourage  Entrepreneurship in the country 

?  

Level 2 Q) The govts aim is to make India the land of Job givers rather than job seekers , 

comment ? 

 MAJOR STEPS TO FACILITATE EMPLOYMENT GENERATION . 

 National Career Service (NCS): National Career Service Project brings employers, trainers and 

unemployed on single platform. NCS has partnered with Department of Posts to extend 

registration of job seekers through the Post Offices. To enhance the reach and enrich the 

employment opportunities available to youth, 22 strategic MOUs have been signed with 

leading job portals, placement organizations and institutions of repute. Government of India 

has recently made it mandatory for government vacancies to be posted on the NCS Portal. 
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 Pradhan Mantri Rojgar Protsahan Yojana (PMRPY): Government of India is implementing the 

Pradhan Mantri Rojgar Protsahan Yojanaa (PMRPY) to incentivize employers for new 

employment.The scheme launched on 9th August 2016provides that Government  of India will 

pay the Employees Pension Scheme (EPS) contribution of 8.33% for all new employees 

enrolling in EPFO for the first 03 years of their employment. The scheme is applicable to those 

having earnings Rs. 15,000/- per month. A budget provision of Rs. 1000/- crore for this scheme 

has been made. 

 

 NABARD ACT AMENDED, A BOOST TO RURAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP  

Why amendments were made to the NABARD Act: 

 

1. The amendments passed by Parliament to the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural 

Development (NABARD) Act, 1981 support the government’s push to boost the rural and 

agricultural sector. The amendments recognise the vital role of micro, small and medium 

enterprises (MSMEs), as defined under the MSME Development Act of 2006, in rural 

entrepreneurship and are intended to make financing easier for them. 

2. The government explained that with its expanding activities, NABARD needed to be 

provided with additional equity from time to time to enable it to meet its objectives of 

promoting rural development and sustainable rural prosperity. It said certain existing 

commitments of NABARD relating to the long-term irrigation fund and enhanced refinance 

support to cooperative banks required urgent infusion of equity. 

3. The government reasoned that as the current authorised capital of NABARD is fully paid-

up, there was a need to increase it to enable the Central government to infuse additional 

equity as and when required. 

4. The government said its focus was on the employment potential in rural areas, medium 

enterprises, and handlooms. It proposed to include these enterprises in the ambit of 

refinance activities of NABARD. 
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5. The NABARD (Amendment) Bill, 2017 provides for empowering the Central government to 

increase the authorised capital of NABARD from ₹5,000 crore to ₹30,000 crore in 

consultation with the RBI. The amendments primarily seek to transfer the RBI’s balance 

equity of ₹20,000 crore in NABARD to the Central government. 

The Nabard Act 1981 :  

The 1981 Act was enacted to establish a development bank to provide and regulate credit and other 

facilities in order to promote and develop agriculture, small-scale industries, cottage and village 

industries, handicrafts, and allied economic activities in rural areas. 

 

 PRIME MINISTER’S EMPLOYMENT GENERATION PROGRAMME (PMEGP) 

About the program : 

Launched in 2008-09 

 

1.  Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) is implementing PMEGP), 

2. is a major credit-linked subsidy programme, aimed at generating self-employment 

opportunities through establishment of micro-enterprises in the non-farm sector by 

helping traditional artisans and unemployed youth. 

Subsidy : 

1. General category beneficiaries can avail of margin money subsidy of 25 % of the project 
cost in rural areas and 15% in urban areas. 

 

2. For beneficiaries belonging to special categories such as Scheduled Caste/Scheduled 

Tribe/OBC /Minorities/Women, Ex-serviceman, Physically Handicapped, NER, Hill and 

Border areas etc. the margin money subsidy is 35% in rural areas and 25% in urban 

areas. 

 

Eligibility : 

 

1. Any individual above 18 years of age is eligible. 

 

2. For setting up of projects costing above Rs.10 lakh in the manufacturing sector and 

above Rs. 5 lakh in the business /service sector, the beneficiaries should possess at 

least VIII standard pass educational qualification. 

 

3. The maximum cost of projects is Rs. 25 lakh in the manufacturing sector and 
Rs. 10 lakh in the service sector. Benefit can be availed under PMEGP for 
setting up of new units only. 
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4. Subsidy under PMEGP Scheme is provided by the Union Government. Since its 

inception, a total of 4.47 lakh micro enterprises have been assisted with a margin 

money subsidy of Rs 9326.01 crore providing employment to an estimated 37.32 

lakh persons from inception till 2017-18 (up to 30.11.2017). 

 

5. Nodal agency : Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) is the nodal agency 

at the national level. At the State/District level, State offices of KVIC, KVIBs and 

District Industry Centres(DIC) are the implementing agencies in the States in the 

ratio of 30:30:40. 

 

Level 1 Q) Give an account of the PMEGP ? Prelims: about the program , min 
implementing it , eligibility , subsidy component etc . 

 

 INDIA SIGNS LOAN AGREEMENT WITH WORLD BANK FOR US$ 250 MILLION 

FOR “SKILLS ACQUISITION AND KNOWLEDGE AWARENESS FOR LIVELIHOOD 

PROMOTION” (SANKALP)  PROJECT 

What is SANKALP? Skills Acquisition and Knowledge Awareness for Livelihood Promotion 

(SANKALP) Project. 

What is it for .? 

The Objective of the project is to enhance institutional mechanisms for skills development and 

increase access to quality and market-relevant training for the work force. SANKALP will provide 

market relevant training to 3.5 crore youth. To take measures to leverage India's "huge demographic 

advantage" and maximise the employability potential of the youth , "energising youth through 

education, skills and jobs" is one of the government's 10 important focus areas. 

This project was launched during the budget 2017-2018. 

Other skill development programmes of the govt : 

1. Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana 

2. India International Skill Centres 

3. STRIVE(Skill Strengthening for Industrial Value Enhancement). 

4. UDAAN scheme for J&K . etc 

Level 1 Q) Write about the Sankalp Project ? 

 

 CENTRE PREPARES FOR A REDEFINITION OF “ EMPLOYMENT 
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Background : 

For the past three and half years, the government has had a battle on its hands when it came to 

providing an enabling ecosystem for adequate job creation.The government’s own data showed that 

job creation in the formal sector was slowest in almost a decade, but it has said that it felt the ground 

reality on jobs was not being ‘properly’ captured as the existing system takes into account only the 

formal sector. 

Now : 

This situation is soon going to change , a task force was set up in May this year under the 

chairmanship of the then Vice Chairman of NITI Aayog, Arvind Panagariya. Called the ‘Task Force on 

Improving Employment Data’ . 

Among the main recommendations could be a change in the definition of employment/workers as 

well as ways to include and measure employment in the informal sector as well . 

There is no fixed definition of formal workers currently in India. It said all definitions were highly 

restrictive, and exclude many workers who have decent and steady jobs but either do not work in 

large enough enterprises or do not have written contracts. The task force said it was desirable to 

adopt a new, more ‘pragmatic’ definition of formal workers. 

The plan now is to include workers covered the Employees’ State Insurance Act, 1948 (or other 

similar insurance), Employees’ Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provision Act, 1952 (or other 

similar social security scheme), workers having coverage under private insurance or pension schemes 

or provident funds as well as workers subject to tax deduction at source on their income through 

submission of Form 16 or similar Income Tax form. 

The panel had identified the Micro Units Development and Refinance Agency (MUDRA) scheme, which 

provides small, unsecured loans to enterprises, as an important source of job creation. 

Level 1 Q ) The definition of Employment will be modified , there is an urgent need for this , 

comment ? 

 IIM A LAUNCHES INITIATIVE TO FUND THE START UPS  

IIM-Ahmedabad’s Centre for Innovation, Incubation and Entrepreneurship (CIIE) has launched the 

Bharat Inclusion Initiative ,with a commitment of $25 million from The Bill and Melinda Gates 

Foundation, Omidyar Network and Michael and Susan Dell Foundation. The initiative will focus on 

incubating and backing startups that work in areas such as financial inclusion, livelihood, education 
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and health. Centre for Innovation Incubation and Entrepreneurship (CIIE) at IIM Ahmedabad helps 

entrepreneurs turn ideas into viable businesses. 

The initiative aims to channelize approximately $25 Million over the next 3-4 years in backing 

startups using digital technology to offer services to the unserved.  

The Bharat Inclusion Initiative aims to provide a continuum of solutions to inclusion focused tech 

entrepreneurs across the pre-incubation, seed and scale-up stage and help them jump to the next 

orbit. 

The exercise will aim at channelising approximately $25 million over the next 3-4 years towards 

backing game-changing start-ups. 

Through in-depth research to build knowledge about the under-served, incubating new start-ups in 

this space and providing access to soft and patient capital as these ventures take root, the Bharat 

Inclusion Initiative will seek to catalyse entrepreneurs who are building disruptive solutions for 

Bharat. 

 SEBI LAUNCHES GROUP TO REVIEW ITP FRAMEWORK  

To make stock market listing attractive for startups, regulator Sebi has set up a panel that will look at 

ways to ease such listings as the existing institutional trading platform framework failed to gain "any 

traction".  

The group will review the present Institutional Trading Platform (ITP) framework in the current 

context as well as identify areas, if any, which require further changes. 

About the ITP Framework :  

In 2015, the ITP framework was put in place in with a view to facilitate listing of new age companies 

in sectors like e-commerce, data analytics, bio-technology and other startups. 

SEBI has been boosting start-up’s :  

The markets regulator has been working on ways to help bolster startups. In March, Sebi board 

approved doubling the investment limit by angel funds in venture capital undertakings to Rs 10 crore, 

a move that would help provide an impetus to early-stage startups.  

Angel funds, a sub-category of Alternative Investment Funds (AIFs), encourage entrepreneurship by 

financing small startups at a stage when they find it difficult to obtain capital from traditional sources 

of finance such as banks and financial institutions. 

 

 DEVELOPMENT OF THE NORTH EAST REGION :  

NITI Forum for North East has been constituted under the chairmanship of Vice Chairman, NITI 

Aayog and co-chairmanship of Minister of State (Independent Charge), Ministry of Development of 

North Eastern Region. The members of the Forum include CEO, NITI Aayog, Chief Secretaries of North 

Eastern States, Secretaries of key Ministries/ Departments, retired bureaucrats, economists and 

academicians. The terms of reference of the Forum, inter alia, include identification of various 
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constraints on the way for accelerated, inclusive but sustainable economic growth in the North East 

Region of the country and to recommend suitable interventions for addressing identified constraints. 

The ‘NITI Forum for North East’ was constituted in February 2018 with an aim to ensure sustainable 

economic growth of the North Eastern Region (NER) of the country and periodically review the 

development status in NER. 

Several initiatives have been taken by the Government of India for basic infrastructure development 

and providing road, rail, water, telecom and air connectivity in the North Eastern Region which, inter 

alia, include the Special Accelerated Road Development Programme for North East, Broad Gauging & 

Capital Connectivity Rail Projects, Comprehensive Telecom Development Programme, Schemes for 

Strengthening of Transmission and Distribution system etc .  

The focus of development projects in the NER will be based on the concept of “HIRA” (Highways, 

Inland Waterways, Railways and Airways) as spelled out by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra 

Modi. 

Horticulture, Tourism, Food Processing, use of Bamboo and Made in North-East will be developed 

through five Mission Mode projects in a time-bound manner. 

The Central Government has now committed full 100% funding for development projects in the NER, 

as against 90-10 ratio earlier with the State Governments funding 10% of the total cost. 

 

 IT MINISTER RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD RELEASES‘DIGITAL  NORTH EAST 

VISION 2022’  

Aimed at maximum use of digital technology to transform lives of people. 

The Vision Document identifies eight digital thrust areas –  

1) Digital Infrastructure,  

2) Digital services, 

3) Digital empowerment,  

4) Promotion of Electronics Manufacturing, 

5) Promotion of IT and ITes including BPOs,  

6) Digital Payments,  

7) Innovation & Startups and  

8) Cyber security. 

The Vision Document emphasizes leveraging digital technologies to transform lives of people of the 

north east and enhance the ease of living. As part of the Digital North East Vision 2022, a cloud hub 

for North East will be set up in Guwahati. Capacity building for 50 thousand state government 

employees will be taken up in use of digital technologies.  It also assured to provide mobile 

connectivity in all uncovered villages in the North East. 

 OTHER SCHEMES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NORTH EASTERN REGION 

– 
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The North Eastern Region (NER) comprises 8 States viz. Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, 

Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim and Tripura .  All the States in the NER are Special Category 

States whose Development Plans are centrally financed on the basis of 90% Grant and 10% Loan .  

1) North Easter Council – The North Eastern Council is the nodal agency for the economic and 

social development of the North Eastern Region which consists of the eight States of Arunachal 

Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim and Tripura. The North 

Eastern Council was constituted in 1971 by an Act of Parliament.The constitution of the 

Council has marked the beginning of a new chapter of concerted and planned endeavour for 

the rapid development of the Region. 

2) The ‘North East Venture Fund’ was also launched, which is a joint initiative of Ministry of 

DoNER and North Eastern Development Finance Corporation Ltd. The objective of the fund is 

to promote entrepreneurship and Start up in the North Eastern Region. It is the first dedicated 

Venture Fund for the region with a corpus of Rs 100 crores.  

3) North East Tourism Development Council – was launched  with objective to promote 

sustainable tourism in North East India. 

4) There are 3 Mega Food Parks in North East, in the states of Assam, Tripura and Mizoram. The 

state of Sikkim has been declared the first Organic State of India. 

5) Northeast is all set to get India’s first-ever "Air Dispensary" based in a helicopter and the 

Union Ministry of Development of Northeast (DONER) has already contributed Rs. 25 crore as 

part of the initial funding for this initiative. 

6) Government constituted a high-level committee for proper management of the water 

resources in the North Eastern Region (NER) under the Chairmanship of Vice-Chairman, Niti 

Aayog. This is a sequel to the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s visit to Guwahati in August 

this year to review the flood situation and relief work in the North Eastern States. The 

Committee would facilitate optimising benefits of appropriate water management in the form 

of hydro-electric power, agriculture, bio-diversity conservation, reduced flood damage erosion, 

inland water transport, forestry, fishery and eco-tourism. 

7) DoNER  launched   “Hill Area Development Programme” (HADP) for Northeast- It will 

benefit the hill areas of Assam , Tripura and  Manipur .  

8) North  East Business Summit - an initiative to facilitate investment, highlight strengths of the 

NER and business opportunities which North-East has to offer. 

9) North Eastern Industrial Development Scheme – with financial outlay of Rs 3,000 crores 

upto March, 2020. The North-East Industrial Development Scheme, with an outlay of Rs3,000 

crore, will help generate employment in the north-eastern states and is aimed at encouraging 

micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs).  New industrial units set up in the region will 

get a host of tax breaks and incentives from the government, capped at Rs200 crore per unit.  

On the tax front, new units will get a reimbursement of the goods and services tax (GST) that 

they pay to the central government for a period of five years from the date of commencement 

of production. The units will also be reimbursed the centre’s share of income tax for five years. 

These units will also get a 3% interest subsidy on working capital credit for the first five years. 

In addition, they will get a central capital investment incentive amounting to 30% of the 

investment in plant and machinery, with an upper limit. They will also get full reimbursement 

of insurance premium on buildings, plants and machinery for five years. 

To counter the geographical and logistical hardship of setting up units in the north-east, the 

scheme proposes a transport incentive. These units will get a transport incentive of 20% of 
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their cost of transportation using railways and inland waterways, and 33% in the case of air 

freight for perishable items. 

10) Exempting Bamboo from the definition of Tree - In a landmark decision, the President of 

India in November promulgated the Indian Forest (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017 to exempt 

bamboo grown in non-forest areas from the definition “Tree”, thereby dispensing with the 

requirement of obtaining a permit for felling of bamboo for economic use. The decision 

following the approval by the Union Cabinet in a meeting chaired by the Prime Minster Shri 

Narendra Modi has been hailed as historic because the bamboo was legally defined as a "Tree" 

under the Indian Forest Act, 1927 which proved to be a major impediment for bamboo 

cultivation by non-farmers on non-forest land. 

The above steps are apart from the other ministry related programs of the GOI .  The NE is an 

important component of the Act East Policy of the Govt . 

Constitutional provisions for the North Eastern States  

 Part X – The Scheduled and Tribal Areas( Article 244 , Article 244A)  

 Part XXI – Temporary, Transitional and Special Provisions (  Articles 371A  ,  371B ,371C 

,371 F ,371 G, 371H)  

 6th Schedule – ( Articles 244  , 275)  

 

    WHAT IS PREDATORY PRICING ? 

Predatory pricing is the act of setting prices low in an attempt to eliminate the competition. Predatory 

pricing is illegal under anti-trust laws, as it makes markets more vulnerable to a monopoly. 

  PREDATORY PRICING: TDSAT STAYS TRAI ORDER ON SEGMENTED OFFERS, 

SMP MEANING . 

What does the interim order of the TDSAT mean for the telecom players :  

This means telcos like Airtel, Vodafone and Idea Cellular can bring out any tariff scheme irrespective 

of their revenue and subscriber market share without being penalised as predatory. 

What  is the news about ?  

The TDAST stayed the changes made by the TRAI  which it had brought out in Feb 2018  to 

what constitutes  SMP  and Predatory pricing  .  

The Telecom Disputes Settlement and Appellate Tribunal (TDSAT)  provided incumbent telecom 

operators a relief by putting an interim stay on the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India’s (Trai 

) new regulation that defined “  predatory pricing “  by giving a new definition of Significant Market 

Power (SMP). 

This means telcos like Airtel, Vodafone and Idea Cellular can bring out any tariff scheme irrespective 

of their revenue and subscriber market share without being penalised as predatory. They can also go 

ahead with providing segmented offers to their high Arpu (average revenue per user) customers 

without violating any regulation. But the order is a setback to the Reliance Jio .  
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Earlier, for checking Predatory Pricing, an operator was considered dominant – 

 “ if it crossed the 30 per cent threshold by number of subscribers, revenue market share, volume of 

traffic and network capacity in circles. “  

The Feb order of the TRAI and how it affected the telecom players : 

Under the older definition, a telco which has SMP could not offer a tariff, which is lower than the IUC 

which was at 14 paisa-which included both fixed as well as variable cost. The regulator, however, 

changed the definition by excluding fixed costs from the calculation. In simple term, this meant that 

telcos could now offer tariffs at a much lower price than 14 paisa. 

Under the earlier definition, a telco was considered to have SMP if it had over 30 per cent subscribers 

and revenue market share as well as network capacity and volume of traffic in any circle. In the new 

definition, the necessity to not have more than 30 per cent network capacity and volume of traffic in 

any circle was removed. 

Analysts say that the regulator's order was advantageous to Jio as because of the sheer volume of 

traffic and high use of data by their customers, these two conditions - the volume of traffic and 

network volume-would have been breached in many circles. 

In its new regulation that came in February,  the  TRAI  removed the network capacity and volume of 

traffic and kept only the subscriber and revenue market share as determinants. This affected 

incumbents because in most circles either they have a 30 per cent market share or close to it while 

new entrant Reliance Jio is only around 13-15 per cent. This meant that incumbents could not come 

with any innovative tariff package but could only be reactive by matching Jio’s tariffs. 

Further, they got hit because to retain their high Arpu customers they were barred from providing 

segmented offers, which means discounts that are not part of the regulator tariffs. Trai termed it 

discriminatory and said that every scheme needs to be reported to it. With a cap of 25 tariff packages, 

the incumbents felt constrained if they reported segmented offers and the fear of losing valued 

customers was high and real. 

Now the TDSAT has said that Trai can only ask incumbents details of segmented offers for purposes of 

analysis and if the operators do not disclose the same, they cannot be penalised. The TDSAT order has 

come on the petition of Bharthi and Idea Cellular. 
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This brings a relief to the telecomm players  .  

The telecom sector has been seeing a race to the bottom since the entry of Mukesh Ambani led 

Reliance JIo . the Telecom industry continues to see  below cost artificially suppressed pricing .  

The industry revenues are further affected due to the reduction in the international 

termination rates . Recently  India’s largest telecom operator Bharathi Airtel reported the 

lowest quarterly profit in 15 years due to the pricing competition brought in by the Jio .  The 

pricing wars had also tled to a few merger and acquisition to be able to compete with the low 

prices offered by Jio .  The low price offered by Jio and the Data tariffs led to a substantial shift 

in the subscriber base and also the reduced profits to all the telecom players .  

Level 1 Q) What Is Predatory Pricing and what is the   affect of  the recent stay by the TDSAT on 

the TRAI order , analyse ?  

 

 INFRASTRUCTURE  

PM INAUGURATES THE LNG TERMINAL AT  MUNDRA – 

The PM inaugurated the Mundra LNG terminal, the Anjar-Mundra Pipeline Project and the Palanpur-

Pali-Barmer pipeline project, at Anjar.  

India will start operating a new liquefied natural gas (LNG) import facility in western Gujarat, as part 

of the nation's steps to build infrastructure for a gradual rise in gas use. . Mundra LNG terminal is the 

second import gas facility in Gujarat .  

 In India many power plants and small industries like ceramic, glass and cement makers rely heavily 

on more expensive or dirtier fuels such as naphtha, diesel and coal. India has made a commitment in 
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the Paris Agreement to reduce the emission intensity of the economy by one-third and to have at least 

40 per cent electric power installed capacity from clean energy sources by 2030. India's gas demand is 

constrained by low domestic output; inadequate LNG import terminals and a pipeline network that 

does not reach enough customers. 

Against the estimated gas demand of 494 million standard cubic metres a day (mmscmd) in the fiscal 

year to March 2018, India consumed about 144.75 mmscmd gas with about half of that met through 

imported LNG, according to the government data. 

According to the Energy Information Administration (EIA), natural gas mainly serves as a substitute 

for coal for electricity generation and as an alternative for LPG and other petroleum products in the 

fertilizer and other sectors. India was self-sufficient in natural gas until 2004, when it began to import 

LNG from Qatar. Because it has not been able to create sufficient natural gas infrastructure on a 

national level or to produce adequate domestic natural gas to meet domestic demand, India 

increasingly relies on imported LNG. India was the world's fourth-largest LNG importer in 2015, 

following Japan, South Korea and China, and the country consumed nearly seven percent of the global 

trade. 

According to the EIA, India’s economic development is likely to have a considerable impact on future 

international energy markets—including U.S. energy exports—because of the country’s large 

population and potential for growth. Despite this, energy consumption per person in India in 2040 is 

predicted to remain relatively low. This is partly attributable to infrastructure constraints, a lack of 

investment in the energy sector and use of traditional, non-marketed fuels such as charcoal.  

In 2015, Russia, China, South Korea and the U.S. all had levels of energy consumption per person that 

were at least four times larger than projected for India in 2040. This is despite the fact that India is 

projected to be the world’s fastest-growing economy over the 2015 to 2040 period. 

 

INITIATIVES OF INDIAN RAILWAYS –  

e-office project 

E-Office project is a Mission Mode Project (MMP) under the National e-Governance Programme of the 

Government of India. The project aims to usher in more efficient, effective and transparent inter-

government and intra-government transactions and processes. Indian Railways will now shift from 

manual filing system to E-office for its day to day activities to bring transparency and efficiency in 

functioning. RailTel, a Miniratna PSU under Ministry of Railways, has taken up the work of 

implementing e-Office system for Indian Railways.  

E-office will benefit millions of employees of Indian Railways. It will enhance transparency, increase 

accountability, and promotes innovation. 

Vistadome Coaches  

Indian Railways has a number of scenically beautiful routes. Vistadome coaches have been designed to 

provide panoramic view to the passengers while enhancing their travelling comfort on these routes. 

These coaches have large windows on the sides and glass panels on the roof to provide better viewing 

experience. 
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Three vistadome coaches are running between Dadar and Madgoan, in Araku Valley and in Kashmir 

Valley. Four hill railways have already been provided with vistadome coaches as well. In total 13 

vistadome coaches are presently available: 

1. Darjeeling Railway – 4 coaches 

2. Kalka Shimla Railway – 2 coaches 

3. Kangra Valley Railway – 1 coach 

4. Matheran Hill Railway – 1 coach 

This will help tourists have a better experience .  

ABOUT BEE 

The BEE is a statutory body under the Ministry of Power, Government of India. It assists in 

developing policies and strategies with the primary objective of reducing the energy intensity of the 

Indian economy. BEE coordinates with designated consumers, designated agencies, and other 

organizations to identify and utilize the existing resources and infrastructure, in performing the 

functions assigned to it under the Energy Conservation Act. 

Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) has developed a national strategy document for accelerating energy 

efficiency in India. The strategy document titled UNNATEE (Unlocking NATional Energy Efficiency 

potential) describes a plain framework and implementation strategy to establish a clear linkage 

between energy supply-demand scenarios and energy efficiency opportunities. The document offers a 

comprehensive roadmap to address India’s environmental and climate change mitigation action 

through energy efficiency measures. The document has now been released for larger public 

consultation and seeking comments/ valuable inputs from all the stakeholders. 

This exercise is first of its kind, clearly delineating the energy efficiency targets for the respective 

demand sectors upto the state levels. Developing India’s blueprint of effective energy efficiency 

strategy is a leap towards stimulating energy efficiency ecosystem and enabling reduction of the 

pressure on demand 

 

MOBILITY SOLUTIONS GET A BOOST- 

What is the news about ?  

The Cabinet has decided on the following which will boost Clean and Sustainable Mobility 

Solutions .  

1. Setting up of a National Mission on Transformative Mobility and Battery Storage, to drive clean, 

connected, shared, sustainable and holistic mobility initiatives;  

2. Phased Manufacturing Programme (PMP) valid for 5 years till 2024 to support setting up of a 

few large-scale, export-competitive integrated batteries and cell-manufacturing Giga plants in 

India.  

3. Creation of a PMP valid for 5 years till 2024 to localize production across the entire Electric 

Vehicles value chain.  

4. Both PMP schemes will be finalised by the National Mission on Transformative Mobility and 

Battery Storage. 
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About National Mission For Transformative Mobility and Battery Storage –  

1. The National Mission on Transformative Mobility and Battery Storage will finalise and 

implement strategies for transformative mobility and Phased Manufacturing Programmes 

(PMP) for electric vehicles, their components and batteries. 

2. The Mission will have an Inter-Ministerial Steering Committee chaired by Chief Executive 

Officer (CEO), NITI Aayog to promote clean, connected, shared, sustainable and holistic 

mobility initiatives. The Mission will also launch the Phased Manufacturing Programmes (PMP) 

for Batteries and for Electric Vehicle components. 

3. The Mission will finalise the details of PMP for Electric Vehicle ecosystem and drive its 

implementation. 

4. The Mission will make clear ‘Make in India’ strategy for EV components as well as battery 

technologies .  

5. A phased roadmap to implement battery manufacturing at giga-scale will be an initial focus on 

large-scale module and pack assembly plants by 2019-2020. This will be followed by 

integrated cell manufacturing by 2021-2022. Details of the PMP for Batteries shall be 

formulated by the Mission. The Mission will ensure holistic and comprehensive growth of the 

battery manufacturing industry in India. 

Importance and Advantages –  

1. These solutions will help improve air quality in cities , 

2. Reducing India’s oil import dependence  

3. Enhance renewable energy and storage solutions. 

4. Push Manufacturing  and give a thrust to Make in India .  

5. Exports can improve in this area . 

6. Employment generation . 

7. Local solutions for EV’s its related Industries .  

During the Global Mobility Summit held in September 2018, Prime Minister had outlined the vision for 

the future of mobility in India based on 7 C’s    which are Common, Connected, Convenient, 

Congestion-free, Charged, Clean   and Cutting-edge mobility. Mobility has the potential to drive the 

economy forward and positively impact the lives of citizens both in urban and rural areas.  

Affordable, accessible, inclusive and safe mobility solutions are primary strategic levers for rapid 

economic development and improving ‘Ease of Living’. Shared, connected and clean mobility solutions 

are increasingly becoming the key principles of effective mobility solutions across the world. Given its 

commitment to climate goals, India needs to adopt effective strategies to place itself as a key driver of 

the mobility revolution in the world.  

Hence, there was a need felt to establish a dedicated multi-disciplinary Mission that will facilitate 

cooperative federalism, extensive stakeholder and inter-ministerial consultations and implement end-

to-end policy framework for transforming the mobility landscape with particular focus on:  

1.         Manufacturing 

2.         Specification & standards 

3.         Fiscal incentives 

4.         Overall demand creation and projections 
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5.         Regulatory framework  

6.         Research & Development 

Level 1 Q ) Write about the National Mission on Transformative Mobility and Battery Storage ?  

Prelims – About the Mission , objectives , features , about Batteries .  

 

INDIA COOLING ACTION PLAN LAUNCHED-  

Topic Related To – (Policies in Various Sectors, Climate Change  )  

What is the news about ? 

The government  

Cooling requirement is cross sectoral and an essential part for economic growth and is required 

across different sectors of the economy such as residential and commercial buildings, cold-chain, 

refrigeration, transport and industries . To secure development and environment by reducing 

emissions as this is a major contributor to green house gas emissions and ozone depleting substances ,  

the government has come out with a Action plan for Cooling .  

About the India  Colling Action Plan -  

 India is one of the first countries in the world to develop a comprehensive Cooling Action plan 

which has a long term vision to address the cooling requirement across sectors and lists out 

actions which can help reduce the cooling demand. 

 The overarching goal of ICAP is to provide sustainable cooling and thermal comfort for all 

while securing environmental and socio-economic benefits for the society. This will also help in 

reducing both direct and indirect emissions. 

 India Cooling Action Plan (ICAP) provides an integrated vision towards cooling across sectors 

encompassing inter alia reduction of cooling demand, refrigerant transition, enhancing energy 

efficiency and better technology options with a 20 year time horizon. 

The India Cooling Action seeks to  

(i) Reduce cooling demand across sectors by 20% to 25% by 2037-38, 

(ii) Reduce refrigerant demand by 25% to 30% by 2037-38, 

(iii) Reduce cooling energy requirements by 25% to 40% by 2037-38,  

(iv)  Recognize “cooling and related areas” as a thrust area of research under national S&T 

Programme,  

(v) Training and certification of 100,000 servicing sector technicians by 2022-23, synergizing 

with Skill India Mission. These actions will have significant climate benefits.   

The following benefits would accrue to the society over and above the environmental benefits:  

(i) Thermal comfort for all – provision for cooling for EWS and LIG housing,  

(ii) Sustainable cooling – low GHG emissions related to cooling,  

(iii) Doubling Farmers Income – better cold chain infrastructure – better value of produce to 

farmers, less wastage of produce,  

(iv) Skilled workforce for better livelihoods and environmental protection,  
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(v)  Make in India – domestic manufacturing of air-conditioning and related cooling 

equipment’s,  

(vi) Robust R&D on alternative cooling technologies – to provide push to innovation in cooling 

sector. 

Cooling is also linked to human health and productivity. Linkages of cooling with Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) are well acknowledged. The cross-sectoral nature of cooling and its use in 

the development of the economy makes provision for cooling an important developmental necessity. 

 Level 1 Q) Discuss about the India Cooling Action Plan ?  

 

 

 

 

 

CABINET APPROVES DELHI-GHAZIABAD-MEERUT CORRIDOR OF RRTS( 

REGIONAL RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEM)- 

Salient features:  

The RRTS is a first-of-its-kind, rail-based, high-speed regional transit system to be implemented in 

India. Once operational, it will be the fastest, most comfortable and safest mode of commuter 

transport in the National Capital Region (NCR). 

 The project involves integration with other urban transport systems in an efficient and effective 

manner which is possible only by adopting innovative methods of designing, technology and 

institutional management.  

The RRTS aims to streamline the urban transportation system, which is stressed due to intensive 

developments, and increase in the number of private vehicles, thus putting stress on travel 

infrastructure and industrial activities, and by providing the people a safe, secure, reliable, fast and 

comfortable public transport.  
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The project is meant to ensure ‘Universal Access’ by being sensitive to the needs of women, children 

and vulnerable sections of the society. Safe, secure and comfortable public transport is not only 

critical for increasing attractiveness of public transport, but also to encourage greater mobility and 

participation of vulnerable and marginalized sections of the society to promote equity and inclusive 

development. 

About the Importance of RRTS -  

National capital region (NCR) is a multi-state region with the National Capital as its centre. This 

region, spread over an area of about 35,000 km2, comprises the entire National Capital territory of 

Delhi and some parts of the neighboring states of Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan. The National 

Capital Region Planning Board (NCRPB), in order to enhance the connectivity within the NCR, has 

proposed to connect urban, industrial (SEZs/industrial parks), regional and sub-regional centers 

through a fast rail based Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS). The objective of this system is to 

reduce dependence of commuters on road based transportation. 

Level 1Q) Explain about the Regional Rapid Transit System ?  

 

NATIONAL POLICY ON ELECTRONICS 2019 (NPE 2019)- 

What is the news about ?  

Cabinet gave its approval to the National Policy on Electronics 2019 (NPE 2019), proposed by the 

Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY). The National Policy of Electronics 2019 

(NPE 2019) replaces the National Policy of Electronics 2012 (NPE 2012). 

The Policy envisions positioning India as a global hub for Electronics System Design and 

Manufacturing - (ESDM) by encouraging and driving capabilities in the country for developing core 

components, including chipsets, and creating an enabling environment for the industry to compete 

globally. 

Targets: Promote domestic manufacturing and export in the entire value-chain of ESDM for economic 

development to achieve a turnover of USD 400 billion (approximately INR 26,00,000 crore) by 2025. 
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Major Impact - 

The NPE 2019 when implemented will lead to formulation of several schemes, initiatives, projects, 

etc., in consultation with the concerned Ministries/ Departments, for the development of ESDM sector 

in the country. It will enable flow of investment and technology, leading to higher value addition in the 

domestically manufactured electronic products, increased electronics hardware manufacturing in the 

country and their export, while generating substantia! employment opportunities. 

Level 1 Q) Discuss about the National Electronics Policy 2019 ?  

 

‘INDIA’S TRILLION-DOLLAR DIGITAL ECONOMY’, A NEW REPORT BY THE  

MINISTRY FOR ELECTRONICS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (MEITY)- 

 

With a strong foundation of digital infrastructure ( Example Broadband connectivity ) and expanded 

digital access through Digital India Programme of the Government, India is now poised for the next 

phase of growth — creation of tremendous economic value and empowerment of citizens .  

The Digital India program, launched in July 2015, is a flagship program of the Government of India 

that is transforming the country into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. Building 

on this foundation, India now has a massive opportunity to further scale up its digital economy. 

“ India can create up to $1 trillion of economic value from the digital economy in 2025, up from 

around $200 billion currently” .  
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The Above highlights are the findings of a new report called “ India’s Trillion-Dollar Digital 

economy” by the MEITY ( Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology )  .  

 

 

What is the Report about ?  

The report  lays down the VISION and ROADMAP for the coming years based on the massive change 

that is taking place in India due to the Digital transformation in India . It highlights the prospects and 

the potential that India offers . It speaks about the opportunities that the country offers for the 

businesses and in turn for its growth . The report predicts India to be Trillion Dollar Economy by 2025 

.  

The fact-based report is a collaborative effort, with data and inputs from a wide range of government, 

business and civil society entities, undertaken over the past year. 

Highlights of the Report  -  

1. IT Ministry’s report details prospects to be created by digital revolution .  

2. India can create over $1 trillion of economic value from the digital economy in 2025, with 

half the opportunity originating in new digital ecosystems that can spring up in diverse sectors 

.  

3. India is the second-fastest digitizing economy amongst 17 leading economies of the world, 

according to the report’s Country Digital Index, that is based on 30 metrics to measure digital 

adoption in 17 mature and emerging digital economies, including Brazil, China, Indonesia, 

Russia, South Korea, Sweden, and the United States. 
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4. The trillion dollar economy report is the symbol of opportunity that India offers .  

5. Digital India is also an opportunity for people in digital space to do business in India. The size 

and scale that India offers is a big business opportunity for global companies .  

6. Currently, India’s digital economy generates about $200 billion of economic value annually — 

8 per cent of India’s GVA in 2017–18 — largely from existing digital ecosystem comprising 

information technology and business process management (IT-BPM), digital communication 

services (including telecom), e-commerce, domestic electronics manufacturing, digital 

payments, and direct subsidy transfers .  

7. By 2025, India could create a digital economy of $800 billion to $1 trillion (value equivalent to 

18-23 per cent of the country’s nominal GDP). 

8. The existing digital ecosystem could contribute up to $500 billion of economic value, but the 

potential economic value for India could be as much as double that amount — almost $1 

trillion— if digital technologies are used to unlock productivity, savings, and efficiency across 

more diverse sectors such as agriculture, education, energy, financial services, government 

services, healthcare, logistics, manufacturing, trade, and transportation .  

9. According to the report, the potential for five-fold increase in economic value from India’s 

digital transformation by 2025 would create a rapidly growing market for a host of digital 

services, platforms, applications, content, and solutions.  

10. This represents an attractive opportunity for global and local businesses, start-ups, and 

platform-based innovators who will be investing in emerging technologies (for example, 

artificial intelligence, blockchain, drones, and robotics) customised to India’s needs. 

11. Even within India, the digital divide is narrowing fast, as less affluent states leapfrog to 

catch up with more affluent ones on dimensions such as internet subscriber growth, density of 

internet infrastructure, and Common Service Centres. 

 
 

12. On the back of rapid progress in internet infrastructure and usage, thirty digital themes can be 

scaled up nationally to accelerate progress in nine priority areas. The report lays out a 

roadmap for Digital India 2.0, and outlines the enablers required in nine strategic areas, 

ranging from creating 21st century IT infrastructure and software capabilities, to using digital 

to serve key national priorities, such as healthcare, education and energy for all, doubling 

farmers’ income, Make in India, next-gen financial services, jobs and skills of the future, and e-

governance. These themes can help create up to $1 trillion of economic value in 2025, and 

empower millions of workers, entrepreneurs, small and large businesses, and consumers in 

rural and urban parts of the country. 
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13.  
 

14. India’s digital economy of the future could generate productivity and output sufficient to 

support 55 million to 60 million workers in 2025. 

15. Capturing the potential value of a $1 trillion digital economy will require concerted action and 

extensive collaboration between government and business entities. 

Level 1 Q) India’s Trillion dollar Digital Economy is an Opportunity in Disguise ,Explain? 

Enumerate few findings of the Report ?  

 

7 ISLANDS IN ANDAMANS, LAKSHADWEEP IDENTIFIED FOR SEAPLANE 

OPERATIONS 

What is the news about ?  

Keeping in mind the goal of balanced and inclusive development , the government has identified 7 

islands for sea plane operations . The Government is keen to develop the tourism potential of the 

islands .  

At the meeting of the Island Development Authority headed by the Union Home Minister  the progress 

of all the projects for the islands  was reviewed .  

Background –  

In 2017, the Island Development Agency (IDA) was established for the holistic development of the 

islands, focusing on community-based tourism. 

 Key Infrastructure projects such as creation of jetties/berthing facilities, Roll-on/Roll-off ships; 

Bridges on Andaman Trunk Road; Upgradation of Diglipur Airport; Construction of Minicoy Airport; 

Modernization of existing Jetty at Kavarati; Augmentation of Satellite Bandwidth in Andaman & 

Nicobar; augmentation of helicopter services for Islanders and tourists etc. are being accorded 

priority accordingly. 

What are the Major Projects being implemented in the Islands –  

1. Swaraj Dweep, Shaheed Dweep, Hutbay and Long in Andaman and Nicobar Islands and 

Kavaratti, Agatti and Minicoy in Lakshadweep have been identified for seaplane operations. 

2. Operationalisation of the Diglipur airport for civilian aircraft . 

3. The  construction of a new airport on Minicoy Island have been accorded high priority by the 

government. 
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4. Coastal Regulation Zone clearance (CRZ) has been accorded for ‘Middle Strait Bridge’ on 

Andaman Trunk Road. 

5. Eco-tourism projects on Smith Island and Long Island and a tent city project on Aves Island. 

6. Tourism projects in the islands of Kadmat, Minicoy and Suheli Cheriyakara. 

7. The Ministry of Commerce has issued a notification extending tax incentives for investments 

made in manufacturing and service sector in islands of Andaman and Nicobar and 

Lakshadweep. The tax incentives are Central Capital Investment Incentive for access to credit 

(CCIIAC), Central Interest Incentive (CII), Central Comprehensive Insurance Incentive (CCII), 

Goods and Services Tax (GST) reimbursement, Income Tax (IT) reimbursement, Transport 

Incentive (TI) and Employment incentive (EI).  

8. Export of sea food and coconut products is being encouraged to generate more employment 

opportunities in the islands.  

What are the benefits of the projects –  

1. High economic Creation for investors and for the government it will be increase in revenue .  

2. There will be job creation for the islanders . 

3. The projects will ensure better connectivity .  

4. Stability of the ecosystem will be maintained by proper safeguards .  

A win win situation for all .  

Level 1 Q) Give an account of the group of Islands of India in the Indian Ocean ?  

Level 2 Q) Discuss the steps taken by the government for the development of the islands ?  

 

CABINET APPROVES PHASE-II OF GRID CONNECTED ROOFTOP SOLAR – 

What is the news about ?  

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA)  approved two schemes for promotion of 

solar power —  

1. one for the agriculture sector and  

2. the other for rooftops. 

The  approval for the Phase-II of Grid Connected Rooftop Solar Programme for achieving cumulative 

capacity of 40,000 MW from Rooftop Solar (RTS) Projects by the year 2022.  The programme will be 

implemented with total central financial support of Rs.11,814 crore. 

Details of the Features of Phase 2 –  

The Phase II programme provides for central financial assistance (for residential rooftop solar 

installations) up to 40% for rooftop systems up to 3kW and 20% for those with a capacity of 3-10kW.  

The second phase will also focus on increasing the involvement of the distribution companies 

(DISCOM). Performance-based incentives will be provided to DISCOMs .  

Also Approved Kisan Urja Evam Utthaan Mahaabhiyan ( KUSUM )  -  
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Cabinet approved the launch of the Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan Mahabhiyan( KUSUM) 

aimed at providing financial and water security to farmers.  

Through the scheme, farmers will be given financial assistance to set up solar panels in their 

unused or fallow land. The scheme aims to add a solar capacity of 25,750 MW by 2022. The scheme 

consists of three components:  

1. Setting up 10 GW grid-connected renewable power plants, each of 500KW to 2MW in rural areas;  

2. Installation of 1.75 million standalone off-grid solar water pumps to fulfill irrigation needs of 

farmers not connected to the grid; and  

3. Solarisation of existing 1 million grid-connected agriculture pumps to make farmers independent of 

the grid supply and also sell surplus power to distribution companies and get extra income. 

KUSUM was announced in the Union Budget 2018 and was mentioned by Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi in his Independence Day speech in 2018 .  He had said this scheme would help farmers save on 

fuel and augment their income.Farmers can now earn money from farming and at the same time earn 

by selling the extra solar power generated at their farms. 

Impact of the Solar Roof Top Programme –  

 

The Programme will have substantial environment  impact in terms of saving of CO2 Emissions . 

Considering average energy generation of 1.5 million units per MW , it is expected that the addition of 

38 GW solar roof top plants under the Phase II by the year 2022 will result in the CO2 reduction of 

45.6 tonnes a year .  

The programme has  directed employment potential . Besides increasing self-employment the 

approval is likely to generate employment opportunity equivalent to 9.39 lakh job years for skilled 

and unskilled workers for addition of 38MW capcity under the Phase-II of the scheme by the year 

2022 .  

Level 1 Q) Write about KUSUM , also about National Solar Mission ?  

Level 2 Q) Give an Account of the Renewable energy in India ?  

Prelims – Same , also Solar Power Technologies .  

 

INDIA’S FIRST SEMI HIGH SPEED TRAIN, “VANDE BHARAT EXPRESS"- 

About Vande Bharat Express –  
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 Indian Railways' fastest engine-less train - the Vande Bharat Express - also known as Train 18 .  

 The Vande Bharat Express will cover the distance between Delhi and Varanasi in 8 hours, 

stopping at only two stations – Kanpur and Prayagraj  except on Mondays and Thursdays . 

 Train 18 has been named the Vande Bharat Express in recognition of the “vandaniya” work 

done by Indian Railways.  

 The ‘Make in India’ Vande Bharat Express has been designed and developed in a record time of 

18 months by Integral Coach Factory , Chennai at a cost of Rs 97 crore. 

 Given the world-class standards of the engine-less Vande Bharat Express and its cost 

advantage, the Train 18 set has already generated export interest from several countries. Thus 

giving a boost to the MAKE IN INDIA initiative .  

Features –  

All coaches are equipped with automatic doors, GPS based audio-visual passenger information system, 

on-board hotspot Wi-Fi for entertainment purposes, and very comfortable seating. All toilets are bio-

vacuum type. The lighting is dual mode, viz. diffused for general illumination and personal for every 

seat. 

 Every coach has a pantry with facility to serve hot meals, hot and cold beverages. The insulation is 

meant to keep heat and noise to very low levels for additional passenger comfort. Vande Bharat 

Express has 16 air-conditioned coaches of which 2 are executive class coaches. The total seating 

capacity is 1,128 passengers. 

Adding up the green footprints, the train has regenerative braking system in the Vande Bharat 

Express coaches which can save up to 30% of electrical energy. 

Level 1 Q) Give an account of the features of Train 18 and discuss how will it be a boost to the 

Make in India ?  

 

WIFI AT RAILWAY STATION A BOOST TO DIGITAL INDIA –  

What is the news about ?  

8000 railway station sin the country will be soon equipped with Wi Fi facility Free of Cost . The 

railway stations WiFi project is likely be a key enabler for  government’s ‘Digital India’ initiative, 

especially for rural areas where access to internet can be a game changer. 

There are over 7,000 railway stations in rural areas and the Railway Ministry wants to set up WiFi 

hotspots there so that people can come to railway stations to use the internet. 

Meanwhile, RailTel in collaboration with the Department of Telecom (DoT) is already setting up WiFi 

hotspots on 200 rural railway stations, of which over 140 have already been covered. 

Till now the focus of providing WiFi on railway stations was centered around A1 and A category of 

stations. Technology giant Google along with RailTel is working to equip 400 major railway stations in 

the country with high-speed internet facility. 

Level 1 Q) Write about the impact of the Digital India Programme , analyse how the programme 

will help rural urban divide ?  
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Level 2 Q) Digital India  can revolutionise governance , comment ?  

 

RENUKAJI MULTI PURPOSE PROJECT: 

About the Project – 

Renukaji Dam project has been conceived as a storage project on Giri River (tributary of river 

Yamuna) in Sirmour District of Himachal Pradesh. The project envisages construction of 148 M high 

rock filled dam for supply of 23 cumec water to Delhi and other basin states. The project will also 

generate 40 MW of power during peak flow. The project is proposed to be executed by Himachal 

Pradesh Power Corporation Ltd. (HPPCL).  

How  will  it benefit ?  

After the construction of the dam, it  will meet the drinking water needs of Delhi & other basin states 

up to some extent in lean period. Stored water of Renukaji Dam will be used by UP, Haryana & NCT of 

Delhi from Hathnikund Barrage, by NCT of Delhi  from Wazirabad Barrage and by UP, Haryana and 

Rajasthan from Okhla Barrage.  It will generate power .  

Stored water of Renukaji Dam will be used by the signatory states. The share of water among the 

states will be: Haryana-47.8 per cent; Uttar Pradesh/Uttarakhand-33.65 per cent; Himachal-3.15 per 

cent; Rajasthan-9.3 per cent and NCT of Delhi: 6.04 per cent. 

Why is the project in News ?  

 

 

Three storage projects are proposed to be constructed on the river Yamuna and two of its tributaries - 

Tons and Giri in the hilly regions of Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh of Upper Yamuna Basin. 

These include  -  
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 Lakhwar project on river Yamuna in Uttarakhand , 

 Kishau on river Tons in Uttarakhand and  Himachal Pradesh and  

 Renukaji on river Giri in Himachal Pradesh. 

These  three projects were identified as National Projects in 2008 under which 90% funding of the 

cost of irrigation & drinking water component will be provided by the Govt. of India as central 

assistance and the rest 10% cost of the irrigation and drinking water component will be borne by the 

beneficiary states. 

In continuation to it, an agreement in respect of sharing of cost and benefits of Lakhwar MPP amongst 

basin States viz. Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and NCT of Delhi 

was signed the states in August 2018 . A similar agreement was signed recently for  the 

implementation of Renukaji Dam Project.An agreement on the KISHAU will be reached soon .  

 

 

BOOST TO HEALTHCARE INFRASTRUCTURE 

Cabinet approves setting up of 3 new AIIMS  

New AIIMS to come up at  

1. Vijaynagar, Samba in Jammu,  

2. Awantipur, Pulwama, Kashmir,  

3. Rajkot, Gujarat 

The objective is to establish the new AIIMS as Institutions of National Importance for providing 

quality tertiary healthcare, medical education, nursing education and research in the Region. 

Impact: 

i. AIIMS would transform health education and training and address the shortfall of health care 

professionals in the region.  

ii. Will serve the dual purpose of providing super speciality health care to the population. 

iii. It will also help create a large pool of doctors and other health workers in this region that can 

be available for primary and secondary level institutions / facilities being created under 

National Health Mission (NHM). 

Employment Generation: 

i. Setting up new AIIMS in Jammu & Kashmir and in Gujarat will lead to employment generation 

for nearly 3000 people in various faculty & non faculty posts in each of the AIIMS. 

ii. Indirect employment generation will take place due to facilities & services like shopping 

centre, canteens, etc. coming in the vicinity of new AIIMS. 

iii. The construction activity involved for creation of the physical infrastructure for the various 

new AIIMS is also expected to generate substantial employment in the construction phase as 

well. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY TRANSPORT AND E- VEHICLES –  

 

Government has launched Phase-I of the FAME India Scheme [ Faster Adoption of Electric (& Hybrid) 

Vehicles in India]  with effect from 1st April 2015 to promote Electric and Hybrid Vehicles , which was 

initially for a period of 2 years and has subsequently been extended till 31st March 2019. 

All electric & hybrid vehicles, including public transport, registered under the scheme are being 

incentivised under the Demand Creation focus area of this scheme. The Phase-1 of FAME Scheme is, at 

present, available upto 31stMarch 2019 and is available for all registered electric vehicles with 

lithium ion batteries. 

Initiatives of the Government to promote clean fuel and e-vehicles – 

To promote alternative clean fuels and e-vehicles the Government has taken proactive steps to 

promote environment friendly vehicles keeping in view the increasing pollution, oil consumption and 

expenditure in the country.  

1. The Government has issued various notifications specifying mass emission standards for 

Compressed Natural Gas, Biodiesel(B-100), flex-fuel (E 85) or (E100) and ethanol (ED 95), LNG 

and flex-fuel Methanol M15 or M100, Methanol MD 95 and duel fuel vehicles.  

2. The Government has also mandated mass emission standard for BS-VI throughout the country 

with effect from 1st April 2020. 

3. The government has also granted exemption to the Battery Operated Transport Vehicles and 

Transport Vehicles running on Ethanol and Methanol fuels from the requirements of permit. 

EVs have the potential to support India’s growth by enhancing manufacturing, job creation, and 

technical capabilities. India has a goal of 30 percent fleet electrification by 2030 .  

The Government ( DEA)  has recently signed a agreement with ESSL for the adoption of e-mobility, 

Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL), an entity under Ministry of Power for deployment of 15 

Electric Vehicles for their officers. With these 15 EVs, Department of Economic Affairs( DEA)  is 

expected to save over 36,000 litres of fuel every year and will also lead to a reduction of over 440 

tonnes of CO2 annually. 

Level 1Q) Give an account of the steps taken the government to make transport sector 

environmental friendly ?  

 

BHOOMI RASHI PORTAL 

About Portal –  

Launched by the Ministry of Road Transport & Highways . The Portal will fully digitaise the entire 

process of land acquisition for the National Highways . 

Need for the Portal –  
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 In the past years, acquisition of land for the purpose of National Highway projects, payment of 

compensation to the land owners etc were done manually by physical movement of documents in the 

form of files. However, in that procedure some constraints viz. delay in issuing notification, errors in 

the land/area details etc were being faced. 

Importance –  

A example of E-Governance . The Portal will lead to faster and hassle free development of the 

infrastructure in the country .  

 

Level 1 Q) What is e-governance , how does it help ?  

Level 2 Q) Analyse how e-Governance initiatives are simplifying governance in the country ?  

Prelims – about the portal .  

 

CENTRE TO AWARD UDAN III ROUTES –  

What is the news about ?  

The third round of regional air connectivity scheme or UDAN, was awarded by  Civil Aviation .  235 

routes were awarded which will include Seaplanes will fly on 18 air routes among the 235 routes . 

This will connect 16 unserved airports and six water aerodromes. The 235 routes, include 46 tourism 

routes or those that connect tourist destinations. 

Besides, the civil aviation ministry announced that SpiceJet would operate international flights under 

UDAN from Guwahati to Dhaka and Bangkok.  SpiceJet, IndiGo, Jet Airways, Air India subsidiary Airline 

Allied Services Ltd or Alliance Air, and Turbo Aviation are among the operators that have bagged the 

routes in the third round. 

Other operators that have been awarded routes are Andaman Airways Pvt Ltd, Aviation Connectivity 

and Infrastructure Developers Pvt Ltd, Ghodawat Enterprises Pvt Ltd, Heritage Aviation, Turbo Megha 

Airways Pvt Ltd and Zexus Air Services Pvt Ltd.Together, 73 proposals of the 11 operators have been 

approved by the ministry. 

A total of 89 airports, including 16 unserved and 17 underserved aerodromes, would be connected 

under the third round of UDAN (Ude Desh ka Aam Nagrik), which seeks to connect unserved and 

underserved airports as well as make flying affordable. 

Six water aerodromes would be connected with UDAN flights. They are at Guwahati River Front and 

Umrangso Reservoir (Assam), Nagarjuna Sagar (Telangana), Sabarmati River Front, Shatrunjay Dam, 

and Statue of Unity (Gujarat). 

UDAN, short for Ude Desh ka Aam Nagrik, is a government sponsored scheme to connect tier-II 

and tier-III cities with tier-I or metro cities. The scheme aims to make air travel affordable for 

economically weaker citizens by capping fares, for every one hour flight, at Rs 2,500. 
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VISION 2040 FOR THE AVIATION SECTOR –  

About the news –  

The Ministry of Civil Aviation Launched the Vision 2040 for the Aviation Sector at the Global Aviation 

summit  . The vision document seeks to "chart out" a roadmap to make India a "global hub" for the 

aviation sector. 

Highlights –  

1. There will be 190-200 operational airports in India by 2040, with two each in the top 31 cities . 

Delhi and Mumbai will have three airports each, says the vision document. 

2. India, now  the seventh-largest aviation market with 187 million passengers  in 2017-18, is 

expected to become the third-largest by 2022, inching closer to the U.S., projected number two. 

3. The air passenger traffic in India is expected to grow to sixfold to 1.1 billion by 2040. The 

commercial airline fleet is likely to grow from 622 carriers in March 2018 to around 2,359 in 

March 2040. 

4. India has the fastest-growing aviation sector and is on its way to becoming an aircraft 

manufacturing hub in the near future .  

5. India will establish its own aircraft leasing industry which may handle almost 90% of aircraft 

being ordered in India by 2040. India's tax structure and repossession processes will be 

equally or more attractive than those in leading global jurisdictions .  

6. According to the document, the incremental land requirement for airport expansion is 

expected to be around 150,000 acres and the capital investment (not including cost of 

acquiring land) is expected to be around $40-50 billion. 

7. The concept of land pooling may be used to keep land acquisition costs low and to provide 

landowners with high value developed plots in the vicinity of the airports .  

8. Aviation sector in India will create a total of 25 million jobs in the country. Currently, the job 

count in the sector stands at five million. 

9. The government may consider establishing a Nabh Nirman Fund (NNF) with a starting corpus 

of around $2 billion to support low traffic airports in their initial phases. 

Level 1 Q) Explain Vision 2040 ?  

Level 2Q) UDAN will connect Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities with various other parts of the country , 

explain ?  

 

INDIA  LAUNCHES  FIRST NATIONAL  AIR CARGO POLICY –  

A policy to provide thrust to air cargo has been drafted for the first time and will fuel the growth of the 

aviation sector and boost the country’s economy, thus aiming  to fuel growth of aviation sector, boost 

economy . 

What is the need of the policy ?  

Despite registering a double-digit growth for nearly four years in a row, India has remained without a 

specific policy for air cargo. Thus a policy will provide the clear direction to this sector and fuel 

further growth  and boost trade . Air cargo is an  important aspect of Aviation Logistics .  

Logistics and cargo are one of the biggest growth-driven sectors in India after services. 
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Highlights of the policy –  

 Policy  seeks to make India among the top five air freight markets by 2025, besides creating air 

transport shipment hubs at all major airports over the next six years. 

 cargo policy also seeks to establish agreements between national carriers/ freighters and 

integrators to improve domestic connectivity as well as encourage the establishment of 

agreements between national and international carriers/freighters and other airline operators 

to provide access to key global cargo hubs. 

 Aims to promote the development of a last mile/first mile connectivity program at 

international/regional gateways .  

 As part of the security strategy under the policy, the strategy will address security related to 

the physical cargo, people handling the cargo, data and information related to shipments 

within and across all chains of custody transfers .  

 

GOVT LAUNCHES GLOBAL HOUSING TECH CHALLENGE- TO BUILD HOUSES IN 

SHORTER TIME WITH LOWER COST - 

About the news –  

Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs launched the Global Housing Technology Challenge (GHTC) 

under the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana ( Urban )  . The aim of the initiative is to fast-track the 

construction of affordable housing and meet the target of constructing 1.2 crore houses by 2022. 

About the Housing for All scheme –  

 

Under the Housing for All Scheme, India aims to provide 20 million affordable houses to its urban 

poor by 2022 using resource-efficient and sustainable technologies . It is a Credit  Linked Subsidy 

Scheme . The PMAY-U, launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi in June 2015, aims to construct 

more than one crore houses and ensure "Housing for All by 2022" by providing financial assistance to 

the beneficiaries.  

“Housing for All by 2022” aimed for urban areas with following components/options to States/Union 

Territories and cities:-  

a) Slum rehabilitation of Slum Dwellers with participation of private developers using land as a 

resource;  

b) Promotion of affordable housing for weaker section through credit linked subsidy;  
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c) Affordable housing in partnership with Public & Private sectors and  

d) Subsidy for beneficiary-led individual house construction or enhancement. 

Under the challenge, a grand expo-cum-conference on GHTC will be organised in March which will be 

a unique platform not only for the stakeholders but also for the States/Union Territories and technical 

institutions. 

The ministry has so far sanctioned around 68.5 lakh for construction under the PMAY (U). Around 1.5 

million houses have been handed over to beneficiaries. 

The Technologies identified in the March Conference will be implemented on a pilot basis to see the 

results .  

The Ministry launched the GHTC-India website www.ghtc-india.gov.in, where potential applicants 

from the construction technology industry from across to globe can register to apply. Through the 

challenge, GHTC-India envisions to source emerging, disaster-resilient, environment friendly, cost-

effective and speedy construction technologies from all over the world and identify those that would 

be suitable for adoption in India. Selected technologies will have the opportunity to directly work with 

the Ministry and state governments to help India meet its targets. 

How will the challenge help –  

Typically conventional construction systems (such as the use of brick and mortar) are slow paced, 

energy intensive, dependent on natural resources and have large carbon footprint. They use low levels 

of mechanization and have high dependence on manual labour. A concerted effort is required to 

create mass awareness to accept a technology transition from conventional to new technologies 

through lighthouse projects, expositions and other outreach methods that will mainstream its use. 

This transition will contribute towards achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as laid 

out by the United Nations (UN), the New Urban Agenda and the Paris Climate Accord to which India is 

a signatory and other such international commitments. The use of alternative, innovative and fast-

track technologies aims at:-a) conservation of natural resources; b) bringing speed in construction; c) 

utilization of industrial and construction demolition waste; d) reduction in air and noise pollution; e) 

optimum use of water; f) increased labour productivity; g) cost reduction; h) safe and disaster 

resilient houses; and i) all weather site execution etc. Such a technology transition aligns well with the 

vision of New India 2022. This will bring the country at par with the advanced economies of the world 

and their rigorous standards in the construction sector. 

Significance – Apart from cost efficient and speedy and environmental friendly construction  

technologies , the Challenge will foster an environment of research and innovation for better 

technologies and a chance to learn from global experts . This in turn will give a boost to the Make In 

India programme .  

Level 1 Q) Write about the Global Housing Challenge , what is its aim . Give an Account of the 

Housing for All Programme ?  
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  MINISTER FOR  ROAD TRANSPORT  AND HIGHWAYS INAUGURATES BRIDGE 

OVER RIVER RAVI IN J&K- 

About the Bridge -  

The bridge is constructed over the river Ravi in Kathua District of Jammu and Kashmir .  

The bridge over Ravi  at Keerian - Gandial will benefit over 2,20,000 people living on the two sides – 

Kathua in Jammu, and Pathankot in Punjab. It will reduce the distance between the two cities from 45 

kms to 8.6 kms, which will save on both time and fuel cost. The Keerian - Gandial bridge has been 

constructed at a cost of Rs 158.84 crore to improve inter-state connectivity. 

The Bridge is a part  of the Prime Minister’s special development package (PMDP) for J&K announced 

on 7th November 2015. 

Details of various other connectivity  projects to place J&K on the development map –  

 Two major road corridors are being built in J&K– Jammu–Srinagar and Srinagar–Leh. 

 The Chenani-Nashri tunnel road under the first is the largest highway tunnel in the 

country. It has resulted in reducing the travel time between Jammu and Srinagar by two 

and a half hours, while the distance between the two has come down by 30 kms. The tunnel is 

benefitting by way of making travel possible throughout the year and saving of upto Rs 27 lakh 

worth fuel on the route. 

 A 62-km long 4-lane ring road is being constructed in Srinagar city at a cost of Rs 1,860 crore. 

The road begins from Ganderbal on NH-44 and ends at Vayul on NH-1D. It will connect 54 

villages in six districts. 4-laning of the  Jammu Ring Road .  

 

PM  OPENS BOGIBEEL BRIDGE , INDIA’S  LONGEST RAIL CUM ROAD BRIDGE  

 

The 4.98 km long Rail cum Road Bogibeel Bridge across the Brahmaputra River is part of 

infrastructure projects planned to improve logistics along the border in Arunachal Pradesh. It reduces 

travel time from Assam to Arunachal Pradesh to four hours and from Delhi to  Dibrugarh by 3 hrs . 

 It is also Asia’s second  longest Rail road Bridge  

 It connects Dibrugarh and Dheemaji Districts . 

 Situated 17 km downstream Dibrugarh. 

 It will facilitate “ All Weather Connectivity “ connect the Eastern part of  Assam with Arunachal 

Pradesh . 

 The bridge connects the south bank of the Brahmaputra river in Assam's Dibrugarh district 

with Silapathar in Dhemaji district, bordering Arunachal Pradesh. 

 The 4.9 km-long bridge is the nation's only fully welded bridge, for which European codes and 

welding standards were adhered to for the first time in India. 

 Can withstand earthquake of the Magnitude of 7 on the Richter Scale . 

 It will connect 5  million people residing in upper Assam and  Arunachal Pradesh .  

 Managing the Border With China in Arunachal  , India will be able to supply troops and  

supplies to the troops along the Arunachal Border .  
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The Bridge will not only lead to development of infrastructure in the North East Region , The bridge 

will  also  the national security of the eastern region by facilitating swift movement of defence forces 

and their equipment. It was constructed in such a way that even a fighter jet can land on it in case of 

emergency .  

The bridge and the train will be a boon for the people of Dhemaji as major hospitals, medical colleges 

and airport are in Dibrugarh, the third-largest city in the Northeast. 

Level 1 Q) What is the importance of the Bogibeel Bridge recently opened  across the River 

Brahmaputra ?  

Level 2 Q) Write briefly about the Brahmaputra River ? 

Prelims – about the Bridge ,  River Brahmaputra , all rivers of  India Knowledge , key areas 

along the Border in NE and Passes etc .  

 

ECONOMIC SURVEY 2018 - HYBRID ANNUITY MODEL (HAM) 

Hybrid Annuity Model (HAM) is a combination of two models i.e., the EPC (Engineering, Procurement 

and Construction) model and BOT - Annuity (Build, Operate, Transfer) model. Under the EPC model, 

the private players construct the road and have no role in the road’s ownership, toll collection or 

maintenance. National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) pays private players for the construction 

of the road. The Government with full ownership of the road, takes care of toll collection and 

maintenance of the road.  

Under the BOT model private players have an active role in road construction, operation and 

maintenance of the road for a specified number of years as per agreement. After the completion of the 

years of operation, the private players transfer the asset back to the Government. Under BOT, the 

private players arrange all the finances for the project, while collecting toll revenue (BOT toll model) 

or annuity fee (BOT annuity model) from the Government, as agreed. In the BOT annuity model, the 

toll revenue risk is taken by the Government. The Government pays private player a pre-fixed annuity 

for construction and maintenance of roads. 

HAM combines EPC (40 per cent) and BOT-Annuity (60 per cent) Models. On behalf of the 

Government, NHAI releases 40 per cent of the total project cost, in five tranches linked to milestones. 

The balance 60 per cent is arranged by the developer. The developer usually invests not more than 

20-25 per cent of the project cost, while the remaining is raised as debt.  

In BOT toll model, the private players did not show their willingness to invest, since they had to fully 

arrange for the entire finances, either through equity contribution or debt. NPA-riddled banks were 

reluctant to lend to these projects. Since there was no compensation structure such as annuity, the 

developers had to take entire risk in low traffic projects. The essence of HAM model arose due to 

requirement of better financial mechanism where the risk would be spread between developers and 

the Government .  

 

LOGISTICS : CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS – ECONOMIC SURVEY VOL 2 2018  
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Some key challenges   

• High cost of logistics – impacting competitiveness in domestic & global market 

• Unfavorable modal mix (Roadways 60%, Railways 30%) and inefficient fleet mix 

• Under-developed material handling infrastructure and fragmented warehousing 

• Multiple  regulatory/policy  making  bodies  with  procedural  complexities  including  cumbersome  

and  duplicate processes. 

• High dwell time and lack of seamless movement of goods across modes. 

Suggested Action Plan 

• Formulation of National Integrated Logistics Policy to bring in greater transparency and enhance 

efficiency in logistics operations 

• Develop integrated IT Platform as a single window for all logistics related matters. This portal will 

have linkages with the IT systems of Railways, Road transport & Highways, Shipping, Civil Aviation, 

CBEC, State Transport departments, etc. and act as a Logistics marketplace 

• Usher in ease of documentation, faster clearance, digitization. 

• Bring down logistics cost to less than 10% of GDP by 2022 

• Faster clearances for setting up of logistics infrastructure like Multi-modal logistic parks (MMLPs), 

Container Freight Station (CFS), Air Freight Station (AFS) & Inland Container Depot (ICD). 

• Introduce professional standards and certification for service providers  

• Promote introduction of high-end technologies like high-tech scanning equipment, RFID, GPS, EDI, 

online Track & Trace systems in the entire logistics network. 

• Improve Logistics skilling in the country and increase jobs in Logistics sector to 40 million by 2022. 

Level 1 Q) Critically analyze the Logistics Challenge and  provide solutions  ?  

   MUMBAI – AHMENDABAD BULLET TRAIN PROJECT  
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T he Mumbai-Ahmedabad High-Speed Train Project, popularly referred to as Bullet Train, is an 

endeavour to bring economic growth and prosperity with the Indian Railways adopting the most 

modern technologies. 

 The National High Speed Rail Corporation (NHSRCL ), is building the  bullet train corridor  .  

 This will be the first high speed rail hub . 

 This rail line overlaps with the Delhi-Mumbai Industrial corridor ( DMIC )  . 

 It is to be completed by 2022 . 

 Japan has extended a soft loan for the project, which is a joint venture between Indian 

Railways and Japan's Shinkansen Technology. 

 The entire project will be fire and earthquake resistant. Seismometers (a ground motion 

detection centre) will be installed in the earthquake susceptible areas while  the wind 

monitor systems will also be put up .  

How the country will benefit from the bullet train  :  

1. High Speed connectivity .: The project is supposed to connect bustling economic corridors 

in the states of Gujarat and Maharashtra. This will facilitate economic growth. 

2. Employment : The bullet train project is expected to create 4,000 direct job opportunities, 

along with 20,000 indirect jobs. 

3. Urban expansion - New bullet train stations set to come up along the route will attract 

urban growth. This will again shift the pressure of urbanisation from the existing urban 

centres. Also the Delhi Mumbai Industrial corridor will get a boost . 

4. Open new avenues - When completed, the Ahmedabad-Mumbai bullet train project will 

present as a favourable destination for high-speed train technologies, attracting other 

parties working in the field. 

Challenges of the Project :  

1. Land acquisition - Acquiring new land pieces for laying down the tracks for bullet trains 

and constructing new stations might face legal hindrances, delaying the process. Land 

acquisition has already hit a hitch in Mumbai where land could not be acquired in a crucial 

economic zone. 
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2. Stoppages - With limited stoppages (only two in Vadodra and Surat), the Ahmedabad-

Mumbai bullet train will complete its journey in 2 hours, where increasing the stoppages 

will increase the journey time up to three hours. 

3. Profitability - The origin stations - Ahmedabad and Mumbai - have airports and 

passengers from these cities could consider taking a flight instead of boarding the bullet train. 

Level 1 Q) Write about the DMIC project ? 

Level 2 Q) What  are the advantages of the Mumbai – Ahmedabad bullet train Project , 

will it lead to reduction in logistics cost ?  

Prelims :   Implementation of  the Project ;  

 

 HISTORIC! ALL VILLAGES IN INDIA ARE NOW ELECTRIFIED; 

Topic useful in :   Achievements of the govt schemes and their performance . 

About the news :  

A promise made....a promise kept. The target of electrifying every single village of India has 

been achieved, that too before the deadline set by Prime Minster Narendra Modi. 

This is historic because even after 70 years of independence there were 18000 villages without 

electricity .  Also this  has been  achieved much before the deadline of 2019 .  This achievement 

defines 'Sankalp Se Siddhi' in best possible manner. 

PM Modi had set a target of 1000 days to achieve this target on 15th August 2015. 18,452 villages now 

have power, they have been connected  to the national electricity grid..   The PM  has now set the next 

target  to ensuring that  electricity reaches every house in every village. 

Leisang in Manipur’s Senapati district became the last village to be connected to the national grid. As 

per official data, there were 18,452 villages without electricity when the NDA government took office 

in May 2014.  

The work of bringing power to India’s 597,464 census villages had been undertaken under the 

government’s Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana .  

But is this really historic ?  

The present definition of 100% village electrification is defined as if 10% of the households have 

electricity  which the analysts see as flawed and want the govt to change the definition to 100% 

meaning universal access , however the govt has said that as already 80 % of rural households now 

have electricity connection changing the definition makes no sense , therefore keeping in mind that 

80% percent of the rural households now have electricity , there is still  that the govt has to do to 

achieve universal access to electricity  and ensure its constant supply .  

Challenges still left : However, the amount and quality of power supply cannot be ascertained from 

this set of data. Besides, no clause in any rural electrification programme promises power supply 

throughout the day. This, in a way, is passing the buck to the states to provide electricity to every rural 
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household.  However, the financial and operational conditions of state-owned power distribution 

companies (discoms) and the slow pace of reforms in most of them might be a hindrance.  

The data sourced from government websites indicates that the states where losses are high are 

relatively slow in electrifying rural households. 

For instance, in UP, 50 per cent of the households are metered. In Rajasthan and Uttarakhand, it is 

zero. Feeder segregation, which involves separating the power feeder for urban and rural domestic 

consumers, and rural agriculture, has been good in states such as Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, 

Haryana, and Maharashtra. The states to  have to do their part to ensure that this further improves .  

Keeping the above in mind the govt must promote roof top solar plants and storage to ensure that the 

houses totally do not depend on the state for electricity supply . 

Note :  Only the villages have been electrified , but not all homes which still has to be achieved . 

Power Schemes : The Union government last year announced a scheme — Sahaj Bijli Har 

Ghar Yojana (Saubhagya) — to speed up electrification. The other two schemes for reforming 

power infrastructure — Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana (DDUGJY) in rural 

areas and Integrated Power Development Scheme (IPDS) in urban areas .  

Level 1 Q) Write about the DDUGJY,  why  was it news ?  

Level 2 Q) Comment on the success achieved by the govt in electrifying all the villages ?  

Prelims : the above programmes and  ministries in the year book . 

 NEW LOGISTICS DIVISION  IN THE MINISTRY OF COMMERCE - 

Topic is useful : Infrastructure , Initiatives by the govt to boost the performance of the  logistics 

sector . 

Logistics Division in the Ministry of Commerce : With the sector composed of multiple components 

like railways, ports, airports and roads, a division was created in the Commerce Ministry last year and 

mandated to develop an action plan for the integrated development of the sector. The division is also 

setting up an IT backbone and develop an information portal which will be also an online marketplace 

for bringing together the various stakeholders, including state government agencies . 

The multi-modal transport issue is now being addressed by the new logistics division under the 

Commerce Ministry. It is the first time that logistics as a subject is being dealt with at the level of the 

Government of India 

As part of a plan to develop standards in various facets of the logistics sector, Union Commerce 

Minister Suresh Prabhu  announced  the development of an index for states to compete . 

What is the need for the Index :  

 The high logistics costs in India were affecting its export competitiveness and that all states 

should have separate export policies, with 14 states having already prepared theirs. 

 Also the high logistics cost is making the cost of goods dearer . 
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 The Index will  allow the states to compete and there will be faster  development in the 

logistics . 

 Planned logistics development and the efficient utilisation of all the modes of transport 

according to their capacity will lead to reducing the burden on one area only . For Example 

the inland Waterways system is  the least , its development can not only reduce the  costs 

but also lead to reduce carbon footprint . 

 

Level 1 Q) What do you mean by Logistics ?  

Level  2  Q) Why is the govt  giving importance to logistics , what is the effect that a 

efficient logistics system has on the economy ?  

Prelims :  about the Index , the various programme related to the area and the 

ministries ( IYB)  

 

 ELECTRIFICATION DEFINITION – VILLAGE IS DECLARED ELECTRIFIED IF 

10% OF THE HOUSEHOLDS HAVE ELECTRICITY CONNECTION . 

Why  is this in news ?  

Prime Minister Narendra Modi tweeted that the country had achieved 100% electrification of villages 

on April 28, leading to criticism from various quarters about the deficiencies in the definition of 

electrification. 

The Govt data on  April 28 2018 showed that all the 5,97,464  census villages have been electrified .  

According to the official definition what is  village electrification ?  

According to the definition, in place since October 1997, a village is deemed to be electrified if basic 

infrastructure such as a distribution transformer and distribution lines are in place in the inhabited 

locality, electricity is provided to public places like schools, panchayat office, health centres, 

dispensaries, community centres, and at least 10% of the households in the village are electrified. 

This definition id flawed with the present claim of the govt .  

Presently from State to State,  the electrification  ranges from 47% to 100%, but on average about 

83% of households are electrified. And not all 100% .  

The Demand to make it 100 % : Therefore there have been demands to change the definition from 

the present 10% of the households to 100 % of the households .  

 

SAUBHAGYA : The government had in September 2017 launched the Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli 

Har Ghar Yojana (Saubhagya), aimed at covering the last-mile connectivity of taking electricity to 

the household level. The target for the scheme is March 31, 2019. 

According to data from the Ministry of Power and the Central Electricity Authority, so far 84.3% of 

households have been electrified. The Saubhagya scheme defines the electrification of a household as 

including a service line cable, energy meter, and single point wiring. 
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For unelectrified households in remote areas, electrification will involve the provision of power packs 

of 200 to 300 W (with battery bank) with a maximum of 5 LED lights, 1 DC Fan, and 1 DC power plug. 

Of the many deficiencies found, the analysis revealed that while several villages were deemed to be 

electrified in the official data, the on-ground engineers had registered complaints that key 

components such as transmission wires had been stolen, leaving the village unelectrified. And 

therefore find the govt’s claim to be flawed .  

Level 1 Q) Write about the SAUBHAGYA scheme and why was it in news recently  , why are its 

achievements being criticised ?  

 

DMIC ATTRACTING INVESTMENTS FOR DEFENCE AND AEROSPACE 

MANUFACTURING :  

About the news :  

The Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor (DMIC), a mega infrastructure project with an estimated 

investment of $100 billion, has attracted interest from companies based out of Canada, the U.S., 

Singapore and Taiwan. Canadian Commercial Corporation, GIC Singapore, Taiwanese securities 

industry major Yuanta Securities, as well as executives of some American firms, held talks separately 

with officials of the DMIC Development Corporation. 

Canadian Commercial Corporation is a Canada government corporation that aims to boost Canadian 

trade by helping exporters from that country access government procurement markets in other 

nations via government-to-government contracting, while GIC Singapore is the Singapore 

government’s sovereign wealth fund with assets of around $360 billion. 

The DMIC Development Corporation is a special purpose company incorporated for the development 

of the DMIC project. The focus areas included defence as well as Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 

(MRO). Discussions also revolved around proposals to set up units to manufacture aerospace and 

defence equipment in DMIC smart cities. 

The first phase of the DMIC Project will cover five Investment Regions (or IR — ‘specifically delineated 

industrial region with a minimum area of more than 200 square kilometres) and three Industrial 

Areas (or IA — developed with a minimum area of more than 100 square kilometres). 

Investment Regions include : 

1. the Ahmedabad–Dholera Special IR in Gujarat (903 sq.km, with likely employment for 8 

lakh people), 

2. Dadri-Noida-Ghaziabad IR in Uttar Pradesh (218 sq.km, likely employment for 12 lakh 

people), 

3. MBIR in Haryana (402 sq.km, estimated employment for 16 lakh people),  

4. Khushkhera-Bhiwadi-Neemrana IR in Rajasthan (160 sq.km, likely employment for 5.2 lakh 

people) and 

5. Pitampur-Dhar-Mhow IR in Madhya Pradesh (372 sq.km, estimated employment for 4.5 

lakh people). 
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The IAs include Shendra-Bidkin IA in Maharashtra (84 sq. km, with an estimated employment for 7.5 

lakh people), Dighi Port IA in Maharashtra (253 sq. km, likely employment for 3.2 lakh people) and 

Jodhpur-Pali-Marwar IA in Rajasthan (155 sq. km, likely employment for 3.2 lakh people). 

About the DMIC : The Delhi–Mumbai Industrial Corridor Project (DMICDC) is a planned industrial 

development project between India's capital, Delhi and its financial hub, Mumbai. It is one of the 

world's largest infrastructure projects with an estimated investment of US$90 billion and is planned 

as a high-tech industrial zone spread across six states, Delhi being a Union Territory, across the 1,500 

km long Western Dedicated Freight Corridor which serves as its backbone. 

 

 

 UDAN TO LINK 73 ARIRPORTS AND HELIPADS  

About UDAN : 

“ Uday Desh Ka Aam Naagrik “ scheme is a Regional Connectivity Scheme that aims to provide 

connectivity to un-served and under-served airports of the country through revival of existing air-

strips and airports. The scheme would be in operation for a period of 10 years. UDAN is an innovative 

scheme to develop the regional aviation market. It is a market-based mechanism in which airlines bid 

for seat subsidies. 

At least 50 per cent of the seats on these flights under ₹2,500 for one hour of flying, subject to a 
maximum of 40 seats. The rest of the seats can be priced at market rates. 
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Significance of the Scheme : 

This first-of-its-kind scheme globally will create affordable , economically viable and profitable 
flights on regional routes so that flying becomes affordable to the common man even in small towns. 

Win-win situation for the Citizens and the Govt : 

 

1. It would provide a win-win situation for all stakeholders – citizens would get the 
benefit of affordability, connectivity and more jobs. 

 

2. The Centre would be able to expand the regional air connectivity and market. 

 

3. The state governments would reap the benefit of development of remote areas, enhance trade 
and commerce and more tourism expansion. 

 

4. For incumbent airlines there was the promise of new routes and more passengers while for 
and start-up airlines there is the opportunity of new, scalable business. 

 

5. Airport operators will also see their business expanding as would original equipment 

manufacturers 

6. The fare for a one hour journey of appx. 500 km or for a 30 minute journey on a helicopter 

would now be capped at Rs. 2,500. 

First Route under UDAN : In April 2017 the govt launched the first air route under UDAN from 
Shimla to Delhi . 

UDAN-RCS is both enabler and beneficiary of other key Government of India schemes, such as 

Bharatmala, Sagarmala, Dedicated Freight Corridors, Industrial corridor, BharatNet, Digital India and 

Make in India, National e-Governance Plan, Startup India and Standup India. 

Bidding for routes will be done in different phases . In the First Round of bidding 5 airlines have won 

the bid . Five airlines are Air Odisha (50 routes, new airline), Air Deccan (34 routes, relaunched 

airline), Turbo Megha Airways (18 routes), Alliance Air (15 routes, Air India subsidiary) and SpiceJet 

(11 routes) 
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What is the recent news about UDAN : 

Govt has added new 325 routes under this scheme . Around 40 per cent, or 129, of the 325 air 

routes awarded under the second phase of the regional connectivity scheme were for 

Northeastern and hill states, underscoring the Centre’s emphasis on enhancing air connectivity to 

the remote terrains. 

In this round, four helicopter operators — Heligo Charters, Heritage Aviation, Pawan Hans, and 

Skyone Airways — will ferry passengers on these routes. This will see a burgeoning air connectivity . 

India has a vibrant civil aviation industry whose potential has not yet been tapped . The Govt has also 

come out with a new civil aviation policy . 

Level 1Q) Write about the UDAN  , How will it improve connectivity ?  

 

 MINISTRY OF HOUSING AND URBAN AFFAIRS ( MHUA ) HAS ANNOUNCED 

THE LAUNCH OF LIVEABILITY INDEX PROGRAMME 

Liveability Index Programme : 

The ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs has decided to bring out a liveability index of 116 
cities, including the 99 smart cities already identified, state capitals, and cities with 1 million-
plus population . The cities, which together account for a total population of 13.4 crore people, 
will be ranked in order of the quality of life they offer . 

 

2. It will be launched in june 2018 . 
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3. These parameters includes local governance, education, employment, social infrastructure, 

health, safety, physical infrastructure such as housing, availability of open spaces, security, 

land use, energy, availability of water, solid waste management, pollution, etc. 

 

4. The ministry has decided to involve the Economist Intelligence Unit ( EIU ) , which brings 
out an annual liveability index of cities across the world, for the purpose . 

 

5. The EIU of The Economist, the London-based weekly, in alliance with the IPSOS Research 
Private Limited and Athena Infonomics (India pvt ltd) are going to do an assessment of the 
liveability index . 

 

6. The programme would be funded by the World Bank, and the assessment would be of 
relative nature . 

 

Advantages of such an Index : 

 

1. Sustainable urbanization , ( will help achieve the SDG of resilient , sustainable , safe cities 
and human settlements ) 

 

2. Will bring more investment 

 

3. tourism will get a boost 

 

4. will be as models for development of other cities , 

 

5. achieve the sustainable development goals ( SDGs) , 

 

6. a report card for the govt to work and concentrate on weak areas more rather than investing 
time and money in the same areas , 

 

7. the programmes undertaken for the development of the areas in the index will serve as test 
cases for the other cities which are in the process of development 

Global Liveability Ranking: Currently, the EIU’s ‘Global Liveability Ranking’ for 140 cities includes 
only two Indian cities — Mumbai and Delhi . As per the 2015 index, both cities fare poorly, with Delhi 
at 100th spot and Mumbai at 115th . The ranking is based on parameters like Stability, Healthcare, 
Culture, Environment, Education and Infrastructure . 
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 FOURTEENTH MEETING OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE FOR INTER-LINKING 

OF RIVERS , GOVT URGES THE STATES TO WORK WITH THE CENTRE IN THE 

INTERLINKING OF RIVERS (JAN 18 HINDU ) 

Union Water Resources Minister Nitin Gadkari has asked officials to work on ways to “better utilise” 
water from non-Himalayan rivers that are emptying out into the sea. 

He cited the Polavaram project as an example of where water was being transferred from the 

Godavari to the Krishna river and how parts of it going into the sea could be diverted to water-deficit 

regions. Almost 2,500 tmcft water from the Godavari is emptying out into the sea. If suitably used, it 

can go a long way to solve the water availability in Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Andhra Pradesh and 

Karnataka . 

National projects : 

In order to expedite the completion of the project the govt is considering to declare them as “ 

National Projects “ . The three projects which are ready for implementation are: Ken-Betwa link in 

Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh and Damanganga-Pinjal link and Par-Tapi-Narmada link in 

Maharashtra and Gujarat. 

Once the other ILR projects are declared as 'national projects', the states would be spared from 

funding obligation on major heads. The national project is eligible for 90% grant for the cost of 

work of irrigation and drinking water components of the project. Besides, the progress of work on 

'national project' is monitored by a high-powered steering committee chaired by Union water 

resources secretary. 

What is the project about and why is the govt stressing to implement the project ? 

 

 WHAT IS THE BHARATMALA PROJECT ? 

What is the BHARATMALA project ? 

It is one of the biggest highway construction projects in India in history. It is the second largest 

highways construction project in the country since NHDP, under which almost 50,000 km or highway 

roads were targeted across the country. Bharatmala will look to improve connectivity particularly on 

economic corridors, border areas and far flung areas with an aim of quicker movement of cargo and 

boosting exports. 

Benefits : 

The project is expected to create nearly 100 million man days of jobs during the road construction and 

subsequently 22 million jobs as a result of the increased economic activity across the country. The 

construction will be billed via several routes including debt funds, budgetary allocation, private 

investment, toll operator transfer model etc. 

Bharatmala includes economic corridors of around 9,000 km, inter-corridor and feeder routes of 

around 6,000 km, 5,000 km roads under the National Corridors Efficiency Program, border and 

international connectivity roads of around 2,000 km, coastal and port connectivity roads of around 

2,000 km, expressways of around 800 km and 10,000 km of NHDP roads. The total length in phase 1 
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comes to around 34,800 km.The newer roads are expected to increase the speed of vehicles and 

decrease supply chain costs from the current average 18 per cent to six per cent. 

The project will start in Gujarat and Rajasthan, followed by Punjab and subsequently traversing the 

Himalayan belt through Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, parts of Uttar Pradesh, 

Bihar, West Bengal, Sikkim, Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur (next to the Indo-Burmese border) 

and then to Mizoram. North Eastern states have been given special focus in the project and 

international trade is a key aspect as well. 

Key Infrastructural Projects :  

 SagarMala – Superior connectivity  to and from ports . 

 Bharatmala – Road network connecting Gujarat to Mizoram . 

 Setu Bharatam – Highways without railway crossings . 

 Inland waterways – using waterways for cost effective transportation . 

 Chardham Highways – improving connectivity to Chardham places . 

 India – Myanmar-Thailand  - Trilateral Highway- will connect Moreh India , via Thailand 

to Myanmar .  

  

INFRASTRUCTURE STATUS FOR THE LOGISTICS SECTOR – 

What is the improtance of this step? 

As this sector has got this status , it will help in availing or getting loans at competitive terms .  

Why this step ha s been taken ? 

The cost of logistics is very high in India with some estimates putting it at almost 13 % of the gdp , 

compared to other developed countries (said by the govt) .High Logistics cost reduces the 

competitiveness of Indian 

goods in the domestic as well as export market , making them costlier and also reducing the profits of 

producers and others in the supply chain . Low cost capital for this sector would lead to development 

and would give a boost to bothe domestic and external demand thereby encouraging manufacturing 

and also " job creation" . And all this would in turn improve the GDP . Cost of logistics is higher in India 

compared to USA ( 9% of gdp ), Germany ( 8% of GDP ) . 

WORLD BANK LOGISTICS PERFORMANCE INDEX.(NEXT IN 2018) 

India has jumped 19 places to the 35th rank in the World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index 2016. 

The report, brought out every two years, measures countries across six components—customs, 

infrastructure, international shipments, logistics quality and competence, tracking and tracing, and 

timeliness. “Improvement in India’s rank in Logistics Performance Index adequately establishes 

steady performance in our competitiveness in manufacturing and trade that also acts as one of the 

growth driver of Make in India Programme,” the government said in a statement. 

Hence logistics sector needs improvement . 
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How will this happen ? The Infrastructure status will reduce the cost of the capital in transportation 

and warehousing thereby reducing the cost of logistics . Logic is that lesser cost of capital in terms of 

less interest to be paid will also reduce the cost at which the logistics sector charges others . 

Benefits of Infrastructure status : 

1. Infrastructure industries get longer maturity loans compared to the other manufacturing 

sector . 

2. They are also eligible for slightly higher equity ratios while applying for the loans . 

3. External Commercial bBorrowings guidelines say that the infrastructure sector has certain 

advantages and flexibility and they can also do refinancing with specialised leaders like IDFC,IIFCL etc 

. 

Level 1 Q) What constitutes infrastructure , it is said infrastructure is the backbone of any 

economy , critically analyse? 

 

 AIIB TO INVEST IN NIIF TO BOOST INFRASTRUCTURE  

The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) has approved an investment of $200 million in the 

National Investment & Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) to give a greater momentum to mega infrastructure 

projects. The AIIB with 83 member nations operates and invests in sustainable infrastructure. The 

first tranche of $100 million got approved .  

The AIIB, which was set up in 2016, India is already the largest borrower from the AIIB with $1.2 

billion financing in six projects. In total, the AIIB has invested $4.39 billion in projects. India is the 

second largest shareholder of the AIIB with an 8.72 per cent stake.The fund of funds(NIIF)  will be 

invested in other funds. 

Though the AIIB has 86-member countries, China has the largest shareholding at about 31 per cent 

leading to concerns that it may increase the country’s influence across the region. 

NIIF, anchored by the Government of India, is a collaborative investment platform for international 

and domestic investors that are keen on investing in commercially viable Indian infrastructure 

projects. NIIF’s Fund of Funds will anchor and/or invest in funds managed by fund managers who 

have good track records in infrastructure and associated sectors in India. Some of the sectors of focus 

include Green Infrastructure, Mid-Income & Affordable Housing, Infrastructure services and allied 

sectors.  

NIIF Fund of Funds recently announced its first investment, Green Growth Equity Fund, which will 

invest in renewable energy, clean transportation, water, sanitation and waste management. 

The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) is a multilateral development bank with a mission to 

improve social and economic outcomes in Asia and beyond. Headquartered in Beijing .  

Importance of this step : 

Infrastructure sector is a key driver for the Indian economy. The sector is highly responsible for 

propelling India’s overall development  . Infrastructure sector includes power, bridges, dams, roads 
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and urban infrastructure development. In 2016, India jumped 19 places in World Bank's Logistics 

Performance Index (LPI) 2016, to rank 35th amongst 160 countries .  

India’s requirement in Infrastructure : 

India has a requirement of investment worth Rs 50 trillion (US$ 777.73 billion) in infrastructure by 

2022 to have sustainable development in the country. India is witnessing significant interest from 

international investors in the infrastructure space.  

Some key investments in the sector are listed below. 

 The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) has announced US$ 200 million investment 

into the National Investment & Infrastructure Fund (NIIF). 

 Private equity and venture capital (PE/VC) investments in the infrastructure sector reached 

US$ 3.3 billion with 25 deals during January-May 2018. 

 Indian infrastructure sector witnessed 91 M&A deals worth US$ 5.4 billion in 2017 

 In February 2018, the Government of India signed a loan agreement worth US$ 345 million 

with the New Development Bank (NDB) for the Rajasthan Water Sector Restructuring Project 

for desert areas. 

 In January 2018, the National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) partnered with UAE-

based DP World to create a platform that will mobilise investments worth US$ 3 billion into 

ports, terminals, transportation, and logistics businesses in India. 

Investment in NIIF will further boost the Infrastructure development of India .  

NIIF : 

National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) is a fund created by the Government of India 

for enhancing infrastructure financing in the country. This is different from the National Investment 

Fund. NIIF was proposed to be set up as a Trust, to raise debt to invest in the equity of infrastructure 

finance companies such as Indian Rail Finance Corporation (IRFC) and National Housing Bank (NHB). 

The idea is that these infrastructure finance companies can then leverage this extra equity, manifold. 

In that sense, NIIF is a banker of the banker of the banker. NIIF is envisaged as a fund of funds with the 

ability to make direct investments as required. As a fund of fund it may invest in other SEBI registered 

funds. 

Its creation was announced in the Union Budget 2015-16 

Level 1 Q) Infrastructure  forms the backbone  for economic development , what are the recent 

developments in this direction ? 

 

 CREDIT ENHANCEMENT FUND TO BE LAUNCHED  

 The government is likely to launch a Rs 500-crore credit enhancement fund next month to 

facilitate infrastructure investments by insurance and pension funds . 

 The fund was first announced in the financial budget for fiscal year 2016-17. 
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 The  Credit Enhancement Fund will provide credit enhancement for infrastructure projects 

which will help in upgrading credit ratings of bonds issued by infrastructure companies and 

facilitate investment from investors like pension and insurance funds .  

 The initial corpus of the fund, to be sponsored by IIFCL (India Infrastructure Finance 

Company), will be Rs 500 crore, and it will operate as a non-banking finance company 

 Analysts say there is a "mismatch" at present, where bonds floated by infrastructure finance 

firms are typically rated BBB, whereas regulatory agencies mandate a rating of at least 'AA' for 

investments by the long-term pension and insurance funds. 

 The banking system does a bulk of infrastructure project financing and exposes itself to asset 

liability management (ALM) mismatches and hence, alternatives like raising of money through 

corporate bonds is necessary. 

 The NPAs from the segment have also ballooned to 9 per cent in FY17, from 3 per cent in FY13 . 

At present, only USD 110 billion is being invested in infrastructure, against a requirement of 

USD 200 billion, leading many analysts to classify India as an infrastructure deficit country. 

NIIF the Funds of Funds has been set up to finance infrastructure .  

Level 1 Q) What are the steps taken by the govt to boost financing for the Infrastructure sector 

? 

 PILOT PROJECTS OF WATER AERODROMES  

Civil Aviation Ministry has approved a proposal for setting up of water aerodromes in the country. In 

the first phase, Chilika Lake in Odisha, Sardar Sarovar Dam and Sabarmati river front Ahmedabad  in 

Gujarat have been identified for construction of water aerodromes. 

The development would pave the way for operation of amphibian planes (both in land and water) to 

enhance air connectivity. Under the proposal, water aerodrome would be set up near locations of 

tourist and religious importance. 

The Airports Authority of India has already identified the sites in Odisha, Gujarat, Assam, Maharashtra 

and Andhra Pradesh where water aerodrome would be developed. In a step towards seaplanes, 

government clears ‘water aerodrome’ rules .  

According to the DGCA, an entity seeking to set up a water aerodrome has to take approvals from 

various authorities, including the ministries of defence, home, environment and forests, and shipping. 

A water aerodrome licence would be valid for two years. 

Generally, seaplanes are described as fixed-wing aircraft that is designed for taking off and landing on 

water. 

 SHIPPING  

Ports play an important role in the trade of the country. In fact they are the gateways for EXIM Trade. 

Over all the ports in India handle 90% by volume and 70% by value of India’s external trade. 

With a view to promote Port led development, the Sagarmala Programme was approved by the 

Cabinet on 25-03-2015. This is a flagship initiative of Government of India. Under this programme 142 
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Port Projects involving an investment of around Rs. 91,434 crore for capacity enhancement have been 

identified for implementation during the next 10-15 years. 

India is also engaged in the development of Chahbahar Port in Iran. An MoU has been signed between 

the two countries in this regard. Inauguration ceremony of the Phase-I of Shahid Beheshti Port at 

Chabahar. 

Kandla Port was renamed as Pandit  Deen Dayal Port . 

Policies to improve efficiency :  

 A new Berthing Policy and Stevedoring Policy have been implemented. The tariff guidelines 

were revised to provide flexibility to port operators to align the tariff closer to market tariff 

subject to achievement of certain performance standards.  

 100% FDI is being allowed in PPP Projects in the Port Sector. The Model Concession 

Agreement is being amended with a view to obviate the problems being faced in execution of 

PPP Projects on account of certain provisions of the present MCA, in order to make the 

investments in the Port Sector more attractive. 

 A new Major Ports Authorities Bill, 2016 to replace the existing Major Port Trusts Act, 1963 

with a view to provide greater autonomy and modernization of institutional structure has been 

introduced in the Lok Sabha on 16.12.2016. 

  100% cashless transaction have been achieved in all Major Ports, land records have been 

digitized, all ports pensioners linked with Aadhaar Biometric system etc. 

 Under the Make in India initiative, Cochin Shipyard Ltd. is constructing four passenger-cum–

cargo vessels as per order placed by the Andaman & Nicobar Administration. An Inetrnational 

Ship Repair Facility is being developed at the Cochin Ship Yard Ltd . A Dry dock too is being 

developed .  

 CRUISE tourism : In India, cruise terminals are being developed at five major ports – Mumbai, 

Goa, Cochin, Mangalore and Chennai. 

 The Ministry of Shipping, in conjunction with the Ministry of Tourism, has revised the SoPs for 

hassle free entry and exit of cruise passengers at various major ports in the country. These are 

based on the recommendations of a global consultant engaged by the Ministry to draw up an 

Action Plan to develop an enabling ecosystem necessary to promote and sustain cruise 

shipping in India. 

Indian Maritime Sector :  

Shipping industry is one of the most globalised industries operating in a highly competitive business 

environment. This industry is far more liberalized than most of the other industries and is, thus, 

intricately linked to the world economy and trade. Indian shipping tonnage, which was only 1.92 lakhs 

Gross Tonnage (GT) on the eve of Independence, now stands at 122.32 lakhs GT with 1359 ships as on 

31.10.2017.  

 

INLAND WATERWAYS : 

 Jal Marg Vikas Project (JMVP): 

 Multi Modal Terminal at Varanasi , Sahibganj , And Haldia is being developed . 
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 Development of eight (08) new NWs : Mandovi, Zuari, Camberjua, Barak, Gandak, Rupnarayan, 

Alappuzha-Kottayam-Athirampuzha Canal and Sunderbans National Waterways were 

considered for development during 2017-18. The three NWs of Goa would be developed after 

signing of the MoU between IWAI, Mormugao Port Trust and Captain of the Ports, Govt. of Goa. 

 To improve logistics efficiency, it is proposed to set up a Freight Village and Logistics Hub in 

Varanasi in continuation of the multi-modal terminal under construction as part of the Jal Marg 

Vikas Project. 

 Govt  has  decided to allocate 2.5 per cent of the proceeds of Central Road Fund (CRF) for 

development and maintenance of National Waterways (NWs). 

 

ELECTRIFICATION  

In view of the growing need of the Indian Economy, Government of India has embarked upon a 

massive programme to provide 24x7 power across the country by 2019. After the completion of half 

of its term, the Government has achieved many important milestones in the Power sector. Special 

focus has been given to Rural Electrification, under Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana 

(DDUGJY); and Urban Electrification under Integrated Power Development Scheme (IPDS). The 

schemes have been now oriented towards individual household electrification by March 2019, under 

SAUBHAGYA scheme. 

Several landmark decisions have already been taken in thermal power generation, hydel and more 

importantly in solar, wind and other green energy, besides strengthening of transmission and 

distribution, separation of feeder and metering of power to consumers.  These also include not only 

achievements in capacity addition but also important reforms being undertaken on increasing energy 

efficiency of the present infrastructure and thereby reducing power losses, including increasing 

accountability and transparency by launching Mobile applications and websites like URJA app, 

SAUBHAGYA portal, National Power Portal, MERIT portal etc. 

Deendayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana (DDUGJY) 

 SAuBHaGYa: Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana:Government of India has launched a 

scheme called "Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana (Saubhagya)" in Sep'17 to achieve 

universal household electrification in the country at a total cost of Rs. 16,320 crore including gross 

budgetary support of Rs. 12,320 crores from Government of India. The objective of the scheme is to 

provide last mile connectivity and electricity connections to all households in rural and urban areas. 

Free of cost electricity connections to all remaining un-electrified households with at least one 

deprivation on the basis of SECC data in rural areas and economically poor households in urban areas 

would be given. Others would be charged a sum of Rs. 500 per household in ten equal instalments 

with the bill. It is targeted to achieve universal household electrification in the country by 31st 

March 2019. 

 Integrated Power Development Scheme (IPDS): IPDS Scheme aims to provide quality and reliable 

24x7 power supply in the urban area. 
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 Ujwal Discom Assurance Yojana (UDAY): Ujwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana (UDAY), a scheme for 

financial and operational turnaround of Power Distribution Companies was formulated and launched 

by the Government on 20.11.2015 . The scheme aims to provide permanent solution to legacy of debts 

of approximately Rs.4.3 lakh crores and address potential future losses.  The scheme also envisages 

reform measures in all sectors – generation, transmission, distribution, coal, and energy efficiency. 

Thermal:To reduce the pollution caused by stubble burning, Ministry of power has issued a policy for 

Biomass utilization for power generation through co-firing in pulverized coal fired boilers to reduce 

the pollution. 

 

Mobile applications and websites launched to ensure accountability and transparency: 

URJA (Urban Jyoti Abhiyan) Mobile App-:URJA App offers information on Consumer complaints 

redressal, Release of new service connection, Average number of interruptions faced by consumer, 

Average duration of interruptions faced by consumer, Number of consumers making e-payments, 

Energy lost / power theft i.e. AT&C loss, IT Enablement (Go-live of towns), SCADA Implementation, 

Urban System Strengthening, Feeder Data on National Power Portal, IPDS NIT progress, IPDS Award 

progress. 

SAuBHaGYa Webportal:‘Saubhagya’ Web-Portal – a Platform for transparently monitoring Universal 

Household Electrification – was launched on 16th Nov, 2017. 

National Power Portal:National Power Portal(NPP) – a Centralized Platform for Collation and 

Dissemination of Indian Power Sector Information – was launched on 14th Nov, 2017 and would be a 

single point interface for all Power Sector Apps launched previously by the Ministry. 

Launch of e-Bidding portal for utilization of domestic coal in IPP Power Stations for reducing the 

cost of power generation An e-bidding portal was launched on 5th July 2017 for providing e-Bidding 

solution to States to select Independent Power Producers (IPPs) for procurement of power by 

transferring their domestic coal under the scheme of flexibility in utilization of domestic coal. The e-

Bidding portal has been designed to facilitate States in inviting bids for procurement of power from 

the prospective IPPs in transparent and fair manner. The successful bidder shall be selected through 

e-Reverse Bidding process. 

 

 Energy Conservation: 

 National LED Programme: Launched in 2015  the National LED Programme with the aim of 

promoting use of the most efficient lighting technology at affordable rates. 

 This programme has two components 

 (i) Unnat Jyoti by Affordable LED for All (UJALA) to provide LED bulbs to domestic consumers with a 

target to replace 77 crore incandescent bulbs with LED bulbs and 

 (ii) Street Lighting National Programme (SLNP) to replace 1.34 crore conventional street lights with 

smart and energy efficient LED street lights by March, 2019. 
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EESL has evolved a service model to enable municipalities to replace conventional lights with LEDs at 

no upfront cost. The balance cost is recovered through the municipalities by monetising the energy 

savings. Similarly, for domestic lights, EESL service model enables domestic households to procure 

LED lights at an affordable price of Rs. 10/- each and the balance on easy  instalment  from their 

electricity bill. 

 

 INDUSTRY 

INITIATIVES TO DEVELOP TOURISM  

Achievements: 

 India’s rank in the Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Index (TTCI), 2017 has also shown a 25 

places jump from 2013. Rank of India in TTCI Report of 2017 was 40th as compared to 52nd in 

2015 and 65th in 2013. 

 Foreign Tourist Arrivals (FTAs) during the period January-November 2017 were 90.01 lakh 

with a growth of 15.6% over same period of the previous year, . 

 Foreign Exchange Earnings (FEEs) during the period January-November 2017 were 

Rs.1,60,865 Crore with a growth of 16.9% over same period of previous year.  

 During 2016, the number of domestic tourist visits to the States/UTs was 1613.6 million as 

compared to 1432.0 million in 2015 showing double digit growth of 12.7% in 2016 over 2015. 

Tourism Infrastructure: 

 Theme based circuits are being developed under the Swadesh Darshan Scheme spanning the 

entire country. 

 Holistic development of identified pilgrimage destinations is being undertaken under the 

‘National Mission on Pilgrimage Rejuvenation and Spiritual, Heritage Augmentation Drive’ 

(PRASHAD) Scheme 

Holistic Development of Tourism Sector :  

1) As a step in this direction, Ministry of Tourism has recently launched the ‘Adopt A Heritage’ 

project. Heritage sites are being offered for adoption by the public sector, private sector and 

individuals to become ‘Monument Mitras’ for developing amenities and facilities at these sites 

under this programme. 

2) Creation of ‘Special Tourism Zones’ anchored on Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) in partnership 

with the States was announced in the Budget for 2017-18. Ministry of Tourism has formulated 

the guidelines for implementation of the new scheme in consultation with the State 

Governments and Private Sector and is in the process of completing other formalities before 

launching the scheme. 

3) Paryatan Parv was organized in October, 2017 covering 31 States and Union Territories. The 

main objective of the event was to focus on the benefits of tourism, showcasing the cultural 

diversity of the country and reinforcing the principle of “Tourism for All”. 

4) Ministry of Tourism was designated as the nodal Ministry for the Bharat Parv event organized 

by the Government of India at Red Fort, Delhi from 26th to 31st January 2017, as part of the 

Republic Day Celebrations. The event included a display of Republic Day Parade tableaux, 
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performances by the Armed Forces Bands, Food Festival, Crafts Mela and Cultural Performances 

from different regions of the country. The prime objective of organizing the event was to 

generate a patriotic mood, promote the rich cultural diversity of the country, to ensure wider 

participation of the general public and to popularize the idea of Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat. 

5) Ministry of Tourism launched “Incredible India 2.0 Campaign” which marks a shift from the 

present generic promotions being undertaken across the world, to market specific promotional 

plans and product specific creatives, with greater focus on digital presence and social media. 

The Incredible India 2.0 Campaign is being released in the prime existing markets as well as 

important potential markets. 

6) Facilities and amenities being improved at various trains . 

7) E-Visas being extended to a  many countries  

8) Awareness about the  importance of tourism  

9) Swachh Bharat will create a cleaner India that will improve tourism . 

10) Smart cities will ensure that  the cities have  all the modern facilities for the tourists . 

Level 1 Q) What are the steps taken by the Govt to improve the tourism sector . ?  

 

DEVELOPMENT OF TOURISM IN THE COUNTRY :  

The Ministry of Tourism promotes the diverse tourist attractions of the country which includes the 

large gamut of experiences available in the evening, viz. evening Cruises, Illumination of Monuments, 

Sound and Light Shows, Evening Arti, Night Bazaars, Fairs, etc. 

 

The Ministry under its schemes of Swadesh Darshan-Integrated development of theme based tourist 

circuits and PRASHAD-National Mission on Pilgrimage Rejuvenation and Spiritual, Heritage 

Augmentation Drive provides Central Financial Assistance to the State Governments/UT 

Administrations/Central Agencies for development of tourism infrastructure in the country. 

Thematic circuitsof the Swadesh Darshan scheme .  

They are  

 Coastal Circuit , 

 Spritual Circuit , 

 North Eastern Circuit ,  

 Himalayan Circuit ,  

 Budhist Circuit ,    

 Tribal Circuit ,  

 Wildlife Circuit ,  

 Eco circuit ,  

 Rural Circuit etc .  

The Ministry of Tourism, as part of its on-going activities, annually releases global print, electronic 

and online media campaigns in important and potential markets overseas, under the Incredible India 

brand-line, to promote various tourism destinations and products of the country including Wellness 
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and Wildlife Tourism. The Ministry of Tourism, Government of India has launched the “Incredible 

India 2.0” Campaign .  

The 2.0 Campaign marks a shift from generic promotions being undertaken across the world to 

market specific promotional plans and content creation. Thematic creatives on different Niche 

products have been produced for the Television, Print and Online media. These include Television 

Commercials on Yoga, Medical Tourism, Golf Tourism, Fashion, River Cruises, Cuisine, Wild Life, 

Heritage Sites, etc. 

The share of India’s Foreign Tourist Arrivals (FTAs) in world’s International Tourist Arrivals during 

2016 was 0.71%, whereas the share of India’s International Tourist Arrivals (which includes Foreign 

Tourist Arrivals and arrival of Non Resident Nationals) in world’s International Tourist Arrivals 

during 2016 was 1.18%.Government has targeted to increase India’s share of Foreign Tourist Arrivals 

in world’s International tourist arrivals to 1% by 2020 and increase to 2% by 2025. 

Ministry has launched Social Awareness Media Campaigns with the objective of sensitizing 

stakeholders in the tourism industry as well as the general public about the importance of good 

conduct and behavior towards tourists and to reinforce the spirit of ‘Atithi devo Bhava’.     

Adopt a Heritage Scheme is being implemented to improve the Facilities  at important tourist 

destinations  as this would improve the tourism .  

Safety of the Foreign tourists is being taken care of . The Ministry of Tourism has launched the 24x7 

Toll Free Multi-Lingual Tourist Info-Helpline on the toll free number 1800111363 or on a short code 

1363 in 12 Languages including 10 international languages and in Hindi & English in February 2016, 

for domestic and foreign tourists to provide support service in terms of information relating to Travel 

in India and also offers appropriate guidance to tourists in distress while travelling in India. 

A Welcome card with “Tips to enjoy your stay” is being handed over to foreign tourists on their arrival 

to make the visit of tourists a memorable experience. 

Level 1 Q) What are the various steps taken by the GOI to promote  Tourism in India   ?  

Level 2 Q) Write about the importance of the tourism sector in India ? ( Hint :  Foreign 

exchange earnings ,  largest revenue generator in services , employment potential for the local 

youth and therefore arrests migration etc )  

 

CABINET APPROVES ACCESSION TO WIPO COPYRIGHT TREATY, 1996 AND 

WIPO PERFORMANCE AND PHONOGRAMS TREATY, 1996- 

The approval is a step towards the objective laid in the National Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) 

Policy adopted by the Government on 12thMay 2016 which aims to get value for IPRs through 

commercialization by providing guidance and support to EPR owners about commercial opportunities 

of e-commerce through Internet and mobile platforms. 

Benefits:Meeting the demand of the copyright industries, these treaties will help India: 
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 To enable creative right-holders enjoy the fruit of their labour, through international copyright 

system that can be used to secure a return on the investment made in producing and 

distributing creative works; 

 To facilitate international protection of domestic rights holder by providing them level-playing 

field in other countries as India already extends protection to foreign works through the 

International Copyright order and these treaties will enable Indian right holders to get 

reciprocal protection abroad; 

 To instil confidence and distribute creative works in digital environment with return on 

investment; and 

 To spur business growth and contribute to the development of a vibrant creative economy and 

cultural landscape. 

WIPO Copyright Treaty came in force on March 6, 2002 and has been adopted by 96 contracting 
parties till date and is A Special agreement under Berne Convention (for protection of literary and 
artistic works). It has provisions to extend the protection of copyrights contained therein to the digital 
environment. Further it recognises the rights specific to digital environment, of making work 
available, to address "on-demand" and other interactive modes of access, 

WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty came in force on May 20, 2002 and has 96 contracting 
parties as its members. WPPT deals with rights of two kinds of beneficiaries, particularly in digital 
environment - (i) Performers (actors, singers, musicians etc.) (ii) Producers of Phonograms (Sound 
recordings). The treaty empowers right owners in theit negotiations with new digital platforms and 
distributors. It recognizes moral rights of the performers for the first time & provides exclusive 
economic rights to them. 

Both the treaties provide framework for creators and right owners to use technical tools to protect 
their works and safeguard information about their use i.e. Protection of Technological Protection 
Measures (TPMs) and Rights Management Information (RMI). 

Level 1 Q) What are IPR  , give examples , Write about WIPO ?  

 

 

 GOVT FORMS  SUNIL MEHTA COMMITTEE TO GIVE RECOMMENDATIONS  ON  

FORMATION OF AN ASSET RECONSTRUCTION COMPANY ( ARC) -  

The committee under Sunil Mehta, non-executive chairman of Punjab National Bank (PNB), will make 

recommendations   on setting up of an Asset Reconstruction Company (ARC) or Asset Management 

Company (AMC) for faster resolution of stressed accounts .  

'BAD BANK ' or an asset restructuring/ management company will  deal with the problem of rising 

non-performing assets (NPAs) for Public Sector Unit (PSU) banks in the country. The possibility of a 

bad bank has been debated for quite some time now but this is the first step towards actually 

considering it. 

Also, banks will consider having oversight committees with external experts to help faster decision 

making and resolving stressed accounts in a transparent and speedy manner. 
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The Concept of Bad Bank in India -   

 Technically, a  BAD BANK  is an Asset Reconstruction Company (ARC).  

 Once it is formed, banks divide its assets into two categories -- one with non-performing assets 

and other risky liabilities and the other with healthy assets, which help banks grow financially.  

 Though first pioneered in the US in 1988, the idea of forming a 'bad bank' in India was initially 

floated in January 2017 when the Economic Survey of India suggested setting up a Public 

Sector Asset Rehabilitation Agency (PARA).  

 The central bank RBI, too, came up with a suggestion to form two entities to clean up the bad 

loan problems ailing PSBs -- PAMC (Private Asset Management Company) and NAMC (National 

Assets Management Company). 

 It said PAMC would be formed by roping in banks and global funding companies. This would 

invest in areas where there's a short-term economic viability. 

 It said the NAMC would be formed with the government support, which would invest in bad 

assets with short-term stress but good chances of turnaround and economic benefit. 

Example of Bad Bank : 

Lehman Brothers stunned the interconnected world of high finance, announcing the biggest 

bankruptcy in 2008 . Within three weeks of the Lehman announcement that put more than $600 

billion of assets under write-down risks, the US administration began the Troubled Asset Relief 

Program (TARP), creating perhaps the biggest bad bank to help recover money seemingly sunk into 

the subprime sinkhole. When the programme ended in December 2014, with the world’s biggest 

economy returning to  to a stable growth trajectory, TARP had recovered about $442 billion, earning a 

profit of about $15 billion. 

TARP is a classic precedent – a state-run recovery programme that actually ran its intended course. 

Level 1 Q) Write about BAD  BANK , Why was it news ?  

 

"NATIONAL POLICY ON MARINE FISHERIES, 2017"- 

The "National Policy on Marine Fisheries, 2017", which will guide the development of marine fisheries 

sector for the next 10 years. 

Government of India has notified the 'National Policy on Marine Fisheries, 2017' (NPMF), which 

provides guidance for promoting 'Blue Growth Initiative' which focus on ushering 'Blue Revolution' 

(NeeliKranti) by sustainable utilization of fisheries wealth from the marine and other aquatic 

resources of the country for improving the lives and livelihoods of fishermen and their families. 

Need for the Policy - 

Fish production in India is estimated at 11.4 million tonnes, out of which 68% is registered from 

inland fisheries sector and the remaining 32% from marine sector. It is expected that the indigenous 

fish requirement by 2020 would be 15 million tonnes as against the production of 11.4 million tonnes. 

This gap of 3.62 million tonnes is expected to be made up by Inland Aquaculture and also through 

mariculture. 
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Estimates by scientists say  that the fishery resources of near-shore waters within the 200 meters 

depth zone are either optimally utilized or sometimes over-exploited, which is a matter of serious 

concerns for the livelihood of traditional fishermen .  

Considering the negligible opportunities of additional fish production from the near shore area, the 

government has decided to promote 'marine culture fisheries' and included the sub-components of 

‘Mariculture' under 'Blue Revolution' Scheme. Open sea cage farming is one of the eco-friendly 

farming activities under mariculture which is being practiced in open sea where wave action is less. 

The fishes that are being cultured in cages are high value fishes; hence there is a huge export demand 

for cage cultured fishes. 

The Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries (DADF) had also formulated a 

document on Mission Mariculture - 2022 with the main objective of enhancing fish production from 

marine sector. Accordingly, it had been proposed to promote open sea cage culture activity in all 

maritime States and Union Territories on a priority basis .  

Strategy - 

The overall strategy of the NPMF, 2017 is based on seven pillars, namely sustainable development, 

socio - economic upliftment of fishers, principle of subsidiarity, partnership, inter-generational equity, 

gender justice and precautionary approach. These seven pillars will guide the actions of various 

stakeholders in meeting the vision and mission set for the marine fisheries sector of the country. 

Importance of the Policy – 

It will improve the Livelihood security of the Fishermen , Will arrest migration , will  develop  the 

marine sector  by increase in exports and meeting domestic demands  ,  and help in  increasing  the 

income of the farmers  .  

Level 1 Q) Write about the National  Policy on Marine Fisheries 2017 notified by the govt ?  

 

 

CABINET APPROVES ACCESSION TO WIPO COPYRIGHT TREATY, 1996 AND 

WIPO PERFORMANCE AND PHONOGRAMS TREATY, 1996- 

The approval is a step towards the objective laid in the National Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) 

Policy adopted by the Government on 12thMay 2016 which aims to get value for IPRs through 

commercialization by providing guidance and support to EPR owners about commercial opportunities 

of e-commerce through Internet and mobile platforms. 

Benefits:Meeting the demand of the copyright industries, these treaties will help India: 

 To enable creative right-holders enjoy the fruit of their labour, through international copyright 

system that can be used to secure a return on the investment made in producing and 

distributing creative works; 

 To facilitate international protection of domestic rights holder by providing them level-playing 

field in other countries as India already extends protection to foreign works through the 
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International Copyright order and these treaties will enable Indian right holders to get 

reciprocal protection abroad; 

 To instil confidence and distribute creative works in digital environment with return on 

investment; and 

 To spur business growth and contribute to the development of a vibrant creative economy and 

cultural landscape. 

WIPO Copyright Treaty came in force on March 6, 2002 and has been adopted by 96 contracting 
parties till date and is A Special agreement under Berne Convention (for protection of literary and 
artistic works). It has provisions to extend the protection of copyrights contained therein to the digital 
environment. Further it recognises the rights specific to digital environment, of making work 
available, to address "on-demand" and other interactive modes of access, 

WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty came in force on May 20, 2002 and has 96 contracting 
parties as its members. WPPT deals with rights of two kinds of beneficiaries, particularly in digital 
environment - (i) Performers (actors, singers, musicians etc.) (ii) Producers of Phonograms (Sound 
recordings). The treaty empowers right owners in theit negotiations with new digital platforms and 
distributors. It recognizes moral rights of the performers for the first time & provides exclusive 
economic rights to them. 

Both the treaties provide framework for creators and right owners to use technical tools to protect 
their works and safeguard information about their use i.e. Protection of Technological Protection 
Measures (TPMs) and Rights Management Information (RMI). 

Level 1 Q) What are IPR  , give examples , Write about WIPO ?  

 

 

 

 

 

GI CERTIFICATION FOR FIVE VARIETIES OF INDIAN COFFEE- 

Topic Related To – ( IPR )   

About the news ?  

The Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, 

Government of India has recently awarded Geographical Indication (GI) to five varieties of Indian 

coffee. They are: 

1. Coorg Arabica coffee is grown specifically in the region of Kodagu district in Karnataka. 

2. Wayanaad Robusta coffee is grown specifically in the region of Wayanad district which is 

situated on the eastern portion of Kerala.  

3. Chikmagalur Arabica coffee is grown specifically in the region of Chikmagalur district and it 

is situated in the Deccan plateau, belongs to the Malnad region of Karnataka. 
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4. Araku Valley Arabica coffee can be described as coffee from the hilly tracks of 

Visakhapatnam district of Andhra Pradesh and Odisha region at an elevation of 900-1100 Mt 

MSL. The coffee produce of Araku, by the tribals, follows an organic approach in which they 

emphasise management practices involving substantial use of organic manures, green 

manuring and organic pest management practices.  

5. Bababudangiris Arabica coffee is grown specifically in the birthplace of coffee in India and 

the region is situated in the central portion of Chikmagalur district. Selectively hand-picked 

and processed by natural fermentation, the cup exhibits full body, acidity, mild flavour and 

striking aroma with a note of chocolate. This coffee is also called high grown coffee which 

slowly ripens in the mild climate and thereby the bean acquires a special taste and aroma. 

The Monsooned Malabar Robusta Coffee, a unique specialty coffee from India, was given GI 

certification earlier. 

In India, coffee is cultivated in about 4.54 lakh hectares by 3.66 lakh coffee farmers of which 98% are 

small farmers. Coffee cultivation is mainly done in the Southern States of India:  

 Karnataka – 54% 

 Kerala – 19% 

 Tamil Nadu – 8% 

Coffee is also grown in non-traditional areas like Andhra Pradesh and Odisha (17.2%) and North East 

States (1.8%). 

India is the only country in the world where the entire coffee cultivation is grown under shade, 

hand-picked and sun dried. India produces some of the best coffee in the world, grown by tribal 

farmers in the Western and Eastern Ghats, which are the two major bio-diversity hotspots in the 

world. Indian coffee is highly valued in the world market and sold as premium coffee in Europe.  

The recognition and protection that comes with GI certification will allow the coffee producers of 

India to invest in maintaining the specific qualities of the coffee grown in that particular region. It will 

also enhance the visibility of Indian coffee in the world and allow growers to get maximum price for 

their premium coffee. 

To ensure further integration of the coffee farmers in the market and to ensure that they get a fair 

price for their produce , the Coffee Board has  launched a Blockchain based market place app .  

The pilot project will help integrate the farmers with markets in a transparent manner and lead to 

realisation of fair price for the coffee producer. 

Blockchain based market place app for trading of Indian coffees is intended to bring in transparency 

in the trade of Indian coffee, maintain the traceability of Indian coffee from bean to cup so as the 

consumer tastes real Indian coffee and the grower is paid fairly for his coffee produced. This initiative 

will help in creating a brand image for Indian Coffee through traceability in reducing growers 

dependency an intermediaries by having a direct access to buyers for a fair price for their produce, in 

finding right coffee suppliers for exporters and within the stipulated time to meet the growing 

demands and in building a better trust and long term relationship due to increased visibility towards 

the traceability and transparency of the produce.  

Coffee Board is collaborating with M/s Eka Plus, one of the global leaders in Digital Commodity 

Management platforms for Agriculture for development of Blockchain based marketplace 
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application.Eka Plus have developed the application and a group of 15-20 coffee farmers, exporters, 

roasters, importers and retailers are already registered on the platform from India and abroad. It is 

one of the few coffee block chain processor for coffee  after France and Ethiopia in the world. 

Level 1 Q) Delineate  the Coffee growing areas  in India ? Draw a map showing the areas?  

Level 2 Q) What is the objective of granting GI tag to a product ? Explain ? Name few products 

that you know ?  

Prelims – Coffee Growing areas , GI tag , Products accorded GI tag .  

 

NATIONAL POLICY ON SOFTWARE PRODUCTS – 2019-  

About the Policy – 

The Cabinet approved the National Policy on Software Products - 2019 to develop India as a Software 

Product Nation. 

The Policy aims to help the industry grow at CAGR of 40% to reach $70-80 billion by 2025, while 

creating employment opportunities for 3.5 million people. The policy aims to adopt a shift in strategy 

so that IT products also contribute equitably and significantly to the industry along with IT services .  

Features of the Policy –  

The Policy will lead to the formulation of several schemes, initiatives, projects and measures for the 

development of Software products sector in the country as per the roadmap envisaged . 

The policy has a five dimensional 'mission', one of them being a 10-fold increase in Indian software 

industry's share in the global markets. 

To achive the vision of NPSP-2019, the Policy has the following five Missions: 

1. To promote the creation of a sustainable Indian software product industry, leading to a ten-

fold increase in India share of the Global Software product market by 2025. 

2. To nurture 10,000 technology startups in software product industry, including 1000 such 

technology startups in Tier-II and Tier-III towns & cities and generating direct and in-direct 

employment for 3.5 million people by 2025. 

3. To create a talent pool for software product industry through (i) up-skilling of 1,000,000 IT 

professionals, (ii) motivating 100,000 school and college students and (iii) generating 10,000 

specialized professionals that can provide leadership. 

4. To build a cluster-based innovation driven ecosystem by developing 20 sectoral and 

strategically located software product development clusters having integrated ICT 

infrastructure, marketing, incubation, R&D/testbeds and mentoring support. 

5. In order to evolve and monitor scheme & programmes for the implementation of this policy, 

National Software Products Mission will be set up with participation from Government, 

Academia and Industry. 

Software Product Development Fund –  

A Fund is to be created to promote emerging technology such as Internet of Things, Artificial 

Intelligence, Blockchain, Big Data and robotics. Of this, government contribution will be ₹1,000 crore. 
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Initially, an outlay of Rs 1,500 crore has been made to implement the programmes and schemes 

envisaged under this policy over seven years. The amount is divided between Software Product 

Development Fund (SPDF) and Research and Innovation Fund (RIF) 

Need for the Policy –  

To create a robust software product ecosystem the Government has approved the National Policy on 

Software Products - 2019, which aims to develop India as the global software product hub, driven 

by innovation, improved commercialisation, sustainable Intellectual Property (IP), promoting 

technology startups and specialized skill sets.  

Further, the Policy aims to align with other Government initiatives such as Start-up India, Make in 

India and Digital India, Skill India etc so as to create Indian Software products Industry of USD ~70-80 

billion with direct & indirect employment of ~3.5 million by 2025. 

The Software product ecosystem has the potential to significantly boost revenues and exports in the 

sector, create substantive employment and entrepreneurial opportunities in emerging technologies 

and leverage opportunities available under the Digital India Programme, thus, leading to a boost in 

inclusive and sustainable growth. 

Benefits -  

Presently, total revenue of IT-ITeS industry in India is pegged at about $168 billion (including e-

commerce), with revenue of about $7.1 billion from software product industry, of which $2.3 billion is 

from exports. 

 Apart from creating a robust software ecosystem  . The Policy will lead to software exports further 

and innovation giving a boost to IP . As the world is getting digital India can be a major solutions 

provider . The Policy will drive growth and boost the economy .  

Level 1 Q) “The National Software Products Policy 2019 will further boost start-ups , 

innovation and software exports” , discuss  ?  

Level 2 Q) What are the major service sectors that contribute to the Economy ?  

 

NATIONAL MINERAL POLICY 2019 – 

What is the news about ?  

The Union Cabinet approved the National Mineral Policy 2019. The aim of  the National Mineral Policy 

2019 is to have a more effective, meaningful and implementable policy that brings in further 

transparency, better regulation and enforcement, balanced social and economic growth as well as 

sustainable mining practices . 

Details -  

The National Mineral Policy 2019 includes provisions which will give boost to mining sector such as  

1. introduction of Right of First Refusal for RP/PL holders,  

2. encouraging the private sector to take up exploration,  
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3. auctioning in virgin areas for composite RP cum PL cum ML on revenue share basis,  

4. encouragement of merger and acquisition of mining entities and  

5. transfer of mining leases and creation of dedicated mineral corridors to boost private sector 

mining areas. 

6. The 2019 Policy proposes to grant status of industry to mining activity to boost financing 

of mining for private sector and for acquisitions of mineral assets in other countries by 

private sector 

7. It also mentions that Long term import export policy for mineral will help private sector in 

better planning and stability in business 

8. The Policy also mentions rationalize reserved areas given to PSUs which have not been used 

and to put these areas to auction, which will give more opportunity to private sector for 

participation 

9. The Policy also mentions to make efforts to harmonize taxes, levies & royalty with world 

benchmarks to help private sector 

NMP 2019 aims to attract private investment through incentives while the efforts would be made to 

maintain a database of mineral resources and tenements under mining tenement systems.   The new 

policy focusses on use coastal waterways and inland shipping for evacuation and transportation of 

minerals and encourages dedicated mineral corridors to facilitate the transportation of minerals.  The 

utilization of the district mineral fund for equitable development of project affected persons and 

areas. NMP 2019 proposes a long term export import policy for the mineral sector to provide stability 

and as an incentive for investing in large scale commercial mining activity. 

The 2019 Policy also introduces the concept of Inter-Generational Equity that deals with the well-

being not only of the present generation but also of the generations to come and also proposes to 

constitute an inter-ministerial body to institutionalize the mechanism for ensuring sustainable 

development in mining. 

Level 1 Q) Discuss about the features of the national Mineral Policy 2019 ?  

Level 2 Q) Give an account of the Metallic Minerals resources of India ?  

Prelims – Features of Policy , Mineral Resources of India and World ( in Brief )  

 

FINLAND RANKED HAPPIEST COUNTRY FOR SECOND YEAR, INDIA RANKS 

140TH –  

What is the news about ?  

The UN World Happiness Report- 2019 released says Indians are not as happy in 2019 as they were in 

2018 and the country figures at 140th place, seven spots down from last year. Of the 156 countries 

surveyed, India ranks 140. 

The immediate neighbours of India including Pakistan, Bhutan, Nepal, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka are 

way ahead in the happiness rankings. In this report, Pakistan stands at 67th rank, China at 93, Bhutan 

at 95, Nepal at 100, Bangladesh at 125 and Sri Lanka at 130, leaving India way behind. 

The report was released by the Sustainable Development Solutions Network for the United Nations  

on March 20, which was designated as the World Happiness Day by the UN General Assembly in 
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2012.The report ranks countries on six key variables that support well-being: income, freedom, 

trust, healthy life expectancy, social support and generosity. 

 

According to the report, the overall world happiness has fallen over the past few years, which has 

mostly been fuelled by a sustained drop in India, which came in 140th place this year compared with 

133rd place a year ago. 

Finland has been ranked as the happiest country in the world for the second year in succession. The 

Nordic nation is followed by Denmark, Norway, Iceland and The Netherlands. Pakistan is ranked 67th, 

Bangladesh 125th and China is place at 93rd. People in war-torn South Sudan are the most unhappy 

with their lives, followed by Central African Republic (155), Afghanistan (154), Tanzania (153) and 

Rwanda (152). 

Why is Finland so Happy ?  

The survey, conducted by Gallup, uses a three-year rolling average of survey responses around six 

factors:  

 GDP per capita;  

 social support;  

 life expectancy; 

 freedom to make life choices;  

 generosity; and 

 corruption levels.  

Finland scores well on all factors but particularly strongly on generosity.  

The authors say that helping others makes you feel better, but only if you choose to do it. Almost half 

of Finns donate regularly to charity and almost a third said they had given up time to volunteer for a 

charity in the previous month.  

The Copenhagen-based Happiness Research Institute points out that Finland tops the happiness list 

despite not having the highest GDP of the Nordic countries. It is the country’s social safety net 

combined with personal freedom and a good work-life balance that gives it the edge. 
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The OECD’s Better Life Index suggests that Finland’s sense of wellbeing may also be down to a feeling 

of personal safety in a troubled world. Finns feel good about their environment, sense of community 

and public services and education, but they worry about jobs and housing. 

As if to prove that you cannot buy happiness, the US sits at number 19, one place down from last year. 

Although it has the world’s highest GDP, economist Jeffrey Sachs, one of the report’s authors, said 

worsening health conditions and declines in social trust and trust in government were making 

Americans less happy. 

Any wellbeing benefits from rising incomes in the US were being offset by growing addictions to 

gambling, social media use, video gaming, shopping and consuming unhealthy foods which were 

causing unhappiness and even depression, he said. 

Governments can make you happy- 

The World Happiness Report says countries which improve civic engagement by making their 

government more representative will be happier. Happier populations have higher voter turnout, 

while political division and declining social trust reduce happiness. 

Governments clearly hold the key to their people’s happiness. Tackling corruption, avoiding civil strife 

and improving basic public services are crucial to success. But so too is enabling people to enjoy 

personal freedom and encouraging them to participate in civil society. Money helps, of course, but 

alone it cannot buy you happiness, the report shows. 

What makes India Sad ?  

India is one of five countries with the largest decline in happiness in the last decade; the reason is a 

combination of social, political, and economic stresses. Venezuela, Syria, Botswana, and Yemen are the 

other four with similar sharp declines. 

Freedom of choice, life expectancy, and generosity were not highly reported values in India. Freedom 

House’s 2019 report on India concurs. It ranked the country 75 out of 100 in terms of freedom.The 

constitution guarantees freedom of expression and the new media are vibrant. However, harassment 

and violence against journalists has increased .  

This report also took into account positive and negative developments; some of these were the 

passing the Lokpal Act, the scrapping Section 377, cow lynchings, and the controversial Citizenship 

Bill in Assam. 

Indians reported higher happiness when they reflected on times they have spent money on others 

versus themselves. It also found that digital advancements in India are helping to curb corruption. For 

example, the use of fingerprint and iris recognition technology is allowing the government to directly 

pay Indians on welfare schemes and stop relying on dishonest middlemen. 

Good governance is one of the core variables that this survey is based on. But it works in two ways: 

government determines public happiness by enacting good policy and citizens create happiness by 

electing effective governments. 

Tackling some of the key issues in the 2019 Lok Sabha election could help boost India’s rank on these 

social indexes. Farmers issues , Employment , Equality of opportunity for women , Corruption , Good 
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Governance , Social Security , Safe surroundings , Clean environment and access to resources are some 

of the  issues that might bring changes  .  

Level 1 Q) How does India rank on the Happiness Report recently published ? What are the 

factors that determine this according to the report? Give suggestions of how the country can 

become more happier ?  

Level 2 Q) What does happiness mean to you , when are the times that you feel unhappy in 

personal and public relations ?  

Prelims – about the report .  

 

 

 

 

 

NICE , VIENNA , LOCARNO AGREEMENTS –  

Topic Related To – (IPR , Innovation ) 

The Cabinet Has approved the  proposal for accession of India to  

(i) The Nice Agreement concerning the International classification of Goods and Services 

for the purposes of registration of marks, 

(ii) The Vienna Agreement establishing an International Classification of the figurative 

elements of marks, and 

(iii) The Locarno Agreement establishing an International classification for industrial 

designs. 

Accession to the Nice, Vienna and Locarno Agreements will help the Intellectual Property Office in 

India to harmonise the classification systems for examinational of trademark and design applications, 

in line with the classification systems followed globally. 

It would give an opportunity to include Indian designs, figurative elements and goods in the 

international classification systems. The accession is expected to instill confidence in foreign investors 

in relation to protection of IPs in India. 

Level 1 Q) What is the importance of IPR ?  Prelims – About NICE , WIPO , VIENNA , LOCARNO .  

EXPERT COMMITTEE SUGGESTS RS 9,750 A MONTH AS NATIONAL MINIMUM 

WAGE 

 About the news ?   

The Ministry of Labour and Employment had constituted an expert committee on 17th January 2017, 

under the Chairmanship Dr. Anoop Satpathy to review and recommend methodology for fixation of 
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National Minimum Wage (NMW). The Expert Committee has submitted its report on “Determining the 

Methodology for Fixation of the National Minimum Wage” to the Government of India.  

 

Need for Revision ?  

There have been several developments since the norms for the fixation of the minimum wages were 

recommended by the 15th ILC in 1957 and subsequently strengthened by the judgement of the 

Supreme Court in the judgement of Workmen v Reptakos Brett & Co. case in 1992.  

Central Government constituted an expert committee as per the recommendations of the Central 

Advisory Board (CAB) on Minimum Wages. Hence, the Expert Committee had the mandate to examine 

and review the norms and methodology for fixation of national minimum wage. 

The report using scientific approach has updated the methodological framework of fixation of 

minimum wages based on the overall guidelines of the ILC 1957 and the Supreme Court Judgment of 

Workmen v Reptakos Brett & Co. in 1992. The report has undertaken a rigorous and meticulous 

analysis and has generated a large amount of evidence relating to changes in the demographic 

structure, consumption pattern and nutritional intakes, the composition of food baskets and the 

relative importance of non-food consumption items to address the realities in the Indian context by 

using official data made available by the National Sample Survey Office (NSSO). 

Present Position ?  

The national floor level was last revised by 10 per cent to Rs 176 a day (or Rs 4,576 a month) in July 

2017. This floor is, however, a recommendation from the central government and is not legally 

binding on states. 

The committee's proposal is a departure from the present methodology adopted to compute 

minimum wage. At present, each state can set its minimum wage for various industries, based on daily 

spending estimates for a working class family on 2,700 calories of food per person, 72 yards of 

clothes, minimum housing rent and education, and light and fuel, as prescribed by the Indian Labour 

Conference in 1957. 
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Factors taken into consideration while developing the NMW-  

The committee has drawn the minimum wage estimates at the national and regional levels based on 

an “improved” formula, keeping in mind the likely spending by workers' families on a mixed basket of 

balanced-diet meal and non-food expenditure. 

The committee has  recommended adopting an approach that would focus on a balanced diet rather 

than merely its calorie intake that should not only concentrate on the minimum requirement of 

calories but also on the minimum requirement of protein and fats. 

Using the nutritional requirement norms as recommended by the Indian Council of Medical Research 

(ICMR) for Indian population, the report has recommended a balanced diet approach for fixation of 

national minimum wage. 

 Accordingly, it has proposed that food items amounting to the level of ± 10 per cent of 2,400 calories, 

along with proteins ≥ 50 gm and fats ≥ 30 gm per day per person to constitute a national level 

balanced food basket. 

Further, this report proposes minimum wage should include reasonable expenditure on ‘essential 

non-food items’, such as clothing, fuel and light, house rent, education, medical expenses, footwear 

and transport. 

 NMW proposed -  

On the basis of the aforesaid approach, the report has recommended to fix the need based national 

minimum wage for India at INR 375 per day (or INR 9,750 per month) as of July 2018, 

irrespective of sectors, skills, occupations and rural-urban locations for a family comprising of 3.6 

consumption unit. It has also recommended to introduce an additional house rent allowance (city 

compensatory allowance), averaging up to INR 55 per day i.e., INR 1,430 per month for urban 

workers over and above the NMW. 

Apart from NMW Proposal of Region Specific Minimum Wage –  

 

Apart from proposing the level of a single national minimum wage at an all-India level, the report has 

also estimated and recommended different national minimum wages for different geographical 

regions of the country to suit the local realities and as per socio-economic and labour market contexts. 

For the purpose of estimating national minimum wages at regional levels it has grouped the states 

into five regions based on a composite index and have recommended region specific national 

minimum wages .  
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The socio-economic factors considered to group major states into five categories were state 

income, cost of living, labour market situations, and levels of women’s empowerment. 

The committee has also recommended reviewing the consumption basket every five years, subject to 

the availability of NSSO-CES data, and – within the period of 5 years - revising and updating the basic 

minimum wage at least in line with the consumer price index (CPI) every six months, to reflect 

changes in the cost of living. 

The region-wise minimum monthly wage prescribed by the committee is higher than the current 

minimum monthly level seen in most states. Except Delhi (Rs 13,988) and Andaman and Nicobar 

Islands (Rs 11,366), no state has a minimum wage higher than what has been suggested in the report. 

The committee, however, said states with a higher minimum income than the prescribed rate may not 

be allowed to reduce it. 

However, the proposed minimum wage will remain a prescription for the state governments in 

accordance with the mandate of the existing laws. The labour ministry had proposed a statutory 

minimum wage at state and regional levels through a Code on Wages Bill, which couldn't be passed by 

Parliament under the present government's tenure. 

 

At present, states fix minimum wages for workers based on their skill sets — skilled, semi-

skilled and unskilled. But the committee said a different panel might be set up to recommend skill-

wise wage rates of workers. 

In India, minimum wage across states has wide variations. For instance, it stood at Rs 1,794 a month 

in Arunachal Pradesh and Telangana but at Rs 8,476 in Haryana and Rs 9,100 in Chandigarh, as of 

November 2018. 

The states that currently have lower wage rates than the national minimum wage may start by fixing a 

NMW that is equal to the NMW average for the region to which they belong. 

Conclusion -  

If implemented, it will put in place a national floor price and states won't be able to pay less than that. 

However, they can pay more.States currently decide on minimum wages after taking into account 

several factors, including the sector of work. A national floor price has been the demand for years 

from workers and workers unions. 

Level 1 Q) Enumerate the highlights of the recommendations of the Anoop Sathapathy 

Committee on National Minimum Wage ?  
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GOVERNMENT LIBERALIZES THE E-VISA REGIME MAKING IT MORE TOURIST 

FRIENDLY 

What is the news about ?  

The e-Tourist Visa which was introduced in September 2014 with 46 countries has now been made 

applicable for 166 countries. Recently, government has made series of amendments in e-visa regime, 

liberalizing it further and making it more tourist friendly. Besides tourist and business e-visas, there 

are three more categories including medical, medical attendant and conference.  

 The Ministry of Tourism has been working very closely with Ministry of Home Affairs for easing of the 

Visa Regime in the country over a period of time. 

According to the latest statistics available on the website of tourism ministry, during January-

November 2018, a total of 20,61,511 tourist arrived on e-Tourist Visa as compared to 14,56,615 

during January-November 2017, registering a growth of 41.5%. 

Highlights –  

 The government has decided to increase the validity of e-tourist and e- business visas from 60 

days to one year with multiple entries. 

 It has also been decided to remove the restriction that a foreigner can be allowed e visa for a 

maximum of three times in a calendar year .  

 On e-tourist visa, continuous stay during each visit shall not exceed 90 days in case of nationals 

eligible for grant of e-visa except US, UK, Japan and Canada. 

 In case of nationals of US, UK, Japan and Canada, continuous stay during each visit should not 

exceed 180 days. In all cases no registration will be required. On e-business visa, continuous 

stay during each visit should not exceed 180 days in case of nationals of all countries who are 

eligible for grant of e-visa and no registration will be required if the stay is for less than 180 

days. 

Level 1 Q) Discuss about the Tourism Sector in India and its importance to the contribution to 

the GDP in the Country ?  

Prelims – Various Tourist places Clubed with history and Geography , UNESCO sites , 

Programmes of the Ministry of Tourism .  

 

1ST REGIONAL MARITIME SAFETY CONFERENCE ( MUMBAI )  – 

The inaugural edition is being organised by the National Maritime Foundation (NMF) in coordination 

with the Ministry of Shipping and the Ministry of External Affairs. 

Safeguarding the shores and promoting India-Asean trade along the sea route would be the theme for 

the country’s maiden ‘Regional Maritime-Safety Conference’.  
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The conference will address a range of issues that affect regional maritime safety, including transport 

safety, maritime law, ship building, transportation of hazardous goods, marine oil spill, pollution and 

environmental safety. 

Importance of Maritime Trade –  

The UNCTAD’s ‘2017 Review Report’ confirms that global merchandise trade conducted via the 

seas has been on the rise since 1975. 

Today, over 80 per cent of global trade by volume and 70 per cent by value is conducted via the 

maritime space. In the Indian context, 95 per cent of trade by volume and 77 per cent by value flows 

on the sea. Maritime transport provides unparalleled cost effectiveness, which is why it is the 

preferred choice for transportation of bulk commodities such as oil and coal, among others. 

A research report by the American Geophysical Union, published in the magazine ‘Science’, noted that 

maritime traffic increased four-fold over the past 20 years. 

Using satellite data to estimate the number of vessels transiting the oceans annually, it states that 

between the years 1992 and 2012, the number of ships traversing the oceans has grown by 60 per 

cent. 

Of particular interest is the study’s assertion that during the same period, ship-traffic along the Indian 

Ocean grew by more than 300 per cent. 

The volume of maritime traffic to be found within the India-ASEAN sub-region is already very dense. 

For instance, the Straits of Malacca-and-Singapore alone account for about 90,000 ship movements 

every year. And, a security beef up could help in boosting trade and martime connectivity. 

This is also the period when piracy increased in the region (initially off the Straits of Malacca, and 

subsequently, off the coast of Somalia). Despite the immense spurt in piracy, the growth of maritime 

traffic continues unabated. 

Maritime trade is very important for India, which has a coastline nearly 7,517  km long and that India 

has been engaging very actively with ASEAN countries in the maritime sector. The concept of 

SAGARMALA – port-led development in the region – has given a special impetus to maritime trade and 

commerce. 

Keeping the importance of maritime trade in mind there is a need of greater interaction  between 

Indian Ocean  Rim Association , Indian Ocean Naval Symposium , ASEAN , East Asia Summit  and 

Western Pacific  Naval Symposium .  

Level 1 Q) Discuss about India’s Foreign trade and Important Items of Export and Import ? 

Briefly discuss India’s Foreign Trade policy ?  

Level 2 Q) Examine the importance of the Indian Ocean to India ?  

 

POLICY TO PROMOTE MAKE IN INDIA INITIATIVE AND INCENTIVISE SHIP-

BUILDING ACTIVITY IN THE COUNTRY 
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What is the news about ?  

In order to promote Make in India initiative and to boost the Ship Buidling Sector in the Country the 

government launched a new a policy .  

In a big step to promote Make in India initiative and incentivise ship-building activity in the country, 

Ministry of Shipping has revised its guidelines for chartering of ships by providing Right of First 

Refusal( RoFR) to ships built in India. Ships built in the country will now get priority in chartering 

under a new policy .  

Henceforth, whenever a tendering process is undertaken to charter a vessel, a bidder offering an 

indigenously-built ship will be given the first priority to match the lowest bidder quote .  It is expected 

that the priority given to ships built in India will raise the demand for such vessels, providing them 

with additional market access and business support. 

Prior to the revision of the guidelines, the RoFR was reserved for Indian flag vessels as per the 

relevant provisions of Merchant Shipping Act, 1958. The existing licensing conditions have been 

reviewed in consonance with India's policy of promoting Make in India initiative .  

The review is also in line with the need to give a long term strategic boost to the domestic 

shipbuilding industry. 

The government has taken several steps to promote shipbuilding in India, especially by 

providing long-term subsidy under the Shipbuilding Financial Assistance Policy (2016-2026). 

Budgetary provision of ₹30 crore was earmarked in 2018-19 for providing financial assistance to all 

Indian shipyards, excluding Defence Shipyards. 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL IP INDEX INDIA RISES 36TH PLACE –  

What is the news about ?  

India jump eight places to 36th position on the International Intellectual Property (IP) Index, the 

highest gain for any country this year. Recognition of international standards of copyright protection 

and incentives for intellectual property have helped  India achieve this .  

In Detail -  

 India's overall score has also increased substantially from 30.07% (12.03 out of 40) in the 

previous edition to 36.04% (16.22 out of 45) in the present edition.  

 India's eight-point jump in 2019 from 44th position in 2018 is the highest increase among 50 

nations mapped by the index. 

 The US, the UK, Sweden, France and Germany remained the top five economies on the 

intellectual property index in 2019 retaining their spots from the last year. 

 The improvement reflects important reforms implemented by Indian policymakers towards 

building and sustaining an innovation ecosystem for domestic entrepreneurs and foreign 

investors alike . 
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 In the first edition of the report in 2014, which is prepared by Global Innovation Policy Center 

(GIPC) of the US Chambers of Commerce, India had ranked last in the ranking of 25 countries. 

 In 2017, India ranked 43 out of 45 countries. In the last two years, US Chambers of Commerce 

has increased its comparative study to 50 economies, contributing over 90 per cent of the 

global Gross Domestic Product. 

 Neighbouring Pakistan is at 47th spot with 12 points and Venezuela is at the last place with 

7.11 points. 

Report sites reforms that helped India achieve this -  

The report said that the rise in India's ranking is a result of specific reforms that better align India's IP 

environment with the international IP system, including its accession to the World Intellectual 

Property Organization (WIPO) Internet Treaties, the agreement to initiate a Patent Prosecution 

Highway (PPH) with Japan, a dedicated set of IP incentives for small businesses, and administrative 

reforms to address the patent backlog. India also invested considerable energy into reducing 

pendency rates for patent and trademark applications .  

For patents, this has been seen in a significant decrease in pending applications, from over 200,000 in 

March 2017 to around 155,000 by the end of June 2018. For trademarks, there is a backlog of over 

450,000 applications. 

Challenges that India still needs to deal with -  

Among the weaknesses, the index has cited barriers to licensing and technology transfer, including 

strict registration norms, limited framework for the protection of biopharmaceutical IP rights, 

patentability ruless outside international standards, lengthy pre-grant opposition proceedings and 

previously used compulsory licensing for commercial and non-emergency situations as key hurdles.  

 

As the world's fastest growing major economy undertakes steps to improve its innovation ecosystem, 

it can empower the next generation of Indian innovators, unleash the creation of 21st century content, 

and transition itself into a true knowledge-based economy, the Index said .  

About the Index –  

The index, which analyses the IP climate in 50 global economies, is brought out by the US Chamber of 

Commerce's Global Innovation Policy Center (GIPC)  . The index ranks countries based on 45 

indicators.  

The Index is like a  IP report card for the world and a blueprint for policy-makers in countries like 

India that wish to bolster economic growth and jobs, innovation, and creativity. 
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This time, the index included four new indicators on commercialisation of IP assets and market access 

that shed light on factors that either disrupt or facilitate technology transfer in global markets, such as 

barriers to technology transfer, registration and disclosure requirements of licensing deals, direct 

government intervention in setting licensing terms and tax incentives for the creation of IP assets. 

What is Intellectual Property – 

  

Intellectual property rights are the rights given to persons over the creations of their minds.  They 

include inventions like ; literary and artistic works; and symbols, names and images used in 

commerce. The IP rights are included in the Universal  Declaration of Human Rights .  
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Level 1 Q) Explain about IPR , enumerate the various types of IP , explain the importance and 

its use to the society ?  

Level 2 Q) The Innovation Index ranked India 36th , there has been a progressive improvement 

in India’s ranking , what steps did India take ?  

Level 3 Q) Write about WIPO , it is an organisation that ensures that the rights of creators and 

owners are protected , discuss  ?  

 

 

WIPO – ( WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANISATION )  

Established in 1970, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) is an international 

organization dedicated to helping ensure that the rights of creators and owners of intellectual 

property are protected worldwide, and that inventors and authors are therefore recognized and 

rewarded for their ingenuity. It is one of the Specialised Agencies of the UN .  

 

62% OF SEZS ARE OPERATIONAL AND HAVE CREATED 20 LAKH JOBS- 
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What is the news about ?  

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry data show that 230 out of the 373 Special Economic Zones 

(SEZs) in India are operational and have provided employment to as many as 20 lakh people. 

In Chhattisgarh, Odisha, Punjab and Chandigarh all approved SEZs are operational while among four 

States which have more than 50 approved SEZs, Tamil Nadu tops the chart of operational SEZs with 

75 per cent of its SEZs functioning without any hitch. Tamil Nadu has 52 SEZs of which 39 are 

operational. 

In Telangana, which has 57 — the highest number of notified SEZs — only 29 are operational. 

Karnataka and Maharashtra have 51 SEZs each of which 31 and 30 respectively are operational. 

Kerala, West Bengal, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh are the States where more than 70 per cent SEZs 

are functioning. Not a single SEZ is operational in the four States of Goa, Nagaland, Jharkhand and 

Manipur while 71 per cent SEZs in Haryana and 60 per cent in Rajasthan are defunct. 

As many as 239 (64 per cent) SEZs are located in five States including Telangana, Tamil Nadu, 

Maharashtra, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh.  

Employment generation through all SEZs across India was 15,91,381 in 2015 -16. Calculated on a 

cumulative basis, employment through SEZs is 19,96,610 in 2018-2019. Exports in the manufacturing 

sector from SEZs during the last four years is over ₹8 lakh crore,  according to the Ministry of 

Commerce and Industry . 

In addition to 7 Central Government SEZs and 11 State/Private Sector SEZs set-up prior to the 

enactment of the SEZs Act, 2005, approvals have been accorded to 420 proposals for setting up of 

SEZs, of which 355 have been notified.  

SEZs being set up under the SEZs Act, 2005 and SEZs Rules, 2006 are primarily private investment 

driven. No funds are sanctioned by the Central Government for setting up of SEZ. However, the fiscal 

concessions and duty benefits have been allowed to developers/units as per the SEZs Act, 2005 and 

Rules thereunder. 

The government had constituted a Group under the Chairmanship of Baba Kalyani, Chairman, 

Bharat Forge, to study the Special Economic Zone (SEZ) Policy of India. The Group, which 

submitted its report in November recommended a framework shift from export growth to 

broad-based Employment and Economic Growth (Employment and Economic Enclaves-3Es) 

and formulation of separate rules and procedures for manufacturing and service SEZs. 

More SEZ’s are located in the south . Tamil Nadu has the highest numbers of  SEZ’s in the country 

followed by Karnataka , Southern states account for 60% of the operational SEZ’s .  

Predominant Services in the SEZ’s – 54% cater of IT services 4.8 % Pharmaceuticals , 6.1% Electronic 

Hardware , 6.5% Engineering  and others 28.6% .  

Level 1 Q) Examine the SEZ Policy of the Government ?  
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WHAT IS A START-UP  

 Upto a period of seven years from the date of incorporation/registration, if it is incorporated as 

a private limited company (as defined in the Companies Act, 2013) or registered as a 

partnership firm (registered under section 59 of the Partnership Act, 1932) or a limited 

liability partnership (under the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008) in India. In the case of 

Startups in the biotechnology sector, the period shall be upto ten years from the date of its 

incorporation and registration. 

 Turnover of the entity for any of the financial years since incorporation/ registration has not 

exceeded Rs. 25 crore 

 Entity is working towards innovation, development or improvement of products or processes 

or services, or if it is a scalable business model with a high potential of employment generation 

or wealth creation. 

 

DPIIT LAUNCHES SECOND EDITION OF STATES’  RANKING ON STARTUP 

INITIATIVES 

What is the news about ?  

 

After the successful first edition of States’ Startup Ranking in 2018, where 27 States and 3 Union 

Territories participated, Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT)  released 

second edition of Startup Ranking for 2019.  

Background -  

Three new tools for States and Union Territories for ranking of startups in the country was launched 

by Union Minister of Commerce and Industry in Feb 2018 .  

The tools are:  

 the  Startup Ranking Framework,  

 the Compendium of Good Practices for Promoting Startups in India and  

 the Startup India Kit.  

These will act as catalysts to help the Startup India initiative to drive India’s economic growth. 
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 India is home to about 20,000 startups, with about 1,400 beginning operations every year. They are 

not only driving economic growth but also leading to technological innovations and employment 

generation in every state. Entrepreneurs are introducing new solutions everyday and also improving 

existing processes. To encourage and help statrups the Govt of India has taken the lead in creating 

policies and a framework. !8 States and UTs have a startup focussed environment with ease of doing 

business for startups. 

 The key objective of the Startup States and UTs Ranking Framework is to encourage States and UTs to 

take proactive steps towards strengthening the Startup ecosystems at the local level. The Ranking 

Framework will  measure the impact of each step initiated at the local level for building a strong 

Startup ecosystem. The Ranking Framework will also enable contnuous learning through the 

dissemination of good practices. 

 

What is the aim of the Start – Up  Ranking Framework -  

The Startup Ranking framework aims to rank the States/UTs for establishing a robust ecosystem for 

supporting Startups. The framework also encourages States and UTs to identify, learn and replicate 

good practices from each other. 

The Ranking Framework 2019 comprises of 7 pillars and 30 action points. The pillars will assess 

States’/UTs efforts across  
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1. institutional support, 

2. simplifying regulations,  

3. easing public procurement,  

4. incubation support, 

5. seed funding support,  

6. venture funding support and awareness and 

7. outreach related activities.  

The ranking exercise aims to evaluate measures taken by States/UTs during the assessment period 

from May 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019. 

Importance of the  Framework -  

The launch of the ranking framework in 2018 galvanized the States/UTs into action, thereby giving 

impetus to the Startup movement across the country. Till date, 25 States and UTs have launched their 

dedicated Startup policies to incentivize Startups in their jurisdiction.  

The Startup Ranking 2019 is expected to take forward the Startup ecosystem in the country and give 

impetus to the vision of India becoming a Startup Nation. 

Level 1 Q) What is the Startup Ranking Framework about , Explain ?  

Level 2 Q) India seeks to be job provider and not a seeker, what are the steps taken to improve 

the startup ecosystem in the country ?  

 

MANUFACTURING SECTOR  

 

 STEPS TO DEVELOP THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR OF THE INDIAN 

ECONOMY –  

 The growth of manufacturing sector as measured by the Index of Industrial Production (IIP) with base 

year 2011-12, has been consistently increasing over the past three years and the current year. 

 The Make in India initiative was launched in 2014, which aims at promoting India as an important 

investment destination and a global hub in manufacturing, design and innovation. As a part of the 

Make In India initiative steps are being taken by the government to provide a conducive environment 

for the investors to come and invest in India also infrastructure requirements too are being developed  

. 

 Several steps to boost domestic manufacturing are being taken as part of schemes such as Start-up 

India, Ease of Doing Business, Modified Industrial Infrastructure Upgradation Scheme, Business 

Reform Action Plan and Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Policy.  

 Further, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) policy and procedures have been simplified and liberalized 

progressively.The Government has notified North East Industrial Development scheme (NEIDS) to 

continue benefits for the industrial units in North Eastern Region and Industrial Development 

Schemes for J&K, Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand. 

 Industrial corrridors are being developed in various states like the Amritsar Kolkata Industrial 

Corridor (AKIC) Project planned by the Government of India covers seven States including Punjab. 

Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor , Etc  
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 National Industrial Manufacturing  Zones on the Lines of SEZs - (NIMZs) are one of the important 

instruments of National Manufacturing Policy, 2011.  NIMZs are envisaged as large areas of 

developed land with the requisite eco-system for promoting world class manufacturing 

activity. So far, three NIMZs namely Prakasam (Andhra Pradesh), Sangareddy (Telangana) and 

Kalinganagar (Odisha) have been accorded final approval and 13 NIMZs have been accorded in-

principle approval. Besides these, eight Investment Regions along the Delhi Mumbai Industrial 

Corridor (DMIC) project have also been declared as NIMZs. 

 The main objective of Special Economic Zones is promotion of exports, while NIMZs are based on the 

principle of industrial growth in partnership with States and focuses on manufacturing growth and 

employment generation. 

 North East Industrial Development Scheme (NEIDS), 2017 covers eligible industrial units in the 

manufacturing and service sectors Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, 

Nagaland, Tripura and Sikkim to promote industrialization and boost employment and income 

generation. The Scheme is valid from  upto 2022.  The total approved outlay of NEIDS is Rs. 3000 . 

 Business Reform Action Plan  achieves the aim of Ease of Doing business , wherein the endeavor is 

to make the processes simpler and transparent, reduce the timelines for various regulatory approvals 

and eliminate physical interface between the department and the business with the ultimate aim of 

increasing investments in the States and Union Territories (UTs). As a result of the Business Reform 

Action Plan Exercise 2017-18: 

 19 State/UTs - Established specialized Commercial Courts in major towns/clusters in the State  

 22 State/UTs - Reduced the number of documents required for obtaining electricity connection 

to only 2 as against 16 in 2016  

 21 State/UTs- Designed and implemented online Single Window System with functionality for 

online application submission, payment and approvals  

 12 State/UTs - Created online single window system for uploading building plans and 

providing construction permits  

 21 State/UTs -Digitized land transaction deeds of last 2 years at all sub-registrar office 
 Various  Engineering Clustershave been established under the Industrial Infrastructure 

Upgradation Scheme (IIUS) . The objective of the Industrial Infrastructure Upgradation 

Scheme is to enhance competitiveness of the industries by providing quality infrastructure 

through public-private partnership in selected clusters. 

 

 

 

 

 MADRAS COURT BANS ONLINE SALE OF MEDICINES  UNTIL THE 

GOVERNMENT ISSUES RULES REGULATING THEM –  

About the new –  

The Madras HC has issued a blanket ban on the online sale of drugs till the Central govt issues rules 

regulating them . Also the deadline for the notification is Jan 31 2019 . The courts order came after the 

TN Chemists and Drugs Association submitted a  plea .  
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There were concerns about the genuineness of the drugs sold online . The Association contented that 

the online stores selling the drugs might not be licensed and it would be risky for the customers as 

they may be fake , expired , unapproved , contaminated or unsafe which would risk the life of the 

users .  

The law of Pharmacies in India is derived from the Drugs and Cosmetics Act 1940 , Drugs and 

Cosmetics Rules 1945 , and the Pharmacy Act 1948 . These laws were written prior to the usage of 

computers  and may not have concrete laws or rules for the online  sale of medicines . 

Thus the online stores have been banned from sale of medicines online until the rules were framed for 

regulating their sale .  

Level 1 Q) Write about the e-commerce sector in India ?  

 

GDP BACK SERIES !!!!!!  ,                WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT –  

About the News –  

The Government  at the Centre and the Opposition parties are fighting over a set of numbers  

regarding the GDP growth rate , which is not just economic data but has the potential to be used as a 

potent weapon in the Lok Sabha polls next year.  

The government issued revised GDP data for the 2005-12 fiscal years that lowered growth under the 

previous Congress-led UPA( which is  in Opposition now )  . These numbers are  in contrast with 

recalculated numbers that had been released in August 2018 .  

Background :  

In January 2015, the government moved to a new base year of 2011-12 from the earlier base year of 

2004-05 for national accounts on the recommendations of the National Statistical Commission - . The 

base year of national accounts had been revised earlier in January 2010. 

 In the new series, the Central Statistics Office (CSO) did away with Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at 

factor cost, and adopted the international practice of valuing industry-wise estimates as Gross Value 

Added (GVA) at basic prices. 

Base year is carefully selected because of the impact it has on the numbers and the year chosen is 

usually one in which no serious anomaly was present.  

The new series includes corporate information from the MCA21 database of the Ministry of Corporate 

Affairs  apart from the Data of the IIP( Index of Industrial  Production ) and the Annual Survey of 

Industries ( ASI ) .  the inclusion of data from the MCA21 means a more comprehensive inclusion of 

corporate data in GDP numbers. It also helps improve accuracy, particularly for the services sector, 

which accounts for about 60 per cent of GDP.  

Why is base year changed?  

Change of base year to calculate GDP is done in line with the global exercise to capture economic 

information accurately. Ideally, the base year should be changed after every five years to capture the 

changing economy. GDP based on 2004-05 did not reflect current economic situation correctly. The 
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new series is also compliant with the United Nations guidelines in System of National Accounts-2008.  

It has  better estimates of the unorganised sector from 2010-11 National Sample Survey on 

unincorporated enterprises and data on sales and service taxes.  

What is GDP back series?  

After the base year is changed, the GDP in previous years is revised according to the new base year for 

a fair comparison. The back series that the government released  adjusts GDP numbers for fiscal years 

2005-12 using new methodology with FY12 as the base year.  

Methods of Estimation of the Back Series –  

Back series can be generated in three ways, the Committee on Real Sector Statistics said   

 one, based on the new GDP methodology by using the base data wherever available; 

 two, based on a production shift approach; and  

 three, by projecting the old series using the base year 2004-05 forward, and then adjusting it to 

the 2011-12 base by comparing with the new series. 

What are the changes that have been seen  in  the GDP back series ?  

NOTE – This data is the point of controversy as a Report released in August 2018 after the  

changing in the Base year showed higher growth rate during the UPA regime , but the data that 

was recently released scales down the growth rate during the UPA regime . 

The back series shows that GDP growth in the UPA years was slower with the peak of 10.3% in FY11 

— now scaled back to 8.5%. According to the back series, the four years of the current government 

show higher average growth than that achieved during the UPA years. The average growth for the 

UPA years after the back-series revision for FY06 to FY12 declines to 6.82% from 7.75% earlier, well 

below the 7.35% clocked during the four years of the present government.  

Why  is the Opposition criticising the numbers  ?  

The reason why opponents have criticised this GDP revision methodology is another such attempt 

carried out in August this year. The August recalibration had thrown up different numbers, showing 

the previous UPA governments doing better than the present NDA government.  

The August 2018  numbers had been calculated by the Sudipto Mundle committee set up by the 

National Statistical Commission. That recalculation bumped up growth during the UPA years based on 

the so-called production-shift method. The report showed growth rate being faster  during the UPA 

rule and the UPA claiming it performed better .  

The Opposition also finds the involvement of the NITI  AYOG in the GDP numbers strange .  

What  does the Govt say ?  

The government says that the August numbers — which had  showed high  growth during the UPA 

regime — were not actual but experimental. It says the GDP back series issued by the the Sudipto 

Mundle committee amounted to “experimental results” meant to facilitate a decision on the approach 

to be  used  and were not official estimates.  

Political implications  
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When GDP back series numbers calculated by the Sudipto Mundle committee came out in August 2018 

, the report bought cheers to the  Congress leaders  .  However, the final numbers released  show the 

opposite. These numbers will certainly become a potent political weapon for the BJP which can claim 

it had performed better on the economic front than the previous UPA government .  

 

UNDERSTANDING  GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT ( GDP )  – 

Domestic Income vs National income –  

The sum total of value added by all production units within domestic territory of a country is called 

domestic product. Both residents and non-residents render factor services to these units. Therefore, 

the income generated in these units is shared by both the residents and non-residents as their factor 

income. To get contribution of only normal residents (or their factor income earned within the 

Accounting domestic territory) we have to deduct the factor payments made to the nonresidents. 

These factor payments are known as factor payments made to the rest of the world. 

The residents, in addition to their factor services to the production units located in the economic 

territory of a country, also provide factor services to the production units outside the economic 

territory i.e., to the rest of the world (ROW). In return for these services they receive factor incomes 

from the rest of the world. 

Thus, National income is the sum total of factor incomes earned by the normal residents of a country 

within and outside the economic territory. Therefore,  

National Income = Domestic Income + Factor income received from ROW – Factor payments made to 

ROW.  

Net Factor Income from ROW : It is the difference between factor income 's received from ROW and 

factor payments made to ROW.  

National Income/Product = Domestic Income/product + Net factor income form abroad 

Accordingly, 

(i) Gross Domestic Product at market price + Net factor income from abroad = Gross National 

Product at market price.  

(ii) (ii) Net Domestic Product at market price + Net factor income from abroad = Net National 

Product at market price.  

(iii) (iii) Net Domestic Product at Factor cost + Net factor income from abroad = Net National 

Product at factor cost. It is Net National Product at factor cost which is called National 

Income of a country. 

National Income and its aggregates –  

After understanding the related concepts of national income you can easily understand the, meaning 

of national income and its related aggregates. The related aggregates of national income are  

(i) Gross Domestic Product at Market price (GDPMP)  

(ii) Gross Domestic Product at Factor Cost (GDPFC)  

(iii) Net Domestic Product at Market Price (NDPMP)  

(iv) Net Domestic Product at FC or (NDPFC)  
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(v) Net National Product at FC or National Income (NNPFC)  

(vi)  Gross National Product at FC (GNPFC)  

(vii)  Net National. Product at MP (NNPMP)  

(viii) Gross National Product at MP (GNPMP) 

(i)Gross Domestic Product at Market Price : It is the money value of all the final goods and services 

produced within the domestic territory of a country during an accounting year.  

 GDPMP = Net domestic product at FC (NDPFC) + Depreciation + Net Indirect tax. 

(ii) Gross Domestic Product at FC : It is the value of all final goods and services produced within 

domestic territory of a country which does not include net indirect tax.  

GDPFC = GDPMP – Indirect tax + Subsidy or GDPFC = GDPMP – NIT  

(iii)Net Domestic Product at Market Price : It is the money value of all final goods and services 

produced within domestic territory of a country during an accounting year and does not include 

depreciation.  

NDPMP = GDPMP – Depreciation 

 

(iv)Net Domestic Product at FC : It is the value of all final goods and services which does not include 

depreciation charges and net indirect tax. Thus it is equal to the sum of all factor incomes 

(compensation of employees, rent, interest, profit and mixed income of self employed) generated in 

the domestic territory of the country.  

NDPFC = GDP at MP – Depreciation – Indirect tax + Subsidy 

(v) Net National Product at FC (National Income) : It is the sum total of factor incomes (compensation 

of employees + rent + interest + profit) earned by normal residents of a country in an accounting year 

or NNPFC = NDPFC + Factor income earned by normal residents from ROW factor payments made to 

ROW. 

(vi)Gross National Product at FC = It is the sum total of factor incomes earned by normal residents of a 

country along with depreciation, during an accounting year. GNPFC = NNPFC + Depreciation 

(vii) Net National Product at MP : It is the sum total of factor incomes earned by the normal residents 

of a country during an accounting year including net indirect taxes.  

NNP MP = NNPFC + Indirect tax – Subsidy 

(viii) Gross National Product at MP : It is the sum total of factor incomes earned by normal residents of 

a country during an accounting year including depreciation and net indirect taxes. GNPMP = NNPFC + 

Dep + NIT 

GDP is the most commonly used measure of economic activity and serves as a good indicator to track 

the economic health of a country. It can be measured by three methods, namely,  

1. Output Method: This measures the monetary or market value of all the goods and services 

produced within the borders of the country. In order to avoid a distorted measure of GDP due to price 

level changes, GDP at constant prices o real GDP is computed.  
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GDP (as per output method) = Real GDP (GDP at constant prices) – Taxes + Subsidies.  

2. Expenditure Method: This measures the total expenditure incurred by all entities on goods and 

services within the domestic boundaries of a country. 

 GDP (as per expenditure method) = C + I + G + (X-IM) C: Consumption expenditure, I: Investment 

expenditure, G: Government spending and (X-IM): Exports minus imports, that is, net exports.  

3. Income Method: It measures the total income earned by the factors of production, that is, labour 

and capital within the domestic boundaries of a country. 

 GDP (as per income method) = GDP at factor cost + Taxes – Subsidies. 

GDP at market prices = GDP at factor cost + Indirect Taxes – Subsidies 

Real GDP vs. Nominal GDP 

When the money value of goods and services included in GDP is estimated on the prices of current 

year, it is called GDP at current prices or nominal GDP. Here current prices mean the prices of the 

year of which GDP is estimated. For example, for estimating GDP for the year 2012-13 if we use the 

prices prevailing in the year 2012-13, we shall get nominal GDP. 

On the other hand, when the value of goods and services included in GDP is estimated on the prices of 

base year, we get GDP at constant prices or real GDP. Increase in real GDP implies increase in the 

production of goods and services. Therefore, the calculation of GDP at constant prices or real GDP 

gives us the correct picture of the economic performance of an economy.  

Level 1 Q) What  is National Income and how is it measured ?  

CENTRE TIGHTENS THE RULES FOR ONLINE SELLING –  

About the new –  

The government said e-commerce companies would be barred from selling products sourced from 

firms in which they have stake in or control over. The decision comes in the backdrop of several 

complaints by traditional retail stores alleging heavy discounts by online retailers to consumers are 

hurting their businesses. 

Analysis -  

The new norms are seen as ending Predatory Pricing and indiscriminate discounts. At present, 100 

per cent FDI under automatic route is permitted in Marketplace Model of e-commerce, where the e-

tailer is not allowed to own goods to be sold on their platform. FDI is not permitted in Inventory 

Model e-commerce. 

The Inventory-based Model of e-commerce is when the inventory of goods and services is owned 

by the e-commerce entity and sold to consumers directly. The Marketplace Model is when an e-

commerce company simply provides an information technology platform in order to act as a 

facilitator between the buyer and the seller.  
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Such an ownership or control over the inventory will render the business into inventory-based model. 

Inventory of a vendor will be deemed to be controlled by e-commerce marketplace entity if more than 

25% of purchases of such vendor are from the marketplace entity or its group companies. 

“An entity having equity participation by e-commerce marketplace entity or its group companies, or 

having control on its inventory by e-commerce marketplace entity or its group companies, will not be 

permitted to sell its products on the platform run by such marketplace entity,” the commerce ministry 

said in a statement. 

The new regulations follow complaints from Indian retailers and traders, who say the giant e-

commerce companies are using their control over inventory from their affiliates, and through 

exclusive sales agreements, to create an unfair marketplace that allows them to sell some products at 

very low prices. 

The All India Online Vendors Association (AIOVA) in October filed a petition with the anti-trust body 

Competition Commission of India (CCI) alleging that Amazon favours merchants that it partly owns, 

such as Cloudtail and Appario. The lobby group filed a similar petition against Flipkart in May, alleging 

violation of competition rules through preferential treatment for select sellers. 

Level 1 Q) Analyse the recent policy of the Government on On-Line Selling ? Will it protect the 

interest of the Small Retailers and ensure a  fair competition , comment ?  

Prelims – About the above policy of the govt . 

 

 

 

NEW CONSUMER PROTECTION BILL 2018 : 

The new bill was required due to the changing market conditions and introduction of online 

purchasing. E-commerce , telemarketing and misleading advertisements have given rise to new 

consumer protection rights  , previously not addressed by the 1986 act . The need was thus felt for a 

new bill to address the present challenges .  

The new bill covers transactions both offline and online , and includes teleshopping and multi level 

marketing .    The Consumer Protection Bill, 2018 was introduced in Lok Sabha by the Minister of 

Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, Mr. Ram Vilas Paswan on January 5, 2018.  The Bill 

replaces the Consumer Protection Act, 1986.  Key features of the 2018 Bill include: 

    Definition of consumer ( includes online and offline transactions ) :  A consumer is defined as a 

person who buys any good or avails a service for a consideration.  It does not include a person who 

obtains a good for resale or a good or service for commercial purpose.  It covers transactions 

through all modes including offline, and online through electronic means, teleshopping, multi-

level marketing or direct selling. 

    Rights of consumers:  Six consumer rights have been defined in the Bill, including the right to: 
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o be protected against marketing of goods and services which are hazardous to life 

and property,  

o be informed of the quality, quantity, potency, purity, standard and price of goods or 

services, 

o be assured of access to a variety of goods or services at competitive prices, and  

o seek redressal against unfair or restrictive trade practices or unscrupulous 

exploitation of consumers . 

    Central Consumer Protection Authority:   (CCPA) to promote, protect and enforce the rights of 

consumers.  It will regulate matters related to violation of consumer rights, unfair trade practices, and 

misleading advertisements.  The CCPA will have an investigation wing, headed by a Director-

General, which may conduct inquiry or investigation into such violations.    CCPA is headed by a chief 

commissioner .  

    Penalties for misleading advertisement:  The CCPA may impose a penalty on a manufacturer or 

an endorser of up to to Rs 10 lakh for a false or misleading advertisement.  In case of a subsequent 

offence, the fine may extend to Rs 50 lakh.  The manufacturer can also be punished with 

imprisonment of up to two years which may extend to five years for every subsequent offence. 

    CCPA can also prohibit the endorser of a misleading advertisement from endorsing that particular 

product or service for a period of up to one year.  For every subsequent offence, the period of 

prohibition may extend to three years.  However, there are certain exceptions when an endorser will 

not be held liable for such a penalty. 

    Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission:  Consumer Disputes Redressal Commissions 

(CDRCs) will be set up at the district, state, and national levels.  A consumer can file a complaint 

with CDRCs in relation to: (i) unfair or restrictive trade practices; (ii) defective goods or services; (iii) 

overcharging or deceptive charging; and (iv) the offering of goods or services for sale which may be 

hazardous to life and safety.  Complaints against an unfair contract can be filed with only the State and 

National CDRCs.  Appeals from a District CDRC will be heard by the State CDRC.  Appeals from the 

State CDRC will be heard by the National CDRC.  Final appeal will lie before the Supreme Court. 

    Jurisdiction of CDRCs:  The District CDRC will entertain complaints where value of goods and 

services does not exceed Rs 1 crore.  The State CDRC will entertain complaints when the value is more 

than Rs one crore but does not exceed Rs 10 crore.  Complaints with value of goods and services over 

Rs 10 crore will be entertained by the National CDRC. 

    Product liability:  Product liability means the liability of a product manufacturer, service provider 

or seller to compensate a consumer for any harm or injury caused by a defective good or deficient 

service.  To claim compensation, a consumer has to prove any one of the conditions for defect or 

deficiency, as specified in the Bill. 

Monitoring Cell : to be constituted by the president of the National Consumer Disputes Rederessal 

Commission  to oversee the functioning of the state consumer commissions from the administrative 

point of view .  

Consumer Mediation Cell : by the State govt to be attached to each district commissions and the 

state commissions . And by the Centre to be attached to the National Commission .  
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Filing of complaints online : the complain shall be admitted within 21 days from the date the 

complaint was filed and if the complaint has not been admitted within 21 days  then it is deemed to be 

accepted  . 

The Bill promises a fresh and a positive new change for Consumers and a step ahead in the area of 

consumer protection laws and is likely to be proposed in the budget session.  

Q) The new consumer protection bill 2018  is a step in the right direction for addressing the 

new challenges, comment ? 

CENTRE OKAYS 100% FDI IN SINGLE BRAND RETAIL UNDER THE 

AUTOMATIC ROUTE  

The Union government liberalised and simplified the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) regime in a 
host of sectors, including Single Brand Retail Trading (SBRT) and construction development. 

SINGLE BRAND RETAIL:The existing FDI policy on Single Brand Retail Trading (SBRT) allows 49 per 

cent FDI under automatic route, and FDI beyond 49 per cent and up to 100 per cent through 

Government approval route. 

It has now been decided to permit 100 per cent FDI under automatic route for SBRT. 

Five-year window:The Centre also eased ‘sourcing norms’ in SBRT by permitting companies to set 

off their incremental sourcing of goods from India for global operations in the initial five years — 

beginning April 1 of the year of the opening of the firm’s first store — against the mandatory sourcing 

requirement of 30% of purchases from India. 

For this purpose, incremental sourcing will mean the increase in terms of value of such global 

sourcing from India for that single brand (in INR terms) in a particular financial year over the 

preceding financial year, by the non-resident entities undertaking single brand retail trading entity, 

either directly or through their group companies. 

After completion of this 5 year period, the SBRT entity shall be required to meet the 30 per cent 
sourcing norms directly towards its India operation, on an annual basis . 

Apple’s case : 

The relaxation in sourcing norms could help companies like Apple, which had been seeking 

exemption from the 30% local sourcing norm to open their store in India . Apple is learnt to have 

sought the waiver on the ground that it manufactures ‘cutting-edge technology’ products for which it 

is not possible to source as much from India due to the absence of or low capacity of the requisite 

supply-chain items. 

‘Make in India’ gets fillip:“The move will not only attract additional foreign capital into the 
country, but will also provide an impetus to the retail industry growth . 

Global brands across different categories, from apparel to electronics to accessories will be aided 
through this, providing further options to Indian consumers and improving India’s ranking in ease of 
doing business. 

The relaxation in local sourcing norms would allow the SBRT entity adequate time to set up their 
supply chain for local souring in India , this will further boost Make In India Initiative . 
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Impact on Consumers : the move would open up the Indian retail markets, leading to greater 

number of brands entering the Indian retail space and thus increasing competition. This would 

provide more options to the consumers as well as competitive pricing . 

Companies such as IKEA , APPLE , NIKE , DELL have welcomed the move of 100% in the automatic 

route and the easing of sourcing norms . Now the industry is looking for the FDI norms in Multi Brand 

Retail to be eased . 

Level 1Q) FDI in the SBRT is seen as a positive step taken by the govt , the 5 yr window given 
to the companies should be seen as a Period where the local market can develop its capacity 
to serve the SBRT needs  thereafter , comment ?  

 FDI POLICY FURTHER LIBERALIZED IN KEY SECTORS , CABINET APPROVES 

AMENDMENTS IN FDI POLICY 

What is the news about ? 

The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, has given its approval to a 

number of amendments in the FDI Policy. These are intended to liberalise and simplify the FDI policy 

so as to provide ease of doing business in the country. In turn, it will lead to larger FDI inflows 

contributing to growth of investment, income and employment. 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is a major driver of economic growth and a source of non-debt 

finance for the economic development of the country. Government has put in place an investor 

friendly policy on FDI, under which FDI up to 100%, is permitted on the automatic route in most 

sectors/ activities. In the recent past, the Government has brought FDI policy reforms in a number of 

sectors viz. Defence, Construction Development, Insurance, Pension, Other Financial Services, Asset 

reconstruction Companies, Broadcasting, Civil Aviation, Pharmaceuticals, Trading etc.Measures 

undertaken by the Government have resulted in increased FDI inflows in to the country. 

During the year 2014-15, total FDI inflows received were US $ 45.15 billion as against US $ 36.05 

billion in 2013-14. During 2015-16, country received total FDI of US $ 55.46 billion. In the financial 

year 2016-17, total FDI of US $ 60.08 billion has been received, which is an all-time high. 

What are the areas that have been opened ? 

It has been felt that the country has potential to attract far more foreign investment which can be 

achieved by further liberalizing and simplifying the FDI regime. Accordingly, the Government has 

decided to introduce a number of amendments in the FDI Policy. They are : 

 

1. 100% FDI under automatic route for Single Brand Retail Trading : Extant FDI policy on SBRT 

allows 49% FDI under automatic route, and FDI beyond 49% and up to 100% through 

Government approval route. It has now been decided to permit 100% FDI under automatic 

route for SBRT. 

 

2. 100% FDI under automatic route in Construction Development 

3. Foreign airlines allowed to invest up to 49% under approval route in Air India , foreign 

airlines are allowed to invest under Government approval route in the capital of Indian 
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companies operating scheduled and non-scheduled air transport services, up to the limit of 

49% of their paid-up capital. However, this provision was presently not applicable to Air 

India, thereby implying that foreign airlines could not invest in Air India. It has now been 

decided to do away with this restriction and allow foreign airlines to invest up to 49% 

under approval route in Air India 

 

4. FIIs/FPIs allowed to invest in Power Exchanges through primary market : Extant policy 

provides for 49% FDI under automatic route in Power Exchanges registered under the 

Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (Power Market) Regulations, 2010. However, 

FII/FPI purchases were restricted to secondary market only. It has now been decided to do 

away with this provision, thereby allowing FIIs/FPIs to invest in Power Exchanges through 

primary market as well. 

5. What  is the govt intention with these Amendments ? 

The govt intends to further liberalise  the FDI  Policy so that  there are increases inflows , 

and this is in the direction of the Ease of Doing business  and to make India a attractive 

destination for investments . 

 

Level 1  Q) What is FDI , why is it important ? What  steps is the govt taking to further improve 

india’s Attractiveness to FDI ?  

NPAS OF STEEL PSUS AND STRESSED SECTORS OF THE ECONOMY  

As per National Steel Policy, 2017 Indian steel industry contributes approximately 2 percent to the 

country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP).The share of Gross Non-Performing Assets (GNPA) for Iron 

and Steel in Basic Metal and Metal Product category is 23.70 percent for public sector banks.The 
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benefit of RBI schemes namely 5/25 scheme and Scheme for Sustainable Structuring of Stressed 

Assets (S4A) for restructuring of debts of stressed companies can be availed by Steel Companies. 

Sectors like steel, textile, power, telecom and infrastructure accounts for most of banks stressed 

assets. 

 

About 60% of banking systems stress belongs to these sector. 

 

The 5:25 scheme:  

it allows banks to extend long-term loans of 20-25 years to match the cash flow of projects, while 

refinancing them every five or seven years. It will help infrastructure sector and also banks . 

S4A scheme : Under this scheme, a company’s debt is bifurcated into two parts sustainable and 

unsustainable based on the cash flows of the company’s project .The sustainable debt cannot be less 

than 50% of existing debt and will have to be serviced over the same terms as that of existing 

facilities. The unsustainable debt can be converted into equity, Optionally Convertible Debentures or 

Redeemable Optionally Convertible Preference Share with clean . Banks can sell this stake or equity to 

a new owner who will have the advantage of getting to run the business with a more manageable 

debt. 

 

 

 INDIA MULLS FOR A NATIONAL E-COMMERCE POLICY – 

Global e-commerce market was estimated to be at $25 trillion of which transborder component was a 

miniscule 5% - meaning the remaining 95% was domestic e-commerce trade .The size of Indian 

market was just $30 billion .The varied Departments of the govt are gearing up to formulate an 

overarching National policy for e-commerce . In order to develop an ecosystem which would support 

exports and help in the protection of consumer interests. However, the country is of the opinion that 

by starting negotiations on World Trade Organization rules in e-commerce would be premature as it 

is unclear as to how they would benefit developing nations, including its consumers and 

companies.The need of a national policy is felt due to the interest of the govt to tap the export sector 

of this area . But at the same time , protect consumer interests . 
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India plans to take the issue to the WTO that regulates international trade.But there is also a need to 

keep in mind the interests of the developing countries . A group of WTO members which includes 

Russia, Japan, EU, Australia, 

Canada and Chile is trying to push for setting up a separate working group on e-commerce at the WTO 

Ministerial meeting in Buenos Aires in December with the objective of starting negotiations. 

Level 1 Q) E-Commerce is a Sunrise sector of the Indian economy , elucidate ? 

 NASSCOMM OPENS CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE OF DATA SCIENCE AND AI  

Indian IT industry apex body Nasscom opened a Centre of Excellence for Data Science and Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) in Bengaluru. 

The centre was set up in collaboration with the Karnataka government with an aim to nurture 

innovation in emerging disruptive technologies. Karnataka has led the Information Technology (IT) 

revolution in India and the state has also been fostering entrepreneurial spirit. The centre is the step 

required to propel the data sciences and AI to make India as a destination for global product solutions 

.  

Nasscom has also signed an agreement with government think-tank NITI Aayog to collaboratively 

foster applied research, accelerating adoptions and ethics, privacy and security .  

The centre aims to support small and mid-sized businesses by fast-tracking their product developing 

and providing market access. It will work with governments, and universities to provide the emerging 

businesses with required mentorship, talent and skills. "The centre will create a platform for industry 

to academia to co-create digital solutions for Industry 4.0 . “  

Niti Aayog too, on its part, has been working with governments and large corporations to boost the 

adoption of AI. Most recently, it signed a statement on Intent with the Telangana government to 

strengthen collaboration in AI, Blockchain, IoT and other emerging technologies. 

MOBILE OPEN EXCHANGE ZONE IN NOIDA  

PM laid the foundation stone of India's first Mobile Open Exchange Zone (MOX). Earlier this year, 

Uttar Pradesh government had signed a MoU with World Trade Center, Noida to develop Tech zone as 

a nucleus of Mobile Open Exchange Zone (MOX), which is acting as a catalyst to enable growth in the 

mobile and allied sectors in Uttar Pradesh. 

Vivo has already established their manufacturing facility in the WTC Noida complex, which has 

directly/indirectly, employed 15,000 people in the state. This step was taken to establish the 

aforementioned project of the state government. 

What is MOX and how will it help ? 

MOX@Techzone is a dedicated ecosystem for the Mobile Industry that will provide an integrated 

platform to mobile manufacturers, research & development and other allied Industries. 

With WTC Noida at the centre, MOX@Teczone is slated to transform into a focused mobile ecosystem 

harboring infrastructure service providers, retailers and distributors, handset manufacturers, and 
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mobile content, application and service providers. This will also further indigenous R&D in hardware 

and help promote start-ups in the app development and other domains related to mobile. 

This unique zone will be monumental in attracting investment and the area will reap huge benefits 

from it. Its proximity to various universities in the region will also strengthen industry academia 

relations and provide an opportunity to industries and Universities to work together in the field of 

research & development .  

Indian mobile phone market is the fastest-growing market in the world. According to DIPP-DOT 

report, by 2020 Mobile industry contribution to GDP will be 8.2%. Uttar Pradesh at forefront of 

mobile production in India will alone touch 45% of India's mobile production by 2020. MoX will be 

the major catalyst for trade and business in the region. 

Moreover, the cluster will benefit the region to thrive and prosper and will contribute to the township 

development by catering to housing requirement of the migrating workforce. It will also lead to 

development of a digital society and will fuel social infrastructure development in the region. 

Level 1 Q) How will the MOX at Noida help the Telecomminications market in India ? 

 

 DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEXTILES SECTOR : 

First Mega International trade event-“Textiles India 2017”:    

The first ever mega international trade event for the textile sector was organized in Gandhinagar, 

Gujarat from 30 June, 2017 - 2 July, 2017 to showcase the incredible strength and range of India’s 

textile and handicrafts industry. The event recorded participation from more than 100 countries and 

generated business and business enquiries of about Rs. 3, 50,000 lakh.  A total of 65 MoUs with an 

estimated value of more than Rs. 11,000 crore were signed during the event. 

 

    Powerloom Sector: 

 “PowerTex India” has been launched on 1st April, 2017, with an outlay of Rs. 487 crores for 

three years to support 44 lakh workers/weavers.  The scheme has components relating to 

loom upgradation, infrastructure creation and concessional access to credit. It has the potential 

to generate investments worth Rs. 1000 crores, employment for 10,000 people and will also 

result in higher returns to powerloom units. 

 SAATHI: ‘SAATHI’ (Sustainable and Accelerated Adoption of Efficient Textiles Technology to 

Help Small Scale Industries) was launched jointly by Ministry of Textiles and Ministry of Power 

to provide energy-efficient powerlooms, motors and rapier kits to small and medium 

powerloom units at no upfront cost. 

 A dedicated website www.ipowertexindia.gov.in has been created whereby Powerloom 

weavers can apply online for various schemes under PowerTex India. The entire process 

ranging from application and sanction of subsidy has been made online, so as to enable 

powerloom units to avail the facility in an effective, transparent and seamless manner. 

    Handloom and Handicraft sectors: 
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 Deendayal Hastkala Sankul, the first ever state-of-the-art trade centre and crafts museum at 

Varanasi, was dedicated to the public by the  Prime Minister of India on September 22, 2017. 

Set up on a sprawling 7.5 acres of land, the centre would provide world-class marketing 

facilities to the weavers and artisans and would also boost the tourism potential of Varanasi. 

 India Handmade Bazaar, an online portal to provide direct market access facility to artisans 

and weavers, was launched on January 29, 2017. The portal enables weavers & artisans to 

enter information about their products for easy understanding of customers/exporters. 

 Weavers’ Mudra Scheme, which was launched last year to provide concessional credit to 

handloom weavers, has picked up momentum. 28,000 weavers have benefited from the 

scheme so far and loans amounting to Rs. 138 crore have been sanctioned. 

 Hastkala Sahayog Shivirs: For the first time, a massive outreach programme for weavers and 

artisans was organized through Hastkala Sahayog Shivirs. In the Shivirs, weavers and artisans 

received assistance in availing MUDRA loan, supply of looms, accessories and tool kits, Pahchan 

cards (ID cards), yarn passbooks and for enrolment of their children for formal education 

through NIOS and IGNOU. 

 Educational facilities to children of handloom weavers: Memorandums of Understanding 

were signed with IGNOU and National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) to provide 

customized educational services to weavers. The Ministry of Textiles provides 75% of the fee 

in case of SC, ST, BPL and Women weaver families. 

 Kamala Devi Chattopadhya National Award’ for women weavers was introduced on on the 

occasion of International Women’s Day, on March 8, 2017. 

 Pushtaini Hunar Vikas Yojana was launched at Institute of Carpet Technology, Badohi to 

impart technical and soft-skills training to weavers from traditional carpet-weaving families. 

 E-Commerce: In order to provide direct marketing platform to handloom weavers and artisans, 

21 leading e-commerce companies have been engaged for online marketing of handloom 

products . 

 India Handloom Brand:  Indian Handlooms got worldwide recognition through India 

Handloom Brand (IHB) which guarantees high quality, authentic handloom items made with 

organic substances. 

Silk Sector: 

 Production of Import Substitute Raw Silk: The production of import substitute bivoltine silk in 

the country is expected to reach around 6,200 MTs in 2017-‘18  as compared to 5,266 MTs in 

2016-’17. 

 The indigenous automatic reeling machines and Buniyad reeling machines were launched on 

March 8, 2017 to increase quality and productivity. Buniyaad machines have also helped in 

doing away with the regressive practice of thigh reeling by women. 

 A state-of-the-art Centre of Excellence for training has been established at Bangalore, with 

classroom and laboratory facilities for practical training. 

Cotton Sector: 

 India has acquired the first place in the world in cotton acreage, with an area of around 105 

lakh hectares. India has emerged the largest producer of cotton in the world, with a production 

of 345 lakh bales in 2016-17. India is also the 2nd largest exporter of cotton. 
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 MSP Operations for Cotton: To ensure remunerative price to cotton farmers, the Government 

of India has nominated the Cotton Corporation of India (CCI) as nodal agency to undertake 

Minimum Support Price (MSP) operations in all cotton-growing states when prices of seed 

cotton (kapas) touches the MSP level.  

Jute Sector :  

The Govt  approved the Minimum Support Price (MSP) of raw jute (TDN3 equivalent to TD5 of old 

grade) for 2017-18 season at Rs. 3,500/- per quintal. It also approved that Jute Corporation of India 

will continue as Central Government Nodal Agency to undertake Price Support Operations and the 

losses incurred, if any, in the MSP operations will be fully reimbursed by the Central Government. 

 

 Unlocking potential of North Eastern Region in textiles: 

The Government of India organized the first ever North East Investment Summit focusing on 

manufacturing in textiles and allied sectors at Shillong  , to unveil the potential of the region as a 

global investment destination. The summit was attended by many central ministries, all NE states, 

Export Promotion Councils, Industry Associations and investors from India and neighboring 

countries.  

21 Memorandum of Understandings (MoU) to promote investment opportunities, business and R&D 

projects in NER were signed during the summit. 

Skilling in Textile Sector: 

Ministry has been implementing Integrated Skill Development Scheme (ISDS), an employment linked 

programme for meeting the skill requirement of textile industry. More than 4.8 lakh people have been 

trained during last year of which 74% have been placed.   Union Cabinet gave its approval for a new 

skill development scheme covering the entire value chain of the textile sector excluding Spinning & 

Weaving in organized Sector, titled "Scheme for Capacity Building in Textile Sector (SCBTS)" from 

2017-18 to 2019-20 with an outlay of Rs. 1300 crore. The scheme will have National Skill Qualification 

Framework (NSQF) compliant training courses with funding norms as per the Common Norms 

notified by Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship. 

 

 

INDIA FOR  INDEPENDENT BRICS CREDIT RATING AGENCY  

Five-nation group BRICS  agreed to set up an independent rating agency based on market-oriented 

principles saying it would further strengthen global governance architecture. The BRICS countries 

have already set up New Development Bank, which became operational last year, to meet funding 

requirements of the members. 

Reason for the BRICS rating agency :  
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The BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) group has concerns  against the working of the 

rating market, currently controlled by the Big Three — S&P, Fitch and Moody’s — all based in the US. 

This has led the five-member grouping to pursue idea of creating its own independent rating agency, 

which was discussed during the two-day annual summit. arlier, the Exim Bank of India too had made a 

strong pitch for independent rating agency for the BRICS nations, saying the way the present big three 

are going about their job reeks of conflict of interest. 

Batting for a new credit rating agency backed by BRICS group, New Development Bank president K V 

Kamath had expressed concerns over methodologies of the big three global agencies saying that these 

are constraining growth in emerging nations. 

Kamath had said despite having deep capital buffers, the ratings of multilateral banks like the BRICS-

promoted NDB are affected due to the parent countries’ sovereign ratings. 

Citing the case of NDB itself, which is planning to get itself rated for bond-raising in many countries, 

he had said its rating will be affected because the promoter countries are not AAA-rated. 

BRICS countries have frequently complained of being assigned low credit ratings by the three top 

global agencies despite showing better fundamentals than many peers and even some European 

economies. While China enjoys a higher rating, member countries such as South Africa and India have 

junk and lowest investment grade ratings respectively. 

India  has been calling for a ratings upgrade by international ratings agencies based on its high growth 

and improved fiscal situation. In fact, unhappy with the low ratings, the Economic Survey 2016 had 

also questioned why India was not given a rating upgrade by global agencies while giving an upgrade 

to China. 

Fitch Ratings in May said it has retained the “BBB-” sovereign rating—the lowest investment grade—

on India holding that weak public finances continue to constrain India’s ratings. The agency has also 

retained a “stable” outlook for the country’s ratings. 

The State Bank of India (SBI) in a report on India’s sovereign rating released earlier this year said the 

country has been languishing at the bottom of the investment grade ladder in the ratings universe 

with a net upgrade of only once in the last 25 years. 

Level 1 Q) What is the reason that the BRICS countries are calling for a independent BRICS 

Credit Rating Agency ? 

 

 

 PRIME MINISTER SHRAM AWARDS  

The Government of India has announced 194 'Prime  Minister  Shram Awards'  for  the  year 2011 to 

2016 in four categories namely ‘Shram Ratna Award’, ‘Shram Bhushan Award’, ‘Shram Vir/Shram 

Veerangana’ and ‘Shram Shree/Shram Devi Awards’. For the workers in the Public Sector 

Undertakings, Departmental Undertakings of the Central and the State Governments and Private 

Sector units employing 500 or more workers in recognition of their distinguished performance, 
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innovative ability, outstanding contribution in the field of productivity and exhibition of exceptional 

courage and presence of mind. 

 

They are four types of awards ( instituted in 1985 ) : 

 Shram Ratna: Rs. Two lakhs and recognition of their contribution to their field (a Sanad). 

 Shram Bhushan: RS. 100000 and a Sanad. 

 Shram Vir / Shram Veerangana: RS. 60000 and a Sanad. 

 Shram Devi / Shram Shree: RS. 40000 and a Sanad. 

 

WHAT IS UNDERWRITING ; 

Underwriting is the mechanism by which a merchant banker gives an undertaking that in the event of 

an initial public offer (IPO) remaining undersubscribed, the banker would subscribe to unsold shares. 

The underwriting clause, mandatory in all SME IPOs, ensures the issue does not fail due to low 

demand from investors. 

Why was the issue  in news ?  

The Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT) has asked the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) 

to review the regulations for underwriting of a public issue, the model agreement for which was 

framed back in 1993 and has since been in operation. 

ATAL BHUJAL YOJANA 

Atal Bhujal Yojana (ABHY) aimed at sustainable ground water management with community 

participation in select over-exploited and ground water stressed areas in seven States (Gujarat, 

Haryana, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh). ABHY is designed 

as a Central Sector Scheme with a total outlay of Rs. 6,000 Crore and is proposed to be implemented 

with World Bank assistance. 

Q) Write about the Atal Bhujal Yojana ? 

INDIA TO HOST INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION NETWORK ANNUAL 

CONFERENCE FOR THE FIRST TIME FROM 21ST TO 23RD MARCH 2018 AT 

NEW DELHI 

ICN is an informal network comprising 138 competition authorities from 125 jurisdictions. This 

Annual Conference is a key international platform in the field of competition law and policy and its 
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17th edition will bring together over 500 heads and senior officials of competition authorities, non-

governmental advisors, distinguished legal experts and economists from over 100 countries. 

 ICMR WINS THE 2017 KOCHON PRIZE FOR TB RESEARCH  

-The $65,000 Prize is awarded annually by Stop TB Partnership. 

The 2017 Kochon Prize was awarded to the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR)   for building a 

tradition of excellence in TB research and development. Its decades of research shaped the DOTS 

strategy .  

 The $65,000 Prize is awarded annually by Stop TB Partnership to individuals and/or organizations 

that have made a significant contribution to combating TB. The ICMR emerged the winner from 

amongst 18 nominations.The 2017 Kochon Prize is specifically about contributions to TB research. 

The Prize sends a strong message that investing in research is critically important to end TB epidemic. 

The recognition comes at a crucial time when the Indian government is increasing its commitment to 

end TB. The award will improve the profile of ICMR, bring more awareness and funding for research 

and attract more people to take up research on TB .  

The India TB Research Consortium is addressing the need for increased investment byIndia and other 

TB high-burden countries. In a few months, trails using the two new TB drug (Bedaquiline and 

delamanid) combinations for MDR-TB and XDR-TB will get under way. The trails will be combining 

two existing drugs and the two new drugs to reduce the duration of treatment from the current 24-30 

months to 6-9 months. 

About ICMR : The Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), the apex body in India for the 

formulation, coordination and promotion of biomedical research, is one of the oldest and largest 

medical research bodies in the world. The ICMR is funded by the Government of India through the 

Department of Health Research, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. 

18.  SEBI FOR PHASED ROLL OUT OF GOVERNANCE NORMS  

Topic useful in : Regulatory bodies  and policies  taken by them.  

About the Kotak Committee :  

The SEBI “  Committee on corporate governance “  was formed on June 2, 2017 under the 

Chairmanship of Mr.Uday Kotak with the aim of improving standards of corporate governance of 

listed companies in India. The Committee was requested to submit its report to SEBI within four 

months 

Terms of the reference of the Committee :With the aim of improving standards of Corporate 

Governance of listed companies in India, the Committee was requestedto make recommendations to 

SEBI onthe following issues: 

 1.Ensuring  independence  in  spirit  of  Independent  Directors  and  their  active  

participation  in functioning of the company; 

 2.Improving safeguards and disclosures pertaining to Related Party Transactions;  

 3.Issues in accounting and auditing practices by listed companies; 
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 4.Improving effectiveness of Board Evaluation practices; 

 5.Addressing issues faced by investors on voting and participation in general meetings;  

 6.Disclosure and transparency related issues, if any; 

 7.Any other matter, as the Committee deems fit pertaining to corporate governance in 

India.The  Committee  as  requested  to  provide  its  recommendations  in  the  context  of  

equity  listed companies .  

  

Importance of Corporate Governance : India  accounts  for  nearly  3  per  cent  of  world  GDP  and  

2.5  percent  of  global  stock  market capitalization. With over 5,000 listed companies and more than 

50 companies in the global Fortune 2000, India represents a vibrant mix of small and largecompanies 

that access capital from domestic and international investors to fund their growth. Many of these 

companies are amongst the largest employers.  Moreover,    large  number  of small  investors  in  

Indiarely  on corporate India’s good performance so that the returns they obtain on their investments 

can ensure their financial security. Beyond  doubt,  corporate  India  represents  a  key  ngine  that  

powers  nation  building;  and  nation building requires sound principles of governance, whether it is a 

country or acompany. As corporate India’s health is critical for India’s future, sound corporate 

governance needs to be the key enabler to manifest this realit y . Corporate governance  deals  with  

the  ways  in  which  suppliers  of  capital  to  corporations,  especially faceless, powerless small 

investors, can assure themselves of getting fair treatment as stakeholders. A  promoter,  or  a  

professional  manager,  raises  funds  from  equity  investors  either  o  put  them  to productive  use  or  

to  cash  out  his/her holdings  in  the  firm.  The  investors  need  the  manager's/ promoter’s 

specialized human capital to generate returns on their funds. But how can small suppliers of capital  

ensure hat, once they invest their funds, owners and/or professional managers will invest their 

money responsibly and return some of the profits generated from such investments? Corporate 

governance deals with the mechanisms to ddress this key question. 

Q) Does Corporate Governance Really Matter? 

VEHICLE SCRAP POLICY TO GO FOR CABINET'S NOD IN A MONTH 

Topic useful in : Development and environment – automobile sector and its sustainable 

development   

About the Vehicle Scrap Policy : The proposed vehicle scrap policy  calls for mandatory disposal of 

more than 20 years old commercial vehicles . The much-awaited policy was given 'in-principle' 

approval at a high-level inter-ministerial meeting at the PMO to pave way for scrapping of 20 years 

old commercial vehicles (CVs) from April 1, 2020."Old commercial vehicles are responsible for 65 

per cent of the vehicular pollution.” . Even when Delhi was battling with high air pollution , the 

Delhi HC had ordered older vehicles from entering into the NCR and stop plying on the road .  

Once brought in,  the policy will result in additional flow of Rs 10,000 crore into government coffers . 

Production of new vehicles will jump by 22 per cent. The automobile industry at present is a Rs 4.5 

lakh crore industry in India, will swell to a Rs 20 lakh crore industry. 

Once the policy comes into force, various vehicle scrapping centres would be set by the Centre as well 

as states to scrap vehicles and various clusters would be set up near ports like Kandla under 

ambitious Rs 12 lakh crore Sagarmala initiative. 
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Such automobile clusters will be designed to not only scrap commercial vehicles from the country but 

India could be a hub for global vehicle scrap. These clusters will recycle separately various vehicle 

components like steel, aluminium, copper . Policy will be a major milestone in reducing vehicular 

pollution , and also recycling the metals which can be used again  .  

Notifications have also been issued for alternate fuels such as bio diesel, bio ethanol, bio CNG, flex fuel 

ethanol and flex fuel methanol in addition to retro fitment of hybrid electric vehicles to reduce 

vehicular pollution .  Apart from the  Vehicular scarp policy which is a step in the good direction , govt 

has been pushing for electric vehicles under the FAME scheme and usage of public transport in the 

form of metro rail network is being develop to reduce vehicular congestion on the road .  

Advantages of the Policy : There will be large scale employment generation especially in the scrap 

recycling plants , recycling of the metals , reduction in the vehicular pollution if strictly implemented , 

Vehicles price would be reduced , Recycling model can be used in other sectors also , for eg. Railways 

which can bring down the costs of operation  ,  Electronics Gadgets Scrap  policy on the same lines .  

Q) The vehicular scrap policy is  a good example of sustainable development ( Reduce , Recycle 

, Reuse ) , explain ?  

 SEBI GETS TEETH TO ACT AGAINST EXCHANGES : PUNITIVE ACTION 

POSSIBLE NOW , ONLY WARNINGS ALLOWED EARLIER  

About the news ? 

As part of the proposed amendments in the Finance Bill 2018, the government has given more power 

to the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) to impose monetary penalties on important 

market intermediaries such as stock exchanges and clearing corporations and also act against 

newer categories of participants likes investment advisers, research analysts, real estate 

investment trusts (REITs) and infrastructure investment trusts (InvITs). 

The proposed amendments to the SEBI Act and the Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act now allow 

the capital markets regulator to impose a monetary penalty of at least ₹5 crore on stock exchanges, 

clearing corporations and depositories for non-compliance with regulatory norms. 

The penalty can go up to ₹25 crore or three times the amount of gains made out of such failure or 

non-compliance.  

What changes does this bring ? 

Previously , SEBI only had the power to censure or warn against any form of failure to comply with 

the regulatory norms .  

The amendments also allow SEBI to act against entities that furnish false or incomplete information 

to the regulator. Earlier, it could act only if the entity did not furnish any information. 

 

This is not the first time that the government has used the Union Budget to empower the capital 

market regulator. While presenting the Budget for 2015-16, finance minister Arun Jaitley proposed 

the merger of the then commodity market regulator Forward Markets Commission with SEBI. This 
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followed the ₹5,600 crore settlement scam at the National Spot Exchange Ltd., which came out in the 

open in July 2013. Since things are more electronic now, it is becoming easier for regulators to keep 

track of happenings in the market, more so to track non-compliance.  

Importance : This will ensure compliance of norms and regulations and will act as a deterrent against 

unlawful practices , thus reducing the probability of fraudulent practices .  

Additional powers:    The whole-time members of SEBI have also been given additional powers to act 

against wrongdoers . The government has also allowed the regulator to pursue cases against the legal 

representatives of defaulters if in case a defaulter passes away during the course of regulatory 

proceedings .  

Real estate investment trusts (REITs)/Infrastructure investment trusts (InvITs): 

1. Real Estate Investment Trusts or REITs are mutual funds like institutions that enable 

investments into the real estate sector/infrastructure sector 

2. This is done by pooling small sums of money from multitude of individual investors for 

directly investing in real estate properties/infrastructure so as to return a portion of the 

income (after deducting expenditures) to unitholders of REITs, who pooled in the money 

3. A REIT in India is allowed to invest mainly in completed and revenue generating assets and 

other approved investments 

4. REITs/InvITs will have to distribute majority of its income among the unit holders .     

REITs/InvITs are regulated by SEBI 

Q) Write about the recent changes that the govt has made to the SEBI Act ? 

Q) Give an account of the Functions performed by the Market Regulator ? 

Prelims : SEBI , Securities Contract  Act , REITs , INVTs , Finance Act  : 

 CCI SLAPS RS.136 CR FINE ON GOOGLE  

About the news :  

 

The Competition Commission  imposed a fine of Rs 136 crore on internet giant Google for unfair 

business practices in the Indian market for online search. After a detailed probe on the complaints 

filed in 2012, the regulator through a majority order said the penalty is being imposed on Google for 

"infringing anti-trust conduct". 

It was alleged that Google indulged in abuse of its dominant position in online search through 

practices leading to search bias and search manipulation, among others.  

The ruling has come on complaints filed by Matrimony.com and Consumer Unity & Trust Society 

(CUTS) -- back in 2012 -- against Google LLC, Google India Pvt Ltd and Google Ireland Ltd. 
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CCI observed in its order that Google, being the gateway to the internet for a vast majority of internet 

users due to its dominance in the online web search market, is under an obligation to discharge its 

special responsibility. Further, prohibitions imposed under the negotiated search intermediation 

agreements upon the publishers have been held to be unfair as they restricted the choice of these 

partners and prevented them from using the search services provided by competing search engines. 

PM ‘S ECONOMIC ADVISORY COUNCIL 

About the body : 

• Economic Advisory Council to the Prime Minister is a non-constitutional, non-permanent and 

independent body constituted to give economic advice to the GOI specifically the Prime Minister . The 

council serves to highlight key economic issues facing the country to the GOI from a neutral viewpoint. 

• It has been constituted several times with the latest being constituted by PM Modi on the SEP 

2017 Headed by Bibek Debroy .The previous Chairman was C.Rangarajan , who resigned in 2014 with 

the end of term of the Previous Govt . 

• The body consists of eminent economists , and headed by a chairman .Sometimes the Chairman 

can be the PM himself as has been in the case of Atal Bihari Vajapayee. 

Functions : 

1. Analyzing any issue, economic or otherwise, referred to it by the Prime Minister and advising 

him thereon; 

2. Addressing issues of macroeconomic importance and presenting views thereon to the Prime 

Minister. This could be either be suo-moto or on a reference from the Prime Minister or anyone else; 

3. Submitting periodic reports to the Prime Minister on macroeconomic developments and issues 

with implications for economic policy; 

4. Attending to any other task as may be desired by the Prime Minister from time to time. 

Recent news : The body had recently recommended that Tax Exemptions should go , as they were 

costing 5% of the GDP and that many were resorting to “ Tax avoidance “ by taking advantage of the 

Tax Exemptions.This was said to increase the Tax-to-GDP ratio should increase . 

Level 1 Q) Write about the PMEAC , give an account of its functions ? 

 NATIONAL COMPANY LAW TRIBUNAL :(NCLT) A QUASI JUDICIAL  BODY  

Why was in news ? 

The Tribunal is hearing a case of the real estate firm UNITECH , the Economic offences wing of the Min 

of Finance had arrested the MD who allegedly did not develop a project after taking money from 

investors , the firm had a debt of 6000 cr which included 70 projects , thus risking the money of 19000 

home buyers . 
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To deal with the Insolvency of Individuals Debt Recovery Tribunals ( DRT ) and to deal with 
Insolvency of Companies NCLT. It adjudicates issues related to company’s in India and was 
established under the Company’s Act 2013 , constituted in June 2016. 

The NCLAT has the power under the Companies Act to adjudicate proceedings: 

• Initiated before the Company Law Board under the previous act (the Companies Act 

1956); 

• Pending before the Board for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (BIFR), including 

those pending under the Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provisions) Act, 1985 , the Appellate 

Authority for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction(AAIFR); and 

• Pertaining to claims of oppression and mismanagement of a company, winding up of 

companies and all other powers prescribed under the Companies Act. 

• Decisions of the NCLT may be appealed to the National Company Law Appellate Tribunal. 

The decisions of NCLAT may be appealed to the Supreme Court of India 

Advantages :  

1. Faster adjudication .it will reduce the multiplicity of litigations as it decides cases which 

would go to BFIR,AAIFR, and under the Sick Companies act. 

2. It is a specialised court for corporate therefore faster adjudication . 

3. It has multiple benches which provide for close range access .( 16 benches ) 

4. It consists of judicial and technical members , which will help in better work. 

5. Time taken to wind up a company is fast . 

6. Speedy disposal of cases will reduce the time for disposal . 

NOTE : the IBC and the creation of NCLT and the DRT are steps to EASE THE DOING OF BUSINESS. 

Level 1 Q Write about the NCLT , How will it help in faster adjudication ?  

 ALL  ABOUT THE INDICES : 

Factors : 

It is difficult to identify specific factors that influence the market as a whole. The stock market is a 

complex, interrelated system of large and small investors making uncoordinated decisions about 
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a huge variety of investments. There are basic economic principles that can help explain any up 

and down market movements and with experience and data. 

The Basics: Supply and Demand: If there are a greater number of buyers than sellers (more 

demand), the buyers bid up the prices of the stocks to entice sellers to get rid of them. Conversely, 

a larger number of sellers bids down the price of stocks hoping to entice buyers to purchase. 

What creates more buyers or more sellers? 

Confidence in the stability of future investments plays a large role in whether markets go up or 

down. Investors are more likely to purchase stocks if they are convinced their share value will 

increase in the future. If, however, there is reason to believe that shares will perform poorly 

meaning their value will go down due to the following events given below then , there are more 

investors looking to sell than to buy. Events that affect investor confidence include: 

1. War or conflicts ( when there is war companies will not be able to function which cannot 

guarantee investors good returns and this leads to more selling of the share which reduces the 

price , and markets fall ) 

2. Concerns over inflation or deflation ( high inflation means more demand , more demand 

means more investments to fulfil demand , which means better earning in future for company , 

share price increases so markets rise ) 

3. Government fiscal and monetary policy ( when the banks increase the rates it means cost 

of borrowing increases thus it would affect the profits , because more interest rate to pay for 

money borrowed and so price of the shares would fall) 

4. Technological changes ( if govt brings more technology it supports the economy to grow 

and companies would benefit for eg. Free internet to all , or more of digital payments would bring 

good business to companies working in that area ) 

5. Natural disasters / extreme weather fluctuations 

6. Corporate or government performance data steps taken by the govt for eg. GST , banks 

recapitalisation means banks will get funds to lend and therefore their share prices would 

increase , also good GDP growth means the economy is growing and the companies will work well 

so the share price goes up ). 

7. Elections in the country , because this will determine the continuity of policies .eg…..recent 

elections to Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh , the Indices were low before the results but as soon as 

the results were declared , the indices rose again . 

 FRDI BILL ( FINANCIAL  RESOLUTION AND DEPOSIT INSURANCE BILL ) 2017   

What is the FRDI Bill all about ? 

• The FRDI Bill proposes to create a framework for overseeing financial institutions such as 

banks, insurance companies, non-banking financial services (NBFC) companies and stock exchanges 

in case of insolvency.NOTE: DRT for INDIVIDUALS AND NCLT FOR COMPANIES 
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• The FRDI Bill 2017, first introduced in the Lok Sabha in August this year, is currently 

undergoing scrutiny by a joint parliamentary committee. The 'Resolution Corporation', as proposed in 

the draft bill, would look after the process and prevent the banks from going bankrupt. 

• The controversial ‘ bail in ‘ provisions of the bill have been criticised as not being depositor 

friendly. 

• At present, all deposits up to Rs. 1 lakh are protected under the Deposit Insurance and Credit 

Guarantee Corporation Act. 

What is the need of this bill ? 

• FRDI Bill is part of a larger approach by the Centre towards systematic resolution of all 

financial firms — banks, insurance companies and other financial intermediaries. The Bill comes 

together with the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code(IBC) which deals with the procedure to resolving 

the Insolvency by a Company or an Individual . What IBC is to companies and Individuals , FRDI bill is 

to Financial Institutions . 

• The need for a specific regulation rose following the 2008 financial crisis, which witnessed a 

large number of high-profile bankruptcies. Which happened due to the housing Mortgage crisis in the 

US , where large number of people took housing loans and could not pay back , leaving banks 

Bankrupt and risking the depositors money( as the banks lend what they get as deposits and 

depositors earn interest for their deposits ).Lehman Brothers the oldest Bank in US filed for 

bankruptcy . 

• Now as the govt is calling people to open bank accounts through Jan Dhan Yojana and steps 

such as Demonetisation are bringing more people into the formal economy , also the rising NPAs 

which is affecting the lending ability and the profits of the bank , the need was felt to bring out a bill 

for setting up a frame work in case a bank goes bankrupt , and protect the depositors / savers . 

What will the Resolution Corporation do ? 

• The Bill provides for the setting up of a Resolution Corporation — to replace the existing 

Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation — which will be tasked with monitoring 

financial firms, anticipating their risk of failure, taking corrective action and resolving them in case of 

failure. The corporation is also tasked with providing deposit insurance up to a certain limit yet to be 

specified, in the event of a bank failure. 

• the FRDI Bill also empowers the Corporation to bail-in the company. While a bail-out is the use 

of public funds( govt gives the money) to inject capital into an ailing company, a bail-in involves the 

use of depositors’ funds( those who have their money in that institution ) to achieve those ends. This 

can be done either by cancelling the bank’s liabilities, or converting them into other forms, such as 

equity. 

• This has caused a lot of concern among depositors who are worried they may lose their hard-

earned money deposited with banks due to the bail-in provision in the proposed bill . However, the 

fact is that the risk is no more or no less , because , The Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee 

Corporation provides deposit insurance of up to ₹1 lakh. The rest is forfeited in the event of a bank 

failure. The FRDI Bill has not specified the insured amount yet . 
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Thus the bill now is at the Joint Parliamentary Committee . 

Level 1 Q What is the govt’s aim in enacting the FRDI bill ,what are the issues concerning the 

bill , comment ? 

. CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY : 

What is CSR? 

Corporate social responsibility, often abbreviated "CSR," is a corporation's initiatives to assess and 

take responsibility for the company's effects on environmental and social wellbeing. The companies 

take part in programme or policies related to social welfare and other improvements provided under 

the Companies Act 2013. 

2% of its average net profit for the directly preceding 3 financial years on CSR activities. Additionally, 

the qualifying company shall be necessitated to comprise a committee (CSR Committee) of the Board 

of Directors (Board) comprising of 3 or more directors. The CSR Committee will prepare and 

recommend to the Board, a policy which will specify the activities to be undertaken (CSR Policy); 

Corporate Social Responsibility is required for all companies viz. private limited company, limited 

company. The following companies are necessary to constitute a CSR committee: 

1) Companies with a net worth of Rs. 500 crores or greater, or 

2) Companies with a turnover of Rs. 1000 crores or greater, or 

3) Companies with a net profit of Rs. 5 crores or greater. 

The following activities can be performed by a company to accomplish its CSR obligations: 

 

Level 1 Q) What  is CSR and what are the activities that are allowed to be undertaken under 

CSR ?  

 GOVT TO RETURN MDR TO BANKS TO BOOST DIGITAL PAYMENTS 

What is the news about ? 

To give fillip to digital payments in the country , the govt has decided to reimburse the Merchant 

Discount Rate ( MDR ) applicable on Digital payments in the country . This will be applicable to the 
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transactions done using debit cards , UPI BHIM application or AADHAAR .The Centre will now 

reimburse the MDR applicable on Digital transactions up to Rs.2000. 

What is MDR? ---MDR is payable by the merchant to the Bank when a payment is made at a merchant 

point of sale . 

Why is this step being taken ? 

To increase payments through Digital Mode . Due to MDR many people make cash payments inspite of 

having debit cards .This leads to additional burden on the customer because the MDR is passed on by 

the Merchant to the Customer , And the merchant too , thereby making digital payments unattractive 

and burdensome . The various modes of digital payments are , 

 

What are the advantages of digital payments 

1. Speedy payment : the biggest advantages of cashless payments is that it speeds up the 

payment process. 

2. Waivers, discounts and cashbacks: There are many rewards and discounts offered to 

customers using digital payment apps and mobile wallets . Motivational factor . 

3. Digital record of transactions: One of the other benefits of going digital is that all 

transaction records can be maintained. Customer can track payments . 

4. One stop solution for paying bills: Many digital wallets and payment apps have become a 

convenient platform for paying utility bills. 

5. Helps keep black money under control: Digital transactions will help the government keep 

a track of things and it will help eliminate the circulation of black money and counterfeit notes in 

the long run. Apart from this, this may also give a boost to the economy as the cost of minting 

currency also goes down. 

6. Formalisation of Economy : As the transactions get digitalised , the govt can track them . 

This will improve the tax collection of the Govt , thereby improving revenue and development 

Level 1 Q) Why is the govt giving importance to digital payments , what  are its advantages ? 

 WHAT IS THE BHARATMALA PROJECT ? 
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What is the BHARATMALA project ? 

It is one of the biggest highway construction projects in India in history. It is the second largest 

highways construction project in the country since NHDP, under which almost 50,000 km or highway 

roads were targeted across the country. Bharatmala will look to improve connectivity particularly on 

economic corridors, border areas and far flung areas with an aim of quicker movement of cargo and 

boosting exports. 

Benefits : 

The project is expected to create nearly 100 million man days of jobs during the road construction and 

subsequently 22 million jobs as a result of the increased economic activity across the country. The 

construction will be billed via several routes including debt funds, budgetary allocation, private 

investment, toll operator transfer model etc. 

Bharatmala includes economic corridors of around 9,000 km, inter-corridor and feeder routes of 

around 6,000 km, 5,000 km roads under the National Corridors Efficiency Program, border and 

international connectivity roads of around 2,000 km, coastal and port connectivity roads of around 

2,000 km, expressways of around 800 km and 10,000 km of NHDP roads. The total length in phase 1 

comes to around 34,800 km.The newer roads are expected to increase the speed of vehicles and 

decrease supply chain costs from the current average 18 per cent to six per cent. 

The project will start in Gujarat and Rajasthan, followed by Punjab and subsequently traversing the 

Himalayan belt through Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, parts of Uttar Pradesh, 

Bihar, West Bengal, Sikkim, Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur (next to the Indo-Burmese border) 

and then to Mizoram. North Eastern states have been given special focus in the project and 

international trade is a key aspect as well. 

Key Infrastructural Projects :  

 SagarMala – Superior connectivity  to and from ports . 

 Bharatmala – Road network connecting Gujarat to Mizoram . 

 Setu Bharatam – Highways without railway crossings . 

 Inland waterways – using waterways for cost effective transportation . 

 Chardham Highways – improving connectivity to Chardham places . 

 India – Myanmar-Thailand  - Trilateral Highway- will connect Moreh India , via Thailand 

to Myanmar .  

 SFIO(SERIOUS FRAUD INVESTIGATION ORGANISATION ) 

What is this body ? 

SFIO is a multi-disciplinary organization under Ministry of Corporate Affairs, consisting of experts in 

the field of accountancy, forensic auditing, law, information technology, investigation, company law, 

capital market and  taxation for  detecting and prosecuting or recommending for  prosecution  white-

collar crimes/frauds. SFIO has head office in New Delhi and regional offices in Maharashtra, Andhra 

Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal . 

Level 1 Q) Write about the SFIO? 
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 CELLULAR OPERATORS ASSOCIATION OF INDIA(COAI) 

The Cellular Operators Association of India (COAI), is an industry association of GSM mobile service 

providers in India. COAI was constituted in 1995 as a registered, non-governmental society. The 

association is dedicated to the advancement of modern communication through the establishment of 

world-class mobile services . 

Over the years COAI has emerged as the official voice for the Indian telecom industry and interacts 

directly with Ministries, Policy Makers, Regulators, Financial Institutions . 

Level 1 Q) Write about the COAI? 

 INSIDER TRADING  

Reuters recently reported that financial results of some of the major Indian companies, including Dr 

Reddy’s, were circulated in WhatsApp groups of traders just before the companies officially declared 

the results. Sebi rules mandate dissemination of all financial details of listed companies only through 

stock exchanges as they are considered price sensitive.Therefore the leakage of such information 

before the details or financial results are declared on the stock exchages or in stock markets leads to 

breach of rules  

What is the issue ? 

Leakage of information that is price sensitive leads to breach of insider trading norms and also such 

incidents favour thiose people who have access to this information where they make improtant 

financial decisions before hand , it favours them over the other people who have investments in these 

companies , whose information has been leaked. 

The messages about the 12 companies with prescient information were characterised as being of 

upcoming quaterly results , net profits , revenues, etc. 

What did SEBI do ? 

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) has launched a probe into the share trading data of 

companies whose financial results were out on social media groups before they were disclosed to the 

stock exchanges. The regulator has asked exchanges to check who traded in these stocks at the time of 

the leak and probe whether there was a violation of the insider trading rules. 

What is INSIDER TRADING? 

Insider trading is the buying or selling of a security by someone who has access to material nonpublic 

information about the security(for ex. employees working in that company ). Insider trading can be 

illegal or legal depending on when the insider makes the trade. It is illegal when the material 

information is still nonpublic( i.e when the employee knows about the company's financial position 

and gives that information so that if there is a profit or a loss the persons related to its stocks can take 

better decisions such that they can prevent a loss to them or make huge profits with prior leaked 

information )And the person who leaks such infromation is benefitted (not ethical ) . 

Legal insider trading happens when directors of the company purchase or sell shares, but they 

disclose their transactions legally Insider is malpractice wherein trade of a company's securities is 
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undertaken by people who by virtue of their work have access to the otherwise non public 

information which can be crucial for making investment decisions. 

SEBI (PROHIBITION OF INSIDER TRADING )RULES AND REGULATIONS WERE ISSUED IN 2015. 

ABOUT SEBI ? 

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) is the regulator for the securities market in India. It 

was established in the year 1988 and given statutory powers on 30 January 1992 through the SEBI 

Act, 1992. 

Level 1 Q)Insider trading leads to ' inequality ', comment ? 

 

PURCHASING MANAGERS INDEX: 

The Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) is an indicator of the economic health of the manufacturing 

sector. The PMI is based on five major indicators: 

1. new orders, 

2. inventory levels, 

3. production, 

4. supplier deliveries and 

5. the employment environment. 

The purpose of the PMI is to provide information about current business conditions to company 

decision makers, analysts and purchasing managers. 

Level 1 Q)  What is PMI? 

 FDI IN INDIA RISES  

Foreign direct investment in India increased to USD 61.96 billion in 2017-18 . FDI inflows stood at 

USD 60 billion in the previous fiscal. According to the figures of the DIPP .  

However, according to an UNCTAD report, foreign direct investment (FDI) to India decreased to USD 

40 billion in 2017 from USD 44 billion in 2016, while outflows from India, the main source of 

investment in South Asia, more than doubled. 

 SEBI CONSTITITES EXPERT GROUP FOR DIERCT LISTING OF INDIAN FIRMS 

ABROAD  

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) constituted an expert committee to recommend 

suitable framework to allow direct listing of Indian companies overseas while also allowing overseas 

companies to list directly on the Indian bourses.  
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In the opinion of SEBI considering the evolution and internationalization of the capital markets, it 

would be worthwhile to consider facilitating companies incorporated in India to directly list their 

equity share capital abroad and vice versa .  

Present Position ; 

Currently, Indian companies can only use the depository receipts route – American Depository 

Receipts (ADR) or Global Depository Receipts (GDR) – to list on the overseas exchanges. Similarly, 

foreign companies can access the Indian capital markets only through the Indian Depository Receipts 

(IDR). 

The nine-member expert committee set up by the regulator comprises Ranu Vohra, managing director 

and chief executive officer, Avendus Capital; Cyril Shroff, Managing Partner, Cyril Amarchand 

Mangaldas; Kamal Yadav, Managing Director, Morgan Stanley and S. Ramesh, Managing Director and 

CEO, Kotak Investment Banking; Deep Kalra, Chairman, MakeMyTrip.com and Jamil Khatri, KPMG, 

among others. 

 IRDAI CONSTITUTES SURESH MATHUR COMMITTEE  

Regulator Irdai has set up a 10-member panel to review norms related to insurance marketing firm 

(IMF) with an aim to increase insurance penetration in the country. 

About Insurance Marketing  Firms :  

 The concept of insurance marketing firms (IMF) was introduced by the Insurance Regulatory and 

Development Authority of India (IRDAI) in 2015 to improve insurance penetration in the country 

through an area-specific approach. 

Insurance marketing firms are allowed to solicit or procure insurance products, undertake insurance 

service activities and distribute other financial products. The concept was introduced based on the 

recommendations of the Govardhan Committee, which submitted its report in 2007. Insurance 

marketing firms can sell mutual funds, pension products, banking services and non-banking financial 

products. The idea of the distribution channel was introduced to encourage entrepreneurs to provide 

customers in non-urban areas a facility to access a complete range of financial protection services. 

The committee, headed by Suresh Mathur (ED-IMF, Irdai), has been asked to revisit the IRDAI 

(Registration of Insurance Marketing Firms) Regulations, 2015.  Among other things, the committee 

has also been asked to provide recommendations for issuing guidelines on the areas on which the 

regulations are silent. 

Insurance Penetration will provide a social security cover for the citizens and also reduce the social 

spending burden of the government which can divert the same money for development .  

Level 1 Q) Write  about the Suresh Mathur Committee ?  

 CII AND NITI AYOG LAUNCH PARTNERSHIP ON SDGS 

The NITI Aayog and the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) on August 8, 2018 signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and entered into a 

three-year partnership.The MoU was signed during the Government and Business Partnership 
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Conclave in New Delhi. The conclave was organised jointly by NITI Aayog, Confederation of Indian 

Industry and the United Nations. 

The NITI Aayog-CII partnership focuses on specific activities that seek to develop: 

 Vision and Action Agenda for businesses and industries to contribute to SDGs 

 Annual Status Reports 

 Sector-specific Best Practice Documents 

CII launched the report—Indian Solutions for the World to Achieve SDGs. The report deep-dives into 

each of the SDGs, targets and business implications thereof. The report cites examples that illustrate 

how companies have incorporated the SDGs framework into their business strategy and gone about 

achieving them. 


